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ABSTRACT

Ubiquitous computing is characterized by the integration of computing aspects into
the physical environment. Physical and virtual worlds start to merge as physical de-
vices and inanimate objects gain digital sensing, processing, and communication ca-
pabilities. is introduces a number of privacy challenges. Devices, such as smart-
phones or cameras, and sensors in the user’s physical environment may gather and
exchange information about the user’s whereabouts, activities, and behavior with re-
mote parties anywhere in the world. is tight integration with the physical world
further requires the consideration of both informational privacy aspects, such as who
may have access to personal information, and physical privacy aspects. Virtual activi-
ties may result in physical actions in the user’s physical environment, which may not
only facilitate observation of users, but also constitute intrusions and disturbances
into the user’s personal space. Due to the potential complexity of ubiquitous comput-
ing systems, users may also have difficulties to estimate privacy implications of their
actions and decisions.

Privacy from the user’s perspective constitutes a dynamic regulation process in
which exposure is continuously adapted based on social context and personal experi-
ences.euser seeks to balance the desired level of privacy and the degree of openness
required by current activities. We propose a dynamic privacy adaptation process for
ubiquitous computing that leverages contextual awareness to actively support users in
their privacy regulation activities. Context-awareness is hereby supported by the sens-
ing and communication capabilities of ubiquitous computing systems. e dynamic
privacy adaptation process is supported by three main components for awareness, de-
cision, and control aspects.

Our user-centric privacy context model supports situational awareness by repre-
senting privacy-relevant contextual information in a given situation. e model in-
cludes information about the user’s privacy-sensitive items and activities. It further
includes aspects of the user’s surrounding environment, which may also extend into
the virtual realm. e proposed privacy context model and included context features
are grounded in an analysis of privacy literature. Our model facilitates the detection
of context changes with regard to privacy implications that require privacy reasoning
and decision making. In addition to the model itself, we further provide an analysis
of generic privacy implications that stem from context changes, and we discuss the
role and consideration of uncertainty and trust aspects in relation to privacy-relevant
context.

Privacy-relevant context changes trigger a proposed privacy decision engine, which
then leverages a user model with context-based privacy preferences to reason about
the user’s likely privacy preferences for a given situation. e privacy decision engine
combines case-based reasoning and context-based preference rules to leverage expe-
riential and general privacy preferences of the user. Our privacy reasoning approach
further supports continuous operation suitable for ubiquitous computing scenarios
and considers uncertainty about context information and privacy preferences in the
reasoning and adaptation process. e privacy decision engine supports the user, ei-
ther by autonomously selecting the most suitable privacy preference for realization,
or by providing personalized and contextualized recommendations to the user, de-
pending on the confidence in obtained reasoning results. e privacy decision engine
further adapts to the user over time by learning experiential preferences from explicit
and implicit user interactions with the system.
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We further propose to leverage personality traits and characteristics to define pri-
vacy personality profiles. ose profiles can be integrated with the decision engine
as general knowledge in order to provide meaningful recommendations for privacy
adaptation to the user, even in situations where few or no experiential privacy prefer-
ences have yet been obtained. In order to assess the potential of creating such profiles,
we conducted an elicitation studywith 79 elderly adults to determine their privacy and
automation preferences towards ambient assisted living technologies. Our results in-
dicate significant correlations between certain personality characteristics and privacy
preferences. We further discuss how elicited preferences can be generalized to create
privacy personality profiles.

e control aspect of the dynamic privacy adaptation process entails the realization
and implementation of specific privacy preferences in different ubiquitous computing
environments. We analyze what factors influence the availability and selection of suit-
able realization strategies, andwe provide an overview of common optimistic and pes-
simistic privacy control mechanisms. In particular, we highlight our contributions to
an architecture for distributed privacy policy enforcement based on trusted comput-
ing principles. We further outline a conceptual approach for combining the privacy
reasoning capabilities of our privacy decision engine with the interface adaptation ca-
pabilities of multimodal interaction systems in order to realize privacy preferences in
physical environments that offer multiple output modalities.

To evaluate our approach for dynamic privacy adaptation, we conducted an in-
depth case study for which we developed a fully functional ubiquitous computing
application that implements the dynamic privacy adaption process. e developed
application consists of privacy-adaptive calendar displays, which show calendar in-
formation of users and dynamically adapt the displayed content to the present per-
sons and their privacy preferences. e system development has been accompanied
by a privacy impact assessment to ensure privacy-sensitive application design. Seven
privacy-adaptive calendar displays have been deployed in a multi-office environment,
which allowed us to assess the acceptance and utility of dynamic privacy adaptation
in a realistic setting. Ten participants used the privacy-adaptive calendar displays for
almost three weeks with their own calendar data during their normal work activities,
including interactions with non-participants. e results of our deployment study in-
dicate that dynamic privacy adaptation is a feasible approach for supporting users in
the regulation of their privacy in complex ubiquitous computing environments.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Ubiquitous Computing ist charakterisiert durch die Integration von Technik in die
physische Umgebung. Wenn physische Geräte und Objekte digitale Sensorik, Ver-
arbeitungsmöglichkeiten und Kommunikationsmittel erlangen, beginnen die physi-
schen und virtuellen Welten zu verschwimmen. Hieraus resultieren eine Reihe von
Risiken für die Privatsphäre. Geräte, wie etwa Smartphones oder Kameras, sowie
Sensoren in der physischen Umgebung des Benutzers können Informationen über
den Aufenthaltsort, die Aktivitäten und das Verhalten des Benutzers sammeln und
mit anderen Entitäten an beliebigen Orten austauschen. Diese enge Integration mit
der physischenWelt erfordert eine kombinierte Beachtung von sowohl informationel-
len Privatsphäre-Aspekten, etwa wer hat wann Zugriff auf persönliche Informationen,
als auch von physischen Privatsphäre-Aspekten. Virtuelle Aktivitäten können in phy-
sischen Aktionen in der Umgebung des Benutzers resultieren, welche nicht nur die
Beobachtung des Benutzers ermöglichen, sondern auch aktive Störungen der Privat-
sphäre des Benutzers darstellen können. Aufgrund der potentiellen Komplexität von
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Ubiquitous Computing Systemen fällt es Benutzern daher schwer, die Implikationen
ihrer Aktionen und Entscheidungen auf ihre Privatsphäre abzuschätzen.

Aus der Perspektive des Benutzers stellt Privatsphäre einen dynamischen Regulie-
rungsprozess dar, in welchem die Preisgabe von persönlichen Informationen konti-
nuierlich adaptiert wird, basierend auf dem sozialen Kontext und Erfahrungen. Der
Benutzer verfolgt das Ziel, den gewünschten Grad der Privatsphäre und den Grad der
Offenheit so auszubalancieren, wie es für die aktuellen Aktivitäten erforderlich ist. In
dieser Arbeit wird ein Prozess für die dynamische Privatsphären-Anpassung in Ubi-
quitous Computing vorgestellt, der Kontextwissen nutzt um den Benutzer aktiv in der
Regulierung seiner Privatsphäre zu unterstützen. Kontextbewusstsein wird hierbei
durch die Erfassungs- und Kommunikationsmöglichkeiten von Ubiquitous Compu-
ting Systemen unterstützt. Der Prozess zur dynamischen Privatsphären-Anpassung
wird von drei Hauptkomponenten umgesetzt, die sich aufWahrnehmungs-, Entschei-
dungs- und Kontrollaspekte beziehen.

Das entwickelte Benutzer-zentrischeKontextmodell für Privatsphären-Aspekte un-
terstützt Situationsbewusstsein durch die Repräsentation von Privatsphären-relevan-
ten Kontextinformationen über eine gegebene Situation. Das Modell beinhaltet Infor-
mationen über die Privatsphären-relevanten Einzelheiten des Benutzers, sowie des-
sen Aktivitäten. Weiterhin beinhaltet es auch Aspekte welche die Umgebung des Be-
nutzers betreffen, die sich auch in den virtuellen Raum ausdehnen kann. Das entwi-
ckelte Kontextmodell für Privatsphären-Aspekte und die darin enthaltenen Kontext-
faktoren gehen aus einer ausführlichen Analyse der existierenden Literatur zu Pri-
vatsphäre hervor. Unser Modell ermöglicht die Erkennung von Kontextveränderun-
gen die Implikationen für die Privatsphäre darstellen, und somit Reasoning und Ent-
scheidungsfindung notwendig machen. Zusätzlich zu dem Modell wird eine Analyse
von generischen, in Kontextänderungen begründeten Privatsphären-Implikationen
durchgeführt und die Rolle von Unsicherheits- und Vertrauensaspekten in Bezug auf
Privatsphären-relevanten Kontext diskutiert sowie Integrationsmöglichkeiten dieser
Faktoren vorgestellt.

Privatsphären-relevante Kontextänderungen aktiveren eine in dieser Arbeit entwi-
ckelte Privatsphären-Entscheidungs-Engine, welche ein Benutzermodell mit Kontext-
abhängigen Privatsphären-Präferenzen verwendet, um die wahrscheinlichsten Privat-
sphären-Präferenzen des Benutzers für eine gegebene Situation festzustellen. Die Ent-
scheidungs-Engine kombiniert Case-based Reasoning mit kontext-abhängigen Präfe-
renzregeln, um sowohl erfahrungsbasierte als auch generelle Privatsphären-Präferen-
zen des Benutzers zu berücksichtigen. Dieser Reasoning-Ansatz unterstützt den kon-
tinuierlichen Betrieb in Ubiquitous Computing Szenarien und berücksichtigt Unsi-
cherheiten bezüglich Kontextinformationen und Privatsphären-Präferenzen im Rea-
soning- undAdaptierungsprozess. Je nachKonfidenz in das erzielte Reasoning-Ergeb-
nis unterstützt die Entscheidungs-Engine den Benutzer entweder durch die autono-
me Auswahl der am besten passenden Präferenz zur Umsetzung oder durch das An-
bieten von personalisierten und kontext-bezogenen Vorschlägen. Die Entscheidungs-
Engine passt sich außerdem über die Zeit an den Benutzer an, indem sie erfahrungs-
abhängige Präferenzen durch explizite und implizite Benutzerinteraktion erlernt.

Weiterhin wird untersucht wie sich Persönlichkeits-Merkmale und -Charakteristi-
ken nutzen lassen, um Privatsphären-spezifische Persönlichkeitsprofile zu definieren.
Diese Profile können in die Entscheidungs-Engine als generelles Wissen integriert
werden, um auch in Situationen mit wenigen oder keinen erfahrungsabhängigen Prä-
ferenzen sinnvolle Vorschläge zur Privatsphären-Adaptierung anbieten zu können.
Um das Potential dieses Ansatzes zu evaluieren, wurde eine Erfassungsstudie mit 79
Seniorendurchgeführt, in der ihre Privatsphären- undAutomatisierungs-Präferenzen
in Bezug auf aktive Assistenz-Systeme erfragt wurden. Die Ergebnisse deuten darauf
hin, dass es signifikante Korrelationen zwischen bestimmten Persönlichkeitsmerkma-
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len und Privatsphären-Präferenzen gibt. Weiterhin wird diskutiert wie die erfassten
Präferenzen generalisiert werden können, um Privatsphären-spezifische Persönlich-
keitsprofile zu erstellen.

Der Kontrollaspekt des dynamischen Adaptionsprozesses beinhaltet die Umset-
zung von spezifischen Privatsphären-Präferenzen in unterschiedlichen Ubiquitous
Computing Umgebungen. Es wurde analysiert welchen Faktoren die Verfügbarkeit
und Auswahl von passenden Umsetzungsstrategien beeinflussen. Die Analyse wird
ergänzt durch einen Überblick über gängige optimistische und pessimistische Privat-
sphären-Kontrollmechanismen. Insbesondere werden eigene Beiträge zu einer Archi-
tektur für die verteilte Durchsetzung von Privatsphären-Regeln vorgestellt, die auf
Trusted-Computing-Prinzipien beruht. Weiterhin beschreibt diese Arbeit einen An-
satz, um die Möglichkeiten der dynamischen Privatsphären-Adaption mit den Mög-
lichkeiten von Benutzerschnittstellen-Adaptation in multimodalen Interaktionssyste-
men zu kombinieren, um so Privatsphären-Präferenzen in physischen Umgebungen
umzusetzen die mehrere Ausgabe-Modalitäten bieten.

Um den dynamischen Privatsphären-Adaptionsprozess zu evaluieren, wurde eine
ausführliche Fallstudie durchgeführt, für die eine voll funktionsfähige Ubiquitous
Computing-Anwendung entwickelt wurde, die den dynamischen Adaptionsprozess
umsetzt. Die umgesetzte Anwendung stellt ein Privatsphären-adaptives Kalenderan-
zeigesystem dar, welches dynamisch den angezeigten Bildschirminhalt auf die anwe-
senden Personen und ihre Privatsphären-Präferenzen anpasst. Die Systementwick-
lung wurde mit einem Prozess zur Privatsphären-Folgenabschätzung begleitet, um
ein Privatsphären-freundliches Anwendungsdesign sicher zu stellen. Sieben derarti-
ge Anzeigesystemewurden in einer Büroumgebung installiert, umdie Akzeptanz und
den Nutzen der entwickelten Ansätze in einer realistischen Umgebung zu evaluieren.
Zehn Studienteilnehmer haben die Privatsphären-adaptivenKalenderanzeigesysteme
zirka dreiWochen langmit ihren eigenen Kalenderdaten während ihrer normalen Ar-
beitstätigkeiten genutzt, was auch die Interaktion mit Nichtteilnehmern beinhaltete.
Die Ergebnisse der Benutzerstudie deuten darauf hin, dass dynamische Privatsphären-
Adaption ein machbarer und hilfreicher Ansatz ist, um Benutzer bei der Kontrolle ih-
rer Privatsphäre in komplexen Ubiquitous Computing Umgebungen zu unterstützen.
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1I N TRODUCT ION

1.1 Motivation

Just over 20 years ago, Mark Weiser formulated the vision of ubiquitous computing as
the computer for the 21 century [642]. Motivated by then recent advances in sensor
technology and technology miniaturization, and driven by a frustration with atten-
tion hogging computers and cumbersome interaction, he outlined a new computing
paradigm. In a ubiquitous computing, or ubicomp, environment, the computer disap-
pears. Natural interaction with physical objects replaces keyboard and mouse input,
ambient changes in the environment replace fixed desktop screens. Ubicomp devices
and systems unobtrusively support users in their activities without stealing their focus
and attention. To achieve this, ubicomp components need to be embedded in the phys-
ical environment and become pervasive. Instead of a single desktop computer, users
would be surrounded by dozens, even hundreds, of specialized ubicomp devices at
different scales. ese devices need to be able to sense, interpret, and communicate
the context in which they are operating in order to adapt to the environment and the
user’s activities.

Developments in recent years show Weiser’s vision in play. Computers and lap-
tops have not been replaced yet, but are being augmented by an increasing number
of devices and gadgets [90], ranging from smartphones, ebook readers, and tablets to
fitness trackers and wearable body sensors. RFID chips and other localization tech-
nologies are regularly used to assign virtual representations to physical objects for
tracking of consumer goods or medication [219]. Smartphones include a multitude
of sensors that allow devices and respective applications to determine their physical
location, orientation, ambient noise and light levels, and many other context features.
Such context information can be leveraged to adapt application state, accordingly.
Natural interaction methods such as touch and gestures are becoming the norm for
non-desktop devices. Multitouch screens are already common for smartphones and
tablets. Microso’s Kinect sensor turned 3D gesture recognition into a living room
commodity. Almost ubiquitous Internet connectivity enables all of these devices to
continuously exchange information with cloud services and each other. As a result,
information managed in the cloud is basically available anywhere at anytime and is
being transparently synchronized between devices. Furthermore, realtime audiovi-
sual communication is possible with friends, colleagues, and loved ones, regardless of
their current location.

While these developments are reminiscent of ubicomp, many of the outlined exam-
ples are a lot “messier” than Weiser’s vision [90], as they still require extensive man-
ual configuration by users. Driven by the original vision, variations thereof, and the
above mentioned advancements in technology— of which many are results of previ-
ous ubicomp research—ubiquitous computing has become a very active and extensive
research area with a large community. e benefits of pursuing the ubicomp vision
are readily apparent. More natural interaction, less configuration overhead, and ap-
plications and devices that better fit our needs. However, the shi towards ubiquitous
computing also poses an unprecedented threat to personal privacy. Autonomously
acting devices, capable of sensing, processing, and communicating information about
their environment and users, make it inherently difficult to assert control over pri-
vacy or to even gain awareness of potential privacy risks. Already today, it is oen
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unclear what kind of information is collected and forwarded by smartphone apps, re-
sulting in privacy incidents including involuntary disclosure of personal information
to service providers. For instance, Allan and Warden [52] discovered in 2011 that iOS
was recording long term movement patterns of users, apparently due to a soware
bug [61]. In 2012, ampi [605] found that the Path mobile social network app up-
loaded the complete address books of users to their servers, supposedly to improve
friend matching.

e combination of virtual systems and physical devices in ubicomp poses further
challenges for privacy research, because existing information-centric privacy mech-
anisms cannot be readily extended to handle physical privacy aspects. In ubicomp
systems, dataminimization, obfuscation, and anonymization techniques on their own
will likely be insufficient to prevent privacy infringements. In dynamic, interconnected,
and distributed ubicomp systems, information can be gathered and combined from
multiple sources and further complemented by incidental data about the user, which
has been provided by others to certain service providers [551]. For instance, friends
or acquaintances posting information about oneself on social networks or specifying
oneself as a meeting participant in a cloud-based calendar system. Research on pri-
vacy in ubiquitous computing has been largely dominated by raising general privacy
issues and addressing them for very specific use cases, applications, and domains. As a
result, most proposed solutions are so specifically tailored that they cannot be readily
applied to other use cases and scenarios.

erefore, this thesis addresses the question of how more generally applicable pri-
vacy solutions can be achieved, by focusing more on the individual user than specific
applications. In real-life situations, people constantly adjust their privacy expectations
and their sharing behavior based on their activities and surroundings [647]. For ex-
ample, the amount of information revealed in a conversation depends on who one
is talking to, the topic of the conversation, and who else is around. Human privacy
decision making functions in a dialectic, dynamic regulation process [57], in which
we assess potential privacy risks and weigh them against potential benefits. However,
this decision process is subject to bounded rationality [37]. e paradox is that we
might be aware of long-term privacy implications, but still tend to make poor privacy
choices in the short term, due to a bias towards immediate gratification [40]. Such
effects become particularly apparent in relation with computing systems. In ubicomp
environments, privacy decision making is further complicated by the scale and in-
visibility of ubicomp components [396]. It becomes inherently difficult for users to
maintain an overview of what privacy-sensitive information they are sharing and ex-
posing, what privacy risks are involved, and what options are available to them.

We propose to leverage the context awareness and adaptivity of ubicomp systemsFollowing a common
convention in

Computer Science
literature, the first per-
son plural will be used
to refer to the author.

to dynamically support the human privacy decisionmaking process, and, by doing so,
also achieve dynamic adaptation of privacymechanisms for ubicomp. In the approach
outlined in this thesis, privacy protection and control mechanisms are embedded in
a holistic dynamic privacy adaptation process that supports awareness, decision mak-
ing, and control on multiple levels, in order to provide individual support for privacy
regulation in ubicomp environments. Awareness mechanisms support users in align-
ing their privacy perception with the current situation by making privacy-relevant
changes in the user’s context apparent. Users can adjust their privacy expectations ac-
cordingly, and make informed privacy decisions that reflect those expectations. Pri-
vacy decision making is further supported with personalized privacy recommenda-
tions and the automation of certain privacy decisions. At the end of this process, pri-
vacy enhancing technologies, such as anonymization, obfuscation, or policy enforce-
ment, are employed to realize and implement the user’s decisions and preferences in
the ubicomp environment.
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Dynamic privacy adaptation can further reduce burdensome privacy configuration
overhead by integrating privacy decision support into the user’s activities. Similar to
how interaction with ubicomp systems makes the computer disappear and facilitates
focus on an activity, dynamic privacy adaptation can integrate privacy decision sup-
port into the user’s cognitive privacy regulation processes, with the eventual goal that
interactionwith and configuration of privacymechanisms ceases to be perceived as an
additional explicit task. By viewing privacy regulation as part of the user’s activities in
a ubicomp system rather than an explicit interaction with the system, we can leverage
the complete ubicomp toolbox. e contributions presented in this work constitute
major steps towards this goal.

1.2 Contributions

e research objective of this thesis has been the contribution of a dynamic privacy
adaptation process for ubicomp environments, in order to support and complement
privacy decision making of individual users. is developed process is user-centric,
takes a holistic perspective on privacy, and is applicable to diverse application sce-
narios. e focus was placed on theoretical and technical foundations for this new
approach as well as the demonstration of its practical feasibility by instantiating it in
an in-depth case study for a representative ubicomp application. In particular, the
following three research questions have been addressed: Main research

questions.
1. What is a suitable model to capture privacy-relevant dynamics in ubicomp sys-

tems in order to enable dynamic privacy adaptation?

2. How can privacy reasoning adequately reflect the user’s privacy decision pro-
cess in order to accurately and intelligibly predict the user’s privacy preference
in a specific situation?

3. How can privacy preferences be effectively realized as privacy policies and con-
figurations in distributed ubicomp systems?

e proposed solutions are grounded in cross-disciplinary literature and a compre-
hensive problem analysis. In this work, we make multiple contributions to the field of
ubicomp privacy research:

Analysis of ubicomp privacy issues. In a comprehensive privacy analysis based on com- Section 3.3.
mon characteristics of ubicomp systems and different understandings of pri-
vacy, we identified five major privacy issues in ubicomp (physical boundaries
dissolve, observations and disturbances, information explosion, context explosion,
abstract privacy implications). In contrast to most previous work, we not only
considered information privacy aspects, but extended our analysis to physical
privacy aspects. Our analysis highlights the difficulty of making informed pri-
vacy regulation decisions in ubicomp systems.

Process-oriented privacy metamodel. We proposed a process-oriented metamodel for Section 3.4.
ubicomp privacy to align the cognitive privacy regulation process of users with
potential system support. Our metamodel structures the dynamic process of
privacy decision making into multiple steps (awareness, decision, control) and
maps out the relations between those steps as well as their representations on
the cognitive, system, and interaction layers.

Survey of ubicomp privacy research. We categorized existing research based on the pro- Section 3.5.
posed privacy metamodel and surveyed existing literature on ubicomp privacy
extensively. Our survey revealed that previous work focused primarily on pro-
viding privacy awareness and privacy controls. While extensive work exists
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on understanding cognitive aspects of privacy decision making, only few ap-
proaches exist that dynamically provide system support for privacy decision
making. All of these proposals focused on specific applications rather than ad-
dressing dynamic privacy adaptation holistically.

Dynamic privacy adaptation process model. Based on the process-oriented privacymeta-Chapter 4.
model, we developed a process-oriented system model for dynamic privacy
adaptation. is process model defines how the steps of the metamodel can
be supported by components in a dynamic, context-adaptive privacy system,
as well as the dependencies between those components, and their required fea-
tures. e main components of the process model are a privacy context model,
a privacy decision engine, and the realization of privacy preferences, i.e., their
implementation and enforcement on a technical level, as well as in interaction
with users.

Privacy context model. Based on existing results and literature onprivacy decisionmak-Chapter 5.
ing, we proposed a decision-level context model. Our privacy context model
contains only features that are relevant for the process of privacy regulation. In
contrast to many other context models, the proposed privacy context model is
user-centric, i.e., each user has an individualized instance of the context model.
emain components of the contextmodel are the user’s privacy-sensitive items,
entities in the environment and their channels to privacy-sensitive items, as well
as the user’s activities involving specific privacy-sensitive items and entities. We
analyzed potential privacy implications of context changes in that model in or-
der to decide when privacy adaptation is required and guide how privacy con-
trols have to be adapted.

Privacy decision engine. We developed a privacy decision engine that determines howChapter 6.
to adapt to privacy-relevant context changes based on a user’s privacy prefer-
ences and prior experiences. Following a case-based reasoning approach, pref-
erences are represented as cases in a usermodel, which is dynamically extended
when preferences can be learned from newly encountered situations. e pri-
vacy decision engine adapts previously learned preferences to the situation be-
ing evaluated and derives privacy policies for realization of that preferences
in the current environment. Depending on the confidence in the obtained so-
lution, the decision engine can either autonomously adapt privacy settings or
provide individualized recommendations to the user in order to elicit the user’s
privacy preference in the given situation.We proposed different feedback strate-
gies to validate created cases and support personalization of the decision engine
to individual users.

Privacy personality profiles. We further proposed the concept of privacy personalitySection 6.7.
profiles in order to initialize the user model of the privacy decision engine with
generalized preferences, which are aligned with the user’s personality traits. By
employing privacy profiles that reflect certain personality traits and privacy pre-
dispositions, meaningful privacy decision support can be provided without re-
quiring onerous a priori configuration of preferences. A profile’s generic pref-
erences are personalized through preference learning over time. We conduced
a survey with elderly adults in the context of ambient assisted living (AAL) to
assess the potential for personality-based privacy profiles. In the study, we col-
lected privacy adaptation and automation preferences of older adults for multi-
ple AAL scenarios, as well as information about personality indicators and pri-
vacy predisposition. Our results contributed insights into the diverse privacy
preferences of the elderly and showed that privacy personality profiles could be
created as coarse preference representations.
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Privacy preference realization. Once a privacy decision has been reached, the user’s re- Chapter 7.
spective preference must be realized by implementing it as settings and privacy
policies in the current ubicomp environment on the systems level, as well as
adapting ubicomp interfaces on the interaction level.We analyzed what aspects
affect preference realization and discuss common optimistic and pessimistic
realization strategies. We further proposed an approach for distributed privacy
policy enforcement that employs trusted computing principles to ensure that
privacy policies are always attached to data, which can only be processed and
utilized in accordance with those policies. Concerning the interaction level, we
outlined an approach for privacy-aware modality adaptation that integrates dy-
namic privacy adaptation with multimodal for supporting ubicomp environ-
ments with multiple output modalities, such as multiple screens or audio out-
put, and with different degrees of information granularity.

Privacy-aware collaborative calendar display. A privacy-aware calendar display system, Chapter 8.
called PriCal, has been developed to instantiate and evaluate the dynamic pri-
vacy adaptation process model and its components for a specific application.
PriCal enables dynamic adaptation of displayed calendar information to the
privacy preferences of present persons. We designed PriCal based on an initial
privacy impact assessment and developed a robust prototype that was deployed
in amulti-office environment.We further conducted a user study, in which par-
ticipants used the systemwith their own calendar entries for almost threeweeks.
Our results show that the proposed dynamic privacy adaptation process and its
components can be readily applied to complex ubicomp applications. Results
of the user study indicate high acceptance of dynamic privacy adaptation by
our participants.

1.3 Organizational Overview

In Chapter 2, the vision, characteristics, and research challenges of ubiquitous comput-
ing are discussed in more detail. Chapter 3 is focused on privacy in ubiquitous com-
puting. e concept of privacy is defined and studied from different viewpoints. We
further argue why privacy has to be viewed as a dynamic process rather than a static
setting. Next, inherent privacy issues in ubicomp environments are identified and an-
alyzed. A metamodel for ubicomp privacy is proposed to align cognitive privacy deci-
sion making processes with system support. Subsequently, the proposed metamodel
is used to categorize and survey the state of the art in ubicomp privacy research.

In Chapter 4, the research objective of this work is specified in more detail and a
process model for dynamic privacy adaptation is developed. Detailed research ques-
tions concerning this process model are formulated, which are addressed in subse-
quent chapters. In Chapter 5, a privacy context model is proposed to determine what
context changes require dynamic privacy adaptation and to guide the adaptation pro-
cess. Context changes are modeled as graph operations and privacy implications of
potential context changes are analyzed.e privacy contextmodel is further extended
with trust aspects. In Chapter 6, the privacy decision engine is described in detail. Re-
quirements are formulated to assess the suitability of different reasoning approaches.
Privacy decision making with case-based reasoning is discussed and a respective ap-
proach is outlined. e defined user model for privacy preferences, the preference
retrieval and adaptation process, as well as the retention and learning process are
described in detail. Furthermore, the integration of general knowledge into the rea-
soning process with privacy personality profiles is discussed. Results from a survey
with elderly adults indicate the feasibility and challenges of generating such profiles
for specific application settings. Chapter 7 is focused on privacy preference realization,
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i.e., the process of implementing and enacting the user’s preference and associated pri-
vacy policies in ubicomp systems and devices. Optimistic and pessimistic realization
strategies are discussed based on common aspects influencing preference realization.
Distributed privacy policy enforcement and privacy-aware modality adaptation are
presented as realization approaches on the systems and interaction levels.

Chapter 8 is devoted to an in-depth case study on the instantiation and evaluation of
the proposed concepts for a specific ubicomp application. Te dynamic privacy adap-
tation process has been implemented in PriCal, a privacy-adaptive collaborative cal-
endar display for office environments. A privacy impact assessment of PriCal is pro-
vided, which constituted the basis for privacy-aware application design. PriCal has
been evaluated in a deployment study in which the system was used for almost three
weeks with the participants’s calendar entries. Quantitative and qualitative results of
the study are reported. e chapter concludes with a discussion of lessons learned
from the application and deployment of the dynamic privacy adaptation process in a
realistic setting.

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis with a summary of the achieved results and contri-
butions, a discussion of insights and limitations regarding the proposed concepts, as
well as an outlook on future research directions and challenges.

Many of the contributions in this thesis have been published in international jour-
nals, as well as at international conferences andworkshops. Please consult the author’s
bibliography, starting on page 293, for an overview of respective publications.



2UB IQU I TOUS COMPUT ING

2.1 One Vision, Many Names

Ubiquitous computing has been heralded as the third era of computing, following the
mainframe and personal computing eras [644]. Althoughmany of the promises of ubi-
comp have not been fulfilled yet as originally envisioned [138], the idea of ubiquitous
computing has fostered intensive research and given rise to innovations, such as mo-
bile computing, wireless communications, sensor-equipped smartphones, location-
based services, augmented reality, or home automation. Because of these diverse de-
velopments, ubiquitous computing has been called by many names and researchers
have coined new terms to better highlight their particular research emphasis. Ubiq-
uitous computing, pervasive computing, intelligent environments, calm computing,
and ambient intelligence are all interrelated concepts that are disentangled in this
chapter.

2.1.1 Weiser’s vision

Mark Weiser saw their attention grabbing nature as the main issue of personal com-
puters in the early 1990s. Computers obstruct personal interaction [642] and oen
get in the way of the user’s activities and tasks by deflecting focus away from the ac-
tual task to the operation of the computer in order to be able to perform the intended
task [643]. According to Weiser, developments towards portable and mobile comput-
ing do not solve that issue and should be seen as a transitional step towards a new
computing paradigm.

The computer for the 21st century

In his seminal paper “the computer for the 21 century,” Weiser outlined his vision of
ubiquitous computing—a new computing approach that places the user in the cen-
ter whereas the computer disappears into the background [642]. Weiser [642] states
that “the most profound technologies are those that disappear. ey weave themselves
into the fabric of every day life, until they are indistinguishable from it.” Basically, users
should not be aware of using computers because they are integrated with their activ-
ities. is integration extends to two levels. Due to continuing miniaturization, com-
puting components will eventually be physically embedded in the environment. In
addition, ubicomp systems should integrate with user activities in such a way that
their utilization is not perceived as such, but rather becomes a cognitively embedded
part of the activity. us, ubiquitous computing should support users in focusing on
their activities and the people they interact with rather than obstructing or restricting
activities, task completion, and personal interaction.

Instead of interacting with one desktop computer, users in a ubiquitous environ-
ment are envisioned to be surrounded by hundreds of interconnected devices, on dif-
ferent scales and with different capabilities [642]. Weiser called the merging of phys-
ical artifacts with digital information and virtual representations embodied virtual-
ity [642]. is combination of physicality and virtuality results from the deconstruc- Embodied virtuality

vs. virtual reality.tion of the computer into many devices, which are integrated into the environment
or carried by the user. Embodied virtuality integrates virtual aspects into the physical
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world rather than trying to represent reality inside a virtual environment, as is the
case with virtual reality. is facilitates more natural interaction as users can interact
directly with physical aspects or use gestures and voice as inputmodalities [31]. Seam-
less interaction with multiple devices also requires seamless communication between
devices to enable exchange of information [642]. Awareness of present persons and
devices enables systems to adapt their functionality and behavior accordingly without
requiring advanced artificial intelligence [642]—devices can seem smart without ac-
tually being intelligent. According to Want [638], IBM established the term pervasive
computing to especially highlight the integration aspect of ubicomp. However, perva-
sive and ubiquitous computing are used synonymously and refer to the same research
field and community nowadays.

In terms of ubicomp devices, Weiser’s group at XEROX PARC experimented withXEROX Palo Alto
Research Center.
www.parc.com

small-scale tabs associated with specific digital information, pen-operated pads as
computerized incarnations of notepads, larger-sized smart boards that enable collabo-
rative information access andmanipulation, and the active badge location system [639]
to determine presence of different users. Tabs and pads were supposed to be inexpen-
sive and available in large quantities while boards were considered part of the local
infrastructure. Based on their experiences, Weiser named three ingredients for realiz-
ing the ubicomp vision [642]:

• Development of cheap and low power computing devices,

• Large-scale availability of wired and wireless network connectivity, and

• Soware for ubiquitous applications.

Embeddedmicroprocessors and the Internet are enablers of the first two [644]. Nowa-
days, Internet-enabled versions of tabs (e.g., smartphones and sensor nodes), pads
(e.g., tablets and ebook readers), and boards (e.g., smart TVs, interactive whiteboards,
and telepresence systems) are commercially available [219], although not as cheap as
envisioned by Weiser yet.

Calm computing and ambient interaction

Weiser advocated calm computing as a viable approach for letting the computer dis-
appear [642, 644]. If users are surrounded by ubicomp devices, they must stay out of
the way as much as possible. Instead of fully occupying the user’s attention, devices
and applications should provide ambient, unobtrusive notifications and feedback in
the user’s periphery of attention [642]. Ubicomp applications must be able to engage,
both, the center and the periphery of attention and be able to easily move between the
two [644]. us, awareness and automation are of great importance. As examples of
ambient interfaces, Weiser names a LED that indicated fresh coffee, moderate blink-
ing of taps placed on the user’s desk to indicate activity on joint projects [642], or a
dangling string that adjusted movement intensity, and hence noise level, to network
load [644].

e vision of ubiquitous computing put forward byMarkWeiser and his colleagues
has driven and inspired researchers for over 20 years [234]. Actually, as Reeves [517]
points out, envisioning future scenarios based on a mix of fiction, forecasting, and
extrapolation has become a common practice in the ubicomp community to inspire
research, motivate new research directions, justify interest in particular technologies,
or gain funding. Envisionings provide the advantage of being able to provide a large
context for the own research, because many systems cannot be realized at the envi-
sioned scale in the research stage.

http://www.parc.com
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2.1.2 Evolution of ubiquitous computing research

SinceWeiser’s proposal of ubiquitous computing, the field hasmade significant progress.
Want [638] provides a good overview of the evolution of the ubicomp field since the
early 1990s. Here, we provide an overview of leading research themes in ubicomp
rather than listing individual contributions and projects. In a special issue of the IEEE
Pervasive Computing magazine celebrating the 20 anniversary of Weiser’s vision,
Ferscha [234] identifies three phases in which ubicomp research progressed: connect-
edness, awareness, and smartness.

First phase: connectedness

e first phase of ubicomp research, spanning the late 1990s to early 2000s [234], was Late 1990s to early
2000s.mainly concerned with getting the basics to work, which could then be leveraged by

ubicomp applications. Weiser [643] outlined a number of challenges that are indica-
tive of the research performed in that period. A primary topic of investigation was
connectivity of ubicomp devices. Wireless networking and support for node mobility
received considerable attention, including the development ofWiFi and personal area
networks, such as Bluetooth.

Seamless and spontaneous connection establishment was also actively pursued in
the form of wireless mobile ad-hoc networking (MANET). In order to make the com-
puter invisible, dedicated ubicomp devices with low energy footprints and integrated
wireless communication capabilities were developed. Based on the idea of such ubi-
comp devices, tangible user interfaces [322] emerged. is line of research focuses on
the association of physical artifacts with digital information and how manipulation
of the physical object can be used to transform the associated information. Initial ap-
plications focused on localization of devices and users and sharing of their presence
information, collaborative filtering of information, and computer-supported coopera-
tive work (CSCW) applications in office environments [643].

Second phase: awareness

While research in the previous areas continued, the early to mid 2000s saw a shi to- Early to mid-2000s.
wards situational awareness [234]. Devices were equipped with multiple sensors that
provided information about the environment and their own situation. Context-aware
computing applications started to emerge that utilized sensor information to adapt
autonomously to their context [542, 543]. While many localization systems existed
by then [300], more complex context acquisition systems were required that could
leverage context information beyond location [548].

Driven by the advances in situational awareness, implicit interaction emerged as a
new interaction paradigm in which context information about the user is interpreted
as input to provide situation-specific support [545]. A more relaxed understanding
of invisibility also emerged. Rather than aiming for complete disappearance, the fo-
cus was placed on meeting user expectations whenever possible with minimal dis-
traction [538]. Satyanarayanan [538] points out that this is only possible if the user’s
intent can be derived and leveraged to determine which system actions would help or
hinder the user.

Much research in that time focused on modeling and processing of context infor-
mation, experimentation with different sensor types, and context-based recognition
of situations and activities. A detailed discussion of related work on context awareness
follows in Section 5.3.

Previous advances in wireless ad-hoc communication and components miniatur-
ization also let to the development of wireless sensor networks (WSN). In such net-
works, small and cheap sensor nodes are deployed in large quantities to automate
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monitoring and wireless reporting of different phenomena for various purposes, such
as wildlife migration monitoring, forest fire or tsunami warnings, or structural in-
tegrity monitoring of buildings and bridges [51].

Third phase: smartness

Starting in the mid-2000s, smartness and semantics have received considerable atten-Mid-2000s to today.
tion [234]. Results from the previous two research phases brought forward a number
of real-world ubicomp devices, such as modern smartphones. Research focused on
connection of many heterogeneous context-aware entities into large-scale ensembles
of digital artifacts [234].

By enriching recognized situations and context components with semantics, sys-
tems canmake smarter decisions and evolve by adapting to unknown situations. Kind-
berg and Fox [356] formulated this as the challenge of crossing the “semantic rubicon,”
i.e., removing barriers that demand clear distinction of human and system decision
making responsibility due to restricted system capabilities.

Ambient intelligence (AmI) and intelligent environments are terms that are supposed
to highlight the evolution of reasoning beyond simple rule-based adaptation. AmI
also underlines a trend towards more proactive systems consisting of agents that act
autonomously on the user’s behalf [138]. Such proactive systems try to look ahead for
the user by combining disparate knowledge from different system layers [538].

2.2 What Makes Computing Ubiquitous?

Ubicomp is a multi-disciplinary research field that encompasses and combines as-
pects of hardware, network communications, systems architecture, human-computer
interaction (HCI), and application design. Due to the widespread and organic re-
search under the term ubiquitous computing, it is difficult to describe the ubicomp
domain with a single, concrete definition. Instead, reflecting common characteristics
of ubicomp systems and applications is a more suitable approach for categorization
due to its flexibility and also corresponds to Weiser’s approach for characterizing ubi-
comp.

2.2.1 Ubiquitous computing characteristics

A number of characteristics are frequently named to define ubicomp in general, and
ubicomp devices and systems in particular.Many of the following characteristics stem
directly from Weiser’s vision and have been refined in the evolution of the field.

Embeddedness. Embeddedness has a physical and a cognitive dimension. Technology
miniaturization facilitates compact devices and sensors that can be physically
embedded in real world objects. Cognitive embeddedness makes the computer
disappear by integrating ubicomp applications deeply into the user’s activity
and goals [642]. Both aspects lead to a close connection of the physical and
virtual realms [31], manifested by an integration of physical sensors and com-
ponents with soware logic [169].

Connectivity. Communication, especiallywireless communication, is an important ubi-
comp characteristic. Wireless ubiquitous communication leverages the combi-
nation of physical integration of ubicomp systems and ad-hoc interoperation
ofmultiple ubicomp components [356]. Depending on the purpose, ubiquitous
communication oen entails a mix of multiple communication systems, such
as WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, RFID or cellular communication, and communica-
tion paradigms, such as client-server, peer-based, and push or pull communica-
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tion [50]. e enrichment of physical objects and communication capabilities
is also referred to as the Internet of things (IoT) [138, 219].

Context awareness. Ubicomp components are typically equipped with sensors in or-
der to gain awareness of their surroundings, as well as their context of use and
operation [169]. Typically, multiple context factors are combined to infer the
current situation [31]. Time and location are oen dominant context factors.
e reliability of sensed and inferred information depends on the accuracy of
sensed information [81].

Adaptation. Ubicomp systems should be smart [642], but they do not need to be actu-
ally intelligent. Context-based situation and activity recognition can oen pro-
vide ubicomp systems with sufficient information to adapt to the situation and
adequately support the user’s activity. Rule-based decision systems can be suf-
ficient for restricted applications. More complex ubicomp systems can adapt
their behavior over time by initially involving users in decisions and gradually
moving towards automated decision making [81]. us, ubicomp systems can
adapt to context changes but also adapt their behavior to individual users.

Natural interaction. Interaction in ubicomp systems should be unobtrusive. erefore,
natural interaction methods such as speech, gestures, handwriting, or touch
input are oen leveraged for input in ubicomp systems; visual, auditive, and
tactile channels are used for output. Multimodal interaction integrates multi-
ple input and output channels [216]. e concept of implicit interaction [545]
leverages context awareness to interpret user behavior as input and adapt ac-
cordingly. Tangible interaction leverages manipulation of physical objects to
manipulate application state [322]. However, any interaction method that re-
quires recognition of input symbols introduces potential errors into interaction
due to detection uncertainty [31].

Ubicomp applications should be easy to use and adapt to the knowledge and
skill set of users in order to reduce obstructions [550]. An important aspect of
interaction in ubicomp is also the move of applications and activities between
the user’s focus and the periphery [31]. Natural interaction aims for an adequate
balance between autonomously acting devices and systems and explicit user
interaction and engagement.

Ubiquity. A central theme of ubiquitous computing is the omnipresence and perva-
siveness of ubicomp applications and systems. Ubicomp systems facilitate any-
time, anywhere access to information and applications. In combination with
context-awareness, available information is typically tailored to the current sit-
uation. In reality, certain environments are better equipped with ubicomp com-
ponents than others [90], which should be taken into account by ubicomp ap-
plications by providing graceful degradation [81]. Ubicomp components can
be either part of the environment’s infrastructure or belong to the user and be
mobile [88].

Cloud services can further be leveraged to extend ubicomp functionality.While
ubicomp applications typically rely on the presence of some local infrastruc-
ture [138], such as sensors and actuators, cloud services can improve synchro-
nization and information exchange between different environments. Besides
physical ubicomp devices, a ubicomp environment can also contain present
persons and virtual entities, such as services or remote persons.

Abowd and Mynatt [31] point out that in truly ubiquitous systems interaction
would be continuous, thus, requiring new applicationmodels as interaction has
no defined beginning or ending, and may be interrupted at any time.
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e role of the user in ubiquitous computing is only implicitly defined by the char-
acteristics above. Depending on the application, the user’s behavior may determine
the system’s reactions or the system may proactively modify the user’s environment.
us, instead of acting with a computer, the user acts within a ubicomp system and is
surrounded by it. On a less enveloping scale, today’s smartphones can also be consid-
ered ubicomp platforms [550]. Smartphones are highly connected, integrate multiple
sensors, e.g., for location, motion, vision, and audio, and host user-centric and in-
creasingly context-aware applications. Despite being a very visible device that users
explicitly interact with, smartphones become invisible in the way how their use is be-
ing naturally integrated into everyday practices of their users [550].

2.2.2 Application areas

Weiser’s vision, the directions of subsequent research, and the generic nature of ubi-
comp characteristics make it apparent that ubiquitous computing is not bound to a
specific application domain [30]. Ubicomp is rather a concept that finds application in
diverse domains and also created new application areas.e following non-exhaustive
overview highlights this diversity. We focus especially on those application areas that
pertain to users, as subsequent chapters analyze and deal with the privacy implications
that have been introduced by ubiquitous computing.

Smart homes and ambient assisted living

In smart homes and smart houses, ubiquitous computing technology is integrated in
the living environment of users. According to Sadri [533], a smart home is character-Sadri surveys relevant

smart home and
ambient assisted

living projects [533].

istically equipped with a set of sensors, activators, and computing facilities that link
the first two. Integrated sensors determine presence and activities of inhabitants, as
well as measure physical characteristics, such as temperature or humidity. Activators,
also called actuators, can change the state of the building according to sensed infor-
mation, e.g., adjusting room temperature or switching on lights.ese basic functions
are oen subsumed under the term home automation [243].

Home automation systems are commonly configured manually by specifying rules
or automation processes, which is oen cumbersome [127, 17, 26]. Ubicomp concepts
can be used to enhance the smartness of such environments [169] and ease configura-
tion [313]. For example, a smart kitchen can analyze available food and automatically
reorder fresh produce [396]. Smart furniture can support leisure and relaxation by de-
termining the user’s state and potential intentions with integrated sensors and adjust-
ing the environment accordingly [243]. Room-wide or furniture-based localization
systems cannot only determine presence of persons and objects but also intuitively
help users find missing objects, such as their car keys or wallets [16, 7]. Smart envi-
ronments can be further augmented by fully or pseudo-autonomous robots that can
perform housekeeping tasks, such as vacuuming, provide entertainment, or specifi-
cally support impaired users [202].

e latter aspect is embedded in the larger domain of ambient assisted living (AAL).
AAL technology aims to improve the quality of life for impaired and elderly peo-
ple [533] to facilitate prolonged autonomous, independent living in their own homes.
AAL systems can support inhabitants in regularly taking medication, remind them
of meal times, and prevent potentially dangerous situations, for example, by automat-
ically turning off the stove aer use [445]. Such systems must take care to consider
cognitive and physical impairments of their users [533]. Furthermore, AAL systems
can monitor health and vital signs of users and alert care takers about unusual condi-
tions or accidents.
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Computer-supported cooperative work

Weiser already mentioned computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) as an ap-
plication for ubicomp [643] and gave collaborative drawing as an example. Although
CSCW, with its focus on the work environment, predates the ubicomp vision [266],
CSCW and ubicomp share similar requirements, such as application flexibility, com-
munication between remote and local components, and a focus on supporting the
user’s activities without stealing focus from them [518].

Examples of ubicomp concepts in CSCW are remote collaboration and groupware
tools [518], calendar systems, coordination and information sharing support [267],
smartmeeting rooms that automatically adjust heat and other roomparameters based
on present individuals [34], or ubicomp-enhanced learning environments at univer-
sities [31].

Beyond the office, ubicomp technology has also been integrated in other work
places, such as factories or hospitals. Ubicomp systems have been deployed in hos-
pitals to support collaborative processes of medical personnel [366, 363] or provide
context-aware access control to physical resources [171].

Experience logging and sharing

Abowd and Mynatt [31] identified automated capture of live experiences as a major
research theme in ubicomp. e basic idea is to augment the inefficiency of human
record-taking by automating the process and enabling efficient access to the collected
information through semantic indexing.

Wearable computing [432], and especially the augmentation of the human body
with sensors, has been considered as one approach towards ubiquitous, personal infor-
mation capture, also referred to as life logging or quantified-self. For instance, sensors
carried by users or embedded in clothing can unobtrusively monitor health informa-
tion [533] or the user’s activity intensity during the day [550]. Multiple sensors in the
proximity of the user’s body can form body area networks (BAN) [277] to exchange
information. e motivation behind the information collection in all these scenarios
is typically a desire to gain a better understanding of oneself, one’s body, and personal
habits in order to stay healthy in the long run or to individualize health care.

Location-based services ease information access by filtering information based on
spatial relevance. Augmented reality combines context-awareness and natural inter-
action [31] in order to integrate retrieval of contextually-relevant information into
the user’s tasks and environments, either as overlays on smartphone camera streams
or projected into the user’s field of vision with head-mounted displays.

Experience sharing has also evolved andmatured into commercial services. Online
social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, enable users to share situated informa-
tion that is annotated with the user’s current location. Fitness tracking services and
applications enable exchange of sports information and mutual encouragement. Ubi-
comp aspects start to weave themselves deeper into such offerings. For instance, most
smartphone platforms can automatically upload geo-tagged photos to the user’s on-
line photo stream, thus, making them instantly available to other people. Distributed
reporting systems facilitate the collection and organization of user-generated media
items covering an event [3]. Experience sharing enables users located in different
places to interconnect and participate in each other’s physical environments, poten-
tially even in real-time.

Everyday computing

In ubicomp environments, interaction with the system is continuous [31]. e conti-
nuity and ubiquity of ubicomp applications facilitates the support of everyday prob-
lems [644]—problems that relate to and occur in the daily routines of users. Inter-
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action and presented information can be personalized to the individual user under
consideration of available resources and infrastructure.

Affective computing aims to recognize the user’s emotions in order to adapt systems
with respect to the user’s mood [504]. Multimodal interaction [216] fuses input from
multiple input channels, such as speech, gestures, touch, and typing into a coherent
view of the user’s intentions and determines appropriate output modalities based on
the user’s context. For example, a museum guide can adapt the presentation of infor-
mation about exhibition pieces to the output modalities in the user’s proximity [533].
Such adaptation entails transformation of available information into appropriate for-
mats, seamless interconnection, and migration of information between devices.

e shopping experience can be enriched with ubicomp technology by turning
stores into responsive environments [533]. Store displays can adapt to the customer’s
identity and profile or provide context-based recommendations and advertising [54].

Everyday computing also entails systems that unobtrusively enhance the safety of
users. Situation-aware navigation andwarning systems can aid crowd control in emer-
gency scenarios. In vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) cars leverage short-range
wireless communication to enable safety applications [553], such as cooperative colli-
sion avoidance or road hazardwarnings. Contextualizedwarnings can support drivers
in confusing traffic situations, e.g., when an emergency vehicle is approaching [1].

2.3 Reframing the Vision

e described ubicomp research phases and application areas show how the field
evolved over the years, oen influenced by new technological developments. In the
process, researchers have reflected on, re-interpreted, and updatedWeiser’s vision [31,
538, 169] to address challenges that had previously not been anticipated. At the same
time, Weiser’s vision has also been challenged and alternate views on ubicomp have
been proposed.

Bell and Dourish [90] criticize that ubicomp research is trying to realize a vision
that has been surpassed by already existing systems.ey point out thatwe live alreadyExisting ubicomp

systems are “messier”
than envisioned.

in ubicomp environments—they just look different than Weiser envisioned them. To-
day’s systems are interconnected but less seamless and invisible, the desktop has not
been replaced but significantly augmented, and real infrastructures are a lot “messier”
than envisioned [90]. For example, cloud services enable information and state syn-
chronization between different devices, however, they are sometimes not as seamless
as they could be and are also oen restricted inwhat can be synchronized [138].ere-
fore, Bell and Dourish [90] propose to focus more on the messiness of ubicomp in ev-
eryday life in order to understand and improve the processes in such systems. Abowd
[30] goes further by arguing that ubicomp has become indistinguishable from general
computing as most recent computing advances could also be considered ubicomp ad-
vances and vice versa.

Rogers [525] criticizes that Weiser’s vision and subsequent research has been tooEngaging users
instead of calm

invisibility.
focused on systems aspects, thereby neglecting the user’s role. Specifically, she opposes
the idea of calm computing and argues that systems should provide user experiences
that engage the user in a meaningful way. Ubicomp systems should be designed to
augment the human intellect, as already proposed by Engelbart [226], rather than
stymieing it by taking all decisions and autonomy away from the user.

Previously, Dourish [210] argued that context-aware interaction in ubicomp envi-Embodied interaction.
ronments requires a deeper understanding of context. His concept of embodied in-
teraction takes into account what role the context plays in an activity and how the
activity relates to the user’s personal experiences. Both, Rogers and Dourish argue for
a stronger emphasis of the individual in ubicomp, which resulted in an influx of en-
deavors to gain a better understanding of user perception of ubicomp systems and
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how user behavior and preferences can inform design of ubicomp applications. HCI
methods have been developed to aid the user’s perception by making systems more
intelligible [413]. e idea is to help users better understand system actions, improv-
ing and maintaining the credibility of systems [239, 20] to ensure that systems are
perceived as trustworthy and reliable, or even persuading users to make better deci-
sions [238].

Another direction of ubicomp research focuses more on the effects of large-scale Ubicomp as the
sociotechnical fabric
of society.

ubicomp systems on society at large rather than individual users. Ubicomp systems de-
ployed at large-scale can learn about behavior of larger groups and societies to enable
social-aware ubicomp systems [423]. Ferscha refers to this as a sociotechnical fabric
woven into societies [234].

2.4 Ubiquitous Computing Research Agenda

In a consolidated effort, a large number of researchers fromubicomp and related fields
recently developed an agenda for future ubicomp research [604]. Aer soliciting short Pervasive adaptation:

research agenda for
future and emerging
technologies, 2011.
www.perada.eu/
research-agenda

essays from leading experts in the field, a number of challenge areas emerged that
reflect the focus of current and future themes in ubicomp research [234], with the goal
of further evolving the ubicomp characteristics outlined in Section 2.2. Each challenge
is characterized by a number of those short essays.

Autonomous adaptation. Ubicomp systems and applications, pervasive services, and
smart objects should adapt to their environment as autonomously as possible.
Such adaptation requires context awareness and the ability to assess different
situations, potentially in cooperation with other heterogeneous systems and de-
vices, adapt to situations efficiently, and coordinate adaptation in shared spaces.

Adaptive pervasive ensembles. Ensembles of autonomous entities are envisioned from
nanoscale networks to vehicular communication systems with potential bene-
fits for society at large. Self-organization and cooperation of heterogeneous en-
tities are paramount challenges in large scale complex dynamic systems. Such
systems require advances in probabilisticmodeling, distributed processing, and
trusted communication mechanisms.

Emergence and evolvability. e combination of simple components can give rise to
complex systems that better adapt to or even create new situations and infras-
tructures. Evolving systems autonomously learn to cope with previously un-
known situations, users, and other entities at runtime [138].

Societies of artifacts. Ensembles of devices with emergent and evolutionary capabili-
ties can form societies of artifacts in order to support specific activities or user
goals. Novel engineering and programming concepts are required to leverage
the potential of these developments.

Dependable pervasive systems. Ubicomp systems need to be fault-tolerant, secure and
self-regulating in order to safely support users in a dependable fashion. Vari-
ations in connectivity and available resources should be compensated by ubi-
comp systems [538] by providing graceful degradation [81].

Pervasive trust. Trust in ubicomp deals with at least two different aspects. Users must
be able to trust the proper handling of personal information by ubicomp sys-
tems in order to accept the technology and feel comfortable with the informa-
tion being collected, disseminated, and processed about them. Another aspect
of trust is the reliability and trustworthiness of information obtained by com-
plex systems of inter-connected autonomous entities.

http://www.perada.eu/research-agenda
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Human-centric adaptation. Users need to form mental models of how computing sys-
tems work and operate. e heterogeneous and distributed nature of ubicomp
systems makes this difficult. Understanding the underlying model formation
processes is essential for developing mechanisms to support them and achieve
cognitive embeddedness. Explanations of systemactions canmake systemsmore
intelligible. Personalization of smart spaces and affective computing are trends
towards more natural interaction with ubicomp systems. Ethical questions and
especially privacy issues need to be considered in the design of ubicomp sys-
tems from the beginning.

Sociotechnical systems. Leveraging social context for pervasive adaptation holds large
potential [234]. For example, smartphone-based activity recognition could be
combined with an opportunistic sensing approach, in which any available data
is treated as sensor information, in order to equip such system’s with social
awareness [423]. Large-scale, cooperative sensing withmobile devices provides
a sociotechnical fabric [234], which holds the potential for powerful analysis
of social interactions, model generation of human behavior and social dynam-
ics, and socially-tuned recognition algorithms [423]. Although the focus shis
from individual to multiple users and groups of users, raising awareness of re-
lated privacy issues is equally important in order to help users accurately per-
ceive associated privacy risks.

Quality of life. Utilizing ubicomp to improve quality of life goes beyond AAL systems.
Health and fitness support can prevent and remedy health issues, yet general
well-being in ubicomp environments requires further investigation. Ubicomp
can also potentially be leveraged to support sustainability and environment
friendliness in diverse areas, for example, through goods and garbage tracking
and collaborative CO₂ reduction systems.

Many of these challenge areas build on ubicomp characteristics, research topics,
and issues that emerged over the last 20 years and project them on to the future. Sur-Privacy and ethical

issues play only
a marginal role
in this agenda.

prisingly, privacy and other ethical issues of ubicomp play only a marginal role in the
ubicomp research agenda book [604]. Only three essays explicitly focus on privacy
and suggest research directions. Marchetti-Spaccamela poses privacy-preserving and
trustworthy information collection as a challenge [604, p. 60], Spiekermann sees pri-
vacy engineering and understanding of sharing behavior as key issues [604, p. 77],
and Langheinrich frames privacy awareness and digital literacy as relevant research
topics [604, p. 92]. Many other contributions also mention privacy issues in relation
to almost all of the above challenge areas, but without offering specific directions for
privacy research.

us, privacy in ubicomp is clearly a recognized issue, but it seems less clear how it
can be tackled effectively, or it is assumed that privacy issues are solved by someone
else [187]. e analysis of ubicomp privacy issues in the next chapter confirms this
view and motivates the contribution of our work on dynamic privacy adaptation pre-
sented in this thesis. Our work mainly falls into the areas human-centric adaptation,
pervasive trust, and autonomous adaptation.

2.5 Summary

In ubiquitous computing systems, physical and virtual worlds start to merge. Natural
interaction and smartness of systems let the computer disappear into the background
on a cognitive level, trends in miniaturization allow physical integration and disap-
pearance of sensing and ubicomp systems. Ubicomp systems are aware of their as
well as the user’s context. ey can adapt dynamically to new situations to support
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users as seamlessly as possible in their activities. Ubicomp applications range from as-
sisted living support for the elderly, to support of work processes and improvements
for daily tasks and activities.

Ubicomp devices are equipped with sensing, communication, and processing ca-
pabilities to facilitate these applications. Weiser envisioned a world where a user is
surrounded by hundreds of devices. New research challenges propose to even con-
sider systems on a societal scale.

Privacy has also been identified early on as a challenge in ubicomp. In the next chap-
ter, we take a closer look at the privacy issues that accompany the vision of ubiquitous
computing.We analyze the relation between privacy and ubicomp, identify key issues,
and provide an overview of the state of the art of privacy research in the context of
ubicomp.





3PR I VACY IN UB IQU I TOUS COMPUT ING

3.1 Overview

Ubicomppromises natural interactionwith computing systems and services that adapt
to the user’s needs and activities. From a privacy perspective, however, the ubicomp
vision carries the risk of ubiquitous surveillance on anOrwellian scale [392, 141].e
tension between ubicomp characteristics and privacy expectations has been noticed
early on by Weiser [642, 643] and the ubicomp research community [31, 391]. If not
properly addressed, privacy concerns could hamper the acceptance and adoption of
ubiquitous systems.

us, a substantial body of work has studied privacy issues, effects, and protection
mechanisms in ubicomp and for its applications. In this chapter, we provide an ex-
tensive overview of the state of the art in ubicomp privacy research. First, common
definitions and theories of privacy are reviewed in Section 3.2, to provide the nec-
essary background for understanding privacy issues and implications. It follows an
analysis of salient privacy issues in ubiquitous computing in Section 3.3. We then pro-
pose a process-oriented privacy metamodel in Section 3.4 to capture the mapping of
cognitive privacy decision making processes to system components. e proposed
model is then used to structure the discussion of the state of the art in Section 3.5.

3.2 What is Privacy?

Privacy as a concept can be difficult to grasp. Scholars in sociology, philosophy, and
law have debated over the meaning of privacy—for the individual and society as a
whole—for a long time. e purpose of this section is not to provide a comprehensive
survey of all viewpoints, but instead provide sufficient background on privacy theory
to gain a profound understanding of the novel privacy issues and challenges raised by
ubiquitous computing. In particular, the section looks at why privacy is worth protect-
ing, how privacy is codified in law, and why a more comprehensive view on privacy
is essential for the development of effective privacy technology.

3.2.1 The value of privacy

e importance of privacy is highly contested. Especially in recent years there seems
to be a trend towards self-publication and self-revelation spurned by social media
and the ease of online publication. While some decry this as carelessness of youth,
others advocate an open and public lifestyle [329] or herald the beginning of a post-
privacy era [290]. Although for us this debate seems inherently tied to developments
of information technology, according to Solove [579, p. 82], a similar debate occurred
in the Victorian age, when desire for privacy was equated to “Victorian prudishness.”
en and today—despite claims of having nothing to hide—inquires into certain as-
pects of life are perceived as intrusions into one’s personal space by the majority of
the population [578], such as financial matters, nudity, and medical conditions. How-
ever, expectations of privacy vary between cultures. Here, we focus primarily on the
European and North American perspectives on privacy.
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What value is provided by privacy that is worth preserving? As is to be expected,
views on the value of privacy are diverse. Solove provides a comprehensive overview
in his book “Understanding Privacy” [579]. Rössler [527] sees the value of privacyPrivacy

provides
autonomy.

in the autonomy it provides, i.e., privacy provides freedom of external influence and
control. According to her, respecting a person’s privacy means to respect that person’s
autonomy and free development.

Closely related is the view of privacy as a means for providing and maintaining
intimacy. According to Arendt [66], privacy is essential for developing an individ-Privacy

provides
intimacy.

ual identity because it facilitates psychological and social depth, and protects aspects
of a person’s identity that cannot withstand constant public scrutiny—be it publicly
chastised preferences and practices, or silly tendencies and other behavior people self-
censor when being observed. In that sense privacy protects against extrinsic and in-
trinsic losses of freedom [465, p. 75]. Nissenbaum argues that “privacy is important
because it protects the diversity of personal choices and actions, not because it protects
the freedom to harm others and commit crimes.” [465, p. 77] Privacy also establishes
boundaries and supports the establishment of personal relationships with varying de-
grees of intimacy and self-revelation [579], thus, intimacy is closely linked to interper-
sonal trust. Inness [320] describes intimacy as the personal decision to give someone
access to some specific information deemed private. ese understandings of privacy
should be supported by privacy protection mechanisms by facilitating and guiding
decisions about personal privacy.

Solove takes a pragmatic view on privacy by pointing out that privacy usually needs
to be balanced against opposing interests, such as free speech, security, curiosity, and
transparency. erefore, the value of privacy is not uniform across all contexts [579,
p. 87]. He further states that privacy has not only individual but also societal value,Privacy has individ-

ual and societal value. which is oen ignored when balancing privacy against other societal interests, such
as security. For example, lack of privacy can cause chilling effects, which inhibit indi-
viduals from engaging in activities otherwise beneficial to society, e.g., participation
in political discourse on controversial issues [579, p. 178]. Privacy infringement can
further cause a number of damages on an individual or societal level, such as financial
loss, (unwarranted) loss of reputation, emotional and psychological harm, increased
vulnerability for future harm, and power imbalances in societal structures [579, ch.
6]. For example, an employer that becomes aware of an employee’s health issues, e.g.,
cancer treatment, may not consider that employee for promotion, regardless if the
employee is able to fulfill his or her duties. Other privacy infringements may lead to
stigmatization, e.g., the disclosure of religious believes or sexual orientation.

Due to the harm that can be inflicted on individuals and societies by disrespect and
infringement of privacy, it has been codified as a basic human right by the United Na-
tions. Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights [623] states: “No onePrivacy as a basic

human right. shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspon-
dence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the pro-
tection of the law against such interference or attacks.” e inclusion of privacy in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights asserts its importance and value. However,
what exactly is meant by privacy is le open to interpretation.

The right to be let alone

In 1890, Warren and Brandeis [640] derived a right to privacy in a seminal paper.
In the late 19th century, development of instantaneous photography suddenly en-
abled reporters to take and publish pictures without the subject’s intent or awareness.
Prompted by the novel privacy violations arising from this new technology, Warren
and Brandeis argued that a right to privacy can be derived from common law that “se-Privacy as the right

to be let alone. cures to each individual the right of determining, ordinarily, to what extent his thoughts,
sentiments, and emotions shall be communicated to others.” ey further concluded
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that this protection “is merely an instance of the enforcement of the more general right
of the individual to be let alone.” ereby, they defined (the right to) privacy as “the
right to be let alone.”

Solove [579] points out that they adopted the term from Judge Cooley and ex-
tended its meaning from protection of property to protection of a person’s person-
ality. Subsequently, Warren and Brandeis’ privacy definition became the ground of
many domain-specific privacy laws in the US [579]. Solove explains that under the
Warren and Brandeis definition privacy is commonly viewed as a type of immunity
or seclusion. However, the definition is so broad that everything could be a violation
of privacy, even elevatormusic or a noisy truck on the street [579, p. 16-21].erefore,
this definition poses difficulties for legal interpretation.

e concept of limited access to the self aims to clarify these aspects by recogniz-
ing the aspect of exclusion but also that privacy extends beyond being apart from
others (cf. [579, p. 18-20]). According to Gavison, the desire for privacy is linked to Privacy as limited

access to the self.the concern over how we are accessible by others [247]. In this light, Van Den Haag
[625] defines “privacy [as] the exclusive access of a person (or legal entity) to a realm
of his own. e right to privacy entitles one to exclude others from (a) watching, (b)
utilizing, (c) invading (intruding upon, or in other ways affecting) his private realm.”
Limited access to the self can be achieved by secrecy, anonymity, and solitude [247].
Bok [111] extends this concept to explicitly include information by defining privacy
as “the condition of being protected from unwanted access by others—either physical
access, personal information, or attention.”

e influence of the right to be let alone and limited access to self definitions is also
apparent in the common understanding of privacy, for example, the Oxford dictionar-
ies define privacy as “a state in which one is not observed or disturbed by other people,
the state of being free from public attention” [477]. e strong emphasis on person-
ality and territoriality aspects makes this view a viable starting point for considering
privacy in the mixed physical-virtual environments of ubiquitous computing [10, 14].

Information privacy

However, a different view on privacy has dominated much of public policy, as well as
research on privacy in information systems.When focusing only on the secrecy aspect
of the limited access concept, privacy is violated when some previously concealed in-
formation is (involuntarily) disclosed [579, p. 21]. Hereby, privacy is understood as
the ability to limit disclosure of information about oneself [579], oen because that
information could prove harmful under specific circumstances. However especially Privacy as secrecy.
in US law, the secrecy aspect has, in practice, oen been reversed to deny any reason-
able expectation of privacy in matters where information has not been completely se-
cret [579]. As Solove [579] points out, the issue is that the secrecy paradigm interprets
privacy too narrowly by assuming the public as the default recipient of information.
However, individuals commonly intent to share information only with some people
but not the general public. Selective disclosure and confidentiality, as soer versions
of non-disclosure and total secrecy, are not considered. However, as DeCew [193]
points out, disclosure cannot be considered as an isolated action, but must take into
consideration the purposeful use for which the information was provided.

Alan Westin proposed a privacy definition that takes these aspects into account by
focusing on control over personal information [647]: “Privacy is the claim of individ- Privacy as control

over personal
information.

uals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent
information about them is communicated to others.” e focus of this definition is very
narrow as it only considers information privacy—specifically the control over how
information is exposed and to whom. Other aspects of privacy not concerned with
information are ignored by this definition, for example, the privacy to decide over the
own body or how to raise a child [579]. Furthermore, the strong focus on personal
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control has been criticized [579], because privacy oen has to be balanced against
what society and responsible governments deem appropriate to protect. Inness [320]
also points out that the intimacy of sharing personal information with someone spe-
cific is always defined by a certain loss of privacy. Personal information is also oen
jointly created and shared betweenmultiple parties, which have a certain claim to that
information.

For example, Schneier [551] distinguishes six different types of data related to users
in online social networks. Only service data provided for registration and explicitly
disclosed data fall underWestin’s definition. Entrusted data is information that a user’s
posts on someone else’s profile and thereby loses control over. Other people may post
incidental data about a user, such as pictures with that user or revealing the user’s
birthday. e service provider further collects behavioral data and may use all other
data types to create derived data. Such data can oen disclose more about the user
than the individual information items, e.g., Jernigan and Mistree [332] showed that
a user’s sexual orientation can be derived from the orientation of that user’s friends.
Schwartz [558] questions the assumption that people have meaningful choices with
regard to their information in practice, due to imbalances in knowledge and power.
Users oen only have the choice to either use a service on the service provider’s terms,
or not all.

3.2.2 Data protection

e discussed views on privacy, particularly Westin’s information-centric definition,
led to a codification of privacy in a number of data protection principles and respec-
tive legislation in many countries. In 1970, the German state of Hessen adopted the
first formal data protection lawworldwide to regulate the processing of personal infor-
mation by the state administration [298]. In 1979, Germany adopted the federal data
protection act [133]. In its 1983 census ruling, the federal constitutional court of Ger-
many asserted the right of informational self-determination, thus, reflecting Westin’s
definition of privacy.

OECD privacy protection guidelines

On an international level, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment (OECD) issued guidelines on privacy protection and trans-border exchange
of personal data in 1980 [469]. e OECD guidelines defined a number of essential
data protection principles that shaped subsequent legislation and are also reflected in
many proposed technical privacy protection mechanisms.Collection limitation.

Collection of personal data, which is defined by the OECD as “any information re-
lating to an identified or identifiable individual (data subject).” [469] should be limited
(collection limitation), and data should only be collected with legal and fair means and
preferablywith knowledge and consent of the data subject. Furthermore, the purposesPurpose specification.
for which data is to be used should be specified upon data collection (purpose speci-
fication). Use of data should be limited to the specified purposes. Collected personalData quality.
should be relevant to the specified purposes, but not extend beyond those.Data should
also be accurate, complete and kept up-to-date (data quality). It further follows thatUse limitation.
personal data should not be used or disclosed for other purposes than it was collected
for, unless the data subject consents to it or mandated by law (use limitation).Security safeguards.

e OECD guidelines continue to mandate that personal data should be reason-
ably protected against unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, or disclo-
sure of data (security safeguards). Furthermore, developments, practices and policiesOpenness.
regarding personal data should be made open and transparent (openness). Personal
data should always be linked with the specified purposes and the responsible data
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controller should be identifiable, i.e., the party that decides about collection, contents,
and use of personal data. us, individuals should be able to confirm the existence of
personal data relating to them and kept by a data controller, and be able to access that Individual participa-

tion.data (individual participation). Furthermore, an individual should be able to request
justified erasure or rectification of that data. An important aspect is also that data Accountability.
controllers should be held accountable for compliance to and violation of measures
enacting these principles (accountability).

Although theOECD guidelines were non-binding recommendations, manyOECD
members enacted privacy laws and data protection directives based on the concepts
and principles defined in those guidelines. In a 2006 report, the OECD summarized
the success of the privacy guidelines on national levels but also highlighted the need
for a more global and systematic approach to enforce privacy law in the light of in-
creasing trans-border flow of personal data [470]. e European data protection di-
rective and the privacy framework of the APEC states were named as examples of
good international cooperation activities in that direction.

European data protection directives

e European Parliament and the Council of the European Union enacted Directive
95/46/EC to harmonize data protection legislation across member states. e Euro-
pean directive [227] builds on the OECD principles but places specific emphasis on
proportionality and legitimacy of data collection and processing, as well as on trans-
parency.e directive also introduces the data processor as a new entity that processes
personal information on behalf of a data controller.

e directive states that data collection must be limited to explicitly specified, legit- Proportionality.
imate purposes and that it has to be adequate, relevant, and not excessive in relation
to these purposes. is aspect of proportionality provides far reaching protection, es-
pecially as it not only extends to personal information but also to personally identi-
fiable information (PII), i.e., information that can be linked to individuals through
additional means. Proportionality also entails that retention should be limited with
respect to its use, e.g., some information can be anonymized aer time. Although
not stated as such in the directive, the concept of data minimization has evolved as a
practice for complying with the directive in terms of proportionality.

e directive defines requirements for legitimate processing of personal data, in- Transparency.
cluding regulations on consent and what information must be provided to the data
subject about collected and disclosed personal information. Purpose limitation fur-
ther requires that data be only used in ways that are compatible with the original pur-
pose the data was collected for [67].e directive also asserts the right of data subjects
to access collected personal data about them and to object to data collection.

e directive further requires data controllers to notify supervisory data protection Oversight.
authorities on the state or federal level about data processing practices and what kind
of information is being collected. e directive further constituted the formation of
the Article 29 working party on the European level, consisting of the data protection
supervisors of the member states and the European data protection supervisor.

Directive 95/46/EC was later complemented by Directive 2002/58/EC, which ex-
plicitly addresses privacy in electronic communications [228]. As of 2013, the Euro-
pean Commission is in the process of revising data protection legislation in order to
better address privacy implications of cloud services, social networks, mobile com-
puting, and related technology advances. An important aspect of this revision is the
planned introduction of a General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [229], which
would not only supersede the current directives but would also harmonize data pro-
tection legislation across all member states by replacing their local data protection
laws with a European law.
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Fair information practice principles

In the US, no common privacy law exists comparable to the European directive. US
privacy legislation follows a sectoral approach. Separate laws are enacted for specific
domains, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
in the health care domain. A disadvantage of this approach is that privacy in new
domains remains unregulated until a respective law is passed, while the European di-
rective can be applied to new domains as well. Nevertheless, the Federal Trade Com-
mission (FTC) identified five principles for fair information practices (FIPs) [232],
which are commonly enacted. e FIPs were identified based on industry practice,
the OECD guidelines, and data protection activities in Europe and other countries.Notice & awareness.

According to the notice and awareness principle, before data collection occurs, con-
sumers should be made aware of what information about them is collected by whom,
for what purpose, and how it is secured. e choice and consent principle states thatChoice & consent.
consumers should be given the choice whether their data is made available for sec-
ondary uses or not. Consent to data processing practices can be obtained via opt-in
or opt-out mechanisms. e access and participation principle empowers consumersAccess &

participation. to view collected information about themselves and contest it.
Integrity & security. Data controllers should further have reasonable safeguards in place to ensure the

accuracy and integrity of information and prevent unauthorized disclosure of that
data by keeping it secure. In order to be effective, privacy protection must be accom-Enforcement

& redress. panied by mechanisms for its enforcement. According to the FIPs, enforcement and
redress can be provided by industry self-regulation, private remedies, or governmental
enforcement.

Of the three presented frameworks, the FTC framework has to be considered the
weakest, because it does not pose limitations on what data can be collected or used
for, but rather requires only notice and consent. Furthermore, many service providers
rely on implicit consent. For example, when a consumer visits a website with a link to
a privacy policy, it is assumed by their presence on the website that they consent with
that privacy policy. At the same time, it is nearly impossible for a consumer to actually
read the privacy policies of all visited websites [441].

3.2.3 Beyond data protection

Current privacy legislation and industry best practices, such as privacy by design or
privacy impact assessments, place a strong emphasis on data protection and hence
information privacy. However, privacy and privacy protection encompass more than
data protection. In the ubicomp domain, information privacy issues mix with issues
of physical privacy, as will be discussed in Section 3.3. erefore, it is essential to also
understand privacy issues usually not covered by information privacy.

Taxonomy of privacy issues

Solove [579] argues that striving for a singular definition for all privacy characteris-
tics may be misguided due to the diversity of the topic. Furthermore, information
alone may not be a sufficient indicator for associated privacy expectations, because
the sensitivity of information depends on the purposes for which data subjects want
to conceal it or other parties want to use it. us, Solove argues for a more pragmatic,
contextualized, and pluralistic view on privacy. Privacy problems disrupt particular
activities. Whenever a privacy problem surfaces in any given situation, a correspond-
ing privacy interest must exist. As a consequence, Solove suggests to define privacy
through its disruptions and issues in specific contextual situations rather than gen-
eral core characteristics. Privacy protection mechanisms and regulations have to ad-
dress multiple interconnected problems and balance conflicting interests. In order to
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Figure 3.1: Four categories of privacy issues based on Solove’s privacy taxonomy [579].

map the topology of these interconnected problems, and support the identification of
compromises that protect both privacy and the conflicting interest, Solove proposes
a comprehensive privacy taxonomy structured by generalized privacy problems [579,
577].

Solove divides privacy problems into four major categories, as shown in Figure 3.1,
loosely following an information flow from the data subject to data controllers and
further on to potential third parties. Each of these categories is further divided into

Bentham’s design of a
panopticon from 1787.

minor categories. Solove distinguishes two types of information collection: surveillance
and interrogation. Surveillance is the passive observation of the data subject by others.

Information
collection.

He argues that while not all observations disrupt privacy, continuousmonitoring does.
Surveillance disrupts privacy because peoplemay feel anxious and uncomfortable and
even alter their behavior when they are being watched. Covert surveillance has the
additional effect that it creates a power imbalance because the data subject can be
observed without being able to see the observer.

e panopticon purposefully leverages this effect in architectural design [95]. Ben-
tham designed the panopticon as a circular prison with cells on the outside that are
open towards the middle. A guard tower at the center is fitted with small window
slits facing in all directions. us, guards could watch any prisoner at any time, while
inmates would not know when they are actually being watched.

In a less Orwellian sense, surveillance also includes privacy issues caused by inci-
dental observations, such as private information visible on a screen or someone ob-
serving a typed password, also known as shoulder surfing [18]. Hawkey and Inkpen
[282] investigate the dimensions of incidental information privacy.

In contrast, Interrogation constitutes active information collection. e data sub-
ject is directly exposed to an inquisitive party, which may pressure the data subject
to disclose details. Similar to surveillance, less evocative interrogation issues also oc-
cur in common situations. For example, when a questionnaire or a registration form
asks for more information than required, or when social pressure leads to revealing
information one would have kept private otherwise.

Solove’s second category, information processing, contains five privacy disruptions, Information
processing.which all occur aer information has been collected, and therefore without direct in-

volvement of the data subject. Aggregation of information about one person facilitates
profiling. While such aggregation can have benefits, it oen violates the data subjects’
expectations in terms of what others should be able to find out about them. However,
the effects of aggregation are typically less direct, because the data has already been
collected previously. e main issue is that multiple innocuous pieces of information
gain privacy sensitivity when combined.

Presumably anonymized data may contain sufficient information to link the pro-
vided information back to the individual. For instance, Sweeney [597] showed that zip
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code, gender, and date of birth provided in US census data are sufficient to uniquely
identify 87% of the US population. Solove calls the process of linking some informa-
tion to a specific individual is identification. It is also referred to as re-identification or
de-anonymization. e risk of de-anonymization has also been demonstrated in thee risk of de-

anonymization. context of presumably anonymizedmedical records [94], genome research data [430],
location traces [268], and home/work location pairs [259].

Solove further sees insecurity of data processing and stored data as a significant pri-
vacy risk, because it facilitates identity the and distortion when information about
an individual is more readily accessible by unauthorized entities than it should be.
erefore, all discussed data protection frameworks place a strong emphasis on the
security of collected personal data. Secondary use constitutes any use of collected in-
formation beyond the purposes for which it was collected. As the data subject did not
consent to secondary use by definition, it violates privacy expectations.emain issue
here is that data subjects may have provided different information if they would have
been aware of the secondary use. Solove calls the lack of appropriate means for data
subjects to learn about the existence of collected personal data, to access those data,
and to rectify it exclusion. Exclusion runs contrary to the data protection principles
of participation and transparency.

Solove’s third category, information dissemination, summarizes privacy issues thatInformation
dissemination. concern the further disclosure or spread of personal information. Breach of confiden-

tiality is the violation of trust in a specific relationship by revealing secret information
associated with that relationship. Disclosure is the dissemination of true information
about a data subject without consent. It violates the data subject’s information self-
determination. Disclosure can adversely affect the data subject’s reputation. Exposure
is very similar to disclosure, but Solove notes that it pertains to revealing physical or
emotional attributes about a person, such as information about the person’s body and
health. us, exposure violates bodily privacy and affects the person’s dignity rather
than reputation. Increased accessibility does not directly disclose information to any
specific party but makes it generally easier to access aggregated information about an
individual. Although information might have been previously publicly available, ag-
gregation and increased accessibility increase the risk of actual disclosure. Blackmail
is the threat to expose private information if the blackmailer’s demands are not met.
Blackmail is a threat of disclosure enabled by a power imbalance created by informa-
tion obtained by the blackmailer. Appropriation, on the other hand, is the utilization
of another person’s identity for one’s own benefit. It is sometimes also referred to as
exploitation. Distortion is similar to disclosure with the difference that false or mis-
leading information about a person is being willfully disseminated, oen with the
intention of harming that person’s reputation.

Solove’s fourth category is concerned with privacy invasion. While the other threeInvasions and
disturbances. categories mainly deal with information privacy, invasion does not involve personal

information directly. Intrusion is the violation of someone’s personal territory, how-
ever that territory may be defined. One can intrude in someone’s physical territory or
private space, but intrusion can also pertain to disrupting private affairs. Such “realms
of exclusion” [579] facilitate interaction with specific people without interference, and
also exist in otherwise public environments, e.g., having a private conversation at a
restaurant. Decisional interference is a privacy issue where governmental regulations
interfere with the freedom of personal decisions and self-determination, e.g., in the
case of sexuality or religious practices. Solove argues that these are notmerely issues of
autonomy but are strongly associated with information privacy. e risk of potential
disclosure can severely inhibit certain decisions of an individual.

Solove’s taxonomy provides a comprehensive framework to reason about types of
privacy violations. His goal was to facilitate the categorization of privacy violations
in specific cases to obtain appropriate legal regulations and rulings. He ignores indi-
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vidual privacy preferences in his taxonomy on purpose, because, according to him,
it is virtually impossible to protect individual, varying privacy expectations in a le-
gal framework [579, p. 70]. However, he recognizes that personal privacy preferences
play an important role in shaping individual expectations of privacy.

Contextual integrity

Privacy expectations oen differ from the legal interpretation of privacy. For example,
under the secrecy paradigm employed by U.S. courts [579, p. 150], information that
has been made public in one instance is considered public in general—regardless of
the data subject’s differing privacy expectations for other situations.Marx [437] argues
that such a clear-cut distinction between private and public is problematic, because it
does not conform to how individuals formprivacy expectations.He proposes personal
border crossings to characterize privacy violations in the light of individual privacy
expectations. is theory states that privacy expectations are shaped by a number of Privacy expectations

are shaped by cultural
and individual
borders.

cultural and individual boundaries. If any of those borders are breached, e.g., when
information crosses these borders, privacy expectations are being violated.e action
that causes the breach is perceived as privacy infringing by the data subject. Marx
distinguishes betweennatural borders, social borders, spatial and temporal borders, and
ephemeral and transitory borders. A natural border is a restriction that limits what
can be perceived by others. Examples are clothes that hide the body, walls that shield
from observation, or personally directed emails and letters. A social border reflects
expectations placed in the social roles of persons, e.g., lawyers and doctors keeping
customer and patient information confidential. Spatial and temporal borders separate
disjoint events and episodes of life and reflect the expectation that such events are not
linked. Borders created by ephemeral or transitory effects reflect the expectation that
fleeting moments are not recorded.

Marx uses these borders to analyze the complexity in distinguishing between pri-
vate and public. Similarly, Nissenbaum [463] addresses expectations of privacy in
public situations, e.g., private conversations in a public restaurant. She analyzes why
privacy in public has been neglected in legal theory. She further argues that the ad-
vancement of information technology requires the protection of privacy in public,
because the technology advancements change how governments, organizations, and
others have access to individuals and information about them. New “fault lines” ap-
pear that need to be addressed, which were not significant before [465, p. 120]. Based
on these observations, Nissenbaumproposes a framework of contextual integrity [464, Privacy as contextual

integrity.465] that defines privacy along contextualized privacy expectations rather than a pri-
vate/public dichotomy. She equates privacy expectations with context-relative norms
of information flow, which are characterized by contexts, actors, attributes, and trans-
mission principles [465]:

Contexts. Contexts describe the general institutional and social circumstances (e.g.,
healthcare, education, family, religion, etc.) in which information technology
is used or information exchange takes place. Contexts also include the activ-
ities in which actors (in different roles) engage, as well as the purposes and
goals of those activities (Nissenbaum calls this values). Contexts and associ-
ated informational norms can be strictly specified or only sparsely and incom-
pletely defined—for example, the procedure of voting versus an informal busi-
nessmeeting. Expectations of confidentiality are clearly defined in the first place,
but less clear in the second case. People oen engage in multiple contexts at the
same time which can be associated with different, potentially conflicting infor-
mational norms. For instance, talking about private matters at work.

Actors. Actors are senders, receivers, and information subjects who participate in ac-
tivities. Actors fill specific roles and capacities depending on the contexts. Roles
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define relationships between various actors, which express themselves through
the level of intimacy, expectations of confidentiality, and power dynamics be-
tween actors. Informational norms regulate information flow between actors.

Attributes. Attributes describe the type and nature of the information being collected,
transmitted, and processed. Informational norms render certain attributes ap-
propriate or inappropriate in certain contexts. e concept of appropriateness
serves to describe what are acceptable actions and information practices.

Transmission principles. Transmission principles constrain the flow of information be-
tween entities. ey are associated with specific expectations. Typical transmis-
sion principles are confidentiality, reciprocity or fair exchange of information,
and whether an actor deserves or is entitled to receive information.

Such informational norms can be implicitly understood or explicitly codified. Com-
mon types of norms are moral norms, conventions of etiquette, rules, and procedures.
In order to identify perceived privacy violations, Nissenbaumproposes to use the con-
cept of informational norms to analyze if and how specific information flows or ap-
plications violate contextual integrity. Her decision heuristic consists of a multi-step
process [465, p. 148ff, p. 182ff], similar to a privacy impact assessment. Her process
starts by establishing the social context in which a technology is used, the key actors,
the affected attributes, i.e., the involved information, and the principles of transmis-
sion. Contextual integrity and privacy expectations are violated if the introduction
of an information technology or practice changes any of these aspects. Furthermore,
one should analyze how the technology affects moral and political factors, e.g., power
structures, fairness, or social hierarchies. Identified threats should then be further an-
alyzed for their impact on goals and values in the specific context. Based on these
assessments, contextual integrity recommends either for or against the information
practice.

e aspect of informational norms is also apparent in the concept of collective in-
formation practices proposed by Dourish and Anderson [211]. In their view, socialCollective infor-

mation practices. action is reflected in information flows. Such information flows not only transmit
information but also serve as social boundaries, which help to define identity, mem-
bership, and affiliation in social groups. e acceptance and utilization of the same
information practices shapes the identity of the group.

Dynamic privacy regulation

Contextual integrity provides a grounded framework for analyzing and understand-
ing privacy expectations in social contexts, as well as identifying existing and poten-
tial privacy issues of information technology. However, it does not fully capture the
dynamism inherent in individualistic privacy decisions. Privacy regulation is a con-
tinuous adjustment process in which individuals balance their personal privacy needsPrivacy as a

continuous ad-
justment process.

and their desire for disclosure. Westin [647] states that “each individual is continually
engaged in a personal adjustment process in which he balances the desire for privacy
with the desire for disclosure and communication.”

Altman proposes a corresponding process-oriented view on privacy in his privacy
regulation theory [57]. He defines privacy as “the selective control of access to the self
or to one’s group” and argues that individuals adjust their privacy based on internal
and external changes. Internal changes can be caused by changes in personal prefer-
ence, past experiences, or new knowledge. External changes pertain to changes in the
environment and the context. According to Altman, privacy is a dynamic, dialectic,Privacy as a dynamic,

dialectic, and non-
monotonic process.

and non-monotonic process. An individual regulates privacy and social interaction
through adjusting own outputs as well as inputs by others. Outputs roughly corre-
spond to information that is being disclosed or observable; inputs to potential for
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invasions and disturbances. In social interaction, adjustments rely on verbal, paraver-
bal, and nonverbal behavioral mechanisms, such as revealing or omitting information
(verbal), changing intonation and speaking volume (paraverbal), or using posture and
gestures to non-verbally express and control personal space and territory. Schwartz
[557] analyzes how entering and leaving personal spaces, and even the use of doors,
is governed by rules of appropriateness and privacy expectations.

A critical part of Altman’s theory is the distinction between desired privacy and
achieved privacy. Desired privacy is defined by the internal privacy preferences and Aiming to balance

desired and achieved
privacy.

privacy expectations. Achieved privacy is the actual privacy level obtained or obtain-
able in a given situation with available means for privacy control. If achieved privacy
is lower than desired privacy, privacy expectations are violated and the individual
feels exposed. Achieving more privacy than desired causes social isolation. us, the
privacy regulation process aims for an optimal privacy level in which desired and
achieved privacy are aligned.

Despite its focus on socio-cognitive strategies for privacy regulation in social inter-
actions, Altman’s theory suggests itself for application to privacy regulation in inter-
actions with information technology. Most notably, Palen and Dourish [481] extend
Altman’s theory to interaction with technical systems. eir primary concern is the
identification of tensions that affect individual dynamic privacy regulation in the pres-
ence of technical systems. Specifically, they distinguish disclosure boundary, identity
boundary, and temporal boundaries. e disclosure boundary describes the selective
disclosure of information. In contrast to the private/public dichotomy, selective dis-
closure in Altman’s sense is dynamic and context-dependent. e identity boundary
is not only defined by the self, but also by certain expectations associated with the in-
dividual’s role or social group. Adjustments of the identity boundary regulate how we
present ourselves to others. Regulation of temporal boundaries provides some con-
trol over how actions are framed in relation to past and future experiences. All three
boundaries need to be coherently regulated together at all times, resulting in patterns
of privacymanagement, which Palen andDourish [481] call genres of disclosure.eir
understanding of genres of disclosure is comparable to contextual integrity. Genres
can be loosely defined, violating them constitutes a violation of associated privacy
expectations.

Boyle andGreenberg [118] derivemore specific regulation aspects in the context of
media spaces. Users ofmedia spaces should be able to exert control over interpersonal
interactions (solitude), access of others to information about them (confidentiality),
and observable manifestations of themselves (autonomy). ey argue that respective
controls should be supported by contextual cues. Lehikoinen et al. [407] extend Alt-
man’s theory for privacy in ubiquitous computing. Focused on the bidirectional, di-
alectic nature of the privacy regulation process, theymap Altman’s inputs and outputs
to different interaction patterns in ubiquitous computing environments. When inter-
acting with an interactive environment or personal devices of others, the inputs are
determined by those technical components, own outputs are partially dependent on
the sensing capabilities of those components. When the user’s personal device inter-
acts with other devices or the environment, inputs and outputs are digital information.
Lehikoinen et al. further introduce the concept of leaking to describe situations where
the actual outputs exceed desired privacy—a case not really relevant in face to face so-
cial interaction, but of importance in information-centric technical systems where
individuals may not be fully aware of their outputs, i.e., what information about them
is being sensed or communicated. Romero et al. [526] focus on the dialectic aspect
of the privacy regulation process. ey propose additional phases (collaboration, sig-
naling, joint understanding) before the actual boundary regulation in order to better
capture the influence of technology support in mediated communication in contrast
to Altman’s verbal, paraverbal, and nonverbal regulation mechanisms.
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3.3 Privacy Issues in Ubiquitous Computing

e previous Section provided an overview of different perspective on privacy as a
background. Subsequently, privacy issues in ubiquitous computing will be discussed.
Ubicomp does not only provide benefits but also comes with inherent privacy issues.
Weiser [642] already cautioned in his 1991 paper that “hundreds of computers in every
room, all capable of sensing people near them and linked by high-speed networks, have
the potential to make totalitarianism up to now seem like sheerest anarchy.” e main
issue lies in the inherent characteristics of ubicomp systems discussed in Section 2.2.
Langheinrich [396] points out that data collection and processing are core aspects of
ubicomp systems. He provides an example of a smart kitchen to illustrate the dual-
istic issue. A smart fridge could automatically re-order food from the grocery store
to free users from unplanned trips to the grocery store. At the same time, the same
fridge could also report eating habits and patterns to the store for targeted advertising.
Ackerman and Darrell [34] put it more bluntly: “one person’s contextual awareness is
another person’s lack of privacy. One person’s sensor is another person’s spy.”

us, just ensuring security of information collection, exchange, and storage is not
sufficient to provide privacy in ubicomp environments [396]. A deeper understand-
ing of privacy issues in ubicomp and their implications is required in order to en-
hance privacy in ubicomp systems [396]. In the following, we analyze the previously
outlined characteristics of ubicomp in light of privacy theory discussed in the last
section, as well as in combination with a review of ubicomp privacy issues raised by
others. Hereby, the goal is not to provide an adversary model, but rather the identifi-
cation of issues that impair the privacy regulation process of individuals in ubicomp.
Certain privacy regulation aspects such as involuntary disclosure or unexpected op-
portunistic data use by others are difficult to capture in adversary models [396]. Fig-
ure 3.2 illustrates the identified privacy issues [23], which are described in detail in
the following.

3.3.1 Information explosion

A major privacy issue is the amount of information that can be collected in ubicomp
environments. Heerde et al. [287] point out that collection of large quantities and
high quality of information are required to enable meaningful adaptation of ubicomp
systems, but also pose inherent privacy risks. Context awareness and omnipresence of
ubicomp systems facilitate realtime tracking of realworld events and interactions [396].
Sensors in the environment and the aggregation of their data facilitate tracking the lo-Increased scale of

information collection. cation of users, as well as inference of their behavior and activities [35]. e amount
of information gathered about a user exponentially grows with the number of sensors
and sensor types in the user’s environment.

us, ubicomp poses a shi in what kind of information is collected about users
and at what scale [396]. Rather than requiring users to explicitly provide information,
sensors in ubicomp environments enable invisible collection of information [191],Invisible information

collection with
embedded sensors.

extending to location, health, and behavioral information about specific users. e
potential for extensive realtime monitoring and permanent recording of minutiae of
a user’s everyday life would lead to “surveillance of the ordinary” [396] on a pervasive
scale [151, 191].is issue is exacerbated by the fact that associated information flows
are obscured from users [401], due to the embedded nature of ubicomp systems. Cas
[151] argue that ubicomp violates the principles of collection limitation and purpose
specification as a result.

Furthermore, collected information is likely stored permanently, due to the avail-
ability of cheap and advanced storage capacities [634]. Waldo et al. [634] further note
that developing procedures for limiting data retention and deleting data is oen con-
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Figure 3.2: Privacy issues in ubiquitous computing. Issues are illustrated in a smart home, where
a multitude of sensors and devices (blue) collect information about the user (information explo-
sion). Such information can be forwarded (red) to remote entities (physical boundaries dissolve).
Due to physical ubicomp components in the environment, the user is subject to observations
and disturbances. Privacy regulation is made difficult by a diversity of possible configurations
(context explosion) and abstract privacy implications.

sidered more expensive by companies than just keeping the data. As a result, previ- Permanent storage of
information.ously transient information becomes permanent, which crosses the ephemeral and

transitory borders defined by Marx [393, 110]. Collected information can also be ag-
gregated from multiple sources and abstracted on multiple levels with varying seman-
tic enrichment. Users also have only limited control about how information is being
used once collected [584]. Already, today there is an active market for personal in-
formation collected online [559]. is issue will likely further increase when detailed
sensor information is available and can be aggregated.

3.3.2 Physical boundaries dissolve

Ubicomp devices and systems not only collect and process information—a major
characteristic is their ability to communicate with other devices, as well as remote
systems and servers. Information can easily surpass boundaries in the physical envi-
ronment. Due to embeddedness, physical and virtual worlds start to merge [396] and Information is not

contained by physical
boundaries.

become intertwined. Physical boundaries lose their meaning as separations of private
spaces. ey become fuzzy and inconsistent [465, p. 101] and essentially dissolve in
the physical-virtual mixed environment created by ubicomp systems.

us, distinctions between what is private and what is public are blurred [191, 420].
Everyday activities and interactions become noticeable beyond physical boundaries,
thus violating Marx’ natural borders [110]. Invisible data collection and communi-
cation lead to a loss of reciprocity in collection [396], which has been traditionally
provided by physical boundaries, such as walls and doors. e resulting asymmetry
of available information [333] causes a power imbalance. e user is no longer aware Asymmetry of

information causes
power imbalance.

where information flows [23], as information flow is basically unrestricted. e only
point of control for the user is when information is explicitly requested. It is much
harder to exert control over unnoticeable, passive information collection and context
acquisition [34]. e seamless adaptation of ubicomp systems requires considerable
trust into the benign nature of ubicomp infrastructure and needs to be balanced with
the adverse effects on privacy [538].
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3.3.3 Observations and disturbances

e integration of sensors and ubicomp devices into the environment changes how
information is collected. In traditional ICT systems, users explicitly interact with a
system. In the process, transactional data is created or shared, as well as accompa-
nying metadata (IP addresses, sites visited, etc.). In ubicomp systems, the user acts
inside the system rather than explicitly with it to facilitate more natural interaction. A
ubicomp system cannot only observe the user’s actions in the virtual realm, but also
sense her behavior in the physical world. erefore, privacy issues and challenges notUsers act inside a

ubicomp system. only pertain to inherently digital information but also to streams of realtime obser-
vations. Due to the potential invisibility of sensors, such monitoring may be imper-
ceptible [81, 584] and it is also difficult for users to know when devices or sensors are
active [88, 584]. If users do not knowwhen recording or sensing is occurring, they lack
cues to ascertain their visibility in the physical-virtual ubicomp environment [31] and
control their self-presentation [528]. Security vulnerabilities in ubicomp devices can
further provide adversaries with observation channels. Denning et al. [202] showed
that robotic toys equipped with cameras andmicrophones can be accessed remotely if
not properly secured. Similar issues exist for household appliances that communicate
information to remote services, such as WiFi-enabled scales that report the owner’s
weight to a fitness website [201, 420].

Furthermore, the seamless nature and omnipresence of ubicomp systems makes it
difficult to determine for what purpose information is being collected. e conceptImperceptible

information collec-
tion clashes with

consent requirements.

of user consent breaks in the face of implicit, imperceptible information collection
without clearly defined purpose [35, 141, 140]. e meaning of consent requires a re-
evaluation and reframing for dynamic ubicomp systems as bidirectional, negotiable,
and revocable [420, 421].

Hudson and Smith [310] identify a tradeoff between privacy and awareness in
computer-supportedwork environments: themore information leaves one’s ownwork
space, themore others gain awareness about one’s actions, which entails privacy impli-
cations. ey also point out that the more awareness information one receives about
others, the higher is the potential for that information becoming a disturbance of
one’s activities. e integration of ubicomp technology with the physical environ-
ment also reintroduces a physical dimension to privacy not captured by information
privacy. Ubicomp systems can react to users and also act autonomously. System ac-Ubicomp re-

introduces a physical
dimension to privacy.

tions that have physical effects in the user’s environment can be perceived as violat-
ing the user’s personal space. Examples are autonomous components, such as house-
hold robots [202], becoming unexpectedly active or notifications and system prompts
that disrupt the user’s primary activity. Autonomous action of ubicomp devices that
directly augment the human body can also interfere with bodily privacy. For exam-
ple, Tamaki et al. propose PossessedHand [598], an armband that uses electric mus-
cle stimuli to remotely control the user’s finger movement. Another example are im-
planted medical actuators, such as insulin pumps or defibrillators, which can sense
vital signs and react accordingly. Malfunction, unintentional activation, and inter-
ference with such devices, e.g., via wireless communication interfaces can have dire
consequences for the user [274].

Brey [122] summarizes “direct interventions into private affairs that create a distur-
bance in them” as physical access issues. Solove uses the terms invasion and intrusion
to describe related violations of someone’s personal space [579]. However, we believe
that disturbance is amore fitting term in the context of ubicomp [10]. Any of the aboveIntrusions and

disturbances. devices could already be in the user’s physical proximity for legitimate reasons before
becoming a disturbance. us, they do not necessarily need to “intrude” in order to
“disturb.” Observations and disturbances can also occur together [10, 122].
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Actual intrusions through security vulnerabilities are also an issue. Denning et al.
[201] note that sensors and actuators enable interaction between physical and virtual
states of devices, which facilitates virtual attacks with physical consequences. As ex-
amples they name the remote manipulation of home automation systems, such as
remotely opening doors, activating washing machines and dish washers, or turning
up the thermostat. Consequences can be even more serious when systems for home
health care are subject to attacks. Physical attacks with virtual consequences are also
possible [201], e.g., blinding light sensors with a strong light source to turn off a
house’s sensor-controlled outside lights.

3.3.4 Context explosion

According to the theories of Marx [437], Nissenbaum [465], and Altman [57], pri-
vacy expectations and the perception of privacy violations depend on the user’s en-
vironmental and social context. At the same time, a key characteristic of ubicomp
is omnipresence—ubicomp systems are always on [396]. e user’s actions are con-
tinuously monitored [538] and user and system are engaged in continuous interac-
tion [31]. As a consequence, the number of situations and entities potentially requir-
ing privacy decisions and configuration explodes, creating a problem of scale for pri- Continuous nature

create a problem
of scale for privacy
management.

vacy self-management [580]. Rule-based a priori privacy configuration is already dif-
ficult in today’s information systems and will become infeasible in ubicomp systems.
Privacy mechanisms for ubicomp systems must reduce the complexity of configura-
tion, as well as anticipate and adapt to previously unknown situations. Lederer et al.
[401] argue that privacy management should be a result of naturally using systems
rather than a burdensome configuration task.

3.3.5 Abstract privacy implications

Due to the aforementioned privacy issues, specifying privacy preferences is difficult in
ubicomp environments. Assessing privacy implications of ubicomp systems is further
exacerbated by the complexity of systems and the powerfulmeans of data access.Users
may have inconsistent mental models of the functionality of systems, which hampers
their ability to predict what information is actually disclosed to whom, when inter-
acting with a ubicomp system [34]. Long-term privacy implications of decisions and Long-term privacy

implications difficult
to assess.

actions are typically hard to foresee without appropriate support [170, 532]. Solove
[580] also notes the issue that “harm from privacy violations can develop gradually
over time, but decisions about privacy must be made individually, in isolation, and far
in advance.”. us, immediate gratification is oen favored over long-term privacy,
although privacy costs and benefits should be assessed holistically and not only for
isolated transactions [580].

Another issue is that users may also not realize that previously specified privacy
settings are still active or apply to an unexpected context. Either because settings are
not clear, have just been forgotten [92], or because the user’s privacy preferences have
changed over time while the settings remained static [170]. Some extent of delegation
of control to system components could reduce the need for human intervention in
privacy management concerning complex, dynamic ubicomp systems [110].

What also makes ubicomp privacy implications hard to grasp is the shi towards
recording mundane activity rather than only specific events [396]. At the same time,
data mining algorithms, information retrieval mechanisms, and improved user in-
terfaces make such daily activities more accessible [31, 396, 110, 580] and facilitate Increased access to

information.profiling through discovery of new patterns and knowledge by combining informa-
tion from multiple sources [191]. For instance, social network analysis can reveal a
person’s sexual orientation, based on knowledge about the sexual orientations of oth-
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ers from the same social circle [332]. As discussed before, aggregation also bears the
risk of re-identification of presumably anonymous information [151].

e scale and implications of such data aggregation can be difficult to estimate
at the time of information collection, further increasing the information asymme-
try between data subject and controller [151]. e availability of information and
ease of access facilitate violations of social borders [393] and contextual integrity.
Weiser already identified the need to prevent the accumulation of context data for
profiling [643] and cautioned that “not only corporate superiors or underlings but also
overzealous government officials and even marketing firms could make unpleasant use
of the same information that makes invisible computers so convenient” [642]. However,
the deployment of ubicomp technology requires significant investments, which are
oen paid for with personal information, e.g., to provide target advertising [138].

3.4 Process-oriented Privacy Metamodel

e identified privacy issues give the impression that privacy and ubicomp are incon-
solable and mutually exclusive concepts. Camp et al. [141] call ubicomp the perfect
privacy storm and Cas [151] questions if ubicomp and privacy are not a contradiction
in terms. But mostly the privacy issues in ubicomp are rather understood as meaning-
ful challenges and an ethical design requirement [549] for building ubicomp systems.
Davies and Langheinrich [187] argue that the combination of privacy by design and
an understanding of an application’s context of use could allow for the design of ubi-
comp systems that address those privacy issues.

However, the development of effective privacy mechanisms can be more complex
than in traditional ICT systems. Langheinrich [396] points out that “while standard
technological fixes exist (PETs), they do not fully cover themany peculiarities of ubicomp
applications.” Privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) are technical mechanisms pri-
marily focused on privacy control. However, the privacy issues identified above do not
only affect how privacy can be controlled andmanaged, but also impair a person’s abil-
ity to perceive privacy risks and implications,as well as the ability to make informed
decisions. us, even provided with powerful control mechanisms, users may not be
able to effectively configure them. erefore, the goal must be to support individuals
in all steps of their dynamic privacy regulation process. Based on a deep understand-
ing of privacy decision making processes, ubicomp privacy mechanisms can leverage
ubicomp characteristics in order to provide effective privacy support and usable in-
terfaces for privacy control mechanisms. e goal should be to enable users to better
express their individual privacy preferences and expectations. By properly address-
ing the identified privacy issues, ubicomp systems have the potential to augment and
empower the user’s ability to regulate privacy on an individual level. Already Weiser
envisioned that “a well-implemented version of ubiquitous computing could even afford
better privacy protection than exists today.” [642]

Altman’s privacy regulation process significantly influenced reasoning about pri-
vacy and has been found to be a realistic model to describe privacy regulation from
a user perspective [434]. Based on Altman’s privacy regulation process, we derived a
metamodel for ubicomp privacy, which maps the cognitive privacy decision making
process on to system components. Altman’s theory, as well as the framework of con-
textual integrity, recognize that privacy regulation is a dynamic and dialectic process.
Perception and awareness of the given situation shape a person’s privacy concerns and
expectations, together with personal privacy preferences, individual knowledge and
experiences, as well as cultural and social background and constraints. is privacy
decision making process results in a consciously or subconsciously desired privacy
level, which is put into practice with available means of privacy control. Subsequently,
the individual may receive feedback on the effectiveness of the exercised control, i.e.,
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Figure 3.3: Process-oriented metamodel for privacy in ubiquitous computing.

what level of privacy was actually achieved. Such feedback in turn leads to internal
adjustments of individual privacy concerns, expectations, and preferences.

e proposed metamodel shown in Figure 3.3 provides a nuanced view on the pri-
vacy regulation process by explicitly distinguishingmultiple phases of the process and
emphasizing the relations between results and contributions from social-psychology,
human-computer interaction, and systems research concerning each phase, by arrang-
ing those aspects in layers.ree phases can be distinguished in the regulation process.
Awareness of the contextual situation and privacy risks is determined by their percep-
tion. Based on potentially incomplete awareness and personal preferences, decisions
about the desired level of privacy are made in the decision phase. Decisions are then
put into action by exercising control with available regulation means. e results of
performed control actions can be potentially perceived and verified by the user or
the system and thus influence future awareness. Altman’s process pertains to privacy
regulation in social interactions; in order to properly support the outlined process in
socio-technical systems each of the phases need to be considered from multiple per-
spectives, organized in our model as layers. e cognition level reflects users’ privacy
attitudes and concerns, cognitive privacy decision making processes and influencing
factors, as well as phenomena in interaction with technology. e interaction level
is concerned with leveraging research results and contributions from the cognition
level to effectively support the user’s privacy decision making processes by designing
usable privacy systems.e system level provides the technical means to enable the ap-
proaches on the interaction level and should take requirements from the interaction
level into account. In the rest of this section, we discuss the phases and levels of the
metamodel in more detail and discuss how our model relates to other privacy mod-
els. Subsequently, the metamodel is first used to structure related work in Section 3.5,
but more importantly provided the foundation for the development of our dynamic
privacy adaptation system and its components, which will be presented in Chapter 4.

3.4.1 Phases of the decision process

Contextual integrity and border crossing theory postulate that desired privacy and
privacy expectations are bound to the situational context of the individual [464] and
that knowledge about the context is essential for privacy regulation [437]. Aware-
ness of privacy-relevant processes and information flow shape individual privacy con-
cerns [83]. Maintaining awareness of privacy risks is a prerequisite for decision mak-
ing and managing that risk Goecks and Mynatt [254]. erefore, awareness is the first Awareness phase.
phase in the privacy regulation process.e concept of awareness is also explicit in the
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notice/awareness principle of the fair information practices [232]. Individuals should
be made aware of what information is collected about them by whom, how, and for
what purpose [647]. is legal perspective had a large influence on systems research
on awareness mechanisms. On the cognition level, research is mainly focused on
understanding privacy awareness, privacy risk perception, and mental model form-
ing [115]. Feedback on previous privacy regulation decisions, such as notifications
about data access by other parties or gaining knowledge about privacy violations, is
also considered part of the awareness phase. e cognitive comparison of achieved
and desired privacy determines further regulation decisions [57].

In the decision phase, the individual evaluates observed environmental and inter-Decision phase.
nal changes in relation to personal privacy preferences and experiences, in order to de-
cide how to regulate privacy [57, 481].We argue that the decision phase should be sep-
arated from the control phase. Consciously or subconsciously forming an intention
for a desired level of privacy (desired privacy) should be considered and supported sep-
arately from the ability of implementing and acting upon that intention (achieved pri-
vacy). Privacy decision making is inherently individualistic. Privacy preferences that
govern privacy regulation are individual and should not be generalized [83]. How-
ever, studying cultural influences facilitates reasoning about privacy regulation on
a social group level [434]. Cognition level research in this phase is concerned with
understanding how individuals make privacy decisions, as well as why they tend to
make disadvantageous decisions [38]. Such results can be leveraged to better support
privacy decision making. Especially in ubicomp systems, difficulties of matching per-
sonal privacy expectations and preferences within the situational context arise from
incomplete privacy awareness [38] and the separation of privacy configuration and
action [396]. e user acceptance of invasive technologies and willingness to share
information also depends on the perceived benefit and value of that technology [92,
550], but likely also on a lack of awareness about associated risks [550] and a lack of lit-
eracy with ubicomp systems [604, p. 92]. e choice/consent and access/participation
FIPs principles address the decision phase, with the latter emphasizing the dialectic
nature of privacy regulation.

e actual privacy regulation, i.e., realizing the desired privacy level, occurs in the
control phase. Individuals employ available privacy mechanisms to realize their de-Control phase.
sired privacy in the given situational context. Altman speaks of the regulation of
outputs and inputs. Outputs match information disclosure and observations, inputs
match intrusions and disturbances. Altman further points out that behavioral regula-
tion mechanisms operate as a system with interdependencies between mechanisms.
is system ofmechanisms enables individuals to use different combinations ofmech-
anisms to achieve the desired privacy level depending on the environment and con-
text [57]. Similarly, technical privacy control mechanisms oen function as systems,
which are combined and configured according to application needs and privacy re-
quirements. Rather than merely preventing information exchange, control mecha-
nisms should enable users to form and maintain realms of exclusion inside ubicomp
environments [579], which would facilitate interaction with specific people, devices,
or systems without interference.e interdependencies betweenmechanisms aremir-
rored in ubicomp systems due to their connectivity, adaptation, and context aware-
ness characteristics. Mechanisms on the system level provide technical realizations
of the FIPs principles of integrity/security and enforcement/redress. A major issue in
ubicomp systems is to provide individual users with control over the collection, dis-
semination, and use of their information in collaborative environments [31], where
different stakeholders control different parts of the system [34]. us, privacy con-
trol mechanisms always require some degree of trust in the system and infrastructure
providers. Approaches for supporting the control phase should not merely focus on
the development of control mechanisms, but aim to support user autonomy [420],
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i.e., rather than providing an extensive set of potential configuration settings, systems
should act and operate on behalf of the user to realize the user’s desired level of privacy.
On the cognition level, research in the control phase is mainly focused on understand-
ing how individuals perceive and interact with privacy controls on the system level,
whereas interaction research leverages these results to create usable privacy control
mechanisms.

3.4.2 Levels of the metamodel

e discussion of the three phases of the privacy regulation process already indicated
different research foci on the different levels of themetamodel. Our distinction of cog-
nition, interaction, and system level is partially inspired by the structure of the ACM
SIGCHI curriculum for human-computer interaction [299], which also distinguishes
between human characteristics, computer systems, and the interface between them.
Similar to HCI, ubicomp privacy mechanisms must draw from multiple research dis-
ciplines in order to arrive at effective solutions. Ubicomp privacy solutions should not
only provide technical solutions on the system level, but must also take social issues
on the cognition level into account [643, 396, 550] and provide users with suitable
methods, mechanisms and interfaces on the interaction level [458].

e cognition level is primarily concerned with understanding cognitive and social Cognition level.
processes that influence the different phases of the regulation process. For example ef-
fects of perceived awareness or perceived control [583]. Research on the interaction Interaction level.
level investigates effective and usable means to provide meaningful support to users
in each phase. e system level provides underlying mechanisms and protocols to System level.
enable support mechanisms and ultimately implement and enforce privacy decisions.
us, the foci of the different levels also reflect how respective research is driven and
influenced by research on the other levels. Results on the cognition level can be lever-
aged on the interaction level, which in turn must be supported by appropriate system
level mechanisms. In addition, the levels in the proposed metamodel ease the identi-
fication of relevant research concerned with the same phase of the privacy regulation
process. Our contributions in this work primarily address system and interaction level
aspects of supporting privacy decision making in ubicomp with a strong emphasis on
building upon cognition level results.

3.4.3 Relation to other privacy models

e boundaries between the three phases of the privacy regulation process are likely
not as clear cut in reality as defined in the metamodel. However, the identified phases
constitute a meaningful abstraction of the regulation process’ major aspects. Similar
phases can also be found in process-oriented metamodels in other contexts. For ex-
ample, Parasuraman et al. [486] propose a process-oriented model to describe stages Stages of automation.
of automation in different phases of a task process.ey distinguish four phases: infor-
mation acquisition, information analysis, decision and action selection, and action im-
plementation. e distinction between information acquisition and analysis is mean-
ingful in the context of describing automation, but they could also be subsumed un-
der the concept of perception, which is reflected in the awareness phase of our model.
Spiekermann [583] adopts Parasuraman et al.’smodel to classify ubicomp applications
either as input-oriented (focused on information acquisition and analysis) or output-
oriented (focused on decision selection and action implementation).
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Privacy by design

Most existing privacy models in this category either focus on supporting design of
privacy-friendly applications and systems or on the assessment of their privacy risks
and implications.

e existence of data protection and privacy regulations requires companies and
service providers to consider privacy aspects in the products and to integrate respec-
tive measures that ensure fulfillment of the principles discussed before. Privacy by de-Privacy by design.
sign [153, 539] is a conceptual approach for integrating privacy considerations early
on in the design process of a product. Cavoukian [153] defines seven principles to
characterize the privacy by design approach. e primary goal is to embed privacy
considerations proactively into the design and architecture of products and IT sys-
tems from the beginning, in order to ensure that privacy infringements are prevented
without impairing functionality. Important aspects are privacy embedded in design,Privacy as the default.
privacy as the default setting, full lifecycle protection of data, trust but verify, and a gen-
eral respect for user privacy by providing user-friendly privacy mechanisms and op-
tions [153]. Bellotti and Sellen [92] propose a technical design framework focused on
ubicomp to ensure that ubicomp applications provide appropriate feedback (aware-
ness) and control structures. We will discuss their framework in more detail in Sec-
tion 3.5.3. Kost et al. [375] propose to complement a privacy by design process by
describing privacy concerns and goals in ontologies in order to facilitate their formal
verification.

Privacy impact assessments (PIAs) support privacy by designwith a structured pro-Privacy impact
assessment. cess for evaluating potential privacy risks of a planned system or project [653]. PIAs

aim to integrate all affected stakeholders in the process to improve risk management
and transparency [654]. Hong et al. [303] propose a model for privacy risk analysis
andmanagement to facilitate assessment and prioritization of privacy issues in the de-
sign of ubicomp systems. Iachello and Abowd [315, 316] propose an analytic propor-
tionality assessment to balance usefulness and privacy impact in application design.
STRAP [330] is a goal-oriented privacy analysis framework to support application
design. e authors find that it is more effective at discovering privacy vulnerabili-
ties than the framework by Bellotti and Sellen [92]. In a student seminar, Ovaska and
Räihä [475] evaluated the effectiveness of different models ([92, 303, 315, 407]) in
terms of supporting the analysis of privacy implications of an application. ey find
the Bellotti and Sellen [92] and Hong et al. [303] frameworks most practical, while
the frameworks by Iachello and Abowd [315] and Lehikoinen et al. [407] resulted in
less concrete issues but supported general understanding of privacy issues.

Value-sensitive design [244] accounts for human values in the design process of
applications and balances them with non-moral aspects, such as aesthetics, usability,
and usefulness. Privacy is one of many ethically important values considered in thisValue-sensitive design.
context. Jacobs and Abowd [325] propose a framework to compare and reason about
different legal perspectives on privacy implications of ubicomp technology, shaped by
the scope of arguments (political vs. community) and the employed reasoning style
(goal-oriented vs. rights-oriented). With similar purpose, Camp et al. [144] use value-
sensitive design to compare the potential influences of different privacy definitions on
the consideration of privacy aspects in the design of ubicomp applications.

Privacy metamodels

In contrast to the more design-oriented models and frameworks above, a few meta-
models exist that aim to provide more general structure for privacy aspects. Solove’s
privacy taxonomy [577, 579] has already been discussed in Section 3.2. He focuses on
privacy violations, which makes sense from a legal perspective, but is less suited for
describing the process of privacy decisionmaking. Similarly, the FIPs principles [232]
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highlight specific aspects of the regulation process, but the relations between princi-
ples are not readily apparent when considered on their own. In contrast, our meta-
model directly relates adjacent process phases to each other.

Lederer et al. [403] suggest to categorize privacy research along multiple dimen-
sions focused around system properties (feedback and control, surveillance vs. trans-
action), actor relations (interpersonal vs. institutional, familiarity), and information
types (persona vs. activity, primary vs. incidental content). While their model facili-
tates comparison of different approaches in terms of these aspects, it remains unclear
how compared approaches support or affect privacy regulation of individual users.
Barker et al. [82] propose a taxonomy for data privacy to express user privacy expec-
tations for specific applications and services. eir model consists of the dimensions
visibility (none, owner, house, third party, all world), granularity (none, existential,
partial, specific), purpose (none, single, reuse same, reuse selected, reuse any, any),
and retention. Privacy systems are assigned a four-dimensional point in their model
to assess privacy implications for gathered information and facilitate comparison of
different designs and privacy systems. eir model only considers the system level
and control aspects of our metamodel.

Brunk [125] proposes a process-oriented metamodel to categorize privacy features
of applications. e phases of his model (awareness, detection, prevention, response,
and recovery) focus on system level features and do not directly match with privacy
regulation processes on higher levels. Dourish and Anderson [211] categorize pri-
vacy research as empirical studies on privacy practice (awareness and decision on the
cognition level), empirical studies on mechanism usability (control on the cognition
level), or work on novel privacy mechanisms (system and interaction level). ey fur-
ther argue for an understanding of privacy as continuous and embedded practical ac-
tion, or information practices, which are captured in our process-orientedmetamodel.
In comparison, our metamodel provides a finer categorization without adding much
complexity.

Toch et al. [611] survey research on privacy in personalization systems. ey pro-
pose a personalization model consisting of subsequent phases (data collection, user
model creation, and adaptation) and assess privacy implications of respective mech-
anisms by evaluating the provided level of user control. Smith et al. [575] identify
a more general macro-model for privacy decision making, in which influencers (an-
tecedents) and privacy concerns influence decision outcomes.

In their survey onHCI privacy research, Iachello andHong [314] structure research
based on work on user preferences, methodology and evaluation aspects, privacy-
sensitive applications, and privacy design frameworks. ey also identify a number
of challenges that can be mapped to our metamodel. eir first challenge, better ways
of helping end-users manage their personal privacy, applies to the decision and control
phase of our model and needs to be addressed on all levels. Deeper understanding of
attitudes and behaviors toward privacy is a challenge that pertains to all phases of the
regulation process but needs to be addressed mainly on the cognition level. eir call
for developing a “privacy toolbox” also pertains to all phases but focuses on the inter-
action and system levels. Better organizational privacy practices relate to the control
phase, particularly to cognition level (in the sense of policy formulation) and system
level (in the sense of policy enforcement). Understanding adoption and privacy issues
requires contributions in the awareness and control phases, mainly on the cognition
level and to some extent on the interaction level.

Our proposed metamodel is compatible with most of these models but places a
strong emphasis on user-centric privacy regulation. An aspect lacking from other
models.
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3.5 State of the Art

Ubicomp research is oen focused on specific applications and domains. Abowd [30]
notes that “it is increasingly hard to identify what constitutes ubicomp research today, be-
cause it is hard to rule anything out as being unrelated to this current generation of com-
puting.” A similar observation can be made for ubicomp privacy research. Over the
yearsmany subtopics emerged in privacy research focusing on specific application do-
mains, which either stem from the ubicomp vision or share certain characteristics. Ex-
cellent overviews and surveys exist for location privacy [378], privacy enhancing tech-
nologies [258, 183], privacy and personalization [611], privacy in HCI [314], privacy
in online social networks [323], and information privacy research [575]. Langhein-
rich’s book chapter on privacy in ubicomp [396] is also an excellent resource. In this
section, we provide an overview of the trends and major developments in ubicomp
privacy research that evolved to address the privacy issues outlined in Section 3.3.
Hereby, we take a predominantly user-centric perspective on privacy, which aligns
with our contributions in later chapters.

e phases of the previously proposed metamodel are used to structure and catego-
rize the state of the art in order to facilitate a consistent discussion.Whilemany contri-
butions address specific phases of the metamodel, some contributions address multi-
ple phases. For instance, a large body of existing work focuses on combined awareness
and control mechanisms; a small number of contributions address all phases of the
metamodel. Separate subsections are dedicated to these combined approaches. e
resulting structure reflects the progression of ubicomp privacy research from focus-
ing on single phases towards more holistic approaches covering the complete process.
Contributions on different levels of themetamodel are discussed together to highlight
their interrelations and potential for leverage of results across levels and phases.

3.5.1 Control

Motivated by legal concepts, such as the OECD guidelines, the FIPs principles, and
Westin’s definition of information privacy, much privacy research focused on develop-
ing secure privacy control mechanisms on the system level, also known as privacy en-
hancing technologies (PETs). PETs provide basic building blocks to realize data protec-Privacy enhancing

technologies. tion principles and protect privacy in computing systems. In general, two approaches
towards privacy control mechanisms can be distinguished: privacy by architecture and
privacy by policy [582]. In the first case, data minimization is achieved by perturbing,Privacy by

architecture. obfuscating, or cloaking information before it is disclosed to another party. For in-
stance, the granularity of the user’s position can be adapted to the required level to
enhance anonymity in location-based services, e.g., providing only the region and
not the exact position of the user.

Privacy by policy approaches attach a privacy policy to the information that speci-Privacy by policy.
fies for what purposes the information can be used, by whom, and for how long. us,
privacy by architecture follows a data minimization principle, while privacy by pol-
icy relies on other parties to respect attached privacy policies. Both approaches can
be combined by perturbing information before disclosure and attaching a policy to
the result. Furthermore, cryptographic primitives and enforcement mechanisms can
further restrict how information can be used. As privacy by policy approaches also re-
quire an architecture to distribute, evaluate, and enforce policies, we will subsequently
use the term obfuscation instead of privacy by architecture to prevent confusion.
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Obfuscation and anonymization

In general, obfuscation techniques aim to generalize information in order to reduce
privacy sensitivity [596]. Generalization can be achieved either by adjusting the in-
formation’s granularity (e.g., revealing only parts of information or adding noise),
cloaking or obfuscating information (e.g., mapping fine-grained locations to a coarser
grid), or by substituting informationwith other information (e.g., using an unlinkable
pseudonym instead of the real identity).

A major focus in ubicomp privacy research has been the issue of location privacy
arising in localization and context-aware systems [587].Weiser [643] cautions against Location privacy.
centralized designs for localization services, because they create an attractive target for
adversaries. He suggests that location information should be managed by the user’s
own devices. Location privacy approaches mainly employ obfuscation and cloaking
techniques.Wernke et al. [646], Krumm [378], Ardagna et al. [63], and Beresford [97]
provide detailed overviews on location privacy issues and mechanisms.

Identity management approaches provide anonymization techniques to let users
control their identifiability [396]. Hereby, anonymity is defined as “being not identifi-
able within a set of subjects, the anonymity set.” [503, 502].is notion of k-anonymity, k-anonymity and

differential privacy.where k denotes the size of the anonymity set [597], has been extended over the years
to consider diversity in the anonymity set (l-diversity) [427] and the risk of probing
a dataset with multiple queries (differential privacy) [218, 217].

Identity management is also oen combined with location privacy, e.g., changing
pseudonyms are used to break linkability of location traces [98]. Goldberg [258] and
Danezis and Gürses [183] provide detailed overviews on PETs focused around mech-
anisms for anonymity and pseudonymity, as well as privacy preserving data access
and mining.

Obfuscation techniques have also been extended to other information types be-
yond location and identity. Hudson and Smith [310] propose a number of obfusca-
tion mechanisms for collaborative work environments. eir shadow views concept
masks people in video images with grayscale pixel blocks, which are colored accord-
ing tomovement intensity.ey also propose an audiomodulation technique that still
allows to recognize someone speaking but not what is being said. Persons in video im-
ages recorded by surveillance cameras can be blurred, e.g., by applying object-based
privacy filters to the video stream [71]. In addition, mobile communication can be
used to transmit personal privacy preferences to surveillance operators [120]. How-
ever in the context of home media spaces, Neustaedter et al. [457] find that video
blurring does not provide a good balance between privacy and presence awareness, be-
cause the amount of detail required to assess presence can also reveal privacy-sensitive
details.

Privacy policy approaches

While obfuscation mechanisms largely equate privacy with confidentiality, policy ap-
proaches focus on privacy as control [183]. Obfuscation techniques are typically di-
rectly embedded into data collection methods of specific applications. Privacy policy
approaches enable users to specify their privacy preferences in terms of how collected
information should be used and handled by receiving parties [65, 136]. us, users
are enabled to actively control their privacy by attaching privacy policies as metadata
to their information, also called sticky policies [498]. Privacy policies can also be used Sticky policies.
by service providers to specify their privacy practices in order to meet the principles
of openness and transparency. A well-known example is P3P [645]—the platform for
privacy preferences—which enables website operators to express a legal privacy policy
in machine-readable form. Users can also specify their own privacy preferences, e.g.,
with APPEL [397] or XPref [49], tomatch personal preferences with privacy practices
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of visited websites and detect conflicts. Cranor [174] provides an overview of the P3P
design considerations and related tools. De Coi and Olmedilla [190], Kumaraguru et
al. [383], and Grottendieck [265] survey proposed privacy policy languages.

Karat et al. [348] propose the SPARCLE framework for assisting corporate users
in managing privacy and security policies. Users define high-level privacy policies
in templates or as natural language, which are then translated into machine-readable
policies, e.g., P3P [645], EPAL [68], XACML [489], or privacy-aware RBAC [460, 348].
e goal of the translation support is to bridge the gap between intentions and tech-
nological capabilities [348]. ey employ user-centered design and iterative user test-
ing to ensure that their system matches the requirements of users [346]. e PIPER
framework [73] can be used to verify that privacy policies match desired privacy pref-
erences. Data flows in ubicomp environments with virtual and physical components
are modeled in UML and validated against privacy requirements specified as pre- and
post-conditions in the Object Constraint Language (OCL).

While privacy policies provide a consistent mechanism to specify preferences and
policies, the effective privacy protection provided by privacy policies depends on
whether the receiver of the information respects and honors the associated policy.
One reason why P3P was not as successful as anticipated, was the lack of enforce-Need for policy

enforcement. ment [175]. erefore, architectures are required that enforce adherence to privacy
policies [34]. Policy enforcement architectures typically rely on cryptographic obfus-
cation [454, 426], which ensures data is only accessible as originally specified by the
privacy policy, and trusted computing principles [319, 6, 200, 417, 408], which fa-
cilitate that data can only be processed if certain prerequisites are met [6, 19]. Due
to limited device capabilities in ubicomp, the concept of privacy proxies [392] has
emerged in which a trusted policy enforcement point manages and matches privacy
policies fromdifferent stakeholders. Yee [658] proposes such an architecture, in whichPrivacy proxies.
each ubicomp environment has a privacy controller that performs policy matching
between the user’s privacy policies and those of observers. In case of mismatch, the
privacy controller initiates policy negotiation between the involved parties. Privacy
controller in the observer’s environment keeps a secure log of the observer’s actions to
facilitate policy compliance verification in case of disputes. Dehghantanha et al. [195,
197, 196] designate trusted parties as lighthouses that manage identity information
for users. Portals provide policy-governed access to context information, such as the
user’s location. Al-Muhtadi et al. [448] propose a hierarchy of routers to enable anony-
mous communication and prevent tracking of users when moving through ubicomp
environments. Lighthouses act as trusted proxies that know a route to the user and
can forward information. e DISCREET privacy middleware [416] constitutes a se-
cure domain for flow of private information. Service logic migrates into the trusted
layer rather than handing out private information to service providers. A policy de-
cision point (PDP) matches user and service policies and a policy enforcement point
(PEP) acts as broker between information and service. e middleware further pro-
vides anonymous communication with a mix network [158] and pseudonym services.
Bagüés et al. [74] use a trusted PEP to evaluate and match privacy policies. ey fur-
ther enable users to request white lies concerning their location. Policy evaluation re-
sults are then changed to a suggested virtual location to provide plausible deniability
about the user’s whereabouts. However, Iachello and Hong [314] point out that plau-
sible deniability is difficult to implement properly in computing systems, because ad-
ditional information could potentially reveal that some information is being hidden.
A topic that received particular attention in the ubicomp community, is the privacy ofRFID privacy.
RFID tags. Spiekermann [583] distinguishes four categories of PETs for RFID: killing
tags to render them unreadable, limit readouts to authorized readers, use other devices
as mediators, and letting users explicitly unlock tags for use when beneficial. Privacy
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Guardian [521] is an approach from the third category that uses a mobile phone to
jam or allow access to RFID-tagged personal items based on privacy policies.

The configuration issue

Approaches mentioned so far only consider control aspects on the system level. How
provided privacymechanisms should be configured is oen le open,which can result
in misconfiguration of systems and usability issues. A number of studies exist on the
cognition and interaction levels that analyze these issues and aim to improve usability
and ease of use of control mechanisms.

Karat et al. [347] find that interfaces for privacy policy rule authoring that provide
guidance and structured composition result in privacy policies of significantly higher Supporting privacy

policy creation.quality than without support (n=36). Johnson et al. [337] propose guidelines for pol-
icy authoring interfaces. Object grouping should be supported and a consistent ter-
minology and rule structure should be enforced. Additional metadata can help users
interpret terms and meaning in polices. Default rules should be clear and the sys-
tem should detect and prevent rule conflicts. Furthermore, policy templates can be
restricted to meaningful combinations of policy components. High risk policy values
could be associated with appropriate warnings to enhance awareness of risks.

In a study conducted in an office environment (n=29), Bauer et al. [85] find that a
smartphone-based flexible access control system allows users to implement physical
access policies closer to their preferences than a traditional key system. Main reasons
are the system’s ability to delegate access only when needed and access logging capa-
bilities.

Lederer et al. [400] propose situational faces as a metaphor for everyday privacy.
Faces represent specific roles that match situations the user accounts during daily ac-
tivity (e.g., secure shopping, party,meeting friends, family outings, anonymous). Each
face serves as an abstraction for a set of privacy preferences, which can be selected to
match the current situation. ey hint at the possibility of supporting awareness and Situation-specific

privacy preferences.automated selection through context awareness. A similar approach has been used
in the PRIME project, where roles are used to bundle personal data and preferences
for a specific pseudonym [236]. Patrick and Kenny [494] propose just-in-time click
through agreements (JITCTAs) as a means to provide notice and obtain consent with
a concise dialog for specific interactions with a service provider, rather than requiring
consent with complete service terms. A problem with JITCTAs is that users may click
without reading the provided information.erefore, Fischer-Hübner et al. [236] pro-
pose drag and drop agreements (DADAs) with a map metaphor. A map visualizes dif-
ferent areas (home, neighborhood, work, public), which are associated with different
default preferences and roles of the user. When consent is requested, users have to
move data from the dialog on to the map to express their preference.

Spiekermann [583] reports on multiple studies that assess perceived control in re-
lation to RFID. She defines perceived control in ubicomp as “the belief of a person in RFID and perceived

control.the electronic environment acting only in such ways as explicitly allowed for by the in-
dividual” [584]. In a focus group study [583], she finds that loss of control is a major
concern with RFID technology due to potential information flow between personal
RFID tags and reader infrastructure, between objects, and between backend compo-
nents. Twomore studies (n=234, n=306) show that participants would rather kill tags
than engage with complex PETs, despite recognizing the benefit of aer sales RFID
use.

Brush et al. [126] collected GPS data from 32 participants over two months. Result-
ingGPS traces were visualized and obfuscated with different obfuscationmechanisms
to determine which obfuscation mechanisms users would be most comfortable with. Understanding

location obfuscation.ey find that the majority preferred mixing with k-anonymity, followed by deleting
data points near home and randomization. e feedback from the participants sug-
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gests that they understood explained techniques quite well and were able to make
informed judgements.

Contributions focused only on the control aspect of the privacy regulation process
are primarily concerned with providing effective PETs or studying their use. How-
ever, in complex environments, such as ubicomp, configuration of such basic privacy
mechanisms is oen non-trivial and requires awareness about the associated privacy
implications. e next section covers work focused on privacy awareness and Sec-
tion 3.5.3 discusses a large body of work based on the combination of awareness and
control.

3.5.2 Awareness

In contrast to contributions focused on control, awareness research is mainly concen-
trated on the cognition and interaction level. On the cognition level, the focus is on
the perception of privacy risks and violations. Interaction level research focuses on
supporting respective mental model forming by providing effective awareness inter-
faces. System level contributions facilitate such interfaces.

Privacy perception

Altman’s privacy regulation process and Nissenbaum’s contextual integrity suggest
that the user’s context is an important aspect in determining privacy preferences and
what is perceived as privacy violations. In ubicomp environments, the formation of
adequate mental models is oen challenging [115], due to the inherent characteris-
tics and issues outlined in Sections 2.2 and 3.3. us, cognition level research aims to
better understand salient aspects in privacy perception in order to facilitate targeted
support of mental model forming.

In the context of video conferencing, Adams and Sasse [46] identify information
sensitivity, information receivers, and information usage as key factors for users’ pri-
vacy perception. Users do not assess every situation in detail, but rather rely on im-Privacy perceptions

regarding video
conferencing.

plicit assumptions about the activity’s context as well as previous knowledge and expe-
riences. Perceived information sensitivity is considered on a flexible scale rather than
a binary one. Current activity and place are important aspects in determining sensi-
tivity [438]. However, Adams and Sasse find that perceived privacy violations oen
stem from recordings of secondary information, i.e., information that is not directly
part of an activity but recorded with it, such as body language and speech. Perceived
information receivers determine who users expect information to be disclosed to. Per-
ceived information usage reflects the users assumptions about how the information
is used in the current task and later on, for example, if information is ephemeral or
recorded. Hawkey and Inkpen [282, 281] further analyze the dimensions of incidental
information privacy in the context of others incidentally seeing the user’s previous ac-
tivity in the web browser history.ey find that the user’s privacy concerns depend on
context of viewing, relationship with the viewer, sensitivity of content, and the level
of control over input devices

Beckwith [88] employs Adams and Sasse’s perceptionmodel to analyze privacy per-
ceptions concerning a ubicomp monitoring system in an elderly care facility. He finds
that residents misunderstood the system’s capabilities, e.g., active badges used for ac-Privacy percep-

tions of ambient
assisted living.

curate location tracking were assumed to be worn only to call for help when needed.
e potential uses of collected and aggregated data by caregivers, family members, fa-
cility management, and health providers was difficult to anticipate by residents. For
example, family members oen wanted to balance privacy with better life quality butSecondary data use is

difficult to anticipate. rarely actually considered the resident’s privacy needs. As a result, Beckwith recom-
mends conservative privacy default settings, because users trust the system to be be-
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nign, and mechanisms to request continuing consent of settings from users. Beach
et al. [86] surveyed privacy attitudes of older and disabled adults concerning AAL ap-
plications (n=1,518). Participants were asked whom they would be willing to share
different kinds of information concerning daily activities and cognitive ability with,
and which methods they would prefer for the collection of such information. Video
recordings were considered less acceptable than other sensors. Beach et al. also find
that disabled participants were significantly more willing to share information than
non-disabled adults, which suggests that acceptance of sensor systems relates to the
perceived utility of such systems. Shankar et al. [565] note that AAL technology can
only facilitate autonomy for elderly persons, if it respects their perspective on privacy
and does not undermine their self-determination. AAL most be perceived as useful
in order to be accepted, for instance by addressing relevant concerns of elderly, such Activity determines

privacy preference.as health monitoring or physical security. Concerning privacy preferences, Shankar
et al. note that activity is a crucial discriminant.While AAL system typically pertain to
the same location—the home—different activities at that location are likely associated
with different preferences.

Massimi et al. [438] come to similar conclusions in a study focused on record-
ing technologies. ey asked participants to record their perceptions about actual
or potential recording technology encountered during daily activity. Signs indicating Perceptions of

surveillance.surveillance were helpful cues in determining presence of surveillance, but partici-
pants voiced concern that they may become habituated to it and would prefer reg-
ular reminders. ey also find that the type of environment (private, public, shared)
strongly influenced recording perceptions and expectations. InlinewithAdams’smodel,
their participants focused on instances where recording was an active process (e.g.,
video surveillance), but neglected passive recordings, such as purchases recorded by
credit card companies. Könings et al. [8] analyzed privacy risks of zero-configuration
networking protocols, e.g., UPnP or Bonjour, which enable simplified sharing of re- Risks of networking

protocolssources, such as printers or media libraries, in local networks. ey collected such
resource announcements in a semi-public university network. eir analysis showed
that of 2,957 unique device names 59% contained real names of users and 17.6% con-
tained a user’s first and last name. An online study (n=137) further revealed that a
third of the participants were not aware of the names used by their devices and the
large majority (92%) were strongly against using the real name as a default device
name.

In theHelsinki privacy experiment, Oulasvirta et al. [474] equipped ten households
with sensing and monitoring technology to study the long-term effects of ubiquitous
surveillance on privacy perception and practices. ey find that surveillance did not Effects of long-term

surveillance.influence stress or mental health, but caused participants to change their behavior at
home, particularly in relation to nudity, use of their space, places for conversations,
and sex. However, some participants stopped privacy-seeking behavior once they ac-
cidentally performed an activity in front of the sensors, e.g., once they walked naked
into the kitchen they worried less about it in the future. In general, they find that
participants became accustomed to the surveillance technology aer six months. In
a similar experiment, Choe et al. [163] installed sensor proxies in ten households in
order to study how people react to sensors in their personal spaces. Rather than ac-
tually recording information, these sensor proxies signaled when they sensed activity
triggered by a motion sensor. Participants were instructed to record in a diary when a
noticed sensor activity would have been helpful, undesirable, or inappropriate. Choe
et al. find that application and context are most important for determining the appro-
priateness of sensors. Noted potentially helpful applications were mainly seen in the
context of elderly care, but typically of relatives rather than oneself. Choe et al. fur- Privacy perceptions

diverge between
household members.

ther find divergent perceptions about what is private at home between couples and
between parents and children, which suggests that generic privacy settings for one
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household may not be sufficient. Participants were particularly concerned about the
security of collected sensor data and storing such data for longer retention periods.
erefore, participants expressed the desire to control the granularity of collected sen-
sor data depending on situation and context. ey also expressed a need for visible
feedback about whether the sensor system is active or not.

In the context of online social networks (OSN), Hull et al. [311] identify contextual
gaps on Facebook. For instance, when sharing information with Facebook applica-Privacy per-

ceptions online. tions it is not apparent that the information of one’s friends is also shared. Shi et al.
[569] find in analysis of Facebook’s friendship pages that such violations of contex-
tual integrity likely cause privacy concerns in the context of OSN. Staddon et al. [585]
find a strong association between privacy concerns and low engagement with Face-
book (n=1,075). Major concerns are identity the, availability of personal informa-
tion, and account hacking. ey find that many concerns can be related to a lack of
awareness of existing privacy controls, which corresponds to an earlier study (n=294)
by Acquisti and Gross [43] in which about a quarter of participants were not aware of
available privacy controls. About the same number of participants also showed mis-
conceptions about their profile’s visibility. Antón et al. [60] compared online privacy
concerns from 2002 and 2008 (n=2,094). ey find that privacy concerns about the
analysis of purchasing patterns and targeting advertising have increased in 2008.

By enhancing privacy awareness, users can be provoked to change their attitudes
and practices when engaging the respective service or application [192]. Mental mod-
els andmetaphors can be leveraged to facilitate better understanding of actual security
and privacy risks [143]. e open question remains what metaphors are most suitable
to convey privacy risks in ubicomp.

Awareness interfaces

Privacy perception can be enhanced on the interaction level with interfaces that pro-
vide awareness support. Privacy Bird [176] is a P3P user agent that facilitates aware-
ness of a service provider’s privacy practices by simplifying and combining P3P vocab-
ulary and replacing legal jargon with explanations helpful to users. Evaluation shows
that Privacy Bird improves understanding of privacy policies and that users prefer
short policy summaries as long as they do not hide critical information. In subse-Privacy nu-

trition labels. quent work, Kelley et al. [351] extend this insight into concise privacy nutrition label
to represent P3P policies, modeled in their simplicity and expressiveness aer food
nutrition labels.e label consists of a grid showing what types of information is used
by the service provider for which purposes andwhat third parties it is sharedwith. An-
gulo et al. [58] propose a send data? dialog, which summarizes transaction data before
it is sent to a service provider. e dialog shows what data is being sent for what pur-
poses, information about the service provider’s privacy policy, and how it matches the
user’s preferences.

Privacy policies can also be visualized only as icons. A comprehensive privacy iconPrivacy icons.
set has been developed in the PrimeLife project to represent privacy policies in differ-
ent applications [301]. Privicons is an icon-based approach that enables email sendersprivicons.org
tomake receivers aware of how the content should be handled. König and Schallaböck
[370] employed privicons in the context of private information sharing on websites.

In the context of location sharing, Tsai et al. [617] show that providing location
request history as feedback improves user comfort levels (n=56). Falchuk and LoebRequest his-

tory is useful. [231] propose to extend proximity-based location sharing applications (who of my
friends is nearme) with an notification system that generates warnings before the loca-
tion is available to another person in order to notify users about imminent disclosure
and prevent undesired situations.

Another aspect of enhancing awareness is making users aware of their exposure
in specific situations. Schlegel et al. [544] propose a pair of eyes as a metaphor to

http://privicons.org
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visualize location requests on a smartphone. Depending on the number of location Real-time awareness
interfaces.requests and the category of requester (family, friends, colleagues, etc.) the eyes grow

in size. Kowitz and Cranor [376] help users form more accurate privacy expectations
of unencrypted wireless networks. ey capture unencrypted web traffic and project
prominent words on a large-scale peripheral display. ereby, only the longest word
of a message is used. To observers the single word would seem random, while the
original sender is aware of the fullmessage context and can adjust privacy and security
settings as a reaction.WiFi Privacy Ticker [167] shows sensitive terms sent or received
over unencrypted channels directly on the user’s screen. Users can specify terms on
watchlists but also mark highly sensitive terms, which are then blocked in outgoing
communication over open networks. Consolvo et al. [167] find that the heightened
awareness causes users to adjust their network configurations.

Lin et al. [414] support the privacy perception of smartphone users by providing
means to align theirmental models with actual app behavior.ey use crowdsourcing
to capture the predominant mental models concerning the privacy-related behavior Increasing awareness

of mobile privacy
risks.

of a specific app. ey further analyze actual application behavior and propose an
extended permission interface for Android to emphasize strong deviations between
app behavior and their mental models. ey also find that explaining the purpose of
permissions increases comfort with that permission. Struse et al. [593] propose Per-
missionWatcher as an Android homescreen widget to enhance awareness of system
permissions granted to Android applications. PermissionWatcher shows how many
apps are installed on the smartphone, and the number of potentially suspicious apps,
which can be inspected on demand. If an app is flagged as suspicious is based on the
requested permissions, e.g., access to the address book or GPS location. Permission-
Watcher was deployed in the Android Market and used by over 1,000 users. However,
Struse et al. find that only 9.1% of users actually uninstalled suspicious applications,
which indicates that privacy may be traded off against perceived utility of the applica-
tion or that the rules for flagging apps as suspicious were too simple. Balebako et al.
[76] use more active approach by introducing just-in-time notifications with sound
when data is sent out in combination with a privacy nutrition label approach for vi-
sualization. ere system is based on TaintDroid [224], an Android modification that
tracks the actual flow of sensitive information through the Android operating system.
AppFence [307] extends the concept of tracking sensitive information flows by en-
abling their manipulation, e.g., certain information can be prevented from being sent
out or apps can be provided with false information to protect privacy. In a lab study
(n=20), Kelley et al. [352] showed that featuring privacy facts about applicationsmore
prominently in the app installation process leads to Android users installing apps that
require fewer permissions.ompson et al. [606] aim tomake it easier for smartphone Attribution of

undesired app
behavior.

users to attribute undesired behavior to specific apps by augmenting settings dialogs
for specific phone features (vibration and wallpaper in their experiment) with infor-
mation about which app modified them last.

Awareness mechanisms

System level awareness mechanisms enable the awareness interfaces on the interac-
tion level by gathering relevant information. e main idea is to minimize informa-
tion asymmetries between the user and observers [333]. Privacy policies provided
by service providers, such as P3P, can be seen as labeling protocols [33] that enhance
system level awareness. Such policies can be either integrated with service discovery Privacy beacons.
protocols or actively announced in privacy beacons in the case of otherwise passive ob-
servers (e.g., localization systems, cameras, microphones) [392]. Könings et al. [12]
propose PriFi beacons that integrate the privacy beacon approach directly with the
lower-layer beacons distributed in WiFi networks to facilitate connection establish-
ment. An advantage of this approach is that privacy beacons can be received by a
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user’s mobile device without requiring a connection to the respective WiFi network,
thus facilitating faster reaction to the provided privacy awareness information.

Accorsi and Bernauer [32] propose an architecture for privacy evidences in ubi-
comp to enable users to verify that ubicomp systems and services behaved as expected.
A user specifies and communicates a privacy policy to the service. All subsequent
events pertaining to the associated data are recorded with a secure logging mecha-
nism. At a a later time, the user can use a trusted device to retrieve the logs and can
perform an automated audit to verify that the original policy has not been violated.
Hedbom et al. [286] propose a privacy-preserving logging system to ensure that such
logs do not pose a privacy problem on their own.

All these approaches rely mainly on cooperation by potential observers and cannot
provide awareness about hidden observers.Winkler and Rinner [650] propose collab-
orative tagging of cameras to gain privacy awareness for video surveillance through
crowd participation. A smartphone application then warns against cameras in the
vicinity and also incorporates interaction with cooperative cameras that announce
data handling and privacy practices. More system level awareness mechanisms di-
rectly integrated with control mechanisms are discussed in the next section.

3.5.3 Combined awareness and control

Approaches discussed in the previous section help users gain better awareness and un-
derstanding of privacy implications in ubicomp systems. However, awareness without
control leaves users feeling helpless and can result in users accepting surveillance due
to a lack of options [438, 584]. Cranor [175] notes that privacy policies, such as P3P,
can only be meaningful if they not only make users aware of a service provider’s pri-
vacy practices but enable users to actually make a choice about what information is
shared for what purpose, and if such decisions can be enforced.

erefore, the majority of ubicomp privacy research considers awareness and con-
trol in combination, resulting in approaches andmechanisms that address both phases.
Contributions in this category enable more informed decisions and facilitate realiza-
tion and enforcement of those decisions. However, the decision phase itself is not ex-
plicitly supported, therefore, we focus on interaction and system level contributions
in this section. Decision aspects on all levels are covered in the next section.

Designing privacy-aware ubicomp systems

Bellotti and Sellen [92] identify feedback and control as central features of privacy
mechanisms and argue that they need to be jointly addressed on the system and in-
teraction level. ey identify disembodiment and disassociation as likely reasons forDisembodiment

and disassociation
cause privacy issues.

privacy misconceptions in CSCW environments, e.g., in a shared presence system
one user may forget that she is still being filmed if the remote colleague switches of
her camera.us, they suggest to designmechanisms that leverage and restoremutualDesigning for

feedback and control. awareness and propose a respective design framework. eir framework is centered
around information capture, system construction, information accessibility, and usageCapture, construc-

tion, accessibility,
and purposes.

purposes. A privacy-aware ubicomp system should provide feedback about all of these
aspects and facilitate user control over them. ey further define a number of design
criteria to evaluate systems against:

Trustworthiness. e system should be reliable and understandable. Consequences of
actions must be limited by the user’s context.

Appropriate timing. esystem should schedule feedback presentation for timeswhere
user engagement with controls is most likely.

Perceptibility. Feedback should be noticeable, i.e., not hidden or invisible.
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Unobtrusiveness. Feedback should not overload the user or distract from the user’s
primary activities. Feedback should be reduced to the most relevant aspects.

Minimal intrusiveness. Feedback and awareness information should not violate the pri-
vacy of others.

Fail-safety. Privacy friendly defaults should ensure that information collection and ex-
posure is minimized when users do not explicitly specify preferences.

Flexibility. Control mechanisms must be customizable to privacy expectations and
preferences of individual users.

Low effort. Systems should strive tominimize required user actions in relation to aware-
ness and control mechanisms.

Meaningfulness. Awareness and control information must be interpreted and tailored
to the contexts of collection and control.

Learnability. Mechanisms should leverage existing psychological and social mecha-
nisms as metaphors rather than requiring complex mental models.

Low cost. Keep mechanisms affordable.

Although already formulated in 1993, these design criteria are still relevant for
privacy mechanisms in current and future ubicomp systems. e privacy mirrors
framework [458] suggests more specific features to meet these characteristics. Sys-
tems should keep history about past interactions and information flow. History and
current information flow should be visualized at different levels (ambient displays, in-
formative displays, and interactive applications) to provide feedback tailored to the
user’s momentary needs. Feedback enhances awareness and provides accountability,
i.e., the user is aware of any observers and vice versa. Controlmechanisms should then
enable the user to support desired information flows and reduce undesired ones.

Lederer et al. [402, 401] highlight common design pitfalls that occur when neglect-
ing above principles and not properly respecting user’s mental models. Designers Make information

flows apparent.should not obscure potential and actual information flow and rather help users un-
derstand privacy implications and make actual disclosure apparent. Control should
not be emphasized as configuration. Privacy management should be integrated with
and a consequence of normal system use. Besides fine-grained configuration options,
systems should also provide coarse-grained control to stop and resume disclosure.
Systems should not inhibit established social regulation practices, and rather respect
and support them by tailoring privacy control mechanisms to them.

Langheinrich [391] formulates a set of privacy by design principles based on the
FIPs for awareness and control aspects on the system level. Ubicomp devices should Privacy by Design

principles for
ubicomp.

announce their presence and data collection practices in a well-defined manner. Con-
trol mechanisms should provide meaningful choices and not only ask for binary con-
sent. Ubicomp systems could also support selective consent by filtering out informa-
tion about persons that have not provided consent. Ubicomp systems should provide
anonymity and pseudonymity, if possible. Functionality of devices and systems could
be coupled to the proximity of their owner or other devices; information dissemina-
tion could be restricted by spatial context. Collected information and communication
need to be protected with adequate security mechanisms. Information access should
respect purpose and use limitations. Non-repudiation should be supported to enable
recourse in case of misuse or abuse.

In the context of urban and participatory sensing with mobile phones, Shilton et
al. propose participatory privacy regulation [570, 571] ey propose participant pri- Participator privacy

regulation.macy, data legibility, and longitudinal engagement as privacy-aware design principles.
Participant primacy basically means providing users with control over how data is
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collected, communicated, processed, stored, and deleted. Data legibility encompasses
awareness mechanisms that make datamore accessible through visualization ormake
users aware of who has accessed their data and how oen. Longitudinal engagement
calls for mechanisms to encourage users to continuously engage with their data and
adjust their preferences over time. In that regard, Dobias et al. [209] note that the
ability and willingness to manage one’s privacy changes throughout life and that this
aspect should also be considered in the design of privacy mechanisms. ey give as
examples small children who are not able to regulate their privacy themselves, elderly
who may have problems when faced with new technology, or adults that require care
or assistance due to accidents or illness [209].

Combined awareness-control interfaces

A number of interfaces have been proposed to improve the usability of privacy con-
trols by integrating them with visualizations for privacy awareness. us, in contrast
to the awareness interfaces discussed in Section 3.5.2, these interfaces not only en-
hance perception but also provide balancedmeans to implement enhanced awareness
through reconfiguration of controls.

Hsieh et al. [309] developed IMBuddy as an instant messaging client that provides
others with information about the users context. ey focused specifically on the de-
velopment of control and feedback mechanisms to help users be aware of and controlPrivacy for

context-aware
instant messaging.

what is disclosed. Users set preferences for disclosure of interruptibility, location, and
active window (a proxy for the user’s current activity) on a group level. For each of
the three information types, users could choose to disclose nothing, detailed informa-
tion, or somewhat obfuscated information (e.g., disclose only active program instead
of exact window title). Furthermore, they provided coarse controls to turn off all in-
formation disclosure or feedback notifications. Feedback mechanisms consisted of
a detailed disclosure history, on-screen notifications when information is being dis-
closed, and a summary when a conversation starts about what a chat partner knows
about the user’s context. In a deployment study (n=15), their participants state that
controls were easy to use and that feedback mechanisms provided good awareness
about what is and might be disclosed.

Vaniea et al. [626] find that displaying privacy settings near shared photos helps
users recognize unintended sharing settings without distracting from their primaryProximity of privacy

settings and item
increase effectiveness.

tasks. Kolter and Pernul [369] provide an interface to ease configuration of privacy
preferences for web browsing, which are then used to generate P3P-based preferences
formatching with P3P policies of service providers.ey improve the understandabil-
ity of privacy configuration compared to Privacy Bird [176] by supporting different
modes of complexity for beginners, advanced, and experts. eir interface provides
visual feedback on privacy sensitivity of defined rules aer initial configuration.

Howell and Schechter [308] propose sensor access widgets that provide a graphical
representation of what information of a sensor is currently being shared with applica-
tions and, thus, potential recipients. ey propose that such widgets could also serve
as a control point, thus either requiring users to explicitly confirm that the informa-
tion is being shared or that the information is automatically shared aer a specificExplicit confirmation

vs. share aer
notification delay.

delay once the widget has been shown.
Neustaedter and Greenberg [456] propose feedback and control mechanisms for

home video spaces. Sounds and visual feedback clearly convey to the user when the
camera is active. e user can explicitly control the video system through an interface
andwith gestures. Furthermore, presence and position of specific persons in the room
is used to implicitly control the system, e.g., the system stops when the user leaves the
chair or other persons enter the room.
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Context-aware privacy architectures

Some approaches use context awareness to selectively control disclosure based on pre-
specified privacy policies. Here, the focus is less on enhancing user awareness and
more on utilizing system level awareness in order to automate certain control deci-
sions and reduce required user interaction [453]. A very simple example is Context Using context to

automate control
decisions.

NotePad [545], a PDA application which hides its content if the user is not alone in
the room but also not using the application. e Angel system [256] poses privacy
restrictions on displayed content based on the user’s activity and user-defined privacy
policies with a simple rule matching approach. TreasurePhone [560] limits access to
information on a mobile phone based on spheres, which can be selected explicitly or
activated implicitly via location. Jagtap et al. [327] constrain information flow from
mobile devices with dynamic semantic reasoning over context and pre-specified pri-
vacy policies.eir Android-based system [248] also supports obfuscation of location
and activity information.

Langheinrich [392] implements his proposed privacy by design principles [391] in
pawS. Privacy beacons make users aware of data collection and processing practices
in their environment. e user’s privacy proxy obtains the respective privacy policies
and matches them with the user’s pre-specified preferences. In case of mismatch, the
user’s privacy proxy declines the policy and advises the service provider’s proxy to
reconfigure infrastructure or ignore data pertaining to the user. Lion et al. [409] and
Gong et al. [260] inverse the process by providing userswithwearable tokens that send
out their privacy preferences as beacons. ese tokens also have a blackout button to Privacy preference

beacons.instantly stop sensing. Kwon [387] propose a context-based negotiation framework,
called P4P, to arbitrate between a service provider’s P3P policy proposals and the user’s
privacy preferences selected according to the user’s context.

Moncrieff et al. [445] use a context model to influence privacy control in a smart
home equipped for ambient assisted living. ey use a trained decision tree to match
a user’s location, social interactions, and critical activities (e.g., leaving the kitchen
stove on), as well as abnormal periods of inactivity, with pre-defined privacy disclo-
sure rules for care givers. eir policies support different granularity levels to regulate
sensor access. An active feedback display provides occupants on-demand with infor-
mation about current and past observers. Tentori et al. [603] propose an architecture
of privacy-aware agents that mediate between user privacy preferences and applica-
tion behavior in a hospital setting.ey propose quality of privacy (QoP) as a common
language between user and system.

Context awareness has also be utilized to achieve less obtrusive or more accurate
authentication. Kulkarni and Tripathi [382] extend role-based access control (RBAC)
with context-based constraints that have to be fulfilled before a role member can ex-
ecute an action. Similarly, Almutairi and Siewe [53] propose CA-UCON as a context
awareness extension for the UCON formal access control model.eir access policies
define authorization, obligation, and condition. Authorization and obligation must
be fulfilled by subject and object, while the condition must be fulfilled by the envi-
ronment. When subject and object remain stable, but the environment changes, CA-
UCON tries to adapt to the new situation without disrupting access. Unfortunately,
they do not provide an analysis for what kind of rules or situation changes their ap-
proach is applicable.

Ubicomp metaphors for awareness and control

In the context of ubicomp, different metaphors for privacy regulation have been pro-
posed that better match ubicomp characteristics than typical privacy policies. For ex-
ample, virtual walls [345] and boundaries [356], have been proposed to demarcate
collected information according to their context of origin or use. Junestrand et al.
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[340] propose to mark private and public digital spaces on a floor plan to visualize
and control visibility in home media spaces.

Jiang and Landay [334] propose info spaces as a privacy metaphor. Information
spaces are defined by physical, social or activity-based borders. Privacy policies arePhysical, social and

activity borders. enforced in their system when accordingly tagged information crosses such borders.
ree types of operations can be applied to objects as part of privacy policies. Read
or write access to an object can be granted; the object can be promoted or demoted,
i.e., the object can be made more accessible, enhanced in accuracy, or the opposite;
and objects can be aggregated to obtain higher level information. us, granular con-
trol of context disclosure is enabled. e info spaces concept is realized in the Confab
framework [302]. In Confab, info spaces contain context information and are anno-
tated with privacy tags. In/out filters monitor info space borders and enforce access
policies at border crossings by applying defined in/out operations. Price et al. [509]
extend Confab to include digital contracts as legal protection.

Dragovic and Crowcro [213] model security and privacy threats as sets of con-
textual attributes and propose mechanisms to mitigate those risks. In their model,
information is enclosed by containers, which can be virtual or physical. A hierarchy
of information containers is determined by the containers context. ey define lev-
els of exposure as a metric to assess the accessibility of an information container in
the current context. eir framework can proactively manipulate containers to lower
exposure by obfuscating information or changing its granularity, or migrating con-
tainers. Context awareness is utilized to dynamically mitigate exposure threats [214].

e context-adaptive privacy system developed in the ATRACO project [372, 371]ATRACO: adap-
tive and trusted

ambient ecologies.
distinguishes between information privacy and territorial privacy. e concept of ter-
ritorial privacy [14, 10] aligns privacy expectations with the physical aspects of ubi-

Territorial privacy. comp. Instead of only considering information flows, territorial privacy extends the
information privacy aspect by linking it back to Warren and Brandeis’s “right to be let
alone”, which emphasizes the physical seclusion offered by privacy. Territorial privacy
integrates physical and virtual privacy aspects in a single consistent model. Entities
in the user’s physical environment are considered together with entities that partici-
pate virtually in the user’s environment. For example, the user’s location can only be
observed by users of a location sharing service if some physical entity senses the in-
formation and relays it (in this case, a smartphone with GPS sensor). Consequently,
the user’s private sphere extends through, both, physical and virtual environments,
because any physical entity can have a virtual representation, and numerous virtual
entities can potentially participate in the user’s environment. De Hert et al. [191] de-
scribe such digital territories or private digital spaces as an invisible bubble of pri-
vacy protection. Adjusting the borders and opacity of the this bubble corresponds to
privacy regulation. Furthermore, territorial privacy also takes disturbances and intru-Observations

and disturbances. sions [10] into consideration—one of the main privacy issues in ubicomp identified
in Section 3.3.eATRACO information privacy policies and territorial privacy poli-
cies describe what information items or territories can be accessed by whom and how,
in relation to a specific context [372]. Context changes trigger dynamic privacy pol-
icy evaluation. Privacy preferences are pre-specified as ontology instances, which are
part of a larger user profile for dynamic adaptation of the ubicomp system.

Besides these metaphors for preference expression, proximity has also been ex-
plored as a means for privacy control. Duan and Canny [215] formulate the idea of
data discretion in ubicomp. Users should always have access to and be able to controlProximity as

privacy control. recorded information or realtime streams that would be available to them under nor-
mal circumstances; they should not have direct access to such information in other
situations. Kriplean et al. [377] follow this idea by proposing a mechanism that makes
RFID readouts only accessible to devices that were physically present when the read-
out occurred. Langheinrich [395] propose a password-free authentication scheme for
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RFID tags. Instead of revealing the complete tag ID, an RFID releases secret shares of
the ID over time, thus requiring an attacker to be in close proximity for a longer time,
while legitimate users can identify their tagswith simple caching strategies.Mayrhofer
and Gellersen [439] propose to shake two mobile devices together in order to derive
a shared key from accelerometer data for secure pairing. Sigg [574] further discusses
context-aware securitymechanisms and relevant research challenges. In particular, he
discusses the potential for password-less authentication, unobtrusive adaptive secu-
rity, and ambient audio as a location- or situation-based secret key.

All approaches described in this section consider the awareness and control phases,
but the actual decision, i.e., forming an intention for disclosure is not explicitly consid-
ered. Instead, systems adapt dynamically, but only according to pre-specified privacy
preferences and policies. us, the temporal regulation aspect of Altman’s process is
only partially considered, i.e., changing preferences are not reflected by systems of this
category unless explicitly updated by the user, and users are not supported in creating
respective privacy preferences.

3.5.4 Decision

Alongside awareness and control approaches a large body ofwork emerged focused on
better understanding privacy decisionmaking.Work focusing on the decision phase is
primarily situated on the cognition and interaction levels, with the goal to understand
decision making process and to provide adequate and meaningful support to users.

Privacy attitudes and technology acceptance

A first step in understanding privacy decision making is the analysis of people’s atti-
tudes towards potentially invasive technologies. Compared to work discussed under
privacy perception (see Section 3.5.2), the contributions here focus on people’s gen-
eral attitudes towards privacy rather than how well they can perceive privacy risks of
a specific system.

Alan Westin conducted multiple surveys on consumer privacy attitudes, known as
the Westin Core Privacy Orientation Index. Kumaraguru and Cranor [384] provide a Westin privacy index.
comprehensive overview ofWestin’s surveys and theirmethodology.Westin identified
three groups of people with different privacy attitudes [384, 314, 362, 396]:

Privacy fundamentalists. Privacy fundamentalists are persons that express extreme con-
cern about potential privacy infringements, evenwhen confrontedwith privacy-
enhancing technologies and control mechanisms.

Privacy pragmatists. Privacy pragmatists express general concern and acknowledge pri-
vacy risks. ey are willing to make pragmatic tradeoffs concerning their pri-
vacy and trust that provided safeguards protect their information.

Privacy unconcerned. Privacy unconcerned persons are not worried about privacy at
all or express only mild concern.

Westin finds that distributions between these groups vary between 25-30% funda-
mentalists, 55-60% pragmatists, and 10-20% unconcerned [384]. Iachello and Hong
[314] caution that Westin’s privacy index was focused on privacy attitudes towards
corporations and may not be the right tool to determine privacy attitudes in inter-
personal regulation processes, as underlined by studies showing no strong correla-
tion between a user’s categorization and her willingness to disclose location informa-
tion [168]. More refined scales to measure privacy attitudes have been proposed in
recent years, such as the Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) con-
struct [429] or Buchanan’s privacy scale [129].
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Individual personality traits have been found to influence privacy decisions and
concerns [575]. Junglas and Spitzmüller [341] study the influence of personality traits
on privacy perception and attitudes towards use of location-based services (LBS).Individual personality

traits influence
privacy concerns.

ey employ the five factor model of personality, also known as the Big Five, which
distinguishes five personality traits: agreeableness, extraversion, emotional stability (or
neuroticism), openness to experience (or intellect), and conscientiousness. eir survey
results (n=560) shows that only three traits play a role in explaining intentions of LBS
use. Higher agreeableness correlates with less concerns and results in higher trust in
the LBS provider. Higher openness to experience also correlates with lower privacy
concerns. Highly conscientious individuals also show lower concerns, likely because
they assume to have sufficient control over location disclosure. In a similar study fo-
cused on the influence of the Big Five on information privacy concerns (n=230), Ko-
rzaan and Boswell [373] confirm the effect of openness to experiences and find also
a positive correlation between neuroticism and computer anxiety (less stable indi-
viduals have higher concerns). Interestingly, they identify opposite effects for agree-
ableness (higher agreeableness correlates with higher privacy concerns). A potential
explanation for this discrepancy could be the difference in focus of the studies (use
of location based services versus general concerns for information privacy). Korzaan
and Brooks [374] further derive a model of individual concerns for information pri-
vacy (CFIP).

e purpose of those studies is to aid formation and validation of psychological
models. Other studies have concentrated more generally on privacy attitudes and
practices in relation to technology. Some particularly interesting recent results are the
findings of Urban et al. [624], showing that the vast majority of Americans (n=1,119)
perceive the content of their phone as private and oppose disclosure of address book
information to service providers or warrant-less search of smartphones. Boyd andPrivacy concerns and

practices in online
social networks.

Marwick [117] report on privacy practices of teenagers in social interactions and so-
cial networks.eyfind that despitewidely heldmisconceptions (American) teenagers
do care about privacy in online interactions, but that theymainly rely on social norms
to retain privacy in public [463], i.e., socially defining what is appropriate to access.
In 2005, Gross et al. [264] surveyed over 4,000 students of Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity that then had just joined Facebook. Gross et al. found that students were mainly
unconcerned about privacy, as information was generously provided on user profiles
and privacy restrictions were hardly used. Only a small fraction had changed the de-
fault privacy settings. Stutzman et al. [594] continued to survey the privacy practices
of the same sample population in order to assess changes in sharing behavior on Face-
book over time. ey find that between 2005 and 2011 users became more privacy
conscious over time and shared less information publicly. However, they noticed in
their data when Facebook changed its default privacy settings to bemore open, as that
countermanded the previously identified effect. Surveyed users started to share more
information with friends while making use of provided privacy controls. However,
Stutzman et al. that this also means that more information is inadvertently shared
with Facebook as the service provider, as well as third-party applications and adver-
tisers.

In the ubicomp context, acceptance and opposition towards new systems has alsoPrivacy concerns
influence technol-

ogy acceptance.
been linked to privacy concerns. Harper [280] studied the acceptance of localization
with active badges and identified two groups with different privacy attitudes: support-
ers and opponents of the new technology. A major reason of opposing the technology
were concerns about privacy infringing privacy tracking. In a study with older adults
on the acceptance of AAL technology in the home (n=44),Melenhorst et al. [443] also
find that almost half of all negative statements related to perceived privacy intrusions
by AAL technology and artifacts. However, they also find that those issues are nego-
tiable if counterbalanced by perceived benefits. Kindberg et al. [357] let participants
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(n=24) select between five variants of an e-wallet system with different privacy and
convenience aspects. ey find that users employ different rationales to justify their
choices placing different emphasis on trust, social, and convenience aspects of a sys-
tem. Participants focused more on social or convenience aspects also showed aware-
ness of privacy implications but made different tradeoffs than trust-oriented partici-
pants. Concerning the evaluation of technology acceptance, Spiekermann [583] fur-
ther argues that traditional technology acceptance models, such as TAM (technology
acceptance model) [188] and UTAUT, i.e., the Unified eory of Acceptance and Use Technology acceptance

models.of Technology [628] are not well suited for evaluating acceptance of ubicomp technol-
ogy. Such models emphasize ease of use, which is not a powerful discriminating fac-
tor in ubicomp systems that should all be easy to use by definition. She proposes the
ubicomp acceptance model (UC-AM), which focuses on perceived usefulness, risk,
privacy, and control in order to make statements about cognitive and affective atti-
tudes towards the system. Her evaluation shows that loss of control over electronic
devices and services causes negative emotions and reduces willingness to use or pur-
chase them.

Iachello et al. [317] studied privacy attitudes towards an audio-focused life-logging
system. e majority of their 41 participants wanted to be informed that the technol-
ogy is active when it is recording, but indicated that they may not ask the system’s Privacy concerns

with life-logging
technologies.

owner to delete recording. eir privacy concerns centered mainly on the purpose,
potential misuse, and the social appropriateness of the system. How long recording
were retained was not an issue for their participants. Iachello et al. propose that the
design process of novel ubicomp applications should also include an adoption strat-
egy for the application in order to shape perception and consent of its use. In a related
analysis of a live-recording system, Hayes et al. [285] find that ubicomp application
designmust strike a balance between embeddedness and supporting awareness about
recording activity. However, the visible camera of their system particularly alienated
study participants. Hayes et al. propose to consider three aspects that shape the pri-
vacy perception of new technology: the user’s physical perception of the system, social
cues provided by others who have interacted with the system already, and the user’s
own history and experience experiential knowledge.

Behavioral economics and bounded rationality

An interesting phenomenon of privacy concerns is that the actual behavior of per-
sons oen differs from stated preferences and concerns [37, 96, 579]. For instance,
Acquisti and Gross [43] compare stated Facebook privacy preferences with actual
settings. Many participants shared information on their profiles despite voicing high
privacy concerns for those items (class schedules, address, sexual and political orien-
tation). Tufekci [621] studied the sharing behavior on social networking sites of 704 Stated privacy

concerns differ from
actual behavior.

college students and also found hardly and relation between reported concerns and
actual sharing behavior. People appear to want and value privacy, yet, simultaneously
appear not to value and want it [465, p. 104]. is privacy paradox becomes especially
apparent when people are asked to choose between privacy and any immediate benefit
or service. ey almost always choose the immediate benefit due to convenience, sav-
ings, connectivity, or safety. While one could conclude that people just do not value
privacy, the issue is rooted deeper. Again in the context of Facebook,Wang et al. [637]
studied why users posted information they later regretted. ey find a multitude of
reasons ranging fromwanting to be perceived in favorable ways, agitation,misconcep-
tions aboutwho can see it or how it could be perceived, tomisconceptions ormisuse of
Facebook features. Nissenbaum [465, p. 111] further points out that people are oen
not confronted with real choices when it comes to privacy, either because they are not
fully aware what information is being collected or being exchanged, or because costs
and benefits are unevenly distributed in the particular system. Furthermore, Brandi-
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marte et al. [119] identify a control paradox: perceived control over information dis-
closuremay actually lead to an increase of disclosure. Acquisti et al. [42] suggest that aPerceived con-

trol may lead to
more disclosure.

perceived lower risk of privacy violation due tomore control may cause an increase in
risk taking in the sense that users monitor less carefully what information is revealed.
us, privacy controls with better usability can potentially make users more vulnera-
ble. Adjerid et al. [47] were able to show this effect for online privacy. ey show that
privacy notices can be used to get users to disclose more information and that mis-
directions, i.e., following privacy notices with unrelated information, can mute risk
perception. John et al. [335] find in their experiments that people are also prone to
disclose more information when privacy implications are downplayed to make them
feel safe, regardless of the objective and actual privacy implications associated with
their task. However, if participants are cued to think about privacy beforehand, they
are less susceptible to environment cues, such as website design.

One approach that has been used to better understand these paradoxes in privacy
decision making is behavioral economics. A purely economic view on privacy un-Economics of privacy

& privacy calculus. derstands disclosure and privacy invasion as intermediate instruments to protect or
obtain economic incentives [506, 507]. erefore, Varian [627] argues that “disclosure
decisions should be made by balancing the costs and the subjective benefits of the disclo-
sure.” In such a privacy calculus disclosure is determined by a risk-benefit analysis,
with the risk being the loss of control over personal information [575].

While a purely economic perspective assumes rationality of actors, behavioral eco-
nomics take systematic deviations from the rational behavior into account and aimBehavioral eco-

nomics of privacy. to understand the impact of emotions and biases on privacy decision making [36].
us, behavioral economics can help to identify and explain certain intricacies and
paradoxes of privacy decision making, guide analysis of what information should be
or should not be shared, and inform the design of privacy mechanisms [39].

Incomplete and asymmetric information, non-deterministic privacy risk, external-
ities, and uncertainties have been shown to make it difficult for individuals to ac-
curately estimate costs and benefits of privacy decisions [37, 38, 465]. Furthermore,
our cognitive ability to acquire, memorize, and process all relevant information avail-
able is limited [37]. is bounded rationality expresses itself in the inability to fully
and objectively process risk assessments, economic constraints, and consequences of
disclosure. Instead, individuals rely on simplified mental models and heuristics [38],
which causes them to adopt non-optimal privacy practices [37]. Even with complete
knowledge, individuals might still deviate from optimal privacy strategies [37] due to
a number of behavioral biases that influence privacy decision making [38]. Acquisti
[40] shows that even privacy concerned individuals tend to under-protect themselvesBehavioral biases.
against perceived privacy risks and over-provide personal information. He also finds
that themagnitude of perceived risks does not necessarily act as a deterrent against be-
havior perceived as risky by the individual. Individuals tend to set a value for privacy
by anchoring it to a specific (potentially arbitrary) valuation of goods or services [38].
ey further tend to discount as improbable events with abstract implications, such as
privacy risks associated with collection of personal information (hyperbolic discount-
ing) [38]. Acquisti andGrossklags [38] list a number of other known behavioral biases
that may also likely influence privacy decisions. e valence effect overestimates like-
lihoods of favorable events. Overconfidence leads individuals to estimate their own
knowledge and skills higher than they are. Rational ignorance causes them to ignore
available information because the costs of gaining knowledge is higher than the per-
ceived benefit. A typical example of rational ignorance is not reading the privacy poli-
cies of websites [441]. e status quo bias reflects that many individuals never change
default settings, which highlights the importance of privacy by design endeavors [153,
539]. Reciprocity and fairness biases reflect that most individuals desire to act fairly
in transactions, but only if the other party is also perceived as acting fairly. Related
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is inequity aversion, which causes individuals to reject beneficial offers because they
perceive others as getting unfair rewards.

Individuals tend to favor immediate gratification through timely rewards, although
they are inconsistent with their stated preferences and may incur long-term privacy
costs [40]. For example, Jentzsch et al. [331] find in a study with 443 participants Monetary valuation of

privacy.that given a choice of two movie ticket providers requiring different amounts of per-
sonal information and charging different ticket prices, people prefermonetary savings
over privacy even when buying from a privacy-invasive provider. However, a non-
negligible proportion of the participants was willing to pay a premium for privacy. If
privacy-invasive and privacy-friendly providers offered tickets at the same price, the
latter even gained the larger market share. Other studies have analyzed the monetary
value of location information [184, 182, 126] and try to assign specific monetary val-
ues to privacy. However, Acquisti et al. [44] show that framing of privacy-friendly
and privacy-invasive options (e.g., the order of presentation) affects privacy valua-
tions. Dourish and Anderson [211] further criticize the reductionist focus on mon-
etary valuation and cost-benefit tradeoffs. In spirit of Altman, they argue for under-
standing privacy as a continuous regulation process and discursive practice resulting
from social interactions. Nissenbaum [465] agrees with them, pointing out that many
studies are flawed due to biased framing and a lack of contextual grounding. ere-
fore, Strahilevitz [591] argues that behavioral data is preferable over survey data for
privacy research.

Relevant factors in privacy decisions

Besides the more analytical view of behavioral economics, multiple studies have ex-
plored privacy preferences of individuals in different contexts. e goal of these stud-
ies is to identify factors that influence privacy decisions, in order to derive specific
support strategies and interaction design. Smith et al. [575] highlight the importance
of contextual factors on privacy decisions. In a literature review, they identified the
kind of information, use of the information, involved technological applications, and
political context as most cited general factors influencing privacy decision making.
Adams [45] found that information sensitivity, information receiver, and information
usage shape privacy concerns. She notes that sometimes a stranger may induce less
privacy risk than someone socially closer, due to the potential of personal judgement
in social relations.

A large fraction ofwork focused on factors influencing sharing decisions in location-
based services. In 2005, Consolvo et al. [168] found that people tended tomake binary Factors influencing

location sharing
preferences.

disclosure decisions (all-or-nothing) rather than adjusting the granularity of shared
location, e.g., only disclosing the current neighborhood instead of the GPS position.
ey either provided information or ignored disclosure requests, but they rarely use
obfuscation options. Consolvo et al. further found that the purpose of the requested
disclosure is an important aspect for the user’s decision.

Cornwell et al. [170] find in a lab evaluation of PeopleFinder (n=19) that users tend
to have sophisticated privacy preferences. Some participants in their study had eight
or more rules, but those rules only accurately reflected their preferences in 65% of all
cases. However, in later field studies they find an average accuracy of 79% based on
daily feedback about disclosure events (n=60) [532]. Benisch et al. [93] tracked the
location of 27 participants over the course of three weeks and asked them to rate with
which groups (family/close friends, Facebook friends, university community, adver-
tisers) they would be willing to share their location. ey find that participants artic-
ulated a rich set of privacy preferences. ey identify time of day, day of the week, and
location to be most relevant. ey also find that users are comfortable with rules that
allow for inclusion of multiple factors (location, time, day), and that the expressive-
ness of those policies resulted in fewer rules per person. Tsai et al. [617] find that
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their study participants (n=56) were able to use time-based privacy rules to spec-
ify location disclosure settings which they felt accurately reflected their preferences.
eir participants further indicated that they would also likely use location-based and
group-based rules. In a recent survey (n=103), Patil et al. [491] let participants spec-Recipient as an impor-

tant decision factor. ify location disclosure policies with natural language to determine major factors in
policy authoring. ey also find that the recipient was the most frequently used and
highest ranked factor, while time constraints were less important. Participants also
oen specified override rules for emergency situations.

Lin et al. [415] conducted studies to compare location sharing preferences between
the US and China (n=59). ey collected location information with the participants’
smartphones and asked them to rate the comfort of sharing the location with differ-
ent groups and the desired location granularity. ey asked for the same groups as
Benisch et al. [93]: close friends and family, friends on online social networks, the uni-
versity community, and advertisers. Location granularity options were: exact, neigh-Location granularity.
borhood, city, state, and not sharing. In contrast to Consolvo et al. [168], they find
that users in both countries exhibited varying preferences concerning location granu-
larity. In comparison to a binary sharing option, provided granularity options would
facilitate more sharing particularly for Chinese users. Tang et al. [600] also find in
their study (n=30) that providing multiple granularity levels results in more sharing
with higher comfort, as well as less complex sharing preferences, as they are less con-
voluted and less negatively phrased. ese results suggest that well-defined granular-
ity options support users in more accurately expressing their privacy preferences. A
small study (n=15) by Wagner et al. [633] suggests that granularity levels differ in
utility. eir participants perceived sharing on the city level as similar to sharing noUtility of gran-

ularity levels. location, because the use of that granularity level would be suspicious if more exact lo-
cations are shared typically. Knijnenburg et al. [360] conducted a larger study (n=291)
to assess the impact of providing and removing granularity options. ey considered
the granularity levels exact, city block, city, and nothing. ey find that without the
city option participants sharedmore openly.ey propose to only provide granularity
options that provide privacy, a clear benefit, or both. If options are rated similarly in
the privacy they provide, only those that provide a higher benefit should be offered.

Olson et al. [471] studied howusers assign disclosure preferences for different types
of information to different roles of people (40 information types, 19 roles, n=30) re-
gardless of a purpose. Despite individual variability in preferences, they identify aGroups and roles

of recipients. number of stable clusters for people groups (public, colleagues, manager/trusted col-
leagues, family, spouse) and information types (16 clusters) with similar preferences.
Davis [189] finds that users assign different disclosure preferences to different groups,
but they could not identify any general trends about relation between groups and
preferences, except for acquaintances (weak social ties), who received significantly
less information than groups representing other relationships. In the US-China study
mentioned above, Lin et al. [415] found that social closeness was indicative of the par-
ticipants’ comfort with sharing information. eir participants were most comfort-
able sharing information with family and close friends and least comfortable sharing
with advertisers. Chinese participants were significantly more conservative on aver-
age. the participant’s gender also significantly impacted sharing behavior. Chinese
females were most conservative. US females were more open than US males when
sharing with close friends, family, and social network contacts, but more conserva-
tive concerning sharing with the university community or advertisers.

In an evaluation of their Faces metaphor (n=130), Lederer et al. [404] analyzed
whether recipient or situation is a stronger discriminant for privacy preferences. ey
find that the recipient, i.e., who the information would be shared with, has a strongerRecipient is

more influential
than situation.

influence than the situation. Worded differently, users are more likely to apply the
same preference to a recipient in a different situation than to apply one situation-
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specific preference to different recipients. Patil and Lai [492] also find that their partic-
ipants (n=36) preferred group-based rules to define privacy preferences for sharing of
location, availability, calendar information, and instant messaging activity, which has
been confirmed by Hsieh et al. [309] in their studies with IMBuddy. Tang et al. [599]
identify a shi towards social-driven location sharing (e.g., via Twitter or Foursquare)
in the sense that location is shared with larger social groups rather than individu-
als or smaller groups, which complicates privacy decisions due to higher abstraction
of implications. Trust in the recipient has also been shown to influence privacy con-
cerns [575]. Joinson et al. [338] conducted studies on perceived privacy and trust of
websites. In a first study (n=759), they find that dispositional privacy concerns, the
trust in the recipient, and perceived privacy are sufficient to predict if a request for
information will be granted or denied. In a second study (n=180), they showed that
trust and privacy interact, i.e., higher trust in the recipient compensates for lower per-
ceived privacy.

Lin et al. [415] found in their US-China study that the semantic meaning of the
location also influences sharing preferences. ey distinguish between home, work, Semantic meaning of

shared location.and other locations. In a four week study with the location sharing application Lo-
caccino (n=28), Toch et al. [610] found that participants were more comfortable with
sharing their location when they were at social spots frequented by many people. Pre-
viously, Anthony et al. [59] also found that location-sharing preferences varied with
the current location and the social context (n=25), althoughmost of their participants
had consistent sharing preferences in all situations. Participants were more willing to
share their location when they were alone, seeking company. Sapuppo [537] also find
that individuals prefer to share personal information in locations they are familiar
with, such as at home or at work (n=121).

Anthony et al. [59] further noted that participantswanted to be aware ofwithwhom
location is shared. Similarly, Chatfield and Häkkilä [156] find that people are more
willing to share information when the purpose is clear and who has access to shared
information. Level of perceived control also influenced sharing decisions. e will- Willingness to share

increases with
perceived benefit.

ingness to share some information in order to obtain a useful service has also been
identified for contextual telephony, where the idea is to provide contextual informa-
tion about a person’s availability to potential callers. Khalil and Connelly [354] find
that in such scenarios individuals are more willing to share if they are currently alone
or on the phone instead of sharing information about their actual location or activity.
Knittel et al. [361] conducted an online survey on contextual telephony (n=132) to
determine which cues people would be willing to share. ey find that individuals
are mainly willing to share abstracted information about their availability if they can
control who the information is shared with, thus, underlining the importance of the
social relation to the recipient.

Concerning awareness, Patil and Lai [492] find that providing feedback about all
the information a system has about an individual did not result in more conservative
settings, which could be a weak effect of the control paradox. In a study with hospi-
tal employees, Tentori et al. [603] find that they relax and enforce privacy demands
based on their current situation and the perceived value and sensitivity of the per-
formed activity. Particularly interesting in the ubicomp context is also the observation Decision factors in

dynamic privacy
regulation.

by Dourish et al. [212] that persons tend to use physical arrangements of their envi-
ronment to protect online data, e.g., by adjusting the location of the screen away from
the door or creating barriers with desks to demarcate areas containing sensitive infor-
mation. Mancini et al. [431] found in a small-scale study on the mobile use of Face-
book (n=6) that privacy boundaries of their participants weremainly shaped by social
actions and factors rather than specific locations. As factors they identified personal
principles about what is private, the communication context, as well as proxemic and
aggregation boundaries. Proxemic boundaries refer to control efforts towards others
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in proximity, e.g., participants tried to hide Facebook activities from persons nearby.
Aggregation boundaries refer to the distinction between acceptable offline and on-
line interaction, i.e., intensive offline interaction, e.g., with family members, is not an
indication that interaction on Facebook is also acceptable or desired. Barkhuus [83]
criticizes the tendency to evaluate what kind of information users shared and how.
She argues that why users are sharing or not sharing information is more important.
She employs contextual integrity for this purpose. Barkhuus finds that besides keep-
ing something secret, modesty was also a reason for not sharing information, i.e., not
wanting to impose information on others. Users are also oen unsure about their pri-
vacy settings and who they share information with.

Decision support strategies

e decision factors identified above can be utilized to actively support decision mak-
ing. Ackerman [33] points out that in ubicomp, unlike the web, users will require
further support in decision making, because they would otherwise be overwhelmed
by the number of access requests and the difficulty of understanding implications of
sharing decisions. A number of decision support strategies have been proposed in
recent years, either focusing on privacy regulation in ubicomp or related fields.

Iachello and Hong [314] define three design parameters for interfaces that aim to
support users in specifying preferences and making decisions: When users shouldDesign considerations

for privacy support. specify preferences, what the granularity of controls should be, and what the defaults
should be.ey further identify three interaction strategies. Pessimistic strategies pre-
vent privacy breakdowns by denying access according to pre-specified policies. Most
system-level approaches discussed in Section 3.5.3 employ pessimistic strategies. e
drawback is that configuration is oen taken out of context. Optimistic solutions sup-Pessimistic, optimistic,

and interactive
support strategies.

port users by detecting misuse and providing means for adding reactive rules to pre-
vent furthermisuse. Finally, interactive strategies provide information to users to help
them make better privacy choices. e contributions discussed in the following fall
mainly in the latter category. Interactive strategies support dynamic privacy regula-
tion and aim to avoid privacy vulnerabilities and also too permissive restrictions.

Social navigation has been used to support policy creation in different application
domains, such as instant messaging [493], social networks [103], and browsing [254].Leveraging so-

cial navigation. e idea of social navigation is to leverage the knowledge and expertise of the user’s
community to provide guidance for the user. In the context of privacy, control inter-
faces are enriched with information about friends’ privacy settings for specific items.
Patil et al. [493] enhance the privacy settings dialog of an instant messenger to show
the dominant settings of the user’s contacts for disclosure of specific items. Besmer
et al. [103] extend the interface for adding applications on Facebook to show for each
information item to be shared with a new application how many other friends have
allowed this application to access that item. Goecks and Mynatt [254] visualize how
many other community members have visited a website and if they blocked cookies
from that website. ey further support the specification of simple rules, such as “if
X% blocked/allowed cookies, automatically block/allow cookies”. Goecks and Mynatt
[254] note that social navigation facilitates observing and learning from the behavior
of others but also carries the risk of just following what others do. ey suggest to
engage experts that help to guide behavior. Patil et al. [493] find that friends’ privacy
settings have less influence on privacy decisions than the privacy sensitivity of the
controlled item. us, social navigation can provide additional cues but may not be
effective if users misjudge the sensitivity of some information.

Another social strategy leverages relationship strength to determine preferential
disclosure settings. Banks and Wu [78] use the interaction intensity between two con-Leveraging so-

cial tie strength. tacts as a proxy for their relationship quality and strength. ey suggest to group con-
tacts according to interaction intensity into rings. e inner most ring would be re-
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served for high intensity contacts that gain extensive access; interaction intensity and
access level decrease for outward rings. ey argue that relationship strength is well
suited to support dynamic privacy regulation, because relationships may change over
time, but a contact cannot be a close and weak friend at the same time. What they
do not consider is that contacts can fulfill different roles depending on the current
social context, which are associated with different disclosure preferences for different
information. For instance, a close friend may be allowed details to vast details about
an individual’s personal life, but not to information about finances, which however
are shared with a tax account, despite weaker social ties.

Egelman et al. [221] study optimistic-interactive strategies to make users aware of
detected ambiguities in social network preferences.ey find that just alerting users to
ambiguities does not effectively prevent misconfiguration. However, providing mean-
ingful choices resulted in a higher mitigation rate of potential errors.

Privacy nudging [41] is a so paternalism approach to support or influence pri- Privacy nudges.
vacy decision making with the goal of increasing individual and societal benefit of
decisions. e idea is to leverage identified behavioral biases to help individuals make
better privacy decisions by steering them in the right direction. Suchnudges have been
proposed for social networks, advertising, and location sharing [77]. Tsai et al. [616,
615] study the influence of enhanced privacy information on online purchases and re-
lated privacy decisionmaking. In their experiment, a shopping search portal displayed e influence of

displaying salient
privacy information.

compact privacy policy information for displayed online shops.ey find thatmaking
the privacy information more accessible in this way, impacts the purchase behavior
and leads customers to shop at privacy-friendly online shops, despite of higher prices.
Increased privacy feedback reduced privacy concerns [615]. Privacy nudges can also
be used to convey intended use (purpose) of shared information to recipients. For
example, Könings et al. [9] propose a privacy overlay for online social interactions,
which enables users to share information over social networking platforms without
the platform learning the information. Privicons [370] are used as privacy nudges to
make recipients aware of the user’s intentions, nudging them towards respecting the
desired privacy level.

Wang et al. [636] developed and evaluated different privacy nudges for social net-
works. ey prototyped mechanisms to visualize the audience of a post by adding
pictures of recipients, they introduced a time delay before a post is published to allow
for time to cancel its publication, and indicating whether a post would be perceived
as negative or positive based on sentiment analysis. While the nudges were perceived
positively, the sentiment analysis was not perceived as useful, because participants felt
that single words used for the analysis were taken out of context. Similar toWang et al.
[636], Solove [580] suggests to employ nudges to help individuals to re-evaluate their
consent behavior without being overly paternalistic. He further advocates approaches
for global privacy management instead of micro-managing privacy for single services
and entities [580].

In summary, contributions focused on the decision phase of the regulation process
aremainly focused on the cognition and interaction levels pursuing the goals to better
understand privacy decision making and developing support strategies to help users
make better privacy decisions. However, support strategies proposed so far aremainly
based on heuristics. Individual preferences are not properly taken into account. Some
of the approaches discussed here also integrate awareness and control aspects already.
e next section discusses holistic approaches that take the complete regulation pro-
cess into account and aim to provide individualized support for privacy regulation
and decision making.
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3.5.5 Holistic approaches

In contrast to the contributions focused on context and awareness, holistic approaches
address the complete privacy regulation process including the decision phase. Results
from the decision phase and the cognition level are integrated with interaction and
system level contributions. Context awareness and communication between ubicomp
devices facilitate context-aware decision support and adaptive privacy interfaces. A
small number of contributions further considers how the privacy preferences of an
individual user can be learned from interactions to personalize recommendations and
predict likely decisions.

e results and insights about factors influencing privacy decisions discussed in the
previous section can be leveraged to support privacy decisions. e goal should be to
offer only meaningful choices and to reduce the configuration burden of users.

Context-awareness can be leveraged to reduce complexity of privacy configuration
by considering the user’s previous privacy choices, either in the same or different con-Leveraging context-

awareness for privacy
decision support.

text, as well as privacy choices of the user’s social peers [34]. e goal should be to
place privacy and security decisions in the context they relate to and in which they
are meaningful [212]. Makonin et al. [428] note that the appropriateness of smart
intervention is highly contextual. When automating privacy decisions, systems need
to balance system autonomy with user involvement and provide options to correct
decisions [278]. Furthermore, automated approaches must consider what conditions
can affect automated decisions, provide recovery options when an action has been
deemed wrong, and how the system can adapt to different users, their profiles, and
tasks [428]. Multiple abstraction levels need to be considered in order to provide a
usable context-adaptive system [242]. Bellotti and Edwards [91] discuss how system
intelligibility can be enhanced through user involvement. Depending on the level of
uncertainty about an inferred decision, a system should either provide means for cor-
rection, require confirmation from the user, or offer the user the available choices for
selection.

Toch [608] proposes the Super-Ego framework, which determines whether the user
should be involved in decisions about location disclosure requests. A decision engineDetermining

whether user involve-
ment is required.

uses a set of previous disclosure decisions from the general public to decide about user
involvement based on two thresholds for manual decision and automatic decision.
Location requests where the average of previous disclosure decisions is below manual
decision threshold are denied, requests between the manual and automatic decision
threshold needuser intervention, and requests above the automatic decision threshold
are granted automatically. By adjusting these thresholds different decision strategies
can be supported. Toch finds that mixed strategies provide the best tradeoff between
accuracy and automation.

While Toch’s crowd-sourcing approach shows promising results for location dis-
closure decisions, it is likely that considerable variations exist for individual privacy
preferences concerning other types of information [34]. Context awareness can be
utilized to not only decide when to involve the user but also to shi preference elici-
tation into the context, making it a part of the user’s activity. Instead of requiring pre-
specification of privacy preferences and policies, privacy system’s should personalize
to the individual user in order to provide individual recommendations and automatePreference elicita-

tion embedded
in the activity.

certain decisions. is goal requires that privacy systems can predict likely privacy
decisions of the particular individual. Cornwell et al. [170] point out that the “funda-
mental challenge is capturing user’s policies without being burdensome.” eknowledge
and insights from the previous section on decision making can be utilized to identify
what factors are relevant for decision making in a specific context.

Bilogrevic et al. [105] propose SPISM as a system that semi-automatically decides
if, given a location request, the user’s location should be shared and with which gran-
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ularity. SPISM uses context information to create a feature vector, which is used as
input for a logistic classifier that assigns it to a sharing class (no, yes with low/medi-
um/high granularity). In case of low confidence, the system engages the user to ex-
plicitly make a decision. In a study (n=116), participants provided a training dataset
for 75 situations, including location sharing preferences for those situations as well
as information about social ties to their contacts. SPISM achieved 74% decision accu- Involving users to

resolve low-confidence
decisions.

racy if half the dataset was used for training (40 situations). Involving the user in low
confidence decisions resulted in less over-sharing. However, manual decisions were
required in almost 50% of cases.

In an e-commerce setting, Saleh et al. [535] similarly use context awareness and
a user’s previous disclosure decisions to either make automated disclosure decisions
or solicit the user’s preferences for a new situation. eir context model consists of
the current transaction, time, and user state. Context is associated with P3P-based Case-based reasoning.
privacy policies. ey use case-based reasoning (CBR) with a weighted nearest neigh-
bor approach to relate the current situation to previous ones. If no matching case
is found, the user has to provide preferences for the new case. Wu [656] proposes
an adaptive privacy management system for distributed systems, which combines au-
tomation with user interaction to enhance awareness and control. e system notifies
the user about incoming information requests and either asks the user to specify a
group-based privacy rule in the context of the requests or informs the user about an
automated disclosure decision based on pre-specified privacy policies. Pallapa [483,
482] defines ubicomp privacy preferences as privons. A privon relates to some spe-
cific information and encapsulates associated privacy settings as well as information
about services that want to access it. Privons are generated per session. A new privon
is compared to a cache of previously used privons. If one is found with similar con-
text information but different privacy settings the user is notified and the previous
settings are being suggested. Privons and privacy settings are managed in a context-
privacy graph which is utilized as a decision tree for context-aware policy selection.

Kelley et al. [353] also learn a user’s privacy preferences from user feedback on
location disclosure decisions. Based on the provided feedback, the system makes sug-
gestions for policy updates, which the user can accept or decline. Users can also man-
ually modify their preferences any time. eir experimental results show promising
prediction accuracy for their incremental policy modification approach.

Cornwell et al. [170] and Sadeh et al. [532] employ CBR with k-nearest neighbor
to learn location disclosure preferences in their PeopleFinder application. Policies Learning location

disclosure preferences
from user feedback.

can consists of time, day, group, per person, and location based restrictions (mark-
ing rectangles on a map) [532]. Employed notification concepts are comparable to
those of IMBuddy [309]. ey find that users have difficulties accurately articulating
preferences, but provide fairly consistent feedback, therefore, they argue for learning
preferences from user feedback [532]. ey also find that learned preferences more
accurately reflect the user’s intention than manually specified preferences [170, 532].
Cranshaw et al. [177] employ Gaussianmixture classifiers for learning location disclo-
sure preferences. ey show that their learning approach converges to stable policies
as quickly as possible asmanual refinement but with fewer changes.ey argue for the
use of Gaussianmixture classifiers due to intelligibility of updates but do not compare
it directly with other approaches, such as CBR.

Mugan et al. [447] propose to learn location privacy preferences through personas
and suggestions. Based on study data from Benisch et al. [93], they automatically Privacy preference

profiles.generate a small number of privacy preference profiles (personas) through cluster-
ing, from which users can choose. Subsequently, user feedback is employed to make
suggestions for how to modify the selected profile. Suggestions are obtained through
neighborhood search, in which one aspect of the sharing rule is adapted. e result
is an incremental adaptation of the knowledge base to the individual user. ey eval-
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of existing research in relation to the process-oriented metamodel.

uated their approach based on Benisch et al.’s data set [93] and find that users not
being consistent with their replies reduces the improvement provided by the incre-
mental suggestions. However, as the evaluation was based on the dataset and not on
real interactions, effects of adapted settings on the user’s preferences were not con-
sidered. In a follow-up, Wilson et al. [649] studied how the use of such profiles affect
the user’s preferences in a three week field study (n=33) with the Locaccino location
sharing system [532]. One group manually specified privacy preferences, while the
second group selected a profile. Participants in the second group shared significantly
more. Initial settings were not significantly changed aer initial configuration with a
slight trend towards relaxing rules. While satisfaction with the rules was about equal
between groups at the end of the study, the participants with a profile were less satis-
fied. Wilson et al. [649] argue that employing profiles can alter the sharing behavior
of users and that profiles should be considered carefully. However, the change in satis-
faction with the rules in the profile group could also suggest that the provided profiles
were not fitting for the user’s privacy needs.

In an unrelated approach, Bünnig and Cap [134, 135] suggests to mirror the user’s
privacy preferences in a disclosure decision model to support context-aware deci-
sion support and autonomously perform reoccurring adaptation of privacy mecha-
nisms. ey find a k-nearest neighbor approach to be most suitable in a simulation
study [135]. Zhang et al. [660] suggest to use rough set theory to learn context aware
privacy policies from interaction history.

Gupta et al. [272] propose intuitive and sensible access control (ISAC) based on
the idea that context and user history could be used to infer sensible privacy policies.
By sensible they mean that resulting policies match the user’s privacy expectations.
ey use location and present Bluetooth devices and WiFi access points as contextContext of interest.
items to define what they call a context of interest.ey further propose the concept of
familiarity of context to identify “safe” locations. Familiarity is derived from how oen
the user visits a location [444]. eir ultimate goal is to autonomously select adequate
authentication methods for smartphones for different contexts [271], e.g., PIN code
entry is required in public places but not when the user is alone. eir approach has
a strong emphasis on physical context aspects but neglects virtual entities.
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3.5.6 Discussion

e discussion of the state of the art shows that some areas of the process-oriented
privacy metamodel, proposed in Section 3.4, are saturated with research while other
areas are underexplored. Figure 3.4 gives an indication of this coverage of the meta-
model based on the categories discussed in Sections 3.5.1–3.5.5. As the boundaries
of levels and phases in the metamodel are not clear cut, some research topics bridge
multiple levels or phases.

ere is a significant amount of work on the cognition level on how users perceive
privacy, privacy preferences and attitudes in different contexts; and more general
work on privacy decision making and the involved cognitive processes. Some of these
results are being utilized on the interaction and system levels to enhance the user’s pri-
vacy awareness in a given situation and to provide controlmechanisms, which increas-
ingly also includes combined awareness-control solutions for specific application do-
mains. However, the decision phase is only implicitly considered in those approaches.
e key step in between awareness and control of mapping privacy perceptions to per-
sonal privacy preferences and making informed decisions about the desired level of
privacy is largely unsupported. Holistic approaches that do support dynamic privacy
adaptation and explicitly consider the decision phase are mainly application-specific.
Although a better understanding of cognitive privacy decision making processes and
how they can be supported emerges, only few contributions aim to support decision
making dynamically. Even fewer approaches consider how dynamic privacy decision
making support can be individualized to the privacy expectations of specific users.

is is contrasted by the difficulties of users to effectively map their privacy expec-
tations and preferences to offered controls [37, 43, 170, 532, 96, 465]. ese difficul-
ties are especially apparent in ubicomp systems due to the ubicomp-specific privacy
issues outlined in Section 3.3, such as the blurring of physical boundaries and the
explosion of available information and potential context situations. In addition, the
dynamic nature of ubicomp environments makes it difficult to maintain a certain pri-
vacy level, for example, present entities and system components continuously change
when moving through a ubicomp environment—including virtual as well as physical
entities and components. However, maintaining an adequate privacy level that aligns
with the user’s privacy expectations is important, because too tight or too loose pri-
vacy settings either unnecessarily restrict the user’s activities or disclosemore than the
user expects or is comfortable with [481, 57].us, users in ubicomp systems not only
require effective and easy to use awareness and control mechanisms, but also techno-
logical support in the decision phase, in order to make better privacy decisions but
also to reduce the configuration burden.

Holistic approaches, as discussed in Section 3.5.5, have the potential to support
users in all phases of the privacy regulation process. e concept of learning prefer-
ences to adapt over time to individual users further has the advantage that the tem-
poral aspects of Altman’s dynamic regulation process are also reflected. Furthermore,
machine learning techniques and heuristics can help to determine when users should
be involved in decisions and when privacy systems canmake decisions autonomously.
In Chapter 4, we present a generalized process for dynamic privacy adaptation that
maps the process-oriented metamodel on to technical support systems in order to
facilitate instantiation in different application domains.

Most of the presented holistic approaches focus on very specific information types,
typically location data, to learn disclosure policies. However, in ubicomp environ-
ments diverse information of different kinds will likely be available and needs to be
controlled. Furthermore, all discussed holistic approaches focus on explicit informa-
tion requests, however, devices with sensing capabilities do not always need to pose
explicit requests to collect information about the user. Intrusions and disturbances
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also play currently no role in these approaches. We proposed a privacy context model,
described in Chapter 5, which can accommodate arbitrary types of sensitive informa-
tion, considers observations as well as intrusions, and is applicable to diverse applica-
tion scenarios.

e discussed holistic approaches also focus mainly on learning preferences from
explicit disclosure decisions and explicit feedback. Yet, the context awareness of ubi-
comp systems holds the potential to leverage implicit user interaction for learning of
preferences by interpreting the user’s reactions to system actions. We outline a respec-
tive approach in Chapter 6.

In summary, discussed contributions highlight the potential of holistic and indi-
vidualized privacy support, but the current state of the art does not fully address all
privacy issues in ubicomp or properly leverages ubicomp characteristics for dynamic
privacy adaptation with balanced user involvement.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we identified privacy issues in ubicomp against the backdrop of philo-
sophical, legal, and sociological perspectives on privacy. e ubicomp characteristics
outlined in the previous chapter cause an explosion in collectible and collected infor-
mation in ubicomp environments. Because of the connectedness, embeddedness, and
omnipresence of ubicomp devices, physical boundaries, such as walls and doors, lose
their meaning in ubicomp environments. e same characteristics also reintroduceUbicomp privacy

issues impede
effective regulation
of privacy by users.

a physical dimension to privacy, which makes it necessary to not only consider ob-
servations and information privacy aspects but also intrusions and disturbances in
the user’s physical environment. At the same time, the explosion of situations with
potentially varying privacy preferences and the abstract implications of activities and
privacy settings make it inherently difficult for individuals to effectively regulate their
privacy in ubicomp.

An important aspect in tackling the privacy issues in ubicomp is viewing privacy
as a process in tradition of Altman’s boundary regulation theory [57]. Our proposed
process-oriented metamodel makes three phases explicit in the context of ubicomp
privacy: awareness, decision, and control. ese phases provide a refined view on pri-e process-oriented

metamodel makes
phases of the regula-
tion process explicit.

vacy regulation to guide research as well as consistently structure existing contribu-
tions otherwise spread across different application domains. Another advantage of the
proposed metamodel is the identification of influences and relations on and between
different levels of research. One example is that knowledge of biases in privacy deci-
sionmaking can be considered and accounted for on the interaction and system levels
to support privacy decisions. e process-oriented metamodel serves as the basis for
the development of a dynamic privacy adaptation approach in the next chapter.

e discussion of existing ubicomp privacy researchmade apparent that the phases
and levels of the metamodel are not clear cut. Indeed, many contributions address
multiple phases of the process. Research has been grouped according to which phases
are addressed, resulting in a comprehensive and consistent overview of the state of
the art. What becomes apparent from this overview is that ubicomp privacy has been
an active research topic since the inception of the field. However, technical contribu-
tions are mainly focused on awareness and control. Ubicomp-specific metaphors and
context-aware adaptation of privacy controls aim to reduce the user’s burden of pri-
vacy regulation. Yet, the potential offered by context awareness to actually support the
decision step on a user-specific, individual level is currently underexplored. e few
existing holistic approaches that explicitly consider and support the decision phase are
oen focused on specific applications. Furthermore, those approaches concentrate on
regulating information sharing and observations, but largely neglect the physical as-
pects of ubicomp, such as disturbances. Awareness and control mechanisms provide
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users with powerful tools for privacy regulation, but holistic support of the complete
regulation process is required to enable users to harness this power and use it effec-
tively. In subsequent chapters, we build on existing holistic approaches and previous
research on relevant factors influencing privacy decision making in order to devise a
dynamic privacy adaptation approach that leverages context-awareness to adequately
address the privacy issues identified in ubicomp.





4DYNAM IC PR I VACY ADAPTAT ION PROCESS

4.1 Overview

As part of the discussion of ubicomp privacy in the previous chapter, we identified
the need for privacy systems that take all phases of the process-oriented privacy meta-
model (see Sec. 3.4) into account, in order to address the ubicomp privacy issues iden-
tified in Section 3.3. Based on Altman’s privacy regulation theory [57], we derived a
dynamic privacy adaptation process from the metamodel in order to adequately sup-
port users in their privacy decision making in dynamic ubicomp environments. In
this chapter, we provide an overview of this process, which guided our more specific
research contributions presented in subsequent chapters.

We first outline our research objective in more detail, before describing our pro-
posed processmodel for dynamic privacy adaptation.Aerwards,we identify research
questions for specific components of the dynamic privacy adaptation process and pro-
vide an overview of our respective contributions, which are presented in the remain-
ing chapters.

4.1.1 Research objective

e objective of this dissertation is to provide foundations and a process-oriented
model for dynamic and personalized privacy adaptation in ubicomp, with the goal
that mechanisms can be instantiated for a diverse range of ubicomp applications,
rather than resulting in mechanisms tailored to limited use cases.

Hereby, privacy adaptation refers to the autonomous reconfiguration of privacy
systems, on the one hand, as well as the recommendation of adequate actions to indi- Autonomous

reconfiguration
and individual
recommendations.

vidual users, on the other hand. While the unique characteristics of ubicomp systems
pose new privacy challenges, our approach leverages context awareness, connectivity,
and embeddedness of ubicomp components to dynamically support the user’s privacy
regulation processes with respect to changes of the user’s situational context. In this Dynamically adapt

privacy to situational
context.

regard we follow early proposals on using situational context to provide more concise
awareness and control interfaces [34] and extend them significantly by also consider-
ing the decision phase in the privacy regulation process explicitly. us, we demon-
strate that the same aspects that have potentially negative implications for privacy can
be leveraged to improve privacy regulation for the user.

e dynamics and scale of ubicomp systems make it infeasible to confront the user
with privacy recommendations and decision requests, whenever context changes oc-
cur. Instead, privacy systems need to make certain privacy decisions on behalf of
the user [314] and autonomously adapt privacy controls accordingly, to avoid over-
burdening users with interaction requests. However, this also requires elicitation of
privacy preferences from the user in order to make sure that the system’s actions
reflect the user’s privacy preferences. Our approach balances user involvement and Balance user

involvement and
autonomous
adaptation.

autonomous adaptation by learning the user’s individual privacy preferences from
implicit interaction with the ubicomp system. Privacy configuration is shied from
cumbersome pre-specification of potentially complex privacy settings to in-situ pref-
erence elicitation and privacy decision support.

Personalization of privacy mechanisms to individual users further allows to more
appropriately balance whether to involve the user explicitly or autonomously recon-
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figure privacy settings in a specific situation. Furthermore, provided recommenda-
tions concerning privacy regulation can be tailored to the user’s preferences and the
current situation. is reduces the abstract nature of privacy implications by relat-Personalized

recommendations
and actions.

ing offered recommendations or configuration choices to associated privacy risks, as
also demonstrated by some related proposals discussed in Section 3.5.4. Our approach
further has the potential to integrate privacy regulation tasks gracefully into the user’s
activities in a way that facilitates recurring engagement with privacy controls without
overwhelming users. Rather than requiring explicit configuration, interaction with
privacy mechanisms could become embedded into the user’s activities.

We addressed the outlined research objective by following a top-down approach.
Rather than developing application-specific solutions and trying to generalize them,
we developed a generic process model for dynamic privacy adaptation grounded in
privacy theory and the state-of-the-art in ubicomp privacy, both outlined in Chap-
ter 3. e resulting model can be readily applied to different ubicomp applications
and settings, as demonstrated with specific examples in subsequent chapters, and pri-
marily by an extensive case study on privacy-adaptive calendar displays presented in
Chapter 8.

e instantiation of the developed concepts and generic components in an ubi-
comp application with realistic complexity and the deployment of this application in
a real-world setting was a particularly important aspect of our research process. e
user-centric nature of privacy research and the complexity of context-adaptive ubi-
comp systems and applications demand evaluation of developed concepts in realistic
settings in order to assess interaction of users with the system and their reaction and
privacy concerns in relation to an actual rather than hypothetical system. Our results
obtained in the case study show the feasibility and utility of dynamic privacy adapta-
tion. ey further provide insights on the challenges and opportunities when design-
ing dynamic and privacy-aware ubicomp applications going beyond the prototyping
stage.

Besides the in-depth case study, the development and design of the generic process
model and its components has been accompanied by multiple exemplary use cases in
order to ensure the generalizability of the proposedmodel and concepts. Hence, these
use cases have been selected fromdifferent ubicomp application domains with diverse
privacy requirements and interaction types. e employed use cases are introduced
at the end of this chapter in Section 4.4 and serve as consistent examples throughout
the remainder of this dissertation.

4.2 Process Model of Dynamic Privacy Adaptation

In order to provide adequate privacy support in ubicomp environments, a dynamic
privacy adaptation system needs to align its operations with the human privacy deci-
sion making process. As has been established in previous chapters, ubicomp systems
are inherently complex, due to their heterogeneous, distributed, and embedded na-
ture. Aligning dynamic privacy adaptation mechanisms with the user’s privacy deci-
sion making process enables the user to intuitively form an accurate mental model
of the privacy systems and therefore enhances the system’s intelligibility and credibil-
ity. erefore, we argue for orienting dynamic privacy adaptation based on Altman’s
privacy regulation process, which has been shown to reflect privacy decision mak-
ing processes well [434]. At the same time, a ubicomp privacy system also needs to
take the ubicomp privacy issues outlined in Section 3.3 into consideration in order to
provide adequate privacy adaptation and decision support.
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4.2.1 From metamodel to system model

e privacy metamodel proposed in Section 3.4 constitutes a sensible first step to-
wards operationalizing Altman’s privacy regulation process for ubicomp. e meta-
model highlights interrelations between different phases of the process as well as be-
tween aspects from different levels. While these interrelations need to factor into dy-
namic privacy adaptation, themetamodel alone does not constitute a sufficient system
model. However, the metamodel can be utilized to derive such a system model. In or-
der to do so, we first summarize the key issues that arise for the phases of the process
and discuss how a privacy system should address and support them. e discussion
is based on the identified privacy issues and the discussion of the state of the art in
Sections 3.3 and 3.5.

e awareness and privacy perception of users in ubicomp environments can be
insufficient. e perceived environment may not match the actual environment in
ubicomp scenarios, because virtual or remote entities may have access to the user’s
physical environment without the user noticing. Potential consequences are wrongly
formed mental models and misconceptions about afforded privacy in a given context, Awareness and

situational context.which increase the chance that system actions are perceived as violations of contex-
tual integrity. A technical privacy system can enhance situational privacy awareness
by maintaining a context model of the current situation that considers physical and
virtual context features about the user’s environment and present entities. Such a con-
text model can be utilized by system level components for decision support and by
interaction level components to enhance situation awareness.

In the decision phase, users may have difficulties to accurately estimate the privacy
implications of their actions in complex ubicomp systems. Furthermore, privacy de-
cision making is subject to biases of bounded rationality, individual predispositions
and propensities, as well as prior experiences. A dynamic privacy adaptation system In-situ

decision support.can support a user’s privacy decisions in situ, i.e., in the situation in which they are
required, by leveraging context information gained in the awareness phase. Provided
recommendations can be tailored to address common biases. Furthermore, a system
can learn the user’s privacy preferences through adequate feedback channels to pro-
vide individualized recommendations.

For the control phase, individuals have developed social and cultural behavioral
strategies to realize privacy decisions in social interactions. Privacy systems should
support these strategies [92]. e natural interaction paradigm of ubicomp can be Implement preferences

and provide feedback.leveraged to make physical metaphors, e.g. doors and walls, actionable for privacy
regulation. At the same time, privacy systems should implement, realize, and enforce
articulated preferences on the system level and provide feedback to users about the
achieved degree of privacy.

A technical privacy system that address all three phases accordingly can comple-
ment and support the complete regulation process. At the same time, the operation
of such a system naturally follows the same process, as shown in Figure 4.1. A person
combines situational awareness with individual preferences and experiences to make
informed decisions on how to regulate privacy boundaries. Such decisions are imple-
mented through actions, and personal preferences are adapted by learning from good
and bad experiences. Similarly, a dynamic privacy adaptation system can leverage
context awareness, elicited privacy preferences, and previous decisions to predict and
recommend the user’s privacy preferences in the current situation. A decision has to
be mapped on to privacy policies, which are then realized and enforced on the system
level. Oppermann and Zimmermann [472] similarly distinguish three components
of adaptive systems: the sensory function for obtaining relevant information, the infer-
ence function guiding adaptation, and the effector function implementing adaptations
in the system.
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Figure 4.1: Privacy system components operationalizing the awareness, decision, and control
phases of the metamodel.

Such an alignment of system level processes with the privacy decision making pro-
cess on the cognitive level can be leveraged to enhance the intelligibility of system
actions and cognitively embed operation of the privacy system into the user’s natural
decision process.

4.2.2 Process-oriented system model

What becomes apparent from this alignment of a systemmodel with the privacy regu-
lation process is that a dynamic privacy adaptation system must handle two different
perspectives on privacy [603]. On the one hand, the system needs to be able to reflect
and reason about the user’s privacy perception and potentially diffuse privacy prefer-
ences. On the other hand, the systemhas tomanage privacy policies and configuration
of privacy mechanisms on a technical level. ese perspectives correspond to the cog-
nition and system levels in the metamodel. ey require different representations ofCognition- and

system-level
perspectives
on privacy.

privacy, as illustrated by the basic example shown in Figure 4.2. Assume Alice wants
to have a private phone conversation with Bob. Her privacy preference in this situa-
tion is simple: only Bob should learn the content of the conversation. However, the
system level configurations to realize this preference are more complex. Alice’s phone
needs to authenticate Bob’s phone, negotiate encryption parameters and eventually
initiate an encrypted phone call. Alice’s preference alone is insufficient to configure
the phone system accordingly. Expressing the system level requirements, on the other
hand, is too complex for users and distracts from the actual preference and the asso-
ciated activity goal.

Both perspectives of privacy have to be considered in a dynamic privacy adaptation
system.e user-context perceptionmodel proposed by Schmidt [546] highlights the
parallelism of the user’s reasoning processes and those of a context-aware system. If
perceived context and the model of the user deviate from the user’s perception of the
context and memory of past experiences, mismatches between system behavior and
user expectations may occur. Our process model addresses this issue by considering
privacy on multiple levels of the metamodel, particularly the cognition and system
levels, in order to align closely with the user’s privacy decision making process.

Technical representations of cognition-level privacy preferences are used to reason
about the user’s privacy perception, expectations, and individual preferences. osePrivacy preferences.
privacy preferences are oriented towards specific privacy goals which may be appli-
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alice bob

talk to bob in private

mutal device authentication

negotiate encryption parameters

initiate encrypted voice connection

Figure 4.2: Basic example highlighting the cognition- and system-level perspectives on privacy to
be considered in dynamic privacy adaptation. Alice wants to talk to Bob in private (cognition level
privacy preference). Realizing this preference on the system level requires (1) mutual authentica-
tion of Alice’s and Bob’s phone, (2) negotiation of encryption parameters, and (3) initiation of an
encrypted voice connection.

cable in different situations, as well as general predilections in privacy behavior of
the individual user. Privacy preferences are then mapped on to the system-level in
order to realize and implement those preferences in the ubicomp system with techni-
cal privacy control mechanisms. For this purpose, privacy preferences are mapped on
to privacy policies. e term privacy policies is used here and in the following to refer Privacy policies.
to user-specific machine-readable policies unless stated otherwise. ey should not
be confused with legal privacy policies, which define general privacy and data protec-
tion practices of a legal entity, such as a company. In our approach, a privacy policy
is applied to privacy mechanisms on the system level, in order to adjust the privacy
configuration of ubicomp devices and system components. us, a privacy preference Privacy configuration.
specifies a privacy goal, a corresponding privacy policy describes how devices and
system components should be configured, and the privacy configuration reflects the
current configuration state of those components.

e system’s representation of a user’s privacy preferences and reasoning about
those preferences can only approximate the user’s actual privacy preferences, inten-
tions, and expectations. A dynamic privacy adaptation system always has to deal with
incomplete and uncertain knowledge. It would be unrealistic to assume that all aspects Privacy reasoning

approximates user
preferences.

of the user’s cognitive, cultural, social, and personal background or the complexity
and intricacies of individual decisionmaking processes could be fully captured.ere-
fore, the proposed process model considers uncertainty associated with input factors,
learned privacy preferences, reasoning, resulting privacy decisions, and recommen-
dations. e system’s confidence in obtained results, along with the user’s individual Reasoning under

uncertainty.preferences, is then used to determine what decisions require explicit user involve-
ment and what privacy re-configurations can be performed autonomously without
user involvement. Our dynamic privacy adaptation system further leverages explicit
and implicit feedback channels to adapt to the individual user over time by correct-
ing and adjusting the system’s user model and the confidence values associated with
obtained privacy preferences.

Figure 4.3 provides a detailed overview of the proposed process model [23]. Our
model consists of three main components that reflect the phases of the ubicomp pri-
vacy metamodel. e privacy context model facilitates situational awareness, the pri-
vacy decision engine provides decision support by reasoning over the user’s individ-
ual privacy preferences, and privacy preference realization components implement
privacy decisions by configuring privacy mechanisms according to privacy policies
derived from the privacy decision.

First, obtained sensory and low-level context information is mapped on to the pri-
vacy context model (step 1). e privacy context model abstracts from fine-granular Privacy context

model.context features in order to focus on those context features that have been shown
to influence privacy decision making in the related work discussed in Section 3.5.4.
Lower level context information is semantically enriched to obtain this higher level
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Figure 4.3: Process model of dynamic privacy adaptation.

context abstraction. Uncertainty about context information and detection accuracy is
reflected in the privacy context model. Because our privacy context model contains
only privacy-relevant context features, any detected changes of the privacy context
model (step 2) can be associated with potential privacy implications, i.e., given a con-
text change the positive or negative effect on the user’s potential and actual exposure
can be determined (step 3). Detected context changes trigger reasoning by the privacy
decision engine.

e privacy decision engine takes the current context change and its potential pri-
vacy implications to reason about the user’s privacy preferences for the changed situa-Privacy deci-

sion engine. tion (step 4). e user’s individual privacy preferences are managed in the user model,
which consists of learned preferences, as well as more general preferences provided
by privacy profiles. e result of the reasoning step is a set of privacy preferences,
adapted to the current situation, that approximate the user’s actual preferences for the
current situation with a certain confidence. Next, the privacy decision engine derives
privacy policies from the inferred privacy preferences (step 5). is process ensures
that the inferred privacy preferences can be realized in the current situation and envi-
ronment given the present privacy controlmechanisms. Estimated realizability affects
the confidence in the suitability of respective privacy preferences for the current situ-
ation. It is also possible that the adapted privacy preferences cannot be realized in the
current context, if no applicable privacy policies can be derived. Based on the confi-
dence scores of inferred privacy preferences and derived privacy policies, the privacy
decision engine determines if explicit user involvement is required, or if the highest
rated policy can be selected autonomously (step 6). If an explicit decision by the user
is required, the user can be provided with privacy recommendations tailored to the
current situation and the user’s preferences in order to support an informed decision
by the user and guide policy selection (step 7). e system’s intelligibility can be en-
hanced with explanations [207] of offered recommendations and highlighting poten-
tial privacy implications. us, the user gains a better understanding of the provided
recommendations and can also correct wrongly made assumptions, which facilitates
adaptation to the individual user.

Subsequently, the selected privacy policy is realized in the distributed ubicomp sys-
tem by adjusting privacy control mechanisms, accordingly (step 8). e employedPrivacy prefer-

ence realization. realization strategy depends on the current situation, available control mechanisms,
and the level of cooperation and trust of involved entities. System feedback about per-
formed privacy adaptations facilitates feedback by the user (step 9), who can either
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give feedback explicitly through offered user interfaces or implicitly through reac-
tions and behavior in the ubicomp system. e privacy decision engine adapts the
user model to the individual user (step 10) by learning from its own results (inferred
privacy preference, derived and selected privacy policy), the user’s explicit interaction
(explicit policy selection), and from the user’s implicit interaction (user behavior and
reaction) once a privacy policy has been realized.

4.3 Component-specific Research Questions and Contributions

e proposed process model raises a number of research questions for each compo-
nent, which we addressed in our work. Subsequently, we pose specific research ques-
tions for each component and outline how they have been addressed by the contri-
butions presented in later chapters. ese questions further detail the three main re-
search questions presented in Section 1.2.

4.3.1 Privacy context model

e privacy context model is mainly concerned with the dynamics in the privacy
adaptation process. us our research in this area was focused on specifying a con-
text model suitable for capturing privacy-relevant dynamics in ubicomp systems in
order to enable dynamic privacy adaptation. Our privacy context model provides a
concise representation of such dynamics. Filtering out context aspects and changes
not relevant to privacy enhances the performance and scalability of our dynamic pri-
vacy adaptation approach. Yet, the model must be sufficiently comprehensive in order
to capture all privacy-relevant aspects. us, a major task was the identification of all
privacy-relevant aspects and entities in a ubicomp system and integrating them in a
model with the right level of abstraction to remain effective and scalable. Furthermore,
we wanted to facilitate the analysis of context changes for their potential implications
on privacy in order to guide privacy adaptation. erefore, we considered the follow-
ing research questions in the design of the privacy context model:

R1 What is a suitable model to capture privacy-relevant dynamics in ubicomp sys- Research questions for
the privacy context
model.

tems in order to enable dynamic privacy adaptation?

R1.1 What are dynamics in ubicomp scenarios that potentially require privacy
adaptation?

R1.2 What are aspects in ubicomp systems that affect privacy decisionmaking?

R1.3 What are the potential privacy implications of changes to such privacy-
relevant aspects?

In Chapter 5, we describe how our proposed privacy context model addresses these
questions. e privacy-relevant context features contained in our model have been
derived from the extensive literature on privacy decision making and privacy theory,
previously discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.5, as well as related context models. e
focus on privacy resulted in a concisemodel that is still comprehensive enough to cap-
ture privacy dynamics in diverse ubicomp scenarios, which will be demonstrated by
the application of the model to different use cases. In contrast to most context models
for context-aware applications, our privacy context model is user-centric. Each user
has its own instance of the context model, which reflects the current situation from
the perspective of the user, rather than sharing a global view on context. Our privacy
contextmodel can be integrated with existing context acquisition systems and context
middleware, as it provides a privacy-specific abstraction of context on top of context
information provided by such systems.
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In contrast tomost relatedwork on privacymechanisms, our privacy contextmodel
provides a joint view on information privacy aspects and physical aspects with privacy
implications, such as disturbances and intrusions, in order to address the unique pri-
vacy challenges posed by the combination of physicality and virtuality prevalent in
ubicomp systems (see Sec. 3.3).

4.3.2 Privacy decision engine

e goal of the dynamic privacy adaptation process is to provide personalized privacy
adaptation and decision support. erefore, the privacy decision engine must handle
privacy preferences of an individual user and take them into account in the reason-
ing process. In our work, we focused on designing a decision engine and reasoning
process that aligns well with cognitive privacy decision making processes. For this
purpose, we defined a user model that can represent a user’s privacy preferences on
different levels of detail, ranging from general preferences defined as privacy profiles
to learned situation-specific preferences with associated privacy policies. In our user
model, confidence scores are assigned to stored preferences to reflect their approxi-
mative nature in relation to the user’s actual privacy preferences, expectations, and
concerns. Similarly, the whole reasoning process is designed to handle uncertainty
from the user model, as well as the context model, in order to facilitate confidence
evaluation of obtained results. e privacy decision engine has further been designed
to also provide meaningful, individual recommendations in new situations without
requiring extensive modeling of a priori knowledge and without overburdening the
user. A further goal in the development of the privacy decision engine was to pro-
vide contextualized decision support without being obtrusive, thus, raising the ques-
tion when to provide recommendations and elicit explicit user decisions, and when
the system should adapt privacy configurations autonomously. Explanations are cre-
ated as part of the reasoning process to ensure that provided recommendations and
performed actions are intelligible to the user. In summary, our work on the privacy
decision engine was focused on the following research questions:

R2 How can privacy reasoning adequately reflect the user’s privacy decision pro-Research questions
for the privacy

decision engine.
cess in order to accurately and intelligibly predict the user’s privacy preference
in a specific situation?
R2.1 What is an adequate design for a user model to represent privacy prefer-

ences at different levels of detail and under consideration of uncertainty
associated with learned and specified privacy preferences?

R2.2 How can meaningful decision support be provided with reasoning expla-
nations in previously unknown situations?

R2.3 When should the system involve the user in decision making and when
can it act autonomously given the confidence in reasoning results?

R2.4 Howcan privacy profiles be utilized to efficiently elicit privacy preferences
without extensive pre-configuration or frequent user intervention?

R2.5 What are suitable learning mechanisms to dynamically adapt the user
model to new situations and to individual users over time?

We addressed these questions in the design of our privacy decision engine, which
is detailed in Chapter 6. Our privacy decision engine utilizes case-based reasoning
(CBR) to match the experience-based cognitive privacy regulation process. Based on
internal confidence scores and the user’s preferences, inferred privacy preferences for
a given context either lead to autonomous reconfiguration of privacy control mecha-
nisms or are provided as tailored recommendations to the user. If user involvement is
required, information about the context change, the adapted privacy preference, and
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reasoning explanations are leveraged to enhance the intelligibility of recommenda-
tions.

e user’s individual preferences are learned from explicit user decisions and feed-
back, as well as implicitly from the user’s interaction with the ubicomp system and
reactions to privacy adaptations. Such feedback is used to validate the actions and
recommendations of the privacy decision engine and to update the user model ac-
cordingly. In addition, we integrated privacy profiles into the privacy decision engine
to expedite the process of creating a usermodel.us, our privacy decision engine em-
ploys a hybrid reasoning approach to leverage case-specific preference knowledge as
well as general preferences. e integration of privacy profiles facilitates meaningful
privacy decision support in unknown situationswithout requiring detailed preference
specification. We further investigated the potential for creating privacy profiles based
on individual personality traits.

4.3.3 Privacy preference realization

Ubicomp systems can be considered as distributed systems usually consisting of het-
erogeneous components and devices. Privacy preference realization constitutes the
process of mapping privacy preferences to available privacy control mechanisms as
privacy policies. Implementation and enforcement of those privacy policies has the
goal to ensure that the privacy configuration of the ubicomp systemmatches the user’s
current privacy preferences. In our work on privacy preference realization, we con-
sidered and developed different system- and device-level approaches for realizing pri-
vacy preferences in distributed ubicomp systems, as well as on the interaction level
with the user. In particular, we addressed the following research questions:

R3 How can privacy preferences be effectively realized as privacy policies and con- Research questions
for privacy preference
realization.

figurations in distributed ubicomp systems?

R3.1 What aspects influence the choice of privacy preference realization strate-
gies and respective privacy controlmechanisms in ubicompenvironments?

R3.2 What kinds of realization strategies are generally available on the system
and interaction levels in different ubicomp systems?

R3.3 How can adherence to privacy policies be enforced in distributed ubi-
comp systems?

R3.4 How can available outputmodalities be adapted in order to realize privacy
preferences?

In Chapter 7, we present our work on privacy preference realization. We analyzed
aspects that influence the choice of realization strategies and distinguish between op-
timistic and pessimistic realization strategies. For both categories, we discuss poten-
tially available privacy control mechanisms. We further present a privacy-enforcing
runtime architecture (PeRA), as an approach for privacy policy enforcement on the
systems level and outline an approach for privacy-aware modality adaptation (PriMA)
on the interaction level.

4.3.4 Coverage of the metamodel

e subsequent chapters address the research questions raised above, following the
methodology outlined at the beginning of this chapter. Figure 4.4 shows how our re-
search aligns with the privacy metamodel proposed in Section 3.4. Our contributions Contributions cover

all aspects of the
metamodel.

cover all three phases of the privacy metamodel and fully instantiate the proposed dy-
namic privacy adaptation process. e focus of our work has been the design and de-
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Figure 4.4: Overview of our contributions and their coverage of the privacy metamodel.

velopment of privacy adaptation components on the system level in order to facilitate
the utilization of dynamic privacy adaptation in a wide range of ubicomp applications.

In the PriCal case study, described in Chapter 8, we integrated the privacy adapta-
tion components into a privacy-aware calendar display systemwith full consideration
of the interaction level in all three phases. e PriCal system has been deployed and
evaluated in a realistic setting. Our results show that dynamic privacy adaptation is
feasible, usable, and perceived as useful by most users. Furthermore, we conducted
an exploratory study on privacy preferences of the elderly regarding ambient assisted
living technologies, in order to assess the feasibility of creating privacy profiles based
on personality profiles.

Looking at the general ubicomp research agenda discussed in Section 2.4, our work
contributed directly to two research challenges considered relevant for advancing the
field, namely autonomous adaptation and human-centric adaptation. Our work alsoContributions

advance ubicomp
research agenda.

reflects the typical ubicomp characteristics discussed in Section 2.2. Particularly con-
text awareness and adaptation are key aspects of our contributions. Cognitive embed-
dedness is enhanced by modeling the dynamic privacy adaptation process according
to cognitive privacy reasoning process.

While the contributions presented in this work place a strong focus on the deci-
sion phase of the metamodel, much additional exchange and cooperation occurred
with Bastian Könings, whose research focused on the vertical coverage of the aware-
ness and control phases [9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 371, 372]. In combination, our individual
contributions form an integrative approach that addresses all aspects of the privacy
metamodel.

4.4 Exemplary Use Cases

As discussed in Section 4.1.1, our goal in the design of the process model for dynamic
privacy adaptation was that it would be applicable to a wide range of ubicomp applica-
tions. e design of generic approaches requires a certain level of abstraction in order
to maintain the desired generality. At the same time, purely generic descriptions can
make it difficult to instantiate proposed models for specific use cases. To avoid this
issue, we introduce three use cases that are representative and realistic examples for
the different ubicomp application areas discussed in Section 2.2. ese use cases are
employed in the remainder of this dissertation as consistent examples, in order to
make generic concepts more tangible by relating them to specific scenarios. Hereby,
the diversity of the selected use cases and their range of privacy aspects, context fea-
tures, and variations in required privacy decision making also serve to demonstrate
the applicability of the proposed concepts to diverse settings. e second use case on
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Figure 4.5: Situations of the location sharing in a mobile work setting use case.

collaborative calendar displays further served as the motivation for the extensive case
study presented in Chapter 8.

Subsequently, each use case is presented as a scenario consisting of multiple ex-
emplary situations along with a storyboard [614, 181]. e role of dynamic privacy
adaptation for each use case is also discussed.

4.4.1 Location sharing in a mobile work setting

Location sharing is an application from the experience logging and sharing category Experience logging
and sharing.discussed in Section 2.2.2. We specifically consider a scenario where location sharing

is required as part of the mobile work setting of field representatives.

Scenario description

Alice is a field representative working in the customer relations department of a large
company. Part of her job is to visit clients for sales presentations and on-site support.
Her company provided Alice with a company car for those drives. She is also allowed
to use the car for personal matters aer work. Her supervisor Bob is interested in
keeping an overview about where his field representatives are during the day in order
to be able to dispatch the closest field representative when a client requests a meeting.
However, Alice performs different activities during a typical day for which she has
varying privacy expectations concerning her location, as shown in the storyboard in
Figure 4.5.

When (a) driving to an appointment with a client (Charlie), it is sufficient for Bob
to learn Alice’s destination and her estimated time of arrival. Her exact location while
driving would enable Bob to profile Alice’s driving style, which could result in nega-
tive consequences for Alice, if he disagrees with her driving choices or observes her
speeding. During a client meeting, (b) Bob may observe Alice’s exact location. Incom-
ing calls to Alice’s phone should be blocked, however, to prevent disruptions of the
meeting. When (c) Alice is on lunch break, Bob does not need to know which restau-
rants Alice prefers or with whom she is having lunch. us, Bob should only learn
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in which neighborhood she is taking her break to facilitate scheduling of aer lunch
meetings. Aer work (d), Alice does not want to share her location with Bob at all.

Dynamic privacy adaptation

A dynamic privacy adaptation system can support Alice in dynamically regulating
her privacy in this use case. Alice’s privacy preferences vary for two aspects: the gran-Location granularity

and phone blocking. ularity of her shared location and allowing or blocking phone calls. Privacy preferences
change for different situations, whereby situations are primarily characterized by Al-
ice’s activity (driving, meeting, on break, off work).Changing activities.

e use case is relevant for dynamic privacy adaptation due to the high dynamism
in the work of field representatives.Without dynamic privacy adaptation, Alice would
have to repeatedly remember to adjust the granularity of her location manually to the
different situations, which would be inconvenient and error-prone. Another inter-
esting aspect is the combination of observations (location sharing) and disturbances
(phone calls) in the same use case.

While this use case focuses on field representatives in mobile work settings, the
dynamic privacy adaptation considerations apply to a wide range of location sharing
applications, such as, live tracking during sports activities or friend finder applica-
tions.

4.4.2 Collaborative calendar display

is use case is situated in an office setting and falls into the category of computer-Computer-supported
collaborative

work (CSCW).
supported collaborativework (CSCW).euse case also relates to public displays [452]
another area of ubicomp research.

Scenario description

In her office, (a) Alice has a wall-mounted display which can display her calendar
entries. Alice has calendars for different projects, client meetings, as well as personal
appointments. e collaborative calendar display detects persons present in the same
room and adapts the displayed calendar entries accordingly. For instance, when (b)
her supervisor Bob enters her office, Alice’s calendar display dynamically hides, ob-
fuscates, or highlights certain appointments. Personal appointments outside of work
hours are hidden; appointments that involve both, Alice and Bob, or projects they
jointly work on are highlighted; and business appointments unrelated to Bob are only
shown as busy. Similarly, Bob’s appointments are dynamically added to the calendar
display in a similarmanner to support scheduling of jointmeetings. Aprivate calendar
display on her smartphone allows Alice to see all her appointments and (c) selectively
reveal obfuscated appointments on the collaborative calendar display. When a guest
enters Alice’s office, (d) all appointments are obfuscated on the display according to
Alice’s privacy preferences.

Dynamic privacy adaptation

In this use case, privacy preferences dependon the present persons in the room.ChangesPresent persons.
in the set of present persons cause adaptation of the granularity of display calendar
entries. Alice’s interaction with the private calendar display on her smartphone canGranularity

adaptation. be used as implicit feedback for validating privacy adaptations. Alice’s selective disclo-
sure history can be used to adjust privacy preferences over time. Using a collaborative
application in the work environment as a use case, allows to demonstrate the appli-
cability of our contributions to scenarios where activities and surroundings remain
static and context changes mainly concern present persons.
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Figure 4.6: Situations of the collaborative calendar display use case.

4.4.3 Ambient assisted living

Ambient assisted living is a ubicomp application category with increasing real world Ambient assisted
living.deployment and an oen cited ubicomp application example, e.g., by Christopoulou

et al. [164]. Due to the sensitive nature of health and activity information in AAL
systems, it makes sense to consider it as a use case.

Scenario description

Alice is an older adult living in a smart home. e smart home is equipped with an
AAL system that supports Alice in daily activities and continuously monitors her
health. In this specific scenario, Alice slips in the shower and loses consciousness. Fig-
ure 4.7 shows the storyboard of this use case.

Alice’s health monitoring system (a) detects the fall and her unconscious state and
(b) notifies Dave, Alice’s general practitioner, to request help. Due to Alice’s privacy
preferences for emergency situations, Dave can remotely assess the situation by ac-
cessing Alice’s vital signs recorded by her health monitoring system and connected
body sensors. Dave decides that Alice requires direct help and drives to her apartment.
When Dave arrives at her apartment, he is (c) identified by Alice’s home automation
system. If Alice is conscious again, she is informed about Dave’s arrival via speech
output and can use voice commands to instruct the home automation system to open
the door for Dave. If Alice is still unconscious, (d) her home automation system can
automatically open the door for Dave to provide help.

Dynamic privacy adaptation

e use case includes the observation of Alice’s current state as well as the (purpose-
ful) intrusion of Dave into Alice’s home. is use case further combines general pri- Current state and

intrusion.vacy preferences for emergency situations with different degrees of user involvement
Degree of user
involvement.

depending on Alice’s state of consciousness. When the emergency occurs privacy de-
cisions on the notification of Dave and granting access to health information have to
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Figure 4.7: Situations of the ambient assisted living use case.

be made autonomously without user involvement, solely based on the current con-
text, Alice’s general privacy preferences for emergency situations, and requests from
the health monitoring and home automation systems. A privacy profile could providePrivacy profile with

default preferences. meaningful default privacy preferences for such emergency scenarios.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, a process model for dynamic privacy adaptation systems has been de-
rived from the privacy metamodel proposed in the previous chapter. e proposed
processmodel enables context-specific privacy decision support aswell as autonomous
adaptation of privacy configurations. Reasoning is based on higher level privacy pref-
erences, which are translated into system-level privacy policies to facilitate privacy
configuration. e process model further facilitates individualized privacy support
and learning of privacy preferences from individual users over time. In the next chap-
ters, the detailed research questions raised in the context of the three main aspects of
the process model—the privacy context model, the privacy decision engine, and pri-
vacy preference realization—are addressed in detail. e introduced use cases serve
as consistent examples throughout this process.
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5.1 Overview

As discussed in Section 2.2, context awareness is one of the central characteristics of
ubicomp. Context awareness enables applications to adapt to their current environ-
ment and tailor their functionality accordingly. We utilize context awareness to en-
hance privacy decision support. Available context information can provide relevant
indicators for the user’s privacy preference for a given situation. Changes to privacy-
relevant context features, such as a person leaving or joining the situation, potentially
have an impact on the user’s privacy preference and require re-evaluation by the pri-
vacy decision engine. In contrast, when context remains static, the user’s privacy in Context changes

require privacy
adaptation.

relation to external context factors remains the same. us, context changes mark
occasions where privacy decision making and subsequent adaptation of privacy con-
figurations are likely required, in order to align with the user’s cognitive boundary reg-
ulation process. In complex ubicomp environments, a privacy decision support sys-
tem can make the user aware of potential privacy issues arising from context changes
and provide personalized recommendations on how the user’s privacy preferences
can be maintained. Intrinsic changes to the user’s privacy preferences, i.e., based on
a cognitive re-evaluation of the situation rather than changes in the context, can be
accommodated by providing feedback channels and interfaces to the user for express-
ing changes in preference. In the following, we focus primarily on privacy decision
support and adaptation in relation to dynamic context changes.

In order to facilitate effective reasoning by the privacy decision engine, context
changes must be represented on an adequate level of abstraction. While some appli-
cations require high resolution context updates, such fine-granular context changes
are typically not relevant for most privacy decisions. For example, the user’s gaze di- Privacy adapta-

tion requires a
respective context
representation.

rection is an important context feature for lenticular projection of 3D interfaces, but
has little influence on the user’s privacy level. Similarly, privacy adaptation does not
require high precision localization of persons and other entities. For privacy reason-
ing and adaptation of privacy configurations it is sufficient to be aware of changes in
location on a higher semantic level, such as moving between rooms, or the set of enti-
ties present in the user’s proximity. For privacy, a great emphasis on context changes
in the user’s environment is required, including the physical as well as the virtual en-
vironment. If context changes are represented at an adequate level for supporting pri-
vacy decisions, the next step is to analyze the impact of a given context change on
privacy in order to facilitate reasoning. Privacy impact of context changes also needs
to be generalized to guide privacy decisions in previously unknown situations, in or-
der to address the potential context explosion in ubicomp systems by also covering
situations that have not been anticipated previously.

In this chapter, we first provide a brief introduction to context awareness and con-
textmodeling in Section 5.2, followed by relatedwork on leveraging context in privacy
mechanisms in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we discuss our proposed privacy context
model for ubicomp, which has been designed to support dynamic privacy adaptation.
Aerwards in Section 5.5, potential context changes in this model are analyzed to de-
rive generic privacy implications of such changes. We demonstrate the practicality of
our privacy context model in Section 5.6 by modeling the previously defined exem-
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plary use cases with it. e chapter concludes with a discussion on how trust aspects
can be integrated into the privacy context model in Section 5.7.

5.2 What is Context?

e concept of context has been studied extensively in different domains, resulting in
different domain-specific meanings and understandings of context. is section pro-
vides an introduction to the understanding of context, context awareness, and context
modeling in the ubicomp domain.

5.2.1 Context awareness

In 1987, as part of a critique of the artificial intelligence paradigm of planning, Such-
man [595] argued that computer systems should respond to the settings in which they
are used. Schilit andeimer [543] first introduced the term context-aware computing
in relation to HCI and ubicomp. ey name the current location, other persons in theContext-aware

computing. vicinity, and nearby resources as important aspects of context.
Schilit et al. [542] further propose a first categorization of context-aware applica-

tions based on what part of an application is context-dependent and how the context
is used by the application. In cases where information is context-dependent they dis-
tinguish between proximate selection and display of contextual information and auto-
matic contextual reconfiguration. Applications of the first category provide user inter-Context-dependent

information. faces that emphasize services available in the user’s proximity, which the user then
selects manually. Applications of the latter category automatically connect to a pre-
ferred available service and handle connection establishment seamlessly without user
interaction. e collaborative calendar use case (see Sec. 4.4.2) falls into this category.
When a colleague enters the user’s office, the colleague’s appointments are automati-
cally shown on the shared calendar display. Applications with contextual commandsContext-dependent

functionality. interpret user-initiated system actions based on the current context. For instance in
the collaborative calendar use case, when the user requests details for an appointment
a modality adaptation system can decide on the most suitable output modality for dis-
playing the detailed information, depending on available displays, other persons in the
room, and sensitivity of that information. Context-triggered actions cause the system
to perform changes based on the context. For example, while the arriving colleague’s
appointments are added to the collaborative display, the user’s private appointments
are automatically hidden.

Schmidt [546] revisits Schilit et al.’s categorization and extends it with application
categories that go beyond the work environment. He generalizes context-triggered
actions as context-adaptive systems and proximate selection as adaptive and context-
aware user interfaces. His category of context-aware resource management is similar
to automatic contextual reconfiguration. A new application category is management
of interruptions based on situations. Information about the user’s context and activityContext-aware inter-

ruption management. can be utilized to determine if the user is in a state that can be interrupted or not and
schedule interruptions, such as incoming calls or new email notifications, accordingly.
e category sharing context encompasses exchange of context information between
different users or components for various purposes, e.g., to schedule interruptions orSharing context.
to recommend persons with similar interests nearby. e category metadata genera-
tion and implicitly user-generated content reflects the idea that context information can
serve as metadata to enrich created information or even as implicitly generated con-
tent on its own. For example, when deciding on deadlines in a meeting, the createdContext as metadata.
deadline could include the information who participated in the meeting to provide
context. at such implicitly gathered context information has a value on its own is
also evidenced by smartphones and navigation systems that automatically recordGPS
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traces or available WiFi access points in order to improve traffic prediction models,
map material, or localization accuracy.

Defining context

e versatility of potential context-aware applications raises the question what actu-
ally constitutes context and how it can be defined. Many different context definitions
have been proposed in the early years of context research [203]. e nowadays most
widely used definition of context has been provided by Dey and Abowd [205, 203]:

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation
of entities (i.e., whether a person, place, or object) that are considered rel-
evant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the
user and the application themselves.”

Dey et al. [208] subsequently extended this definition by adding that “Context is typi-
cally the location, identity, and state of people, groups, and computational and physical
objects.” Beyond that, context can also include personal history and behavioral pat-
terns [538].While all encompassing, the definition above is not readily actionable due
to its generality. Abowd and Mynatt [31] look at the different dimensions of context. Dimensions of

context.ey identify five dimensions that facilitate the description of context:

Who? What persons and entities are present in the user’s or system’s proximity.

What? What are the current activities of the user or present entities.

Where? What is the current location of the user, the system, or the application.

When? What is the point in time to which the context relates to.

Why? What are the user’s reasons and intentions behind an activity.

ese context dimensions go beyond the spatial and temporal aspects of context and
integrate further aspects that shape a user’s environment, as also proposed by Schmidt
et al. [548]. Typically context-aware applications examine the first four dimensions
(who, what, where, when) to determine the user’s intentions (why) in order to initi-
ate system actions that support and satisfy these intentions or mitigate interaction
issues [204, 205]. While the employed terms suggest that context is mainly based on
physical aspects, Dey and Abowd [205] point out that context encompasses physical,
social, emotional, as well as informational aspects. For example, the who dimension Context includes

physical, social,
emotional, and
informational aspects.

can also extend to virtually present entities or services. us, an entity can be any per-
son, application, service, or object of relevance [203]. Baldauf et al. [75] distinguish
between physical, virtual, and logical sensors. Physical sensorsmeasure real-world phe- Physical, virtual,

and logical context
sensors.

nomena, such as temperature, pressure, light intensity, or radio signal strength. Vir-
tual sensors provide access to digital information, such as calendar data, emails, or ad-
dress book information. Logical sensors combine output from multiple sensors and
information sources to obtain higher-level abstractions of the current context. Note
that Schmidt et al. [548] also distinguish physical and logical sensors, but their defi-
nition of logical sensors corresponds to Baldauf et al.’s virtual sensors [75].

e process of combining values from multiple sensors for reasoning is known as
sensor fusion [548, 547]. Physical and virtual sensors initially produce raw sensor data. Sensor fusion.
Cues are low-level abstractions of raw data. A cue provides a basic interpretation of
a sensor’s output for a certain time interval. For example, output of an ambient mi-
crophone can be analyzed to produce such cues as quiet, conversation, or music. Cues
from different sensors define the current context, whereby each cue can be assigned
a certainty value that reflects the likelihood that the derived cue correctly reflects the
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measured phenomenon [548]. Cues from physical and virtual sensors can serve as
input for logical sensors to provide higher level abstractions.

Consequently, a context-aware application can leverage such context information
to provide the user with information or services that are relevant to the user’s activities
in the current context [203]. A context instance can be described as a situation [548],
which is defined as a set of states of relevant context features or entities [203]. us,A situation is a spe-

cific context instance. a situation is a snapshot of a specific context configuration. According to Schmidt
et al. [548] the relevant context aspects, or context features, form the context feature
space of an application.Different situations can be distinguished by their specific set of
values for the relevant context features and can be assigned a unique identifier or label.
Oppermann and Zimmermann [472] follow the same rationale in their definition of
a situation but suggest to use spatiotemporal features in addition to a unique name to
index situations.

Context abstraction levels

Situations composed of sensor-based cues can be seen as low-level context, because
the context information is meaningless without further interpretation [104]. High-Low-level and

high-level context. level context can be obtained through context reasoning and interpretation of avail-
able sensor cues and, thus, enriching situations with semantic interpretations. An ad-
vantage of this view on context is that it becomes possible to distinguish between
low-level and high-level context changes. us, applications, as well as adaptive pri-
vacy mechanisms, can adapt to high-level context changes, while ignoring low-level
context changes that do not affect the high-level context. Furthermore, high-level con-
text can be utilized regardless of how it has been obtained [418], i.e., sensors providing
low-level context can be exchanged without requiring changes to applications work-
ing with higher-level abstractions of context. Bettini et al. [104] call this situational
context and see situations as external semantic interpretations of low-level context. ToSituational context.
avoid obvious ambiguities, we continue to use situation to refer to a specific context
instance and explicitly distinguish between low-level (uninterpreted) and high-level
(interpreted) context.

Situations do not exist in isolation. By viewing context as a process rather than a
state, an information space can be modeled as a directed state graph, in which each
node represents a different situation and the edges between the nodes are annotated
with the conditions of the context change [173]. Modeling such relations can reduce
the search space for situation recognition [104], but also requires knowledge of the
changing conditions and potential situations. Coutaz et al. [173] reduce such condi-
tions to changes in the set of entities, in the relationships between entities, or of the
roles entities play. ey especially emphasize that entities take on different situation-
dependent roles that influence their behavior and actions. For example, the user may
have the role nurse at the hospital, but the role traveller at the train station.

Quality of context

Sensor information can be inaccurate, incomplete, and noisy, thus, context-aware
adaptationmust take uncertainties into account. Schmidt et al. [547] proposes to asso-Taking uncertainty

into account. ciate each context value with certainty values to assert howwell it likely reflects reality.
Henricksen et al. [294] discuss quality parameters of context information and poten-
tial ambiguities. ey point out that context quality can be expressed with very differ-
ent metrics, such as accuracy, certainty, or the freshness of measurements, and that
these metrics can also be expressed differently, e.g., as probability, standard error, or
creation time. Furthermore, a context feature, such as location, can have multiple rep-Context quality must

be reflected in differ-
ent representations.

resentations and abstractions that also need to reflect context quality. Assuming that
appropriate metrics have been selected to measure quality of context, one can either
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual view of a context-aware system based on the layer models by Baldauf et al.
[75] and Knappmeyer et al. [358].

try to improve context quality, e.g., with multi-sensor fusion, or to infer high-level
context under consideration of potential ambiguities of the low-level context [104,
204]. Many context-aware systems, such as Gaia [514], reason over uncertain context Context reasoning

with uncertainty.by combining different reasoning approaches that support uncertainty, such as fuzzy
logic, probabilistic logic, Bayesian networks, hidden Markov models, or Dempster-
Shafer theory. Bettini et al. [104] give an overview of commonly used approaches for
context reasoning. In Section 6.2.2, we provide a review of relevant approaches for
reasoning about privacy preferences also under consideration of uncertainty.

Context systems, frameworks and middleware

e interest in context-awareness resulted in the development of many architectures,
frameworks and middleware projects with the aim of easing development of context-
aware applications and increasing the reuse of context information [358]. Most con-
text frameworks support sensor fusion and aggregation of context information, as
well as interpretation of raw context data. Typically, context middleware systems han-
dle collection, aggregation and analysis of context information on a lower level, while
applications use the resulting context information to make adaptation decisions and
act accordingly [358]. Such context systems provide an abstraction layer between
sensors and application that encapsulates context-related functionality [358]. Most
context-aware systems and context middleware follow a similar layered conceptual
approach [75, 358], as depicted in Figure 5.1. Context data is retrieved from sensors, Layer model of

context systems.context processing components interpret the retrieved data, and a context manage-
ment layer retains historical context information and provides interfaces for applica-
tions to access and work with context informations. However, context systems differ
in how they operationalize this conceptual framework. In the following, we give a
short overview over some relevant context frameworks and refer to the extensive sur-
veys on the topic by Baldauf et al. [75] and Knappmeyer et al. [358] for a detailed
treatment.

eCASSmiddleware (context-aware sub structure) [230] constitutes a centralized
server that collects context data. Mobile devices connect to CASS wirelessly to ob-
tain context information. Similarly, the Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA) [159]
has a broker that manages a shared context model for multiple agents. e Context
Toolkit [534, 203], on the other hand, employs a distributed peer-to-peer architec-
ture with a centralized discoverer to ease integration of new components and entities.
e Java Context Awareness Framework (JCAF) [80] follows a service-oriented and
event-based approach to achieve loose coupling between components.
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Despite the different approaches, the layered model is apparent in all mentioned
systems, therefore, we used it to guide the following discussion. On the lowest layerSensors and data

retrieval layers. reside physical and virtual sensors, which are distributed in the environment and ac-
quire raw sensor data. Context Toolkit employs context widgets to hide the complexity
of context acquisition and sensing. In CoBrA, context acquisition is handled by the
context acquisition module, in CASS by sensor listeners, and in JCAF by context moni-
tors.

On the next layer, the raw sensor data is processed to raise the obtained data to aContext pro-
cessing layer. higher abstraction level before providing it to applications. As a first step, logical sen-

sors may combine context information from multiple sources. Next, reasoning and
interpretation of context information is required to obtain cues or semantic interpre-
tation. Context Toolkit provides context interpreters to transform context information
from one representation to another. For example, a context interpreter could resolve a
provided name to a corresponding email address. JCAF calls such components trans-
formers and aims at providing abstractions that can support user activities. CoBrA’s
context inference engine processes raw sensor data to derive higher level context ab-
stractions based on a context knowledge base. CASS also has context interpreters and
a rules engine to derive higher level context. JCAF andContext Toolkit thereby address
the ambiguities of context acquisition and interpretation by carrying and preserving
context quality measures from initial acquisition through transformation to the appli-
cation layer.

e context management layer makes context information available to applicationsContext man-
agement layer. and stores a history of context data. Context Toolkit exchanges information as attribute-

value tuples, CASS employs a relational data model, and CoBrA’s policy management
module evaluates multiple ontologies to decide which entities gain access to what
kind of context information. ereby, an agent ontology defines entities and their
roles. e user’s role corresponds to the user’s intentions in the current situation. e
location ontology describes the physical environment.eCoBrA ontologies resulted
in the development of SOUPA [160], the so called standard ontology for ubiquitous
and pervasive applications, also discussed in Section 5.2.2.

e actual context-aware applications either pull context information from the con-Applications layer.
text system or subscribe to specific context updates and events. e separation be-
tween applications and context acquisition enhances reuse and reduces dependen-
cies [208]. In this model, our dynamic privacy adaptation system takes the role of an
application. We leverage high-level context represented in the privacy context model,
which is based on context interpretation and reasoning. As such, our approach can
be integrated with existing context middleware, requiring only a proxy for translating
context output by the context middleware into the privacy context model.

5.2.2 Context models

Context models reduce the complexity of context-aware applications by separating
representation and evaluation of context information from application logic. Context
models are typically an integral part of context systems. ey govern preprocessing,
interpretation, and representation of context information. Context models improve
themaintainability and extensibility of context-aware applications [104] and facilitate
exchange and reuse of context information. Formal context models further enable
consistency checking and support inference of high-level context knowledge [104].

Baldauf et al. [75] point out that a context item in its simplest form, they call it a con-
text atom, can be modeled by five parameters. e semantic data type of the contextModeling param-

eters of context
information.

information (e.g., location or temperature), the current context value, a time stamp
when the context item was acquired, the source it was acquired from (e.g., sensor id),
and a confidence value that reflects the uncertainty of the measured context item. Bet-
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tini et al. [104] further specify a set of requirements for comprehensive contextmodels. Context model
requirements.According to them, a context model must be able to represent context information on

different abstraction levels, model relations and dependencies between context informa-
tion, and support efficient reasoning with uncertain information. Furthermore, context
history should be stored to support adaptation, modeling formalisms should ease mod-
eling of real world concepts and support efficient context provisioning. ey further
make the relevant distinction between primary and secondary context. Primary con- Primary and

secondary context.text is context information that indexes context information and enables efficient ac-
cess, while any additional information that refines the context is considered secondary
context. Oen location and time are used as primary context [104, 31].

Many different context models have been proposed for context-aware computing,
ubiquitous computing, autonomous computing, and human-computer interaction.
Rather than trying to cover all proposed models, we focus on the major categories
of existing context models based on the excellent surveys by Bettini et al. [104] and
Strang and Linnhoff-Popien [592]. While providing an overview of the different ap-
proaches, we place an emphasis on what kind of context information is represented
in different context models to motivate the subsequent design of our privacy context
model.

Basic models

Very basic context models represent context as key-value tuples. ey only provide Key-value models.
a flat view on context data. Context models based on markup schemes can also rep-
resent hierarchical data structures. Hierarchical markup models are typically repre- Hierarchical markup

models.sented in an XML dialect, such as RDF [592]. Object-oriented context models, realized
Object-oriented
context models.

in object-oriented programming languages, also enable hierarchical representation
of context information, and additionally enable encapsulation [592]. ey can com-
bine representation and processing of context information, which has advantages for
application-specific context models but reduces reusability.

According to Bettini et al. [104], these basic modeling approaches have a number
of limitations. Due to pre-defined schemas, such models are limited in the variety of
context information they can capture and have only limited capabilities for expressing
relationships and dependencies between context items. Quality of context informa-
tion can be included but is oen not expressive. For example, a confidence score may
be given without the employed unit or measurement function. Typically, basic mod-
els alone are also limited in terms of consistency checking, reasoning, and inference
of high-level context abstractions.

Graphical and fact-based models

Graphicalmodeling approaches, such as theUnifiedModeling Language (UML), com-
bine expressiveness and formality with ease of specification [592]. A prominent graph-
ical context modeling approach is the Context Modeling Language (CML) [292, 294]. Graphical context

models.CML is a graphical notation based onobject-rolemodeling for databases. Static, sensed,
derived, and user-supplied context facts can be expressed in CML. User-supplied con-
text facts represent user profiles and preferences. CML’s main purpose is to model
relations between users, their activities, communication channels, and devices. Con-
text facts are assigned metadata to express quality of context and the data type. CML
further introduces the concept of alternatives to support resolution of conflicting sen-
sor output and can model dependencies between context fact types [292]. Historical
context information can also be represented for some context types. CML directly
supports reasoning over context on two levels of abstraction. Besides low-level sen-
sor information, high-level context can be expressed in a specific grammar based on
predicate logic and evaluated accordingly [291]. Although quite powerful, Bettini et
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al. [104] point out that the flat information model of CML is ill-suited for complex
hierarchical structures of context information and that CML is rather an approach
to develop context models for specific applications than providing a generic context
model.

Spatial context models are also fact-based but use physical location or locationSpatial con-
text models. metaphors as primary context to organize information [104]. Spatialmodels canmodel

spatial relations of context items and enable reasoning about their inclusion and dis-
tances. ey further support range, nearest neighbor, and path queries to retrieve
objects in a specified spatial region [87]. e Nexus augmented world model [462]
is a spatial model that supports a geometric coordinate system as well as a symbolic
location system to express semantics of spatial relations. e symbolic location sys-
tem combines set-based and graph-based modeling aspects [87], in order to enable
expression of spatial relationships between symbolic context items. e Nexus model
is based on an object-oriented class hierarchy with support for multiple inheritance
and multi-attributes, i.e., objects may have multiple instances of one attribute.

e strong emphasis on spatial context aspects makes spatial models most suitable
for location-based applications [104]. However, Nicklas et al. [461] show that spatial
partitioning can also increase the efficiency of high-level reasoning processes by prun-
ing the relevant low-level context information based on its associated location.

Ontological models

Models of the previous category aim to represent relationships between context items.
By viewing context more generally as knowledge, ontological models leverage knowl-Ontological models.
edge representation methods to describe relationships between context items, as well
as the semantics of those relationships and context items.e formalization of context
semantics enables consistency checking, the inference of context abstractions, and
the derivation of new knowledge from asserted facts, with already available reason-
ing tools [104]. erefore, context models from this category are the most expres-
sive [592]. Ontological models facilitate knowledge sharing and interoperability be-
tween different context systems, because semantics of context items are part of the
models. For example, rather than only providing a value for a given parameter, an
ontological model can also define the value’s meaning, unit, and the parameter’s po-
tential range.

OWLDL, the description logic variant of theWebOntology Language (OWL) [631],
is commonly used to describe ontological context models [104]. An OWL DL model
defines classes that can be composed of elementary classes. Classes describe potential
context items, and individuals are the instances of a class. Datatype properties define
the characteristics of individuals; object properties define the characteristics of rela-
tions between individuals [104]. Based on these components, complex and extensive
context and environment models can be created.

Paul-Stueve andWachsmuth [497] propose anontology-based social contextmodel
as a high level abstraction for representing social-emotional context aspects, such as
emotions, context-specific roles of persons, and their group memberships. e com-
ponents of their model are based on Goffman’s cognitive context model for discourse
analysis [255]. e SOCAM context middleware [270, 269] utilizes the OWL-based
CONON context ontology [635]. Chen et al. [160] propose the more comprehensive
SOUPA ontology as a standard ontology for ubiquitous and pervasive applications,
which they employ in CoBrA [159]. SOUPA provides a comprehensive and extensi-
ble model for ubicomp context, but dynamic context changes are not directly consid-
ered [155].

Indeed, Bettini et al. [104] argue that ontological models are ill-suited for the rep-
resentation of dynamic context data and corresponding adaptation preferences, due
to performance limitations of online ontological reasoning and inadequate support
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Figure 5.2: Hierarchical hybrid context model proposed by Bettini et al. [104].

for uncertainty. Bolchini et al. [112] compare different context models; they find that Criticism of ontologi-
cal models.too expressive and powerful models tend to be less practical and usable than models

focused on specific context subproblems.
As a consequence, Bettini et al. [104] advocate a hierarchical hybrid model., shown Hierarchical hybrid

context models.in Figure 5.2. Instead of performing all operations on one specific context representa-
tion, each layer employs the most suitable representation for its tasks. e first layer
performs low-level sensor fusion of raw sensor data.e second layer provides a basic
context representation, e.g., based on markup or RDF, and supports efficient context
reasoning to infer context abstractions. Layer 2 reasoning may also support uncer-
tainty and integration with external information sources. e third layer formally de-
fines the semantics of context information in an ontological model with the reasoning
advantages discussed above. New knowledge derived on layer 3 would be reflected on
layer 2. us, it would be sufficient for applications to work with the layer 2 context
representation assuming that context semantics are also encoded. Layer 3 reasoning
on semantics can be performed offline to verify model consistency. For example, con-
sistency checking can be performed aer new facts have been derived and added to
the ontology.

Some examples of context models exist that follow such a hybrid approach. Hen-
ricksen and Indulska [292] combine CML with OWL to enable reasoning on uncer-
tain information, as supported by CML, with semantic reasoning. Abdulrazak et al.
[28] combine an ontology with fuzzy logic to maintain micro context awareness on a
device level and macro awareness on a global system view. Ejigu et al. [222] propose
the generic contextmanagementmodel (GCoM) based on ontological reasoning with
explicit user-defined adaptation rules as well as implicit ontology-derived rules. eir
ontology contains classes for person, device, service, network, physical environment,
location, and activity. RDF reification, i.e., an RDF-based semantic description of an
RDF statement [433], is used to add additional metadata, like confidence values, to
an individual context item.

Coronato and De Pietro [171] propose a metamodel for ambient intelligence ap-
plications based on ambient calculus, ambient logic, and an ontology for formal def- Ambient calculus and

ambient logic.inition of terms. Ambient calculus and ambient logic have been proposed by Ran-
ganathan and Campbell [513] with the goal of formally defining ubicomp environ-
ments, and especially movement of entities and information flow in such environ-
ments. Ambient calculus describes entities as processes. An ambient is a process rep-
resenting a bounded place. Named ambients can be moved in and out of other am-
bients. Constraints and properties of ambient processes can be defined with ambient
logic. Ambient logic is based on real-time temporal logic, which allows to express
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real-time constraints. Coronato and De Pietro [171] employ ambient calculus and
ambient logic to define a context model that captures a snapshot of the environment
including users, their roles, status, and locations. A user is in a location and may use
available resources, move, or perform activities, which are composed of operations
consisting of atomic steps. e current context affects the user, resources in the envi-
ronment, allowed movement, and allowed activities, according to ambient logic con-
straints. Coronato and De Pietro [171] further outline a multi-step iterative design
process for ubicomp applications based on their model. e basic steps are informal
modeling of domain, system, and desired correctness properties; structural modeling
of the domain and entities in an ontology and ambient calculus; behavioral modeling
of allowed movements and activities with ambient calculus and ambient logic; and
formal verification and testing. eir approach is promising for the modeling, ver-
ification, and implementation of access control in ubicomp systems from a system
provider perspective, e.g., in a hospital setting. However, the strong focus on formal
modeling requires extensive a priori knowledge of the environment, activities, and
entity roles. us, the model is ill-suited for supporting dynamic privacy adaptation
in potentially unknown situations.

Relationship between context and user models

Jameson [328] argues for the integration of context information and acquired infor-
mation about the user in order to enhance adaptation of user interaction. He proposesIntegration of user

and context model. that a context model should contain the environment context, the user’s current cogni-
tive state, the user’s behavior with the system, and the user’s long-term properties. e
user’s behavior could serve as implicit evidence for derived knowledge and made sys-
tem decisions.e considered long-term properties of a user include personal charac-
teristics, level of knowledge, level of interest, and perceptual and motor skills or limi-
tations. Similarly, Chang et al. [155] propose a user-centric context model for mobile
applications that models the environmental context and the user, including the user’s
role, preferences, task, and social relations.

At first glance, these approaches seem sensible, because they combine all informa-
tion required for adaptation decisions in one model. However, some of these user
characteristics do not fit Dey’s context definition [203]. Level of knowledge, level of
interest, and user preferences do not characterize the situation of entities, instead
they describe individual characteristics of the user. ose characteristics are obvi-
ously relevant for context-aware adaptation, but they differ in many aspects from
context information and should therefore be represented in a separate user model.Arguments for

separation of context
and user model.

Byun and Cheverst [137] discuss the relationship between context awareness and
user modeling. ey point out that data acquisition is inherently different for con-
text and user models. Context information is typically obtained and propagated in
real time; user model information, such as user preferences, constitute learned be-
havior acquired over time. According to Byun and Cheverst, a user model should
contain context-associated user behavior (including preferences and other user char-
acteristics). us, a user model can contain static and dynamic information, as well as
domain-dependent and domain-independent information [472]. Such a user model
in combinationwith the current context provided by a contextmodel facilitates context-
aware and individualized adaptation, without impairing reuse of context model or
user model.

Oppermann and Zimmermann [472] do not only distinguish user model and con-
text model. ey further divide the context model into environment model, system
model, domain model, and task model. However, concerning our goal of support-
ing privacy decisions, distinguishing between a context model and a user model that
maintains the context-associated user preferences is sufficient.
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5.3 Related Work

Two categories of related work can be distinguished with respect to privacy and con-
text modeling. Approaches that focus on privacy protection of context information
and approaches that actually utilize context awareness for dynamic privacy adapta-
tion. While approaches from the second category are closer to our work, we discuss
both categories in order to provide an overview on how privacy-relevant context is
represented in existing approaches, i.e., what context features have been considered
in relation to privacy.

5.3.1 Protecting privacy of context information

Context information in itself is quite privacy sensitive, because it not only supports
context-aware adaptation but can also facilitate undesired user profiling. Or as Ack-
erman and Darrell [34] bluntly state “one person’s contextual awareness is another per-
son’s lack of privacy. One person’s sensor is another person’s spy.” is trade-off has also
been identified previously in the CSCW domain by Hudson and Smith [310]. Privacy
protection of collected context information has been studied with increasing inten-
sity [304]. Especially privacy of location information has received considerable atten- Privacy of location

information.tion. Proposed solutions mainly focus on obfuscation or cloaking techniques [378],
as discussed in Section 3.5.1.

Heiber and Marrón [288] propose a modeling framework for privacy in context-
aware systems, which consists of a data model, an adversary model, and inference rules. Privacy threat

modeling.e data model describes what context information is available and the adversary
model defines what information the adversary could gain access to. e inference
rules are a set of rules that the adversary can apply to obtain data, for example, link-
ing or matching of context items. e framework enables evaluation of the amount
of information that could be potentially gained by adversaries with varying capabili-
ties against previously defined privacy requirements for the context-aware system or
application.

Privacy extensions for context systems

Privacy extensions for contextmodels and systems have been proposed as amore prag-
matic approach for privacy protection of context information [75]. JCAFhas an access
control component that restricts access to context services to authorized clients [80].
e Context Toolkit has been extended with the ability to define ownership of context
items [208]. Henricksen et al. [293] implement access control in their middleware to Access control in

context systems.support privacy. eir CML privacy extensions [295] enable expression of ownership
of context facts, object types, fact types, and situations, as well as corresponding usage
preferences. CoBra has its own policy language Rei [344]. Rei privacy policies govern
actions by defining rights, prohibitions, dispensations, and domain-dependent policies.
Available actions are pre-defined as knowledge in an ontology, e.g., SOUPA [160]. For
example, location sharing is defined by an action that describes what to share (the lo-
cation) with whom (a set of recipients). Corresponding privacy policies govern what
entity can perform this action. e Copernik framework for contextualized person-
alization [172] makes adaptation decisions independent of applications, thus, hiding
detailed context information from them. e info spaces concept [334], previously
discussed in Section 3.5.3, can also be applied to context information. An info space
has a user, or a group of users, a user agent that handles privacy enforcement for the
user, an owner that defines permissions for the info space, and a set of information
objects, which are subject to authorization. Privacy policies are enforced in their sys-
tem when accordingly tagged information crosses info space borders. Hesselman et
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al. [297] consider privacy-preserving exchange of context information across differ-
ent environments. e user’s individual context agent keeps track of which context
sources can report context about the user and enforces the user’s privacy policies, aPrivacy by proxy.
concept also know as privacy by proxy [392, 233]. eir system evaluates privacy poli-
cies of the information owner as well as policies of the visited domain to make access
decisions.

Context granularity adaptation

e info space concept introduces support for adapting the granularity of context in-
formation. Wishart and Henricksen [651] also extend CML with granularity support.
Granularity for specific data types is represented as a hierarchical ontology. In theirHierarchical

granularity. approach, privacy preferences are evaluated first, then granularity preferences are ap-
plied to the context information instance before disclosure.ey later added dynamic
discovery and processing of context sources with declarative rules [652] in order to
form a complete privacy-aware context management system based on context own-
ership [295], privacy and granularity preferences, and dynamic handling of disclosure
requests. Pareschi et al. [490] propose semantic aggregation based on local context in
order to provide high quality of service while preserving privacy. Information from
individual users is aggregated into stereotypes in order to enhance privacy by general-
izing quasi-identifiers. Basically their approach increases a user’s anonymity set (seeStereotype

aggregation. Sec. 3.5.1) by reducing information that could identify the individual.
Sheikh et al. [566] draw a connection between the quality of context and its privacy

sensitivity. ey propose that applications should only receive context informationPrivacy related to
quality of context. with a granularity that corresponds to the required quality of context. As potential

quality of context indicators, they propose precision, i.e., the granularity of context in-
formation, freshness, spatiotemporal resolution, probability of correctness, i.e., the like-
lihood that the context information accurately reflects the real world, and trustworthi-
ness.

5.3.2 Context-aware privacy mechanisms

In Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.5, a number of approaches have been discussed that utilize
context awareness to dynamically adapt privacy. In this section, we analyze how these
approaches model privacy-relevant context information in order to motivate the in-
clusion and exclusion of specific context factors in our privacy context model.

Context-aware privacy policy selection

Some approaches use context awareness to selectively control disclosure based on pre-
specified privacy policies. A very simple example is Schmidt’s Context NotePad on a
PDA, which hides its content if the user is not alone in the room and not using the
NotePad [545]. e Angel system [256] poses privacy restrictions on displayed con-
tent based on the user’s activity, which is associated with user-defined privacy policies.
Behrooz and Devlic [89] propose the context-aware privacy policy language (CPPL).
CPPL uses context to pre-filter policies applicable to the current situation, in order to
reduce the number of policies that actually have to be evaluated. TreasurePhone [560]
uses location to select preference spheres. Other systems use a user’s location and other
present entities as policy selectors [409, 260, 340]. Ghosh et al. [248] extend Android
with context-aware privacy policies, e.g., for deciding when to provide correct or fake
sensor data to a smartphone application.

e context model employed by Moncrieff et al. [445] in an ambient assisted living
scenario contains a user’s spatial (room), social (other present persons), hazardous
(detected behavior anomalies), and activity context.
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Könings et al. [372] propose to use the user’s current location and other potential
context features, such as time, the user’s activity, or mood for context-aware privacy
policy selection. Jagtap et al. [327] propose a privacy system that constrains informa-
tion flow from mobile devices based on dynamic context reasoning. Relevant context
consists of user location, the surroundings, presence of other entities, and inferred activ-
ity. Activities consist of a set of actions and are associated with users that fulfill certain
roles. How the roles are determined remains unclear.

Hayashi et al. [283, 284] propose context-aware scalable authentication (CASA) Context-aware
authentication.which uses passively collected context items to determine a user’s environment con-

text, as home, work or other places. Depending on the user’s environment, the user is
authenticated without interaction based on the passive factors or an active authentica-
tion method is required, e.g., when not at home or work. Sigg [574] further discusses
context-aware securitymechanisms and relevant research challenges. In particular, he
discusses the potential for password-less authentication, unobtrusive adaptive secu-
rity, and ambient audio as a location- or situation-based secret key.

Dynamic privacy regulation

Some holistic approaches presented in Section 3.5.5 utilize context to dynamically
adapt to the current situation and the individual user.e Super-Ego framework [608]
uses sharing frequency of others to automatically disclose certain situations. e con-
text model of Saleh et al. [535] consists of the current online transaction, which could
be seen as the user’s activity, time, user state, and the user’s privacy preferences specify-
ing a data group, purpose, recipient, retention period, and transaction type. Wu [656]
uses presence of entities, purposes, and previous interactions as decision and context
factors. Bünnig [134] describes an abstract disclosure decision model and argues that
an appropriate context abstraction is required that matches the user’s privacy pref-
erences. He proposes to use nearby persons, devices, and services, time, location, and
movement patterns of persons as context information. However, he does not provide
a consistent model or grounding for the chosen context items. Gupta et al. [272] em-
ploy location, present Bluetooth devices and WiFi access points as context items to infer
the user’s familiarity with a context situation.

is analysis shows that a number of approaches leverage diverse context informa-
tion for privacy adaptation. However, no comprehensive higher level context model
focused specifically on privacy-relevant context features has been proposed so far.

5.4 Privacy Context Model for Ubiquitous Computing

e discussion of related work shows that few approaches exist that model context
specifically to support privacy adaptation. Existing approaches for modeling privacy-
relevant context are oen tailored to specific applications and lack the required ex-
pressiveness to be applicable beyond the specific use case. Almost all approaches con-
sider either only information privacy aspects or only physical privacy aspects but not
both. However, we argue that dynamic privacy adaptation in ubicomp requires an in-
tegrated representation of information and physical privacy aspects in order to reflect
common ubicomp characteristics and the issues stemming from them (see Sec. 2.2 &
3.3).

In the following, we present our proposed privacy context model [22]. Our main
goals in the design of the privacy context model were the representation of common
ubicomp characteristics and privacy issues, obtaining a model that supports privacy de- Design goals for

the privacy context
model.

cision making in such environments, and general applicability of the model to diverse
use cases. Modeled context features are grounded in privacy theory and study results
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provided in existing literature, in order to obtain a privacy context model that can
serve as the foundation for reasoning about context-specific privacy preferences.

e privacy context model is situated in the awareness phase of the privacy meta-
model. us, it must reflect context features of a given situation that influence the
user’s privacy regulation and privacy decisions, which have been discussed in Sec-
tions 3.2.3 and 3.5.4. Adams and Sasse [46] identify information sensitivity, informa-Represent pri-

vacy decision-
relevant context.

tion receivers, and information usage as key factors for the privacy perception of users.
As part of the concept of contextual integrity, Nissenbaum [465] provides a more gen-
eralized perspective on those factors as actors, attributes, and transmission principles.
We integrated those aspects in ourmodel and extended them for the ubicomp domain.

In order to support privacy decision making of individual users, our privacy con-
text model is user-centric. Relevant actors in our model are the individual and otherUser-centric per-

spective on context. entities acting in the ubicomp system.euser is characterized by her privacy-sensitive
items, which are potentially exposed in the current situation. Privacy-sensitive items
correspond to Nissenbaum’s attributes, and are characterized further in Section 5.4.1.
Entities, transmission principles, as well as physical aspects are considered as part
of the ubicomp environment in which the user is currently acting. More specifically,Environment.
we employ the concept of territorial privacy [10, 14], previously introduced in Sec-
tion 3.5.3. Based on the notion of territorial privacy physical and virtual privacy as-
pects of the environment are characterized, in order to address the privacy issues of
dissolving physical boundaries (see Sec. 3.3.2). Furthermore, not only observations
but also disturbances are considered with respect to the user (see Sec. 3.3.3).

Dourish [210] frames context as an interactional rather than a representational
problem. Grounded in an analysis of the sociological origins of context, he argues
that context arises from the user’s activity rather than being purely representational.
us, the relevance of context features is dynamically defined for individual users by
their activities. e same intuitively holds true for privacy in context. Depending on
activity, certain personal aspects that are shared as part of an activity, may be con-
sidered too sensitive in other activities or situations. erefore, we further considered
the user’s activities in our privacy contextmodel, which serve to highlight interconnec-User activities.
tions and dependencies between the user and environment components. As a resulte user pursues

activities in the
environment.

of these considerations, the main components of our privacy context model can be
concisely summarized as a

user pursuing activities in an environment.

In order to obtain a generic model based on those three main components, we set
out with a reductionist view on privacy-relevant context. We included only context
features in the model that have been shown to be relevant for privacy regulation pro-
cesses and privacy decision making by respective studies and theories discussed in
Chapter 3. e specific modeled context features of the three main components are
presented in the following subsections. Note, that we follow Byun and Cheverst’s ap-Separating context

and user model. proach of clearly distinguishing between context model and user model [137]. Our
privacy context model represents the system-perceived privacy-relevant context. e
preferences, experiences, and knowledge of the individual user are managed in a ded-
icated user model, described later in Section 6.4, which leverages the here proposed
privacy context model to organize the user’s preferences.

Our privacy context model constitutes a high-level abstraction of context, taking
the role of a consumer of more detailed context information provided by a contextHigh-level abstrac-

tion of privacy-
relevant context.

middleware. From the perspective of an application implementing our dynamic pri-
vacy adaptation process, the proposed model provides an alternate, privacy-specific
representation of context information that could be used alongside other context rep-
resentations provided by a context middleware in order to guide privacy-relevant
adaptations. us, in the layered model of Figure 5.1 our proposed privacy context
model resides between the context management layer and the application layer.
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In relation to the dynamic privacy adaptation process, our privacy context model
has the purpose of triggering privacy evaluation and potential adaptation when con-
text changes occur. e advantage of only representing privacy-relevant context fea-
tures in our model, is that any changes that do occur in the model likely reflect dy-
namics that impact the user’s privacy concerns. e user-centric nature of our model
allows to model privacy-relevant aspects for a specific user; the consideration of phys-
ical and virtual aspects, as well as observations and disturbances, provide a compre-
hensive view on the user’s privacy context. ese two aspects and the dedicated focus
on privacy distinguish our work from the majority of existing context models. In the
following, we define each of the three main components of the privacy context model
in detail. Aer the extensive discussion of the main components, we describe how
they are combined to form the privacy context model, and how the proposed model
can be instantiated. e following sections are an extended version of a previous pub-
lication [22]. Specific examples of how the model can be applied in different use cases
follow in Section 5.6.

5.4.1 User

e user component models the user’s role [46] and behavior as an actor [465] in
a given situation, as perceived by the ubicomp system. More specifically, the user
component in our model provides an extended perspective of the user that merges
the user physical presence with privacy-relevant physical augmentations, such as sen-
sors and resources, and virtual augmentations, such as information items, associated Physical presence with

physical and virtual
augmentations.

with the user. e goal was to clearly model those context items that are perceived
as privacy-sensitive [46] and cause privacy implications [634] if they change. e
here proposed concept of privacy-sensitive items aligns with the concept of attributes
defined by the contextual integrity framework [465]. We distinguish two kinds of
privacy-sensitive items in order to represent observational intrusions as well as physi-
cal disturbances [122, 10]. Information sources are virtual augmentations that poten- Privacy-sensitive

items as infor-
mation sources
and disturbance
endpoints.

tially reveal information about the user. Disturbance endpoints are physical aspects
and augmentations of the users that constitute potential targets for disturbances [22].
Hereby, the exact value of a privacy-sensitive item is not as relevant as the fact that
it exists in a given situation and that it can be observed or disturbed. Information
sources and disturbance endpoints correspond to Altman’s outputs and inputs [57],
discussed in Section 3.2.3.

Information sources

We define an information source as the origin of some information about the user.
An information source can be observed by different means, but an observation al- Information sources

are potentially ex-
posed to observations.

ways results in the knowledge of the current value of the information source. For ex-
ample in the location sharing use case (see Sec. 4.4.1), Bob observes Alice’s location
based on relayed information from a location sensor. Charlie also observes Alice’s lo-
cation during their meeting, because he is present at the same location. In terms of
privacy, Alice’s location is being observed in both cases, therefore, we model location
as a single information source. How the information source is observed is of course
also relevant [634]; this is modeled as part of the environment.

Another example of an information source is the user’s physical state, such as her
posture or facial expression. In the location sharing example, Alice’s physical state is Physical information

sources are potentially
exposed to virtual and
remote entities.

observable byCharlie but not Bob.However, in other scenarios that include respective
detection mechanisms or video streams such information could also be available to
virtual and remote entities. For instance in the ambient assisted living use case (see
Sec. 4.4.3), the doctor is informed about Alice’s physical state. erefore, we argue
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that it would not make sense to distinguish between physical and virtual information
sources, as virtual observations are conceivable from physical information sources.

e previous information sources constitute time-variant information. Time vari-
ance is privacy-relevant, because the observer’s scope is limited by the observation
time frame. Based on actually observed time-variant information, an observer mayTime-variant and

static information. be able to enlarge this scope to some extent by making predictions about past or fu-
ture values of an information source. Nevertheless, the prediction scope is bounded
in relation to the observation scope. Some information, on the other hand, is stati-
cally associated with the user, such as a name or phone number. Once disclosed, they
are irrevocably known to the observer. Such static information sources are generally
stable in the information they provide. While the value of a static information source
may change at some point, e.g. when the user changes phone numbers, it commonly
requires effort and does not occur dynamically. It should be apparent that the nature
of an information source can have certain privacy implications. erefore, we define
an isDynamic Boolean parameter to distinguish between static and dynamic informa-
tion sources [509].

Some context information can be provided at different granularity and abstractionGranularity of
information. levels [291, 46, 651, 334]. For example, location can be provided as exact coordinates,

as an address, on a street level, city level, or region level. Particularly the aspects of
location granularity have been investigated extensively [415, 600, 633, 360]. Changes
in granularity are privacy relevant, because coarser information contains less entropy
and, therefore, enhances the user’s anonymity. Worded differently, by providing in-
formation with coarser granularity it becomes harder for an observer to derive the
exact information, and vice versa. In the contextual integrity framework granular-
ity adjustments are considered as a transmission principle for restricting information
flow [465]. Choe et al. [163] also found in their study on sensor perception that par-
ticipants expressed the desire to control the granularity of collected sensor data de-
pending on situation and context.

In order tomodel granularity changes, we specify the granularity of an information
source. How granularity is specified depends on the semantic type of an information
source. If granularity is expressed numerically, e.g. on a scale between 0.0 and 1.0, the
scale must be mapped to a granularity function for the specific information source,
which then transforms the original information into a respective lower-granularity
version. If granularity is expressed by class identifiers, e.g., street or city for location, a
partial order of semantics between classes, e.g., provided by an ontology, is required
in order to be able to determine if granularity is increased or decreased. In some situ-
ations, an information source may be available with different granularities. For exam-
ple in the location sharing use case, Alice’s exact location is known to her smartphone
but she only shares coarse location information with Bob. In such cases, our privacy
context model would include multiple information sources reflecting the different
granularities. More detailed examples of modeling a user’s privacy-sensitive items are
provided in Section 5.6 based on the previously defined exemplary use cases.

Disturbance endpoints

Any action occurring in the user’s physical proximity can be seen as a potential distur-
bance. For instance, a household robot may have no direct means to observe the user,
but the device’s activity or presence could still be perceived as an intrusion by the user.
Similarly, notifications in the user’s environment can disrupt the user’s serenity or con-
centration. However, a disturbance does not need to have a negative connotation. eEndpoints of

disturbances are
privacy-sensitive.

endpoint of a disturbance can be seen as a privacy-sensitive item, as it constitutes the
connection point where the actual intrusion on the user occurs. erefore, we model
disturbance endpoints as part of the user component of our privacy context model.
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Intuitively, the user’s body is a potential endpoint for physical disturbances, as the
user’s senses perceive physical privacy intrusions. e user can be disturbed by touch,
sound, smell, taste, and visual aspects [10]. In addition to the user’s body, we also con-
sider device entities that are tightly associated with the user as the user’s disturbance
endpoints. For example in the location sharing use case, the ringer of Alice’s phone e user’s body and

additional endpoints.is one of her disturbance endpoints. Additional disturbance endpoints can be located
in the user’s direct proximity, on her body or even inside the body. For example, im-
planted insulin pumps, pacemakers or defibrillators are endpoints of potentially se-
vere disturbances when they malfunction or contain security vulnerabilities that can
be exploited in remote attacks [274, 275]. By including such additional disturbance
endpoints in our model, we gain more expressiveness because we can model changes
of such endpoints and resulting privacy implications. e user’s body, however, is a
static disturbance endpoint that cannot be controlled by the ubicomp system under
reasonable assumptions. We define an isControllable Boolean parameter for distur-
bance endpoints to determine if the endpoint can be controlled by the user or her
systems.

Obviously, a device that represents a disturbance endpoint could also be the origin
of an information source. In the locationmonitoring example, the location sensor and
the ringer could both be part of Alice’s smartphone. is relation is not explicitly cap-
tured in the model, because many devices with sensor capabilities could provide the
same information about the user, while disturbances are device-specific, due to their
physicality. If a device supports different disturbances (a phone can ring or vibrate)
they are modeled as separate disturbance endpoints.

In contrast to information sources, disturbance endpoints have no granularity. A Disturbance end-
points are exposed or
not.

disturbance endpoint is either exposed or not. Yet, certain disturbance endpoints can
be perceived more invasive than others. For example, a vibrating phone is generally
perceived less disturbing than a ringing phone. However, definition of such relations
should not be considered as part of a context model, because they are necessarily sub-
jective interpretations of context information rather than context information in their
own right. Instead relations and ordering of disturbance endpoints should be consid-
ered as part of privacy preference realizationwhen adapting outputmodalities accord-
ing to the user’s privacy preferences (see Sec. 7.4).

5.4.2 Environment

e environment component of our privacy context model describes the user’s phys-
ical and virtual surroundings, and therefore the ubicomp system in which the user is
acting. e environment contains context features that have an extrinsic effect on the
user’s privacy, compared to the intrinsic effects of the context features represented
in the user component of the model. Because of the model’s user-centric nature, the e environment is

implicitly determined
by the user’s location
and actions.

environment component is implicitly determined by the user’s actions, e.g., when the
user changes her location, the context features of the environment change accord-
ingly. When the user moves, the environment changes gradually around her. As a
result, there is always only one environment around the user. In comparison, Chang
et al. [155] also model physical and virtual aspects of the environment but in their
model a user can be in multiple environments at once. ey give the example of a
video conference at the office, in which the user is in the virtual environment video
conference and the physical environment office. In our model, the environment is
implicitly defined by the user’s location (the office), but includes any virtual entities
able to participate in the user’s physical environment, including any communication
partners in a video call. In our view, the video call is rather the user’s activity than an
environment, as will be discussed later on.
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While typical environment models for context awareness can be very detailed (see
Section 5.2.2), we argue that the privacy-relevant context features can be reduced to
other physically or virtually present entities and their observation or disturbance chan-
nels [14] to the user’s information sources and disturbance endpoints [22]. is corre-
sponds to findings identifying receivers as a salient factor for privacy decisions [465,
634, 491, 46, 244]. Modeling of other environmental aspects, such as room layout or
inanimate objects is not necessary, because any privacy-relevant change to such en-
vironment features would be reflected by changes to the set of present entities and
available observation and disturbance channels in the model. For example, closing an
office door would remove people on the hallway from the model. us, the environ-
ment component of the model covers the where, when, who, and what of Abowd and
Mynatt’s context dimensions [31]. Where and when is determined by the user’s cur-
rent location in space and time; who and what is covered by modeling present entities
and what they are doing with respect to the user.

Time and location

Location [134, 272, 327, 372, 560] and time [134, 372, 535] are oen considered by
related work when modeling privacy-relevant context. Benisch et al. [93] find that
location, the time of the day, and the day of the week influence privacy preferences of
users. Tsai et al. [617] also note the importances of time, whileMassimi et al. [438] find
that location is an important aspect in determining privacy sensitivity. Lin et al. [415]Location, time of

day, day of week. find that their participants were more comfortable sharing their location during the
day. Hence, we include the user’s location, time of day, and day of week in our model,
as spatiotemporal anchor points for the user’s privacy preferences.

Time of day and day of week are directly derived from the specific time in a given
situation. e user’s location is considered on two levels of abstraction. e location
is a semantic description of the user’s current position while the environment type
provides more of a general categorization of the environment.

In our model, location is a semantic interpretation of the user’s position, whichSemantic location.
provides spatial reference for the situation and related privacy preferences, e.g., “bath-
room” in the AAL use case, “car” or “Charlie’s place” in the location sharing use case,
and “Alice’s office” in the calendar use case. e semantic location can be derived from
the user’s position or other location-specific environment cues, such as nearby WiFi
access points. Kargl et al. [349] propose a respective semantic retrieval process for
geographic locations. Note that this representation of the location serves as informa-
tion about the user’s environment, while an information source for the user’s location
facilitates assessment and control of exposing that information to other entities.

While the location serves a reference for a context situation, the environment typeEnvironment type.
gives the environment semantic meaning [445] and describes the prevailing social
context [465]. Brown et al. [124] found in a field trail of theWhereabouts Clock [563],
a ubicomp device inspired by the Harry Potter books that leverages cellular data to
display locations of family members on a clock interface with multiple hands and seg-
ments representing different locations, that human association of location is based
on actions not coordinates. Places become meaningful in terms of their interactions.
Massimi et al. [438] found that the environment type strongly influenced the expec-
tations and perceptions of being recorded. Lin et al. [415] made similar observations
for location sharing. ey distinguished between the environment types home, work,
and other, which have also been suggested by Hayashi et al. [283, 284] for context-
aware authentication. e environment type can be derived to some extent from the
semantic location and the user’s activities. For example in the calendar use case, if the
situation takes place in Alice’s office where she spends most of her work hours, the
environment type can be classified as work. Krumm and Rouhana [379] propose a
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method for deriving general semantic labels, corresponding to our environment type,
from geographic positions.

e combination of location and environment type in ourmodel facilitates recogni-
tion of situations by the user when the privacy decision engine presents environment-
specific privacy recommendations, at the same time, privacy preferences pertaining
to specific environment types can also be captured. Note that the two types of location
considered as part of the environment component are independent of the considera-
tion of privacy implications of access to the user’s location, which are considered by
modeling location as an information source of the user.

Entities

Entities determine the relevant actors [465] and stakeholders [244] in relation to pri-
vacy. For privacy preferences pertaining to the sharing of information, the receiving
entity has been shown to be a key factor [46, 189, 327, 415, 471, 492, 309, 569]. Patil
et al. [491] found it to be the highest ranked factor for location sharing preferences.
us, present entities are oen considered when privacy-relevant context is modeled
by related work [134, 272, 656], but typically only as recipients of information.

In our model, an entity can be a person, device, soware agent, or service that par- Entity type.
ticipates in the user’s environment. e current place, as suggested by Dey [203], or
inanimate objects are not considered as entities in our model. An entity has a respec-
tive type that does not change over time [10].

Following the concept of territorial privacy [14, 10], physical entities in the envi-
ronment and entities only virtually participating in the user’s environment are consis-
tently represented in our model. For example in the location sharing use case, Charlie Physical and virtual

entities.is a physical entity, while Bob is a virtual entity. Note that other persons are also con-
sidered entities and that persons who participate remotely in the user’s environment
are considered virtual entities. e presence of person and device entities can change,
e.g., when the user meets another person, as is the case in all three use cases. Entities
in the user’s physical environment potentially forward information to virtual entities.
Virtual entities rely on physical entities in order to participate in the user’s physical
environment. For example, the user’s location can only be observed by users of a loca-
tion sharing service if some physical entity senses the information and relays it, e.g.,
a smartphone with a GPS sensor.

We distinguish the capabilities of an entity based on how the entity can interact with Entity capabilities.
other entities and especially with the user’s privacy-sensitive items. Some entities, like
persons, can do both, observe and disturb; other entities, like sensors or certain actu-
ators, can only observe or disturb. Könings and Schaub [10] provide a fine-grained
categorization of observers and disturbers based on entity type, presence, and capa-
bilities. Regarding our goal of detecting privacy-relevant context changes in order to
trigger privacy evaluation by the the privacy decision engine,more differentiated view
on entities is not required, as long as the presence of entities can be determined.

Channels

Channels model how entities use their capabilities in a given situation. ey define
the underlying transmission principles considered in the contextual integrity frame-
work [465]. We distinguish between two types of channels. Observation channels are Observation and

disturbance channels.connected to an information source; disturbance channels are connected to a distur-
bance endpoint. A channel can consist ofmultiple links.Whereby each link constitutes
a virtual or physical connection, referred to as link type, between a source and a sink. Channel links.
Depending on the channel type, the user’s privacy-sensitive items or entities of the
environment are sources and sinks.
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An observation channel always originates at an information source and is con-
nected to one or more observers, i.e., an entity with observation capability. A dis-
turbance channel always originates from a disturber, i.e., an entity with disturbance
capability, and ends at a disturbance endpoint. Following the reasoning of Lehikoinen
et al. [407], this view relates to Altman’s inputs and outputs in the sense that inputs,
i.e., disturbances, depend on the capabilities of entities in the environments and that
the user’s own outputs also partially depend on the sensing capabilities of physically
present entities.

A channel that consists of multiple links defines a directed graph between the user
and multiple hierarchically organized entities [14]. e capabilities of each interme-
diary entity must match the channel type in order to be part of a multi-link channel,
i.e., an entity that is only capable of disturbance cannot forward an observation, and
vice versa.

5.4.3 Activities

Purpose plays an important role in data protection legislation, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, as well as in privacy decision making [92, 168, 317, 438], where purpose
provides meaning to disclosure preferences [634]. Activities provide a more interac-
tive understanding of purpose. An activity is an abstract description of what the userActivity as inter-

active understand-
ing of purpose.

is doing. To a certain extent, the user’s activities reflect the user’s intentions and goals
in a specific situation [465]. For privacy in AAL systems, Shankar et al. [565] note
that activity can be a crucial discriminant, because such systems typically pertain to
the same location—the home—and different activities at that location are likely associ-
ated with different preferences. Activity has also been considered as privacy-relevant
context in some related work [445, 372, 535].

In ourmodel, we use activities to describewhich entitiesmust have access to certain
privacy-sensitive items of the user so that the user can actually pursue the activity.
Activities are not to be confused with privacy preferences. An activity describes whatActivity marks

essential entities
and privacy-

sensitive items.

the user is doing in a situation and with whom; privacy preferences describe which
entities are allowed to observe or disturb in that situation.

A user can engage in multiple activities simultaneously in ubiquitous computing
environments [31]. An activity is typically initiated by the user, but could also be ini-
tiated by an agent on the user’s behalf. For example in the AAL use case, the home
monitoring system would initiate a new activity on behalf of the unconscious user to
request help. Entities from the environment can also request the start of an activity
from the user. In terms of privacy, who initiated the activity is not as relevant as the
fact that a new activity is being started. An activity may also be privacy-sensitive in
itself. is can be expressed in our model by including an information source that
corresponds to the activity.

Activity type

Similar to the environment type, we also assign a type to an activity. e activity typeActivity type.
allows categorization of activities and facilitates differentiation between situations
that occur at different times in an otherwise similar environment. For example in
the location sharing use case, Alice’s activities “driving to client” and “driving home”
distinguish two situations that both take place in the same environment, Alice’s car.
Following the findings byMassimi et al. [438] that persons use common cues tomatch
former experiences with current activities, an activity type is static in our model and
does not change without the whole activity changing.

Furthermore, we use the activity type to subsume role attributes oen assigned to
entities in other context models [173, 159, 155]. Looking closer at the semantics in
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which roles are used in these models, the role oen reflects the user’s intentions [159],
or expresses the user’s capabilities that influence her behavior and actions [173]; the
role may also change based on location [155]. At the same time, an activity is seen as
an event the user participates in. Activities and roles are separated and the user can
change both independently.is distinctionmay seem intuitive at first, howeverwhen
considered with respect to privacy implications, its usefulness for decision making is
questionable.is is especially apparent in situations wheremultiple roles collide. For
example, the user invites her boss and family to a dinner at her home. e user would
have the roles family member and employee, the activity type would be dinner, and
the environment type would be home. For the purpose of dynamic privacy adapta-
tion, this separation of role and activity seems arbitrary. In terms of privacy, we are
interested in what the user is doing in order to decide which present entities are part
of the user’s activities. us, the activity already captures the user’s capabilities in a sit-
uation. Furthermore, because themodel is user-centric, we can use the activity type to
also reflect the user’s intentions. us, for the previous example, an activity with type
dinner with boss can more concisely reflect the user’s activity and intentions in that
specific situation, while normal dinners are represented by a family dinner activity.

Activity detection is an active topic of ubiquitous andpervasive computing research.
Loke [418] discussesmultiple strategies for inferring activity in a given situation based
on the activity “in a meeting,” such as constraint programming, rule-based inference,
present persons anddevices, state of devices in themeeting room, or the ambient noise
level. For our model, we make the assumption that a set of actions can be successfully
associatedwith a high-level type of activity. Similar to the suggestion by Lukowicz et al.
[423] to organize activities hierarchically by decomposing them into smaller actions.
Such smaller actions can be easier detected than complex activities, while derived
high-level activities, the activity type in our case, could be used for reasoning [423].

Actions

us, an activity consists of a set of actions [327, 423]. In ourmodel, we employ highly
abstracted actions. In contrast to the hierarchical organization of activities from ac-
tions [423], each action in our model corresponds to an observation or disturbance An activity consists of

a set of actions.channel that is essential for the activity. More precisely, an action establishes an as-
sociation between a privacy-sensitive item and an entity, called interactor in this case. Privacy-sensitive

item, interactor, and
channel type.

Besides the privacy-sensitive item and the interactor, the action defines the channel
type (observation or disturbance). us, an action marks the required interactor as
essential for a specific observation or disturbance, without defining how the channel
to or from the interactor has been or has to be established. An action can be fulfilled
by different channels with varying privacy protection. For example, the private con-
versation from Figure 4.2 can be realized with a direct channel connecting the corre-
spondents only via one link, a channel consisting of multiple links with intermediary
entities, or an encrypted channel that consists of one logical link, because intermedi-
ary entities cannot access its contents.

If multiple interactors should access the same sensitive item, the activity contains
an action for each interactor. e set of actions is static per activity. With our per-
spective on actions, interactions between user and environment are clearly defined
but specific channels can be dynamically adjusted in privacy adaptation. To some ex-
tent this view aligns with Schank and Abelson’s theory of knowledge representations Stereotyped actions.
through stereotyped actions [540]. Like our activity and actions, their stereotyped ac-
tions are described through paradigmatic actors (user and interactors) and relevant
activities (actions) in a sequence.
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5.4.4 Model specification

e main features of the privacy context model are defined by the user, environment,
and activity components. In order to obtain a consistent and practical model, we com-
plemented the context features defined above with additional metadata. In particular,Integrating con-

text metadata. we took care to integrate the atomic features of context items defined by Baldauf et al.
[75] (data type, value, timestamp, source, and confidence) where applicable.

We introduce situation as a meta-structure to define a specific context instance. A
situation is identified by its timestamp from which time of day and day of week are de-
rived. When context changes occur, a new situation is created.e timestamp enablesSituation as

model instance. temporal ordering of situations to evaluate context changes and facilitates representa-
tion of current and historical context information with the model. A situation always
refers to one user and one environment, but potentially multiple activities.

Information sources, disturbance endpoints, and entities are assigned unique iden-
tifiers, which are used as references in channel and activity definitions. Rather than us-Identifiers.
ing arbitrary identifiers, identifiers are chosen to provide semantic information about
the context item, if possible. For example, the entity representing Bob’s mobile phone
should be named “Bob’s phone.”

Information sources, disturbance endpoints, environment type, entities, channels,
channel links, activity type, and activity actions are each annotated with timestamp,
source, and confidence attributes. e first two attributes specify the system or systemTimestamp,

source, confidence. component that detected this context item and the time of addition to the model. e
Uncertainty of

context information.
normalized confidence value reflects the accuracy of detection of the respective con-
text item, i.e., the degree of certainty that a context item present in the model exists as
such in reality, and that the modeled attributes of that item accurately reflect its state.
Hereby, the confidence value should be in proportion to available evidence [84].

In addition to integrating the confidence of context detection, the privacy context
model follows the open world assumption, i.e., a fact not represented in the model is
not considered false but merely unknown [529], in order to account for incomplete
knowledge. is is required because unknown or undetected entities, channels, orIncomplete knowledge.
privacy-sensitive items can also influence privacy and need to be considered accord-
ingly. We accommodate confidence of detected context items and uncertainty about
unknown ones in the model by introducing respective placeholders (unknown) for
unknown context items. ese placeholders are also annotated with a certainty valuePlaceholders for un-

known context items. that corresponds to the risk that undetected context items of the respective category
are present. For example, the confidence value of the unknown placeholder for en-
tities reflects the probability of undetected entities in the user’s physical and virtual
environment.

Figure 5.3 depicts the complete privacy context model in a simplified UML class di-
agram. e Figure shows how the different components of the privacy context model
interrelate. In Section 5.6, we employ this graphical notation to show how different sit-
uations can be represented in ourmodel based on the exemplary use cases introduced
before.

While the graphical notation facilitates better understanding of relations between
context features, the privacy contextmodel can be represented in XML, CML,with ob-
jects or ontologies, or in logic-based modeling formalisms, such as ambient calculus.
Selection of a specific instantiation of themodel should follow the requirements of the
respective application setting. For instance, in the case study, presented in Chapter 8,
the privacy context model has been instantiated as an object-oriented data structure.

e model could be further complemented by modeling the semantics of context
items as an ontology. Such an ontology would define utilized terms and thus enhance
interoperability and context exchange. However, the benefits would be limited be-
cause of timing requirements of dynamic privacy decision making, as also noted by
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Figure 5.3: Graphical representation of the privacy context model, including all defined context-
features and attributes.

Bettini et al. [104], and the need for continuous extension of the ontology when pre-
viously unknown entities and situations are encountered. Section 5.6 demonstrates
how privacy-relevant dynamics of different use cases can be represented in the pri-
vacy context model.

5.5 Privacy Implications of Context Changes

e main motivation behind the design of the privacy context model is the identifica-
tion of context changes with privacy implications. e proposed context abstraction
ignores irrelevant context features and details and only contains privacy-relevant con-
text features. us, a change of any of the context features represented in the privacy Privacy-relevant

context changes
trigger the privacy
decision engine.

context model should signify an event with potential privacy implications. Such con-
text changes mark occasions where evaluation of the situation by the privacy decision
engine should be triggered.

Context changes can have positive or negative implications on the user’s privacy.
In order to analyze the general privacy implication of a change in the privacy context
model, we first show that all potential context changes in the model can be repre-
sented by a limited number of operations on a directed graph, an approach also used
for resolving ambiguities in context-aware application models [194]. Subsequently,
we analyze the privacy implications of possible context changes. e analysis results
show that privacy implications of a context change can be identified on a generic level,
which in turn supports privacy decision making in previously unknown situations.
Whether a context change warrants a tightening or opening of the current privacy
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configurations is then decided by the privacy decision engine based on the general
implications of the context change, as well as the user’s individual privacy preferences.

5.5.1 Modeling context changes

Context changes define the transition from one situation to another. Coutaz et al.
[173] also propose to view context as a process rather than a state. ey suggest toContext as di-

rected state graph. model context as an information space represented by a directed state graph. In their
approach, each node represents a different situation and edges denote the conditions
for transitions between situations. Coutaz et al. identified three kinds of changes that
lead to new situations: changes in the set of entities, changes in the set of possible rela-
tions between entities, which correspond to the channels in ourmodel, and changes in
the set of an entity’s roles, the activities in our model. Based on ambient calculus, Heil
and Gaedke [289] use an undirected graph to model spatial relations between context
items in order to determine movement of mobile ambients, i.e., entities. Such context
changes are also relevant in our model, however, a more detailed view is required for
a comprehensive analysis of privacy-relevant context changes.

Weuse a directed graphG=(V,L) to represent themodel as a connectivity graph [22],
in order to analyze potential changes. e node set V consists of the pairwise dis-Privacy-sensitive

items and en-
tities as nodes.

joint sets information sources (UIS ), disturbance endpoints (UDE ), and entities (EN ).
Hereby, EN is the union of observers (ENo) and disturbers (ENd ), which are not
necessarily disjoint.

V = UIS ⊍UDE ⊍EN = UIS ⊍UDE ⊍ (ENo ∪ENd)

e set of edges L contains channel links (vi, vj) as directed edges. Channel linksChannel links as
directed edges. support either observation (Lo) or disturbance (Ld).

E = Lo ⊍Ld

Observation channels (Co) and disturbance channels (Cd) are represented by paths. AnChannels as paths.
observation channel is marked as co ∶ uo ↝ e; a disturbance channel as cd ∶ e ↝ ud,
with e ∈ EN , uo ∈ UIS , and ud ∈ UDE . Corresponding to the model definition,
information sources UIS can only have outgoing edges, disturbance endpoints UDE

can only have incoming edges. Entities EN can have incoming and outgoing edges.
emodel imposes further restrictions resulting in a set of rules for edge construction:

1. Construction of disturbance channels:

(vi, vj) ∈ Ld ∶
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

vi ∈ ENd , vj ∈ UDE

vi ∈ ENd , vj ∈ ENd ∧ ∃cd ∶ vj ↝ vk cd ∈ Cd, vk ∈ UDE

2. Construction of observation channels:

(vi, vj) ∈ Lo ∶
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

vj ∈ ENo , vi ∈ UIS

vj ∈ ENo , vi ∈ ENo ∧ ∃co ∶ vk ↝ vi co ∈ Co, vk ∈ UIS

An activity is defined as a graph overlay by the set of its actions A = (a1, . . . , an).Activity as graph
overlay of actions. Each action ai is a triple (u, e, c) consisting of a privacy-sensitive user item u ∈ UIS ⊍

UDE , an entity e ∈ EN and an observation or disturbance channel c ∈ Co ⊍ Cd

between them. e activity type is not modeled in the graph, because it remains static
for each activity. A new activity type would be part of a new activity.Multiple activities
can exist per graph.
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For this graph representation of our privacy context model, all potential context
changes can be represented by ADD and REMOVE operations applied to edges and
nodes. Internal changes of any component, such as a granularity change of an infor-
mation source or presence of an entity, are represented by combined ADD and RE-
MOVE operations. For example, changing the granularity of Alice’s location in the Context changes as

add, remove, change
operations.

location sharing use case entails removal of the current information source u ∈ UIS

and simultaneous addition of a new item u′ ∈ UIS in its place. us, a combined AD-
D/REMOVE operation keeps the graph structure intact, therefore, we abbreviate such
a combined ADD/REMOVE operation as a CHANGE operation. e result are three
operations composed of two functions (i ∈ V ∪L):

ADD(i) Adds the new edge or node i to the graph.

REMOVE(i) Removes the edge or node i from the graph. Subsequently removes all
unconnected edges and nodes according to the edge construction rules above.

CHANGE(i,i′) Updates i with i′ by adding i′ to the graph and removing i from it.

e model specification in Section 5.4.4 contains some information excluded from
this graph representation. Any meta-information is purposefully le out, because we
are interested in changes of the privacy-relevant context items. Location, day of week,
and time of day are also not represented in the graph representation, as they mainly
serve as spatiotemporal anchors for the situation. However, the environment type is
also not represented, although its changes are privacy-relevant. As such, the environ- Environment type.
ment type cannot be easily integrated into the connectivity graph as it is implicitly
defined by the user’s location. erefore, it is neither a node nor an edge. Neverthe-
less, we can look at its characteristics to determine if the three identified operations
also describe all possible changes of the environment type. e user always has a loca-
tion, thus, the user is always in an environment. As defined before, the user is only in
one environment at a time, and each environment has exactly one environment type.
erefore, the CHANGE operation suffices to describe environment type changes, and
we can analyze their privacy implications accordingly.

5.5.2 Analysis of privacy implications

e connectivity graph eases analysis of privacy implications, because it results in a
clear and comprehensive definition of what constitutes context changes. As a result,
we obtain a limited number of possible atomic context changes, which are now ana-
lyzed for their generic privacy implications [22]. In this analysis, we assume that the
transition between two situations can be serialized as a sequence of atomic context
changes. As a result of this assumption, new nodes are initially added without edges,
which are subsequently established.

Similar to Dragovic and Crowcro [213], we define the user’s exposure in a context
situation as an abstract measure for privacy, based on how many privacy-sensitive
items are being exposed in a given situation. We distinguish between potential expo- Potential and actual

exposure.sure (Epot ) and actual exposure (Eact ). Potential exposure is defined by the number
of information sources and disturbance endpoints. Actual exposure is defined by the
number of observation and disturbance channels:

Epot = ∣UIS ∣ + ∣UDE ∣ ,
Eact = ∣Co ∣ + ∣Cd ∣ .

ose definitions could be further extended by also considering the confidence of
accurate detection of the respective items. However, we argue that this is not relevant
for the purpose of analyzing privacy implications of context changes on a generic level.
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Confidence of context items is considered by the privacy decision engine as part of
privacy reasoning, as described later on in Section 6.5.

Implications of user changes

All context changes relating to the user component of the privacy context model are
constituted by adding or removing information sources or disturbance endpoints.
Changes to an existing user item can be represented by removing the current item
and replacing it with a new item reflecting the changed parameters in a change oper-
ation.

add(u ∈ uis) e addition of an information source increases potential exposure
Epot , because entities could potentially establish observation channels to the new item.
Static information sources pose a slightly higher privacy risk at this stage, because en-
tities only need short access to the information source in order to irrevocably learn its
static content. Dynamic, time-variant information sources are also critical, but their
privacy risk is bounded by the observation time available to an observer.

add(u ∈ ude) Adding a disturbance endpoint also increasesEpot .More disturbance
endpoints increase the risk of potential disturbances. e risk and actual effect on
privacy depends on the specific kind of disturbance endpoint, as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.4.1.

remove(u ∈ uis ⊍ ude) e removal of a privacy-sensitive item, be it an informa-
tion source or disturbance endpoint, generally decreases Epot . e effect of the de-
crease depends on the observation or disturbance risks that were associated and re-
moved with that item. Any observation or disturbance channels that were connected
with the removed item are also removed, therefore, also reducing actual exposure
Eact .

change(u ∈ uis,u′ ∈ uis) Updating an information source corresponds to adjust-
ing the granularity of u. e granularity change of an information source directly
affects privacy. If u′ provides finer information than u, the user’s privacy is decreased,
and vice versa, because fine-grained information potentially reveals more details than
information with coarse granularity. For example, providing a region rather than an
exact location increases privacy [378]. Any observer with an established observation
channel to u learns about the change. A comparable operation does not exist for dis-
turbance endpoints.

Changes to UIS and UDE are intrinsic to the user. ey are explicitly or implic-
itly triggered by the user or her systems. Changing the set of privacy-sensitive items
mainly affects the user’s potential exposureEpot , also with regard to unknown entities
in the environment. An adaptive privacy system should aim to only expose necessary
information sources and disturbance endpoints, remove unnecessary ones, and en-
sure that the granularity of exposed information sources corresponds to the user’s
current activities and context.

Implications of environment changes

Environment changes are characterized by addition and removal of entities and chan-
nels, as well as changes of the environment type.

add(e ∈ en) A newly added entity can potentially establish observation or distur-
bance channels, however, the sole addition of an entity does not changeEact . Depend-
ing on the system setting, addition of an entity may facilitate evaluation of potential
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privacy implications before that entity actually establishes channels. e entity’s ca-
pabilities determine if the entity can potentially establish observation channels, dis-
turbance channels, or both. An adaptive privacy system can evaluate channels that
the new entity could potentially establish and support or prevent channel establish-
ment according to privacy preferences. e entity’s capabilities have no direct conse-
quences on the privacy implications of its addition, therefore, addition of observers
and disturbers is not distinguished at this stage. However, if an entity is physically or
virtually present has direct privacy implications. All entities can potentially establish
observation or disturbance channels, but physical entities are also potential connec-
tion points for virtual entities, whose channels must inadvertently pass through an
entity in the user’s physical environment in order to reach information sources or
disturbance endpoints. erefore, addition of physical entities poses a higher privacy
risk. Furthermore, technical privacy systems can only exert limited control over some
physically present entities, such as other persons.

remove(e ∈ en) Removal of an entity also removes all channels associated with
it. According to the channel construction rules, further entities are removed from
the model if their last observation or disturbance channel has been removed. us,
removal of an entity reduces Eact in most cases.

add(l ∈ lo ∪ ld) Addition of a channel link signifies either the establishment of a di-
rect, physical channel between a user’s privacy-sensitive item and an entity, or the
extension of an already existing channel by adding another link to it. Actual expo-
sure Eact is increased either way. When a new observation channel is established,
the connected observer o ∈ ENo learns the content of the user’s information source
ui ∈ UIS . If ui is a static information source, the observer learns the provided infor-
mation instantly. From a dynamic information source, the observer can continuously
gather information about the user as long as the channel persists. Adding a distur-
bance channel also increasesEact by increasing the number of entities that are able to
disturb the user. Especially physical channel links have privacy implications, because
they require a physically present observer, which then acts as an interface between
physical and virtual environments.

remove(l ∈ lo ∪ ld) Similar to removal of entities, removing a channel link reduces
Eact , regardless if it was an observation or disturbance link. Note that Epot remains
the same as long as the corresponding information source or disturbance endpoint
remains available.Monitoring the establishment and removal of observation channels
facilitates worst case analysis of howmuch information has been potentially disclosed
through a channel while it existed.

change(envtype,envtype′) Changes of the environment type occur when the user
moves to a different environment. us, a change of environment type signifies a new
situation that requires privacy re-evaluation, because the risk of unknown entities
may have changed or different privacy preferences may apply to the new environ-
ment. Changes of the environment type are likely accompanied by entity and channel
changes.

Entity and channel changes are extrinsic to the user. ey represent the user’s em-
beddedness in the context situation, i.e., how the user is connected with other enti-
ties. Changes of the environment type should trigger general privacy re-evaluation
as the risk of unknown entities and channels can deviate between environments. En-
tity changes facilitate analysis of potential channels before they are established, while
channel changes affect actual exposure rather than potential exposure.
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Implications of activity changes

Although an activity is defined by a number of actions, these actions are assumed to
be static.erefore, it suffices to analyze privacy implications of addition and removal
of complete activities.

add(a) e addition of a new activity marks one ormore entities as interactors and
a set of observation and disturbance channels between them and privacy-sensitive
items of the user as essential. e resulting privacy implication is that at least one
channel must remain for each action of the activity in order to enable its accomplish-
ment. us, an adaptive privacy system should respect activities when managing the
user’s actual exposure. A new activity could also be associated with privacy prefer-
ences, thus, such preferences need to be retrieved, evaluated, and enforced.

remove(a) When an activity is removed, the previously involved interactors, as
well as any marked privacy-sensitive items and channels, are not essential anymore,
unless still marked by another activity. An adaptive system can remove non-essential
context items, if possible, or suggest to the user to do so.

In general, we identified intrinsic and extrinsic changes [302] with different privacy
implications. Intrinsic changes affect the user’s potential exposure. Extrinsic changes
in the environment mainly affect the user’s actual exposure. e generic analysis of
implications shows that ADD operations have potentially negative impact on privacy,
as more privacy-sensitive items are exposed, or more channels and entities are intro-
duced. REMOVE operations, on the other hand, have a positive impact on privacy as
less privacy-sensitive items are exposed and channels or entities are removed. Activi-
ties strike a balance between privacy and quality of service, because essential context
items are marked as such.

5.6 Application of the Privacy Context Model

In order to demonstrate the application and practicality of the proposed privacy con-
text model, we model the use cases introduced in Section 4.4. For each use case, we
model their different situations according to the model specification in Section 5.4.4,
analyze the changes between those situations and demonstrate that the model facili-
tates identification of privacy implications.

For the sake of clarity, timestamp, datatype, and source attributes of individual con-
text items are not shown in the graphical context representation for the use cases.
Also, only individual channel links are shown, instead of the fully-qualified channels
between each entity and the user’s privacy-sensitive items. Dotted arrows mark non-
essential channels, i.e., channels that are not required by any activities or lead to un-
known entities. Actions of activities are shown as green lines marking the source and
sink of an action. e situation-specific figures also show only one unknown entity
as a simplification. A comprehensive representation of the model would include un-
known entities for each possible channel with respective individual confidence values.
It is also possible to model unknown entities with varying presence and capabilities.
Changes between different situations of a use case are highlighted. While enhancing
clarity, the made simplifications do not impair the expressiveness of the model, as will
become clear in the respective discussions.

5.6.1 Location sharing in a mobile work setting

In the location sharing use case, Alice is the user and privacy context is modeled from
her perspective. In the first situation, shown in Figure 5.4, Alice is driving to a client
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Figure 5.4: Situation 1 (driving to client) of the location sharing in mobile work setting use case
modeled in the privacy context model. Solid black lines denote channel links of observation and
disturbance channels. Dashed back lines are undesired channel links that may exist in the given
situation. The probability of such channel links leading to unknown entities is modeled in the
confidence value of the unknown entity, which is representative of all potential physical and
virtual unknown entities. The green lines mark the privacy-sensitive items and entities which are
essential for the respective activity.

appointment. Her semantic location is the car she is in and the environment type is Situation 1: driving to
client.car on road. She is engaged in the activities driving to client and location sharing. e

first activity only involves Alice and her car, which is aware of Alice’s location due
to a GPS sensor and can disturb her with warning messages or active safety systems.
e second activity involves Bob who has access to a coarse location source via Alice’s
phone and a location server.

In the transition to the second situation, shown inFigure 5.5,Alice’s location changed
to Charlie’s house, which corresponds to the environment type client house. As a result Situation 2: client

meeting.of the environment change, Alice’s main activity also changed from driving to client
to client meeting. Furthermore, the probability of unknown entity increases, because
Alice is not familiar with Charlie’s house. Concerning the present entities, the car is
no longer present. Charlie is a new physical entity and is marked essential by the client
meeting activity. As part of the activity change, Bob obtains access to Alice’s exact lo-
cation according to Alice’s privacy preferences. e now superfluous coarse location
information source is removed, thereby reducing Alice’s potential exposure. Bob’s dis-
turbance channel to the ringer in Alice’s phone is not desired anymore and should be
removed, because ringing would disturb the meeting.

When Alice goes on lunch break in the third situation, as shown in Figure 5.6, all Situation 3: on break.
physical entities, except her phone, are removed from the model. However, due to the
new location and the corresponding environment type (restaurant), the probability
of unknown entities increases drastically. e coarse information source is required
again to provide Bob with the region in which Alice is on break rather than her exact
location.

e fourth situation is Alice driving home aer her last meeting, as shown in Fig- Situation 4: aer
work.ure 5.7. Aer work, Bob should not track Alice’s location anymore. erefore, the
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Figure 5.5: Situation 2 (client meeting) of the location sharing in mobile work setting use case
modeled in the privacy context model. Additions and changes from the previous situation are
marked in red. Channels and items removed by dynamic privacy adaptation are marked in gray.
The coarse location has been removed as Bob is allowed full access to Alice’s location. Bob’s
disturbance channel to Alice’s phone ringer has been removed.
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Figure 5.6: Situation 3 (on lunch break) of the location sharing in mobile work setting use case
modeled in the privacy context model. Alice is subject to more unknown entities while at the
restaurant, who may observer her state and location, and cal also disturb her. Bob can only ob-
serve in which region Alice is taking her break, but may call her again.
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Figure 5.7: Situation 4 (after work) of the location sharing in mobile work setting use case mod-
eled in the privacy context model. After work, the location sharing activity has been removed.
Thus, the observation channel between Alice’s location and Bob, including the location server,
has been removed as part of dynamic privacy adaptation.
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Figure 5.8: Situation 1 (alone in the office) of the collaborative calendar display use case modeled
in the privacy context model.

location sharing activity is removed and Bob is not marked essential anymore. Conse-
quently, Bob’s observation channel of Alice’s location is not desired anymore. We can,
however, express the risk of that channel still persisting. Bob is able to call Alice again,
because Alice’s is not in a client meeting activity anymore. Due to the reduced number
of information sources and channels, Alice’s actual exposure in the fourth situation is
lower than in the otherwise quite similar first situation.

We included undesired and unknown channels in the modeling to highlight the
expressiveness of the privacy context model. By integrating the risk of undesired yet
not removed and unknown channels, the privacy decision engine is provided with
substantial input for evaluation of each situation with regard to Alice’s privacy pref-
erences. If a channel is reliably removed by the adaptive privacy system, it is also re-
moved from the model.

5.6.2 Collaborative calendar display

In the first situation of the collaborative calendar display use case, shown in Figure 5.8,Situation 1: alone
in the office. Alice is alone in her office, which has the environment type at work. She has one ac-

tivity for viewing her calendars involving the calendar display and three calendars of
different privacy sensitivity modeled as information sources. Although not directly
of relevance in this use case, the user always has information sources for her physical
state and location, and her body as a disturbance endpoint.

In the transition to the second situation, shown in Figure 5.9, Alice’s activity is re-Situation 2: meeting
with colleague. placed with a view team calendar activity, because Bob entered her office as a new

entity. As a result, the observation channel from the information source personal cal-
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Figure 5.9: Situation 2 (meeting with colleague) of the collaborative calendar display use case
modeled in the privacy context model. Confidence and is-dynamic values of all privacy-sensitive
items have been left out, as they are all the same as in the previous situation. The personal calen-
dar is hidden and the observation channel has been removed (gray).

endar to the display is removed. Furthermore, the granularity of the work calendar is
reduced, i.e., events in that calendar are only shown as busy. Alice’s actual exposure in-
creases, because Bob can establish a number of physical observation and disturbance
channels in Alice’s environment.

In the third situation, shown in Figure 5.10, Alice explicitly discloses a specific cal- Situation 3: selective
disclosure.endar entry to Bob. Alice’s action is represented by the additional activity share project

meeting entry. A new information source fully exposes the respective calendar entry,
whereas the general granularity for the work calendar remains unchanged. As a conse-
quence, Alice’s actual exposure to Bob increases compared to the previous situation.

In the fourth situation, a guest enters Alice’s office and is represented as a new physi- Situation 4: guest
enters office.cally present unknown entity, as shown in Figure 5.11.at entity establishesmultiple

physical observation and disturbance channels. Alice’s activities remain the same, but
the granularity of her three calendar information sources is reduced according to her
privacy preferences in order to hide their details from the guest.

e collaborative calendar use case shows that the model is comprehensive enough
to distinguish different situations in the same location (Alice’s office) and environment
(work) only based on present entities.

5.6.3 Ambient assisted living

In the ambient assisted living use case, Alice falls in the shower. us in the first situa-
tion, shown in Figure 5.12, Alice’s physical state is lying down and unconscious, which Situation 1: fall is

detected.is observed by the health monitoring system. e confidence of the showering activity
is quite low, because Alice’s physical state does not correspond to the activity anymore.
e health monitoring system detects her fall and initiates the new request help activ-
ity, which leads to the second situation, depicted in Figure 5.13. is activity requires
that Dave, her general practitioner, can observe her vital signs.
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Figure 5.10: Situation 3 (selective disclosure) of the collaborative calendar display use case mod-
eled in the privacy context model. The explicitly disclosed calendar entry project entry is added
as an additional information source, which is connected to the share project entry activity.
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Figure 5.11: Situation 4 (guest enters office) of the collaborative calendar display use case mod-
eled in the privacy context model.
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Figure 5.12: Situation 1 (fall is detected) of the ambient assisted living use case modeled in the
privacy context model.
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Figure 5.13: Situation 2 (doctor is notified) of the ambient assisted living use case modeled in the
privacy context model. An observation channel is established from Alice’s vital signs to Dave (her
doctor) as part of the request help activity.
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Figure 5.14: Situation 3 (doctor identified at the door) of the ambient assisted living use case
modeled in the privacy context model. Dave becomes a physical entity with disturber capabilities
when arriving at Alice’s apartment door.

In the situation depicted in Figure 5.13, the privacy adaptation system granted the
request for the new activity according to Alice’s privacy preferences for emergency sit-Situation 2: doc-

tor is notified. uations. erefore, the health monitoring system can establish an observation chan-
nel from Alice’s vital signs through Dave’s emergency system to Dave. Note, that the
privacy context model can be used to model the current privacy context as well as
situations resulting from privacy decisions. For example, the situation aer allowing
the request help activity could be modeled to determine the privacy impact of that de-
cision before it is made. Indeed, the actual exposure increases in the second situation
due to addition of new entities and observation channels, which increases also the
risk of unknown entities.

In the third situation, shown in Figure 5.14,Dave arrives atAlice’s door.He becomesSituation 3: doctor
identified at door. a physical entity and gains disturber capability. While outside of the apartment, Dave

only has a limited disturbance channel through the home automation system, i.e., he
can ring the door bell but the home automation decision determines if and how that
disturbance is forwarded to Alice.

In the transition between third and fourth situation, the current request help activitySituation 4: doc-
tor is let inside. is replaced with a new extended activity that also includes a disturbance channel from

Dave to Alice’s body, because Dave has been authenticated by the home automation
system. Once Dave has been let in, as shown in Figure 5.15, he establishes respective
physical observation and disturbance channels and can examineAlice in order to help
her.

is use case shows that complex scenarios involving observation, disturbances,
and presence changes of entities can be expressed with the privacy context model.
Furthermore, the use case highlights that autonomous privacy decision making can
be integrated in processes that cannot request user feedback, e.g., because the user is
unconscious.

e given examples demonstrate that the proposed privacy context model is suf-
ficiently expressive to model privacy-relevant aspects for divers use cases, as well as
privacy-relevant context changes between different scenarios. In Chapter 6, we dis-
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Figure 5.15: Situation 4 (doctor is let inside) of the ambient assisted living use case modeled in
the privacy context model. The doctor obtains a physical disturbance channel to Alice’s body as
part of the extended request help activity.

cuss how changes in the privacy context model initiate privacy reasoning and how the
privacy context model support privacy reasoning as well as preference adaptation.

5.7 Trust Aspects in the Privacy Context Model

In the privacy context model, activities are used to assign meaning and relevance to
entities in the user’s environment. What has been only considered implicitly so far is
the role of trust in the privacy context model, as well as in privacy decision making.
e user’s trust in specific entities or the environment reflect his or her belief that
exposed privacy-sensitive items are only observed or disturbed as intended and that
the user’s privacy preferences are respected.

In the following, we first discuss the meaning of trust and how privacy and trust re-
late to each other. Next, we discuss relevant facets of trust and respective mechanisms
in technical systems. Based on that discussion, we outline our approach for integrat-
ing trust into the privacy context model and discuss how that notion of trust can be
operationalized to support privacy decision making.

5.7.1 Privacy and trust

Whenprivacy in interpersonal relations is concerned, trust oen emerges as a relevant
aspect in privacy decision making. In social interactions, trust in the other entity is
required in order to manage and reflect the risk and uncertainty about whether that
entity behaves as desired [422], i.e., whether privacy decisionsmade by the user will be
respected. However, trust is a rather vague concept as attested to by the vast number of
oen divergent trust definitions that have emerged. Before discussing specific facets
of trust relating to our context model, we first provide an overview of the current
understanding of trust and its relation to privacy.
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Defining trust

We base our discussion of trust definitions mainly on an extensive overview of trust
definitions by Tschannen-Moran and Hoy [618] and Castelfranchi and Falcone’s anal-
ysis of prominent trust definitions as part of their treatment of socio-cognitive and
computational trust theory [152].

Trust has been traditionally viewed as subjective beliefs about another entity, which
may be explicit and articulated or implicit and subconscious [152]. Gambetta [246]Trust as beliefs.
defines trust as “the subjective probability by which an individual A expects that another
individual B performs a given action on which its welfare depends.” is and similar
definitions, e.g., by Marsh [436] focus mainly on the predictability of behavior [152].
However, trust is not only an attitude but also entails activity and cooperation, asTrust as active

risk taking. trust requires active risk taking by the truster [152]. Furthermore, the trustee must
adapt his or her social goals to the truster’s interests according to Hardin [279] (asTrust as social

goal adaptation. cited by Castelfranchi and Falcone [152]). us, to some extent, trust is the opposite
of control, because the truster may not be able to verify that the trustee meets her
expectations [152]. Furthermore, trust does not need to be mutual, and can oen be
unilateral [152, p. 17], although Castelfranchi and Falcone [152] note that there is a
bias towards expecting trust to be mutual in much of the literature.

Castelfranchi and Falcone [152] frame trust as a relational construct involving the
truster, a trustee, and the causal process of trusting (the action) that leads to a result,
which may or may not correspond to the truster’s desired outcome. ey argue that
trust as beliefs concerning an entity is a precursor for trust as the action of relying on
that entity [152, p. 10]. us, in their socio-cognitive model of trust, Castelfranchi andSocio-cognitive

model of trust. Falcone [152] distinguish three notions of trust: the mental attitude based on evalua-
tions and expectations determine the truster’s beliefs in the trustee’s competency for
performing a required task as well as the trustee’s willingness to perform it. ose be-
liefs can be goal- or activity-specific depending on the trustee’s virtues required for
the task. Based on that disposition, the truster develops an intention and decision to
trust the trustee. A trust decision is followed by the truster’s act of relying on the ex-
pected behavior of the trustee [152]. In the process, trust establishes a social relation
between truster and trustee and also makes the truster vulnerable to potential failure,
due to a level of uncertainty that the trustee behaves as expected.

Castelfranchi andFalcone further note that trust is a “context-dependent phenomenon
and notion”, as the truster’s trust attitude and decision may change when the context
changes [152, p. 83]. ey further state that trust is subject to internal trust dynamics,Trust is context-

dependent and
goal-specific.

i.e., changes in the user’s attitude, as well as external trust dynamics, such as changes
in interactive, relational, and network trust links [152].

Relation between privacy and trust

e trust notions and process proposed by Castelfranchi and Falcone [152] share sim-
ilarities with the privacy regulation process. Both, trust evaluation and privacy deci-
sion making are influenced by context dynamics. Both, trust decisions and privacy
decisions can be characterized by associated risks.

Iachello and Hong [314] point out that not much work on trust in the light of pri-
vacy exists, but they are convinced that there is a strong relation between the two
concepts. Indeed, privacy aspects can be integrated well with the trust notions intro-
duced above. Trust attitudes in relation to privacy are based on an analysis of privacy
risks with respect to the trustee [632], trust intention and decision align with the deci-
sion phase of the privacy metamodel, i.e., the decision whether to entrust the trustee
with access to privacy-sensitive items. e act of relying on the trustee is tightly cou-Trust influences

privacy decisions. pled with the control phase of the privacy metamodel, as trust and available controls
typically have to be traded off against each other [10], i.e., ubicomp environments
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that offer few to no privacy control mechanisms require higher trust from the user.
According to Luhmann [422], trust acts an enabler of opportunities for action and
experience in such situations, and supports decisions between different alternatives.

According to Muir [450], a user’s trust in a system can be influenced by the same or
similar factors that influence inter-personal trust. Indeed, trust, or more oen surro-
gates of trust, have also been proposed to be leveraged by privacy systems. Wagealla Privacy systems can

leverage trust.and Terzis [632] propose to leverage trust to guide privacy decisions in context-aware
systems, based on the risk of information disclosure.is view alignswith our analysis
of the privacy implications of context changes in Section 5.5. Jutla and Bodorik [342]
propose a model for online privacy that considers institutionalized trust, trust beliefs
concerning service providers, trusting intentions, and disposition to trust as factors
that influence the privacy-relevant online behavior of users. Giang et al. [249] use in-
teraction history and reputation to select trust-specific privacy preferences. Similarly, Diverse proposals for

leveraging trust in
privacy systems.

Zhang et al. [659] evaluate receiver trust as part of information disclosure decisions.
[449] calculate trust based on reputation and reciprocity, while Lee et al. [406] use
fuzzy logic to combine situational trust, dispositional trust, general trust, and reputa-
tion.

While those are only some approaches that aim to leverage trust for privacy deci-
sion making, it becomes readily apparent that speaking of trust as a single decision
factor is misleading due to the diversity of trust aspects that could be considered in
technical systems. erefore, we discuss common facets and dimensions of trust, and
how they have been operationalized in technical systems next, in order to motivate
how trust has been integrated into our privacy context model.

5.7.2 Trust facets and indicators

Castelfranchi and Falcone [152] make the observation that a truster ultimately places
trust into internal factors or qualities of the trustee. However, they note that one can
only learn about those internal factors through external signals that inform about
them, and that one has to trust that those external signals are reliable.us, when trust Trust in internal

qualities based on
external signals.

is considered in technical systems, typically external signals for specific trust facets are
developed to gauge the trustworthiness of an entity or system.ose trust signalsmust
be exchanged between components of the ubicomp system [522], including the user.
Users then aggregatemany clues about trustworthiness, and trade themoff against the
desire for achieving the goal of their activity [467]. In the process, they are also subject
to cognitive limits of bounded rationality, as discussed in Section 3.5.4). A number of
trust facets have been identified as relevant for trust signaling in inter-personal rela-
tions. From the security and ubicomp research communitiesmany proposals emerged
how they could be used as trust mechanisms in technical systems. We discuss trust
facets and respective technical mechanisms together.

Identity and social relation

Identity of the trustee is an important aspect in trust decisions [152, 342, 562]. How-
ever, in ubicomp systems the detection of an entity’s identity may not always be accu- Dealing with

uncertain identity.rate [562] or identity information may just not be available in order to protect the
privacy of entities, e.g., by employing anonymization and pseudonymization tech-
niques [157, 502]. Inter-personal trust and trust attitudes are not always based on
actual evaluations but also on assumptions about another entity. As humans, we oen
decide to trust someone although information is insufficient [152], the act of entrust-
ing then also functions as a probe into the other’s trustworthiness by taking a risk.
Giddens [250] even sees the lack of complete information as a major characteristic of
trust (as cited by Endress [225, p. 42]).
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is aspect can also be leveraged in technical systems. Seigneur and Jensen [562]
argue that uncertainty about identity can be factored into computational trust evalu-
ations in order to preserve the privacy of involved entities. Golbeck [257] suggest toSocial similarity.
leverage the similarity of online social network profiles as a trust indicator based on
social similarity.

Membership of the same social groups also suggests social similarity and can fur-
ther provide an indicator of social closeness between two entities [471, 166]. Social
closeness has been shown to relate to the willingness to share and respective privacy
behavior [648, 415]. Closeness can be self-reported [648] and codified in pre-specifiedSocial closeness

and tie strength. trust groups [10]. Another approach is predicting social closeness based on interac-
tion frequency [648]. Kim et al. [355] visualize inter-personal tie strength to support
context-dependent trust decisions.

Gligor andWing [253] propose amodel for deriving trust indications fromnetwork
effects in networks of humans and computing components. Chang et al. [155] propose
to integrate such social relations into context models. Sherchan et al. [567] provideSocial network effects.
a more in-depth analysis of trust aspects in social networks and survey respective
proposals.

Castelfranchi and Falcone [152] note that the truster’s goal is an important but oen
neglected aspect in the understanding of trust, because the goal constitutes the reasons
for which the truster has to rely on the trustee. Similar to our discussion of the role of
activities for privacy preferences, they argue that the trustee’s capabilities and expertise
are evaluated with respect to a specific goal, i.e., activity. us, trust in an entity isActivity-specific trust.
typically relative to a goal [152]. For example, youmay trust a bank employee to handle
your finances, but you would likely not ask the same person for relationship advice.
Carullo et al. [150] proposes a computational trust model that determines another
entity’s trustworthiness for a desired activity based on that entity’s skills provided in
their profile.

Trust transfer

Institutionalized trust reduces the complexity of trust evaluation [225, 552]. Instead
of evaluating the trust of each entity, the user trusts a third party to carry out that
evaluation. us, trust by direct evaluation is substituted to some extent with trust byTrust by proxy.
proxy, with a trusted third party acting as that proxy.

A common example for such trust transfer are trust or privacy seals displayed on
websites [362, 220]. Such seals certify that the website complies to specific privacy orTrust and

privacy seals. trust standards defined and evaluated by a presumably trusted or trustworthy third
party, i.e., the issuer of the seal. e idea is that a user’s trust decisions are positively
influenced by the presence of such seals [572].

On a more technical level, public key certificates are issued by certificate authorities
(CA) in order to attest the identity or specific attributes of an entity. Certificates pro-Certification model.
vide credentials which can be used for distributed trust management [106, 107] based
on static trust transfer. Entities obtain credentials based on the evaluation and grant-
ing of capabilities by trusted third parties [343]. For instance, the CA model serves as
the basis for secure transactions on the Web. In the Web context, multiple shortcom-
ings and challenges of trust transfer become apparent, such as managing the actual
transfer of trust between user and third parties, differences in evaluation thorough-
ness between certificate authorities, and a lack of assurance that credentials issued
for a specific entity are unique in order to prevent impersonation. Nixon et al. [466]
further argue that credential-based approaches for trust are not flexible enough for
ubicomp due to the dynamics of ubicomp environments and the context specificity
of trust.

Yet, transitive trust transfer can also be effectively employed to facilitate trust and
interaction in ubicomp scenarios. For instance, a user’s devices may be deemed trust-
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worthy at a similar trust level as the user, and the relation between device and user can
be expressed through certification [10]. In this regard, the transfer of trust is based on
delegation of agency. e user entrusts her device with a specific task. Another entity Delegation of agency.
that trusts the user would transfer that trust to the user’s device accordingly. An exam-
ple of such agency delegation and trust transfer has already illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Alice delegates the task of establishing a secure connection with Bob to her phone. Al-
ice’s phone authenticates the other phone as belonging to Bob. Because Bob is trusted,
Bob’s phone is also trusted.

Experience and reciprocity

Identity, social relation, and trust transfer facilitate ad-hoc trust evaluation. However,
trust relationships also contain a temporal aspect. Positive experience and reciprocity
in interaction solidify trust relationships between entities [152]. is process is gener-
ally referred to as building trust [225]. Bshary and Grutter [128] study trust develop- Building trust.
ment in real world communities and social networks. ey observed tit-for-tat score
keeping in populations of cleaner fishes as a surrogate for trust. e respective score
would increase when an observed individual cooperated and decrease otherwise. e
cleaner fish prefer interaction with other individuals that have been observed to be
cooperative. Similar effects can be observed and leveraged in the interaction of hu-
mans with technical systems. Past positive experiences influence online behavior of
users [362], for example, manifesting itself as customer loyalty [495]. Ries [524] pro-
poses trust mechanisms for ubicomp based on past interactions. Giang et al. [249]
leverage interaction history and reputation as trust indicators in order to adapt pri-
vacy according to pre-specified rules.

While those approaches primarily focus on experiences with other entities, famil-
iarity also influences trusting behavior. Sapuppo [537] finds that users prefer to share Familiarity.
information in familiar situations. Previously, Patrick et al. [495] also noted thatmain-
taing familiarity is an important aspect when designing systems for trust. Bardram
and Friday [81] note that some devices may encounter each other more frequently
than others in ubicomp environments, which could be leveraged to establish trust
based on encounters. ey suggest that certain locations, such as home and work,
have relatively static sets of devices that change rarely, but that certain public spots
also have strong recurring associations, such as the gym, the user’s favorite bar, or
even parts of the transportation infrastructure.

Reputation

e ad-hoc and experiential trust facets reflect the user’s direct experience with an
entity. e experiences of others with an entity are another trust facet, which are con-
veyed by reputation indicators. Solove [579, p. 160] states that “one’s reputation is the Trust based on others’

experiences.product of other people’s judgements” and argues that reputation needs to be protected
against distortion due to its value in social interaction. Reputation is more dynamic
that the trust transfer approaches discussed above, because reputation is formed from
the experiences of many other entities rather than being based on trust evaluation by
a single trusted third party. Reputation, e.g., for a specific service provider [362], can
be diffuse, based on rumors and hearsay, or specific, e.g., based on customer ratings.

Jøsang et al. [339] provide an overview of reputationmechanisms that influence so-
cial trust, as well as their counterparts in technical systems. ey make a distinction
between centralized and decentralized reputation keeping, due to the difference in re-
quired complexity. Carter and Ghorbani [147] analyze the different values that affect
reputation in multi-agent systems. ey find that reputation is shaped by notions of
responsibility, honesty, independence, obedience, ambition, helpfulness, capability,
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knowledgeability, and cost-efficiency. us, reputation, like trust itself, is based on
multiple facets and sometimes the two terms are used interchangeably.

Reliability, credibility, and intelligibility

All trust facets discussed above directly relate to trust facets found in inter-personal re-
lations. In ubicomp systems, how the user can establish trust into system components
also needs to be considered [394].

Reliability of a system can serve as a trust indicator. Muir [450] notes that reliableReliability.
systems may gain trust, while trust is decreased when the user feels let down by the
system. Similarly, Camp [142] argues that trust is influenced by system reliability and
how well the system ensures privacy and security of the user’s privacy-sensitive items.
Neumann [455] discusses how following the Saltzer-Schroeder principles for secure
systemdesign [536, 576] not only enhances security of systems but also improves their
trustworthiness.

Parasuraman et al. [486, 487] also argue that reliance on automation requires trust
and discuss means on how to support it. ey find that trust is the main factor forTrust and reliance.
misuse and disuse of automation. us, the trust of users also serves as an indicator
for predicting the dependence on a system with automation aspects [488]. Lee and
See [405] note that trust especially affects reliance, when the respective system is too
complex to understand fully.

Tseng and Fogg [620, 239] investigated this aspect further. ey argue that system
trust refers to dependability or reliability, as well as credibility. Credibility correspondsCredibility.
to beliefs in the system’s trustworthiness [620], i.e., trust attitude. McKnight and Kac-
mar [442] and Rieh and Danielson [523] provide extensive overviews on factors and
effects of information credibility and credibility research. e core aspects of credi-
bility are to convey trustworthiness and expertise of a system [239]. In our own work
on automative navigation systems [20], we showed that system credibility can be im-
proved by offering feedback about the system state as well asmeans for users to convey
their intentions to the system.

Lee and See [405] note that trust and credibility depend on the perception of surface
features rather than the system’s actual capabilities, but that users will also trust a sys-
tem if they are able to understand underlying processes. Intelligibility refers to enhanc-Intelligibility.
ing the understanding of system actions, typically by providing explanations [252].
Lim et al. [410, 413] investigated how to improve trust in context-aware systems with
intelligibility. ey conducted a user study (n=200) to determine the effectiveness of
different explanation types in adaptive systems [413]. Based on those results, they
proposed extensions to the Context Toolkit (see Sec. 5.2.1) offering explanations con-
cerning a system’s inputs, outputs, system state, reasons for system actions, the sys-
tem’s certainty, as well as potential system states and alternative outputs [411]. ey
find that intelligibility is helpful in situationswith high confidence in systemdecisions,
but caution that explanations can also damage credibility in low confidence situations,
even if the system is behaving correctly [412].

5.7.3 Trust in the privacy context model

e discussion of trust facets highlights the diversity of aspects influencing inter-
personal trust, as well as trust into systems. e conundrum with transferring trust
on to technical systems is that comprehensively considering each trust facet is oen
not practical. As a result, existing computational trust models are either too complex
to be practical in real world applications or too simplistic to be meaningful [394].
e challenge of establishing and using trust in distributed ubicomp systems and the
need for further research on this topic has also been recognized in the ubicomp re-
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Figure 5.16: Entity trust in the privacy context model is composed of entity base trust, activity-
specific trust, and ambient trust in order to reflect trust dynamics in ubicomp environments.

search agenda presented in Section 2.4. We did not aim to comprehensively address
this challenge. Instead we pursued a very specific goal with the integration of trust
into our privacy context model, namely, how the influence of trust on privacy deci-
sion making can be reflected in the privacy context model. us, our understanding
of trust is supposed to support the risk assessment of entities in the user’s physical
and virtual environment. More specifically, the result of an entity’s trust evaluation
should provide a probability for that entity respecting privacy decisions made by the
user or by the privacy decision engine for the user, i.e., the the entity’s willingness to
cooperate with the user and the likelihood that the entity adheres to the user’s privacy
preferences.

Hereby, we followed the notion that trust is onlymeaningful in relation to cognitive
agents [152]. However in ubicomp scenarios, many devices and soware agents serve
the purpose of augmenting the human intellect in the sense of Engelbart’s vision [226].
We propose to leverage trust transfer in order tomake such relations between user and
device explicit, as already discussed above. us, trust is manifested in our privacy
context model as annotations of the individual entities present in a given situation.

Our definition of entity trust is composed of multiple trust layers in order to prop-
erly reflect the context and goal dependency of trust evaluations. Entity base trust
refers to the general appraisal of a specific entity by the user. Activity-specific trust pos-
itively or negatively influences the base trust based on the user’s trust into a specific
entity for supporting or achieving the user’s activity. Ambient trust reflects external
influences on the trust relation between user and an entity in a specific situation. e
combination of those trust notions results in the effective entity trust:

T (e) = Tbase(e) ± Tact(e) − Tamb(e)

ose trust notions provide the required flexibility to reflect dynamic changes in
an entity’s trust level. While the user may have a specific base trust for an entity based
on joint experiences, the entity can be more or less trusted for specific activities. e
familiarity of the environment, presence of other entities, and the probability of un-
known entities may lead to a further decrease of trust, but cannot increase trust in
the entity. For example, two friends may discuss certain sensitive topics differently
when the conversation takes place on a public bus or in a private space. By modeling
ambient trust separately, such fluctuations caused by external influences impair entity
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trust only temporarily, while the entity base trust remains consistent. Subsequently,
we discuss each trust notion in more detail. Figure 5.16 visualizes the composition of
entity trust.

Entity trust components

e entity base trust reflects the user’s general trust attitude towards a specific entity.Entity base trust.
It is primarily determined by the trust facets identity and social relation, experience
and reciprocity, and reputation. For technical entities, reliability, credibility, and intel-
ligibility as well as trust transfer also contribute to the entity base trust. rough the
combination of those factors, entity base trust provides a general estimation of the
exposure or disturbance risk posed by that entity to the user.

While entity base trust provides a general idea of an entity’s trustworthiness, activity-Activity-specific trust.
specific trust complements this with a trust evaluation of the entity in relation to the
user’s current activity or activities. e involved trust facets are the same as for entity
based trust, they are, however, evaluated in relation the user’s activity. For example,
experience and reciprocity pertains only to those experiences with that entity that in-
volved the same activity. Similarly, reputation and reliability only pertain to that en-
tity’s performance for the current activity. In this context, identity refers mainly to the
entity’s skills, values, and capabilities that matter for the current activity, and which
may be assessed based on perceived credibility, as well as certifications. An entity’s
activity-specific trust can vary drastically and may increase or decrease the entity’s
effective trust as a result.

Ambient trust characterizes the trustworthiness of the environment. us, it isAmbient trust.
mainly impacted by the reliability, credibility, and intelligibility of infrastructure and
system components of the environment. Furthermore, the familiarity of the user with
the location and the current environment type impact ambient trust. Familiarity re-
flects how comfortable or uncomfortable the user feels in the environment, while the
environment type provides an indication of potential risks in the situation. For ex-
ample, the user’s familiar home and work environments likely pose a lower risk than
other locations. Ambient trust can further reflect the likelihood of unknown entities

Surveillance cameras
tagged in Open Street

Map (osmcamera.tk).

and channels in the environment. Risks about a location or environment type can be
partially derived from the user’s trust concerning the owner or operator of the envi-
ronment infrastructure, as well as from crowdsourcing reports, e.g., location-tagged
surveillance cameras.

In contrast to activity-specific trust, ambient trust can only negatively influence the
effective entity trust, as it is not apparent how external influences would increase the
user’s trust in an entity beyond the base and activity-specific trust determined based
on the entity’s capabilities.

Trust evaluation

As noted before, trust evaluation in inter-personal relations as well as in technical
systems has to rely on external trust signals in order to obtain information about
internal trust facets [152]. In technical systems, suitable surrogates are required to
measure trust. We already discussed some mechanisms and proposals for evaluating
the employed trust facets when they were introduced. Similar to context items, entity
base trust, activity-specific trust, and ambient trust are associated with a certain con-
fidence in their accuracy, which depends on the means used to obtain the respective
trust information. Furthermore, trust-specific feedback loops are required to recali-
brate entity-specific trust based on the behavior of those entities. Maintaining com-
prehensive trust evaluation of diverse entity sets is non-trivial, especially when trust
mechanisms should not infringe on the privacy of entities. A comprehensive proposal
for privacy-preserving trust management in ubicomp systems is beyond the scope of

http://osmcamera.tk
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our work. Instead, we follow Langheinrich’s advice [394] of supporting users in their
decision making with available trust indicators.

us, rather than instantiating system-levelmechanisms for all discussed trust facets
and trying to predict trust levels, we offer respective trust-relevant information to the
user in order to elicit their trust and privacy preferences. For instance, in our case
study, we provided the user with information about other users of the system in order
to implicitly elicit their trust in those entities based on identity and social relation.

5.8 Summary

e proposed privacy context model has been tailored to supporting privacy decision
making by only modeling context aspects that are of relevance in privacy decisions.
In contrast to related work, our privacy context model considers aspects of informa-
tion privacy, as well as physical and territorial privacy aspects prevalent in ubicomp
systems. e privacy context model constitutes a user-centric high level abstraction
of context information, which contains information about the user’s privacy-sensitive
items and the current environment, including present entities and their means for ob-
serving or disturbing the user. In addition, the user’s activities are modeled to mark
essential privacy-sensitive items and entities.

Our analysis of privacy implications of context changes showed that impact of con-
text changes on the user’s potential and actual exposure can be assessed on a generic
level. Such knowledge about the privacy implications of context changes supports
the reasoning process of the privacy decision engine, especially adaptation of privacy
preferences to specific situations, as will be discussed in the next chapter.

Instantiation of the privacy context model can be achieved by integrating it with
context acquisition mechanisms or a context middleware. Our discussion of trust as-
pects and how they influence privacy decision making facilitates the selection of ap-
propriate and practical trust surrogates for assessing the trustworthiness of entities
represented in the model. e generic nature of the model makes it also applicable
to diverse use cases and situations, as demonstrated by applying it to the exemplary
use cases introduced in Section 4.4. Furthermore, our case study in Chapter 8 demon-
strates how the context model can be integrated and leveraged in ubicomp applica-
tions with realistic complexity.

In the next chapter, context changes manifested in the privacy context model are
used to trigger reasoning about the user’s privacy preferences for a given situation and
inform subsequent adaptation of privacy configurations in the ubicomp system.
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6.1 Overview

e purpose of the privacy decision engine (PDE) is to reason about the user’s privacy
preferences and decisions for a given situation in order to support the user’s privacy
regulation process with contextualized and personalized recommendations or auto-
mated adaptation of privacy configuration. Hereby the combination of personaliza-
tion to the user and contextualization to a given situation is an integral aspect [662]. Personalization and

contextualization.As discussed in Chapter 4, the PDE is embedded in the larger process of dynamic pri-
vacy adaptation. More specifically, the PDE takes part in the following steps of that
process:

1. Privacy-relevant context changes in the user’s physical and virtual environment
trigger privacy reasoning by the PDE.

2. e PDE uses information about the context changes and previously obtained
knowledge about the user’s privacy preferences to perform privacy reasoning.
Reasoning results in multiple preference alternatives adapted to the new situ-
ation that reflect the user’s privacy preference for that situation with a certain
confidence.

3. Based on those adapted privacy preferences, the PDE derives privacy policies
that can be realized in the given situation under consideration of privacy con-
trols available in the given situation.

4. Depending on solution confidence, the PDE either provides privacy recommen-
dations to the user or autonomously adapts privacy configuration according
to the most suitable policy. e degree of automation hereby depends on the
confidence in derived preferences and policies as well as the user’s automation
preferences.

e outlined reasoning steps pose a number of challenges, which we addressed in
the design of the privacy decision engine and present in this chapter. e ubicomp
characteristics (see Section 2.2), as well as the goal to support individual users effec-
tively, posed specific requirements on privacy reasoning. In Section 6.2, we take a Requirements for

privacy reasoning in
ubicomp systems.

closer look at those requirements and discuss the suitability of different reasoning
approaches. Case-based reasoning (CBR) emerged from the analysis as a reasoning

Case-based reason-
ing as a suitable
approach.

approach that aligns well with the requirements and provides sufficient flexibility to
obtain a reasoning engine optimized for privacy decision support in ubicomp settings.

In Section 6.3, we provide a conceptual overview of how our privacy decision en-
gine leverages CBR, aer providing an introduction to CBR and discussing related
work on using CBR in the context of ubicomp and privacy. e PDE consists of mul-
tiple components, which are detailed in the remainder of the chapter. We present our
employed user model for representing and managing privacy preferences of an indi- User model.
vidual user in Section 6.4.

When a context change occurs, the privacy decision engine must retrieve relevant
privacy preferences from the user model and adapt them to the given situation. In Preference retrieval

and adaptation.Section 6.5, we detail the preference retrieval and adaptation process of our privacy
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decision engine, including efficient retrieval mechanisms based on similarity match-
ing, adaptation of privacy preferences guided by generic privacy implications of con-
text changes, derivation of respective privacy policies, as well as choosing a level of
automation appropriate for the given situation with respect to the user’s preferences
for involvement in privacy decisions.

In Section 6.6, we focus on preference retention and learning. Our privacy decisionPreference retention
and learning. engine leverages explicit and implicit feedback from the user in order to validate rea-

soning decisions and extend the user model with individualized and contextualized
privacy preference knowledge. us, the PDE adapts to the individual user over time.
We further discuss strategies for maintaining the utility of the user model through
case generalization and removal of stale cases.

We further discuss the potential of expediting the initial learning process through
the integration of general preference knowledge in the case-based reasoning process
in Section 6.7. We propose the concept of privacy personality profiles to initialize thePrivacy person-

ality profiles. user model with generic privacy preferences based on the user’s personality traits. We
further outline how the reasoning process of the privacy decision engine has been ex-
tended to accommodate rule-based privacy preferences provided by such profiles. In
Section 6.8, we report the results of a conducted user study on privacy and automationUser study on AAL

privacy preferences. preferences of elderly persons concerning AAL technology. Based on the study results
we discuss the viability of deriving general privacy preferences based on personality
traits.

Section 6.9 concludes the chapter with a summary of the contributions provided by
the privacy decision engine. Later on in Chapter 8, we discuss implementation aspects
of the privacy decision engine, as well as the results of a deployment study that show
the viability and utility of the proposed privacy reasoning approach.

6.2 Privacy Reasoning in Ubiquitous Computing

e main purpose of the privacy decision engine is supporting an individual user in
his or her privacy regulation processes and privacy decisionmaking.us, the privacy
decision engine must work with representations of the user’s privacy preferences and
support interaction with the user. At the same time, the characteristics of the ubicompRespect characteristics

of privacy preferences
and ubicomp systems.

setting, outlined in Section 2.2, must also be respected to ensure that provided privacy
decision support and adaptation align with the application and domain context. From
those aspects we derived a set of requirements for privacy reasoning in ubicomp sys-
tems. Based on those requirements, we performed an analysis of different reasoning
approaches concerning their suitability for our privacy decision engine.

6.2.1 Reasoning requirements

e operation of the privacy decision engine can be characterized by its inputs and
the expected outcome of the reasoning process. e PDE’s inputs consist of contex-
tual information and knowledge about user preferences. Available contextual informa-Context and privacy

preferences as inputs. tion are the given situational context Ci, the previous situation Ci−1, and the context
changes reflecting the difference between those two situations. Hereby, all contextual
information is represented in the privacy context model proposed in Chapter 5. e
user’s privacy preferences are managed in an individualized user model U . In addition,
the currently active privacy configuration PU(Ci−1) also serves as an input.

e privacy decision engine leverages those inputs for reasoning about the user
privacy preferences concerning situation Ci. From the resulting preference alterna-Preferences for

reasoning, policies
for realization.

tives, privacy policies are derived, which can be actually realized by privacy controls
and mechanisms available in situation Ci to obtain a privacy configuration PU(Ci)
that reflects the reasoning result. rough the differentiation between higher level
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preferences for reasoning and lower level policies for enacting preferences, the actual
privacy reasoning can be decoupled from technical realization and enforcement as-
pects in order to better align with the user’s cognitive privacy regulation process (see
Sec. 4.2). us, the outcome of the reasoning process is a privacy policy reflecting the
user’s privacy preferences for situation Ci in response to the given context changes.
e privacy reasoning step of the privacy decision engine can be summarized as fol-
lows:

Definition. Given a context change Ci−1 → Ci from situation Ci−1 to Ci and the pri- Contextualized and
individualized privacy
reasoning.

vacy configuration PU(Ci−1) for situation context Ci−1, contextualized and individu-
alized privacy reasoning is the process of determining a privacy configuration PU(Ci)
for situation Ci that satisfies the user’s individual privacy preferences in the user model
U .

is process of privacy reasoning is not only subject to the internal constraints Internal, exter-
nal, and systemic
reasoning constraints.

posed by the preferences of the individual user and the external constraints posed by
the available context information, butmust also respect additional systemic constraints
posed by ubicomp characteristics. Subsequently, we derive specific requirements for
privacy reasoning in ubicomp from those aspects.

Uncertainty

Uncertainty is an inherent characteristic associatedwithmultiple steps of the dynamic
privacy adaptation process (see Sec. 4.2). Context features represented in the privacy
context model are derived from sensor data, which can be noisy, inaccurate, or incom-
plete [72]. is uncertainty is reflected in the PCM by the confidence values assigned Uncertainty in the

context model.to each item in the context model, as described in Section 5.4.4. As a consequence,
context changes are also subject to uncertainty.

e user model, which captures the privacy preferences of an individual user, is
also subject to uncertainty. Any elicited or inferred privacy preferences can only be a Uncertainty in the

user model.discrete approximation of the user’s privacy preferences on the cognitive level. Even if
the user explicitly states a preference, uncertainty remains, because the user may not
have been able to properly articulate the desired preference with the available inter-
action methods. Furthermore, human decision making and preferences may also be
subject to biases or emotions [84].While preference elicitation and derivation already
carry uncertainty, once obtained user preferences are subject to further uncertainty
as the user’s preferencesmay change over time ormay only apply to specific situations.
Hence, the privacy decision engine must consider uncertainty of its inputs in the rea-
soning process. Furthermore, the confidence in the outcome of the reasoning process
must reflect the uncertainty of the considered inputs.

Intelligibility

e goal of the privacy decision engine is to match the user’s privacy preferences with
a given situation and support the user in making privacy decisions. In order to be
effective in this regard, the PDE output must be understandable and credible to the
user. Reliable, credible, and intelligible system actions facilitate trust into the system,
as discussed in Section 5.7.2

Cheverst et al. [162] point out that in order to be trusted by users, context-aware
systems must be perceived as reliable, which can be achieved with predictable and
consistent behavior. Following the principle of least astonishment, context-aware sys- Reasoning predictabil-

ity and consistency.tems should aim to consistently match the user’s expectations and preferences. At the
same time, reasoning results should be explainable to the user [72]. e reasoning Intelligibility and

credibility.process must be intelligible and understandable to ensure that reasoning results are
perceived as credible by the user [239].
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erefore, we propose to align the reasoning process with the user’s privacy deci-
sionmaking process bymodeling it aer Altman’s privacy regulation process [57] and
the privacy metamodel outlined in Section 3.4. Furthermore, the reasoning process
and its outcome must be accompanied with intelligible explanations that can be pre-
sented to the user [399, 413], e.g., by reducing the complexity of rules constituting the
user model [162].

Adaptability and extensibility

In order to cope with the ubiquity and heterogeneity of ubicomp systems, the PDE
must be able to operate under the open world assumption. It must be able to pro-
vide meaningful decision support in previously unknown situations and dynamically
adapt to such new situations. Furthermore, knowledge in the user model may be in-Adaptation to

new situations. complete for certain context changes and situations, which may make it difficult to
provide reliable recommendations for certain context changes. In such cases, the pri-
vacy decision engine must still remain functional and adequately convey uncertainty
to the user.

e user model must be extensible in order to accommodate new situations and
adapt to the individual users over time by integrating explicit and implicit user feed-
back. Furthermore, in order to ensure intelligibility of the reasoning process and itsExtensibility of

the user model. results, the user must be able to inspect and adjust the user model. us, rigid models
andmachine learningmethods requiring offline training or blackbox learning are less
suitable for the privacy decision engine.

Continuous operation

Abowd and Mynatt [31] pointed out, and we discussed in Section 2.2, that a major
characteristic of ubicomp systems is continuous operation, which also poses demands
on the privacy reasoning process. For instance given a context change, the PDE may
need to anticipate future context changes in order to prevent infringing situations
before they occur. For example in the collaborative calendar display use case (see
Sec. 4.4.2), private appointments must be hidden from the display when a new entity
is detected and before observation channels to the calendar display can be established.When to make

privacy decisions. us, when to make privacy decisions becomes a critical aspect of the reasoning pro-
cess.

Similarly, the PDE must carefully consider when to actively involve the user in de-
cision making. On the one hand, the system should not alienate the user with unex-
pected autonomous actions; on the other hand, the system should not annoy the user.Provide support with-

out being obtrusive. ecrucial issue is to develop a system that provides supports without being obtrusive
or overwhelming [72].

Furthermore, continuous operation requires that learning is integrated with nor-
mal online operation. Considering the subjective and fluid nature of privacy prefer-
ences, the user model requires continuous maintenance [72] to account for changesContinuous

maintenance of
the user model.

in preferences, include new preferences, and correct any wrongly learned preferences.
Ideally, the PDE also already provides some meaningful support from initial use with-
out requiring an extensive training period [72].

6.2.2 Suitability of reasoning approaches

e reasoning approach required for the PDE must address two major aspects. First,
given a usermodel and context information it must infer a suitable privacy preference.
Second, the reasoning approach must support online learning and adaptation of user
preferences.e uncertainty and intelligibility requirements formulated abovemainly
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Table 6.1: Comparison of common reasoning approaches.

probabilistic
graphical
models

fuzzy logic &
rough set
theory

rule-based
inference

case-based
reasoning

Uncertainty   H#  
Adaptability H#  H#  
Extensibility H#    
Cont. operation H# H# H#  
Intelligibility # H# H#  

# = not supported,H# = partially supported, = fully supported

apply to the reasoning process, while the adaptability and continuous operation re-
quirements, but also the intelligibility requirement, pertain to the machine learning
aspect of the reasoning approach.

In their surveys, Sadri [533] and Aztiria et al. [72] elaborate on a range of reason-
ing and machine learning methods that have been used in ambient intelligence and
ubicomp systems. In the following, we discuss the suitability of common methods in
light of the identified requirements. Table 6.1 provides a summary of the comparison.
Subsequently, we focus our comparison on the offered support for uncertainty, the
impact of eager and lazy learning approaches on adaptability, extensibility, and con-
tinuous operations, as well as the support for explanations and intelligible reasoning
results.

Reasoning with uncertainty

Many reasoning approaches can directly handle uncertainty and have been employed
to reason over uncertain context [104].Probabilistic graphicalmodels, such as Bayesian Probabilistic graphical

models.networks, Hidden Markov Models, or decision trees, are commonly employed for
classification tasks based on uncertain input [367]. Bayesian networks are particu-
larly well suited for representing conditional probabilities and are frequently used to
derive higher level context by combining uncertain information from multiple sen-
sors [104]. In Hidden Markov Models, states are not directly observed but associated
with observable evidence, which makes them suitable for prediction [104]. Dempster-
Shafer theory is a similar method based on the combination of beliefs in evidence
from multiple sources [104]. Tschantz et al. [619] use Markov decision processes to
predict if an action supports or contradicts a specific privacy purpose.

Fuzzy logic and rough set theory take a different approach. Confidence values are Fuzzy logic and rough-
set theory.replaced by degrees of membership in multiple fuzzy sets or rough sets in order to

better capture imprecise notions and vagueness [529], e.g., in subjective perception of
context [104] and representation of user preferences as fuzzy rules [72].

Probabilistic and fuzzy classification techniques can be combined with other rea-
soning approaches. For example, Zhang et al. [659, 660] use rough set theory in a Hybrid approaches.
system with group-based privacy policies to determine group membership of entities
based on the user’s interaction history. Augusto et al. [69] combine rule-based infer-
ence with evidential reasoning for situation and activity detection in smart homes.

Eager versus lazy learning

e reasoning methods discussed above all require a certain model to interpret and
classify input. ese models must be either specified by experts or learned by the
reasoning engines. Russell and Norvig [529] distinguish multiple types of machine
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learning. Unsupervised learning methods, such as clustering, learn from input with-Eager ma-
chine learning. out explicit feedback about the correctness of the outcome. Supervised learning uses

examples that give both input and expected output to train a model. Many classifiers
require supervised learning to train a model. Semi-supervised learning requires only
some labeled examples and a majority of unlabeled examples to obtain a model. Rein-
forcement learning uses positive or negative cues to determine if a decision was good
or bad. It can be combined with any other learning method [72].

Instance-based learning methods, such as case-based reasoning (CBR), evaluate spe-Lazy ma-
chine learning. cific instances in the reasoning process rather than training a model. ey are also

known as lazy learners, in contrast to the eager learning methods discussed before.
e advantage of lazy learners is that they only handle types of problems that actually
occur in practice, while eager learners must account for all potential problems in ad-
vance [398]. Providing a comprehensive a priori model of a user’s individual privacy
preferences is difficult due to the subjective nature of preferences and the desired open
world property to account for the explosion in potential context situations. New situa-
tions would be classified as abnormal in an eager learning approachwith a pre-trained
model, such as a decision tree [72]. Sadri [533] notes that decision trees work best if
the set of possible outcomes is small, which is not the case with potentially complex
privacy preferences.

us, a lazy learning approach like CBR seems preferable. CBR is based on the
concept of utilizing specific knowledge from previous experiences, e.g., context situ-
ations, for decision making rather than making only associations based on general-
ized knowledge [27]. CBR is an incremental learning approach, which increases the
quality of reasoning results by retaining experiences as cases that reflect what actually
happened and what decisions were successful [398]. e incremental nature allows
to start with a small set of seed cases, which is especially useful in domains that are
not fully understood [368]. CBR is more of a reasoning methodology than a specific
algorithm and can therefore be combined with other reasoning approaches [398, 27].
Francis [241] compared CBR and rules learning with regard to their susceptibilityUtility problem.
to the utility problem, which describes the issue that a learning approach attempts to
improve performance by acquiring additional knowledge, but actually decreases per-
formance in the process. ey find that CBR is more resistant to the utility problem.
While large case bases increase the required retrieval time, the overall impact is less
pronounced than the time required for adaptation and conflict resolution of rule sets
with similar complexity.

Explanation of results

Reasoning results must be understandable to the user. If possible, users should also be
able to adapt the model according to their preferences. Probabilistic graphical mod-
els have the disadvantage that the assigned probabilities and weights are not easy to
interpret by the user [72]. Decision trees are more intelligible, due to their hierar-
chical structure [72]. However, neither approach is easily adaptable by the user as
the implications of changing trained probabilities are oen not clear. us, a suitable
reasoning approach should be able to provide meaningful explanations for reason-
ing results. Rule-based approaches can provide executed rules as explanations [398].
Rules can also be easily adapted by the user [72], as they commonly follow the event-
condition-action paradigm, i.e., when an event occurs and a conditions holds true a
specific action should be performed [533].

Fuzzy logic approaches also facilitate explanation [261], as membership functions
are based on concepts rather than numeric intervals. Yet, the inherent concept of fuzzi-
ness that something can be part of multiple, potentially contradicting sets, may be
difficult to comprehend. Ontological reasoning approaches have the advantage that
they can provide explanations on a semantic level, but also require a rich semantic
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model of the domain to do so. CBR has the advantage that its reasoning process is
modeled aer a cognitive decision making process, in which solutions from previous
experiences are reused and adapted to the current problem [27]. Leake [398] notes
that CBR results are therefore more explainable than inductive learning systems and
that explanations are more flexible than those of rule-based systems. Concerning the
adaptation and definition of preferences, users are also better at selecting preferences
in a specific situation than formulating accurate preferences in advance, e.g., as rules
(see Section 3.5.4).

6.3 Privacy Reasoning with Case-Based Reasoning

Case-based reasoning emerged from the discussion in the previous section and the
summary in Table 6.1 as a reasoning approach that aligns well with the identified
requirements. e fact that case-based reasoning is inspired by and modeled aer
human reasoning and memory organization processes [641] makes it particularly
suitable for reasoning about privacy preferences. Individual preferences can be eas-
ily taken into consideration and outcomes of the reasoning process can be explained
to the user. CBR is a lazy explanation-based learning approach [529], which retains Lazy explanation-

based learning.previous experiences as individual cases and directly considers explanation as part
of the reasoning process. While learning in CBR is theoretically open-ended, practi-
cal CBR approaches can be limited in the number of retained cases in order to meet
storage and memory constraints of the respective host platform or device.

erefore, the subsequently proposed privacy decision engine uses CBR. Before
describing the PDE in detail, we first give a more extensive introduction to CBR and
discuss related work on CBR in relation to ubicomp and privacy. ese discussions
provide the context for the PDE’s conceptual approach and associated design choices.

6.3.1 Case-based reasoning

Case-based reasoning is a methodology for both reasoning and learning [368], which
places a strong emphasis on the role of episodic memory in reasoning processes [27].
CBRoriginated fromSchank’s theory of dynamicmemory [541]. Inspired by analogical Analogical reason-

ing and dynamic
memory.

reasoning, Schank developed the concept of episodic memory organization packets
(MOPs) as knowledge containers and also considered the dynamic generalization of
such episodes as norms [27].

According to Watson and Marir [641], the development of CBR was motivated by
a frustration with rule-based expert systems, which required extensive prior model-
ing of a domain, resulting in rigid knowledge representations. In contrast, CBR uses
previous episodes—the cases—rather than generalized rules as the primary represen-
tation of knowledge [398]. Leake states that the basic idea of CBR is to “learn from Episodic knowledge.
experiences to exploit prior success and avoid prior failures” [398]. us, rather than Exploit prior success,

avoid prior failures.requiring the definition of an explicit and exhaustive domain model, a case-based
reasoner only requires the prior identification of salient features that define a case in
the respective domain. A case-based reasoner can then dynamically acquire knowl-
edge by learning new cases [641]. e reasoning process of CBR entails the extraction Model problem,

search similar cases,
adapt solution.

of that set of significant features from the input problem, searching for prior cases
with similar problem characteristics, and transforming their solutions to match the
new circumstances [398].

is reasoning approach is inspired by human reasoning and memory organiza- Cognitive plausibility
of CBR.tion, and there is ample evidence indicating that reasoning by reuse of previous ex-

periences is frequently applied in human problem solving [27]. In their surveys on
CBR, Kolodner [368], Leake [398], and Aamodt and Plaza [27] provide overviews
on respective studies that investigated the plausibility of CBR with respect to cogni-
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Figure 6.1: The general cycle of case-based reasoning according to Aamodt and Plaza [27]. The
case representation consists of a problem description and a solution. Similar cases are retrieved
from the case base or general knowledge (case retrieval). The solutions of retrieved cases are
reused and adapted to the current problem (case reuse and adaptation). After application, the
case is revised based on feedback (case validation and revision) and retained as a learned case
(case retention).

tive processes. Case-based reasoning is based on a number of assumptions about the
world [368, 398], which exploit the relationship between the similarity of problem de-Assumptions

about problem and
solution similarities.

scriptions and the similarity of problem solutions [398]:

Regularity. Problems defined by the same conditions tend to have similar solutions.

Typicality. Problems and experiences tend to reoccur.

Consistency. Small problem variations require only small changes in interpretation.

Adaptability. Small problem variations can be compensated by adapting the solution.

e learning aspect of case-based reasoning is characterized by accumulating casesLearning in CBR.
over time and indexing them for efficient retrieval [368]. When a problem has been
solved successfully, its solution can be retained as a new case [27].While CBR can also
detect when cases are sufficiently similar to require generalization, learning from ex-
perience and examples is typically favored over generalization [368, 27]. us, CBR is
a lazy learningmethod [276], in contrast to eager learners, such as neural networks, re-
quiring training data to obtain a generalized model prior to use. An effective CBR rea-
soner should be able to provide meaningful results with a relatively small initial case
base and improve its competence over time by acquiring more knowledge through
use [27].

Case-based reasoning typically follows a general process called the CBR cycle [27].CBR cycle.
Figure 6.1 gives an overview of the CBR cycle and its four tasks based on the descrip-
tion by Aamodt and Plaza [27]. Cases are first retrieved from the knowledge base.
Cases are selected for reuse and adapted to variations in the current problem. Appli-
cation of a case is evaluated for success. e case is potentially revised and retained
in the knowledge base. Subsequently, we discuss the main aspects of the CBR cycle in
detail.

Case representation

A case commonly consists of two parts: a problem description and a solution that ap-
plies to the problem. e problem description facilitates case retrieval and similarityProblem description.
matching; it reflects the state of the world when the problem represented by the case
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occurred [641]. Additional metadata provides retrieval statistics for prioritizing and
pruning cases in the retrieval process [641]. e solution part states the solution that Case solution.
has been applied to the respective problem. It may also contain a description of the
expected outcome when applying the solution to the problem [641]. Cases are stored Expected outcome.
in a knowledge base, also called case base or case memory [27].

Case retrieval

Given a problem as input, the CBR engine must first retrieve similar cases from its
knowledge base. Retrieval typically consists of the subtasks feature identification, ini-
tial search, similarity matching, and case selection [27].

e relevant features of the given problem must be identified and formulated as a Feature identification.
problem description for the new case. According to Aamodt and Plaza [27], this re-
quires understanding the problem within its domain context in order to determine
the relevance of problem features and filter out noisy problem descriptors. Incom-
plete or missing problem descriptors can potentially be resolved at this stage already
by inferring them from similar cases in the knowledge base or asking the user to pro-
vide unknown information, e.g., to specify the role or group membership of another
person.

Before comparing the new case’s problem description with existing cases, the so- Initial search.
lution space can oen be reduced by using the problem descriptors as indices for
searching plausible candidates in the knowledge base [27]. Such preselection of plau-
sible cases makes retrieval more efficient, because the new case needs to be tested for
similarity on a feature level with fewer existing cases.

e new case is then compared to existing cases—either all existing cases or a plau- Similarity matching.
sible subset—in a similaritymatching step. Cases can bematched based on syntactical
or semantic similarities. Syntactic matching can be applied to individual problem de- Syntactic matching.
scriptors and requires no domain knowledge, which makes it suitable for domains
where such knowledge is difficult to acquire [27]. However, Kolodner [368] cautions
against using only similarity metrics based on surface features of cases, as cases may
share derivable features not apparent from single descriptors, e.g., a ratio of two fea-
tures may indicate similarity between cases, while comparison of the features alone
may not reveal that similarity. Semantic matching, on the other hand, requires exten- Semantic matching.
sive general domain knowledge, but is also potentially able to produce explanations
about why and how strongly cases match [581]. CBR with semantic matching is also
referred to as knowledge-intensive CBR [27] or explanation-driven CBR [581]. e
similarity matching task can also directly take adaptability into account, i.e., cases are
not only matched based on problem similarity but also on how well their solution
can be adapted to the new problem [113]. Cunningham [179] provides a taxonomy
of similarity metrics for CBR.

e retrieval phase ends with the selection of the best candidate case from the set of Case selection.
most similar cases. Aamodt and Plaza [27] point out that this should be accompanied
by a closer evaluation of the set of returned cases, involving the generation of expected
consequences for each retrieved case, as well as the generation of explanations justify-
ing non-identical features. e result should be similar cases ranked according to the
strength of their explanation for being similar with the new problem or another suit-
able ranking criteria. e most similar case can be selected to produce a solution in
the reuse task. Note that it is also possible to retrieve multiple cases and find solutions
for them in parallel and then select a case based on the best fitting solution [484].

Case reuse and adaptation

Once the most suitable case for the current problem has been selected, the solution
of that case is reused to address the current problem. For this purpose, salient differ- Solution reuse.
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ences in the problem descriptions of the retrieved case and the current problem must
be identified to determine how the solution can be transferred to the new case [27].
If differences between the cases can be abstracted away, the solution can be reused
directly and copied to the new case; if the differences are more substantial, the solu-
tion must be adapted accordingly [27]. Kolodner [368] notes that whether the focusSolution adaptation.
is placed on reuse or adaptation depends on the goals of the reasoner.

Effective adaptation requires knowledge of possible adaptation operations andmeans
to select themost fitting one for the specific problem [398]. Aamodt and Plaza [27] dis-
tinguish transformational reuse and derivational reuse as major approaches towards
adaptation. Transformational reuse aims to reuse the solution of the existing case byTransforma-

tional reuse. transforming it into a solution fitting the new problem. A domain-dependent model
is required, which consists of transformation operators that are applied to the old so-
lution to transform it into an appropriate solution for the new case. Operators must
be associated with detected differences between current and retrieved cases [27]. Ac-
cording to Watson and Marir [641], structural parameters in the problem description
are typically compared in order to modify the solution into the right direction.

Rather than adapting the solution of an existing case to the current problem, deriva-Derivational reuse.
tional reuse focuses on reusing themethod that constructed the solution for that exist-
ing case [27]. us, a case’s solution part should contain information on the methods
that have been used to obtain a solution, how the choice of operators has been justified,
or what alternatives have failed. e retrieved solution method is then re-instantiated
with the features of the new problem to obtain a fitting solution. Practical variants of
this approach use recorded derivation traces to create solutions for new cases [641,
398]. Derivational reuse provides increased flexibility due to the focus on how a suit-
able solution can be achieved rather than prescribing an exact solution [398].

In general, successful adaptation requires a theory or model of how to adapt exist-
ing solutions to a new case [398]. However, Leake [398] points out that even if no
adequate adaptation can be found, solutions of retrieved cases can be proposed toManual adapta-

tion by the user. the user for selection or manual adaptation. e user’s manual adaptation process
can then be stored to automate future adaptation of similar cases. Another approach
for decreasing difficulty of adaptation is to already favor more adaptable cases in the
retrieval process [398]. Leake [398] sees the indexing and similarity aspects of the
retrieval process as proxies for adaptability, which can be tightly integrated with the
adaptation process itself.

Case validation and revision

Aer a case has been selected for reuse and the solution has been adapted, it is typi-
cally applied to the problem. e applicability of the solution to the problem is then
evaluated to determine its success [27]. Feedback about the application can be gainedFeedback-based

validation. by observing its outcome and comparing it to the expectations generated for this case
or a domain model, as well as user feedback, e.g., the user rating the solution’s util-
ity [27].

e evaluation of the applied solution enables CBR to learn from success but also
provides the opportunity to learn from failure [27], as failed solutions can be inte-
grated into the case base as negative cases with the goal of avoiding their solutions for
similar problems in the future. As an alternative, a failed solution or incorrect parts
of it can be revised based on evaluation feedback. Aamodt and Plaza [27] distinguishSolution revision.
between self-repair and user-repair as methods for case revision. In self-repair strate-
gies, the CBR engine autonomously compensates faults in the solution, which requires
domain-specific causal knowledge [27]. User-repair strategies provide opportunities
for users to inspect and adjust solutions. Depending on the strategy, users either have
to engage with those opportunities on their own account or are explicitly asked to
repair specific faults.
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Case retention

Learning in CBR is based on the principal idea that parts of a previous experience
are likely useful for future problem solving [27]. us, the problem and solution pair
representing a previous experience should be used to extend the domain theory em- Extend domain theory

with experiences.bodied in the case base [541, 398]. e case retention task focuses on updating the
knowledge base by either integrating a new case or adjusting existing cases based on
the current experience. Whatever is useful of the new case should be integrated into
the case base, thus, the relevant problem descriptors, solution parts, the strategic rea-
soning path, and explanations must be extracted from the current experience [27].
Leake [398] suggests to further pre-process solutions as part of the retention process
to facilitate later adaptation to similar problems.

As mentioned in relation to the validation and revision step, it is also beneficial to Also learn from
failures.learn from reasoning failures in order to avoid similar failures in the future. Failed

solutions can be retained as separate failure cases or as part of cases containing suc-
cessful and failed solutions.

Integration of the learned knowledge into the case base also requires indexing of
the new case for efficient retrieval. According to Watson and Marir [641], the search Update search index.
index should be predictive of a case’s relevance, be abstract enough to encompass fu-
ture use of the case and extension of the case base, yet be specific enough to facilitate
accurate retrieval of a case. Integration of a new case also entails modification of the
indexing of existing cases to better reflect similarities or differences between cases.
Reinforcement learning can be used to favor successful solutions [541]. For example, Reinforcement

learning.the index strength and importance of problem features of a case should be adjusted
based on the success or failure of applying the case to other problems [27]. When an
existing case has been successfully reused for a new problem, the existing case can
also be generalized to subsume both problem descriptions [27]. us, CBR can also Case generalization.
be used to derive general knowledge about the domain from cases [27] in an inductive
learning process [641].

Integration of general knowledge

Cases reflect episodic and experiential knowledge about a domain, they are the core
of case-based reasoning. However, general domain knowledge, codified in domain
models or rule sets, can support the CBR reasoning process by facilitating efficient Supporting CBR with

general knowledge.case retrieval, meaningful adaptation, generation of explanations, and repair of solu-
tions [27]. erefore, most CBR approaches combine episodic knowledge from cases
with general domain knowledge. For example, CBR can be combined with heuristic
rule sets or models to provide fallback knowledge when no cases are available for a
problem [398]. us, while case knowledge is deemed more accurate and detailed,
such a CBR system can still provide useful recommendations and solution sugges-
tions when the current problem does not match any existing cases or if the case base
is initially empty.

e category-exemplar model is an approach that assigns individual cases to cate- Category-exemplar
model.gories based on the relevance of their problem features [641, 27]. Each category can

be further associated with generic solution strategies, either generalized from cases of
that category or pre-determined. In Schank’s dynamic memory model [541], gener-
alized cases are used as an index structure for case retrieval. General-domain knowl-
edge can also be further integrated with case retrieval by representing it as generalized
cases. For example, a case base can be initialized with seed cases that provide even cov-
erage of the problem domain by using generalized problem descriptions and coarse
solutions to address problems most likely to encounter in reasoning [368, 484].
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Applying CBR to a domain

When considering the application of CBR to a problem domain, such as privacy rea-
soning in ubicomp, the domain must exhibit certain characteristics to facilitate appli-
cation. Due to the episodic nature of CBR, the domain must exhibit a certain regu-
larity, problems need to reoccur to some extent, and there must be some degree of
consistency in solutions. Good indicators for the suitability of CBR are if records ofTarget domain

must fulfill CBR
assumptions.

previously solved problems exist or are worth preserving in a domain, and if special-
ists tend to talk about the domain by giving examples [484]. Both aspects hold true
for privacy decision making, which is dominated by previous experiences [481] and
a tendency to express preferences in relation to such experiences [532]. Furthermore,
CBR is particularly suitable for reasoning in domains that are not fully understood or
difficult to model comprehensively [368].

In order to obtain a coherent reasoning approach, the design of a CBR engine must
address each of the tasks of the CBR cycle, as well as consider the organization of
knowledge in the light of the application domain [27].

Knowledge representation and organization requires decisions about how to rep-
resent cases, how to index cases for efficient retrieval, how to structure relationships
between cases, and how to integrate the case base with general knowledge about the
domain [641, 27]. It is important to choose problem descriptors and indexes that sup-
port efficient retrieval of useful cases—even in massive case bases [641]—and facili-
tate future expansion and evolution of the case base [484].

Finding efficient similarity measures is directly linked to representation and index-
ing of cases [27]. Both require a sound understanding of the problem domain [484]. A
commonly employed approach for similarity matching is k-nearest neighbor cluster-
ing (k-NN) [484], in which a weighted sum of case features is used to compare cases.
Other approaches are induction with decision trees, knowledge-guided induction, or
template retrieval [641].

A further challenge is the development of suitable adaptation methods [27]. Adap-
tation knowledge must cover which aspects of a solution to adapt, what constitutes
a reasonable change, and how to apply those changes to the solution [398]. Devel-
opment of adaptation methods requires knowledge about how differences in prob-
lems affect solutions in the application domain [484, 398]. Adaptation oen relies on
domain-specific adaptation heuristics [641] or rule sets [398], which are defined as
part of general knowledge. Feedback mechanisms to evaluate and revise applied so-
lutions must also be tailored to the specific domain [27]. Learning cases must ensure
meaningful extraction of knowledge from an experience into a case and the efficient
integration of that case into the knowledge base [27].

6.3.2 Related work

In the following, we give a brief overview on how CBR has been employed in relation
to context awareness in the ubicomp domain, and what particular challenges arise for
CBR from the ubicomp characteristics introduced in Section 2.2. We further discuss
a comparatively small number of proposals on using CBR for privacy reasoning.

Case-based reasoning in ubiquitous computing

Case-based reasoning iswell suited for context-aware reasoning [363], because context-
triggered actions of a ubicomp system can oen be based on previous situations. Fur-
thermore, case learning can refine and personalize the operation of a ubicomp system,
such as a smart home, over time [399]. A number of successful application examples
exist, which show the viability of CBR in the ubicomp domain.
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Zimmermann [661] utilizes a context-aware CBR engine for a sound installation
in a museum. e installation dynamically adapts to the location and head posture Context-aware CBR.
of visitors. Based on a visitor’s individual interests, the system adjusts the amount of
information provided for specific paintings. Visitors with similar interests are also
matched and notified when close to each other. eir interests are modeled based on
their spatiotemporal behavior patterns, such as how much time has been spent look-
ing at a particular painting, and matched against a case base of previous visitors to
determine proper adaptation. Kofod-Petersen and Aamodt [365] use context-based
CBR to categorize situations in mobile environments and provide context-aware rec-
ommendations. For example based on time of day and the user’s eating habit, the
system could detect that the user must be hungry and suggest restaurants close by.
ey use periodic snapshots of a context model to initiate the CBR cycle. eir cases
consist of a situation description, a problem associated with that situation, and the so-
lution constructed by application agents. In theMyCampus information system [531],
CBR is used to learn context-sensitivemessage filtering preferences of users. Cases are
matched based on the type of message, the sender, the user’s activity derived from cal-
endar data, the user’s location, and weather information. e system learns by storing
user feedback with specific messages.

AmICREEK employs knowledge-intensive CBR in a hospital setting to achieve sit-
uational awareness [366, 363].When certain groups of people, such as doctors, nurses, CBR for situational

awareness.or patients, gather in locations in the hospital, the system’s goal is to determine the
purpose of the meeting with CBR and trigger category-specific actions to support the
meeting. Cases and general domain knowledge are embedded in a semantic knowl-
edge model [363]. Cases are associated with goals, which can be achieved with a se-
quence of tasks modeled as general knowledge.

Kofod-Petersen [364] and Leake et al. [399] discuss challenges of context-aware Challenges for CBR in
ubicomp.CBR in ubicomp environments. Leake et al. [399] note that capturing relevant con-

text for reasoning can be challenging as it may not be clear what the relevant features
are. Knowledge-intensive approaches, on the other hand, require modeling of a well
understood domain, e.g., the hospital ward setting of AmICREEK [366]. Amajor chal-
lenge is handling potentially massive case bases. Continuous context features, such as
time or location traces, have the potential to create a large number of cases at run-
time [364]. is issue is closely related to the question with what frequency the CBR
cycle should be initiated in order to create a manageable number of cases without
missing relevant context changes [364]. A basic approach is to periodically capture
snapshots of the context as situations [365, 661]. Heuristics or pattern matching can
also be used to determine when the context is sufficiently dissimilar to warrant a con-
text change [364]. Galushka et al. [245] propose the extension of the CBR cycle with
an episode discovery process for this purpose. Episode discovery transforms heteroge-
nous context information into a simpler format based on which it is determined if the
discovered episode is still part of an ongoing situation or constitutes a context change.
Our privacy context model proposed in Chapter 5 serves this purpose. e PCM is
an abstraction layer that filters out irrelevant context changes. Context changes in the
PCM constitute privacy-relevant events that should trigger the reasoning process of
the PDE.

Other approaches for keeping a case base manageable are the removal of cases that
are no longer useful, as well as generalizing cases into prototypical cases [364]. On Addressing constraints

on mobile devices.mobile devices, the problem of potentially large case bases can be either addressed by
restricting the size of the case base or by off-loading episodic cases and the process of
generalizing them to a server or cloud service, and only keeping a smaller number of
already generalized cases on the device for reasoning [365].

Similaritymetrics for context-aware CBR depend on the chosen contextmodel.Ma Multi-level similarity
metrics.et al. [424] suggestmulti-level similarity metrics that compare similarity between cases
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based on specific context features, mid-level aggregation of low level attribute simi-
larity, and global similarity scores. Retrieval can be further optimized by leveraging
the inherent relations between context situations. Zimmermann [661] suggests thatLeveraging re-

lations between
context situations.

two cases with similar history likely have similar future. erefore, he links context
snapshots with their predecessors and successors in order to expedite prediction. In a
similar approach, Nguyen et al. [459] use time and present persons as salient context
features for determining close cases to be considered in similarity matching. Nwiabu
et al. [468] create links between cases to reflect temporal evolution of situations, dif-
ferent levels of generalization, and differences between cases on the same level. e
links are annotated with the differences between the connected cases to expedite the
search process.

Especially in critical support systems, e.g., for ambient assisted living, continuously
operating CBR engines must rapidly estimate the severity of a situation [399]. us,
time consuming adaptation steps may have to be postponed in favor of quick appli-Time-critical

reasoning. cation of parts of an existing solution. Leake et al. give the example of detecting a fire
outbreak, in which case the system should immediately activate the sprinkler system
before deciding on how to contact the fire department or family members.

A challenge for CBR that also persists in the ubicomp domain is the initializationInitialization
of case base. of the case base [364]. Leake et al. [399] suggest initial reasoning based on general-

ized schemas or having experts manually identify prototypical or critical events corre-
sponding to regular activities and behaviors that the system should be able to handle.
ey further point out that context-aware systems could initially observe the user’s
actions to learn from them. Kofod-Petersen [364] argues that capturing preference
sets in user stereotypes by following Rich’s theory of user modeling [520] can shorten
the initial learning period. He argues that using stereotypes is preferable over purely
learning over time. Leake et al. [399] further note that case bases in ubicomp systems
must accommodate personalization for multiple individual users. erefore, a prob-
lem may have multiple solutions rather than one, depending on the individual user
and the context situation.

A crucial part of learning is validating the correctness of the selected case and the
applied solution. Context-aware systems can guide the retention step either by ask-Case validation.
ing the user explicitly or by observing user behavior and context changes in order to
determine if they correspond to the system’s expectation associated with the applied
solution [364]. is requires the abilities to represent temporal relations and to make
predictions about solution outcomes [326, 364]. However, Leake et al. [399] caution
that incorrect recommendations can also be caused by hidden context not known to
the system, which can potentially complicate learning and prediction accuracy.

Case-based reasoning with privacy preferences

While CBR has been successfully used in ubicomp and ambient intelligence appli-
cations, privacy approaches based on CBR have been primarily focused on privacy
preferences in relation to websites and location sharing so far. Some of the following
proposals have already been discussed as part of the state of the art in Section 3.5.Here,
we focus explicitly on how they utilize CBR to reason about privacy preferences.

Wu [656] proposes an adaptive privacy management system for location sharing
in distributed systems, which basically uses a simplistic variant of CBR. IncomingSimplistic vari-

ants of CBR. location requests are matched against rule sets. For exact matches, the disclosure set-
ting is reused, otherwise the user is asked to specify a new disclosure rule for this
request. us, the system elicits and learns the user’s privacy preferences in context
of requests. In a similar approach, Bünnig [134] supports context-aware privacy de-
cisions in collaborative work tasks on tabletops. ey use k-nearest neighbor search
(k-NN) to retrieve the best fitting preference for the current context [135]. Solutions
are not adapted before reuse in their approach.
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Saleh et al. [535] use CBR to adapt the privacy settings of users to the context of
their online activity. For this purpose, they compare current activity to previous ac-
tivities and reuse associated privacy preferences. eir CBR engine is implemented
as a browser plugin. When a user wants to access a website, the user’s context and
the website’s P3P policy are used as a problem description. eir user context con-
sists of the transaction type (e.g., e-commerce), the current time to infer user activity,
and the user’s current location. e current case is compared to all known cases with
the nearest neighbor method. Similarity is determined by a weighted matching func-
tion and a similarity threshold. If the case can be matched, the solution part states
the user’s binary preference for visiting this website, which either means the website
visit continues without interruption or the user is informed that the website’s P3P pol-
icy violates the user’s contextual preference. Otherwise partially matching cases with CBR with binary

privacy preferences.highlighted unmatched parts are presented to the user asking her to pick a case or
create a new one by stating a new preference. is interaction with the user implicitly
includes validation of the case and lets the user decide whether the case is retained.
A set of hand-craed cases covering general situations serves as seed cases. eir ap-
proach employs CBR in a straightforward but limited manner. Case retrieval is not
supported by any indexing, the user’s privacy preferences are binary yes/no decisions,
and solutions of retrieved cases are not adapted by the reasoner.

PeopleFinder [170, 353, 532] makes suggestions for incremental changes to user-
specified location disclosure preferences based on the user’s feedback.ey argue that
incremental changes are more intelligible than suggesting completely new rules and
highlight the importance of working with a model that both, the reasoning engine
and the user, can freely adjust [353]. PeopleFinder has been implemented with dif-
ferent learning approaches, including CBR [532, 170]. e CBR variant uses a k-NN
approach for similarity matching in which the k most similar cases determine if the
location is disclosed or not in a majority vote. eir description lacks further details CBR with majority

voting.about the CBR variant. In the Copernik framework, Coutand [172] adapts the CBR
cycle for contextual personalization of applications. While privacy adaptation is not
the main focus, privacy is specified as a requirement when sharing context informa-
tion.e proposed case representation is very generic. Context information is used as
the problem description and “any piece of information required to specify the way the
application has to be adapted” [172, p. 78] as the solution part. Solutions are reused
when an exact matching case can be retrieved, within tolerance thresholds for con-
tinuous context features, such as temperature. Similar cases are retrieved with hier-
archical clustering. If multiple cases are similar, majority voting is used to determine
the most common solution parts, which are then reused. Retrieval is not supported
by further indexing and context information is assumed to be always complete and
accurate, which contradicts the requirement of being able to handle uncertainty.

Tøndel et al. [612, 613, 99] use CBR to learn a user’s privacy preferences in rela-
tion to P3P policies of websites. eir CBR-based privacy agent divides a P3P policy
into multiple cases representing its Data parts and compares them to the case base
to determine if the user may accept the policy or not [612]. A case’s problem part is
defined by a website’s P3P policy and its URL [99]. ey also suggest to include addi-
tional context information, such as location, time of day, the user’s current role, the
service provider, and the type of service [612]. However, the case solution only states
whether the user accepts the respective data handling practice or not, which is used
the same way as in Saleh et al.’s approach [535].e case base is built up when the user
visits websites without upfront specification of preferences, an extension with general
knowledge has been suggested but not implemented yet [99]. Case retrieval is based
on k-NN, whereby similarity is determined locally for individual data handling parts
of a policy and globally for the whole policy [612]. Data type similarity is based on an
ontological metric. All retrieved similar cases are split into groups according to their
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recommendation (accept/reject policy). Intra-group and intergroup similarity factor
into the resulting confidence score for the outcome of a majority vote [99]. e result-
ing recommendation is presented to the user together with the associated confidence
score and an explanation for usedweighting factors [99].ey further suggest to query
a community portal for typical preferences if the confidence score is too low [99, 613],
e.g., because no similar case could be found. e user can provide feedback to the rec-
ommendation to validate cases before retention and prevent exceptions from being
retained as preference, e.g., when accepting an unfavorable privacy policy for a highly
needed service [613]. Børseth [114] extends Tøndel et al.’s retrieval method by using
fuzzy logic for policy comparison in order to better reflect subjective and impreciseSimilarity matching

with fuzzy logic. weighting of problem features. He defines fuzzy set membership functions to assess
the importance of problem features and the overall similarity as similar, not similar,
and unclear.

In summary, while some proposals exist that use CBR for reasoning about privacy
preferences, CBR is predominantly utilized only in a very basic manner. Privacy pref-
erences are oen reduced to accepting or rejecting a website’s privacy policy, without
consideration of more complex privacy preferences of the user. Similarly, adaptation
of a case’s solution is rudimentary in most proposals and explicit interaction is re-
quired for case validation.

6.3.3 Privacy reasoning process

We propose a privacy decision engine that leverages case-based reasoning to effec-
tively determine the user’s privacy preference for a given situation. Because the CBR
cycle aligns well with cognitive decision processes, it is more suitable for providing
intelligible context-aware decision support and privacy adaptation than probabilistic
graphical models or rule-based solutions. With CBR, both, the elicitation of privacy
preferences, as well as the reasoning about them, occur in the situation to which they
apply. us, otherwise abstract privacy implications can be made apparent immedi-
ately, and the focus on the current situation facilitates a reduction in complexity in
terms of privacy-sensitive items and context features that need to be considered in a
user’s privacy preference.

In our PDE, the problempart of a case is defined by a specific context situation and aPrivacy case
representation. case’s solution part provides the user’s individual privacy preference for this situation.

Privacy preferences are inherently coupled with context, as defined by the privacy
context model. A privacy preference either approves of the privacy configuration in
the case’s situation, i.e., which entities have what kind of channels to privacy-sensitive
items, or disagrees with it. In the first case, no privacy adaptation is required. In the lat-
ter case, privacy adaptation and respective privacy configuration changes are required
that widen or tighten privacy settings according to a case’s privacy preference. us,
the process of privacy adaptation results in changes to the context situation by chang-
ing the current privacy configuration. Hence, we argue that the privacy configuration,Privacy adaptation

changes context. and the associated privacy preference, can be viewed as the preferred outcome of a set
of context transformations. is outcome can be expressed through a respective expec-
tation concerning the resulting situation and potentially a sequence of transformative
actions to achieve it, if such an action trace is available. In Section 6.4, we provide fur-
ther details on the representation of privacy preference knowledge in the user model.

In contrast to CBR engines used in expert systems, the PDE is supposed to operateLeveraging tempo-
ral knowledge of
context changes.

continuously, which has the advantage that the PDE can leverage temporal knowl-
edge of context changes in order to guide adaptation of retrieved preferences to the
current situation. Specifically, the analysis of privacy implications of context changesPreference adap-

tation instead
of simple reuse.

presented in Section 5.5 facilitates meaningful preference adaptation and privacy pol-
icy derivation that go beyond reuse proposals in related work. We further propose
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Figure 6.2: Architecture of the privacy decision engine consisting of the user model, as well as
components for the retrieval and adaptation phase and the retention and learning phase.

means for leveraging knowledge about context changes in order to expedite the search
for similar cases and ensure scalability even for large case bases.

Furthermore, the PDE integrates experiential and general knowledge about privacy
preferences in the retrieval process to also provide relevant recommendations for situ- Experiential and

general preference
knowledge.

ations not encountered before.We propose the concept of privacy personality profiles
as general preference knowledge.ose profiles consist of general privacy preferences
that either reflect general preferences of the user or privacy dispositions associated
with certain personality traits of the user. A profile consists of general preference rules Privacy personality

profiles.that apply to specific context features and provide meaningful default preferences for
context situations including those features. Such generalized preferences enable the
PDE to avoid the so called cold start problem [500] of an empty case base, by providing
useful recommendations and adaptations from the beginning and learning the user’s
individual and more nuanced privacy preferences over time. Section 6.7 describes the
concept of privacy personality profiles and their integration into the reasoning process
of the PDE in more detail. In Section 6.8, we further discuss how privacy personality
profiles could be obtained based on actual privacy preferences and personality traits
of elderly people resulting from a survey conducted by us.

e PDE must balance user involvement and automation according to the individ-
ual preferences of the user to ensure that the system is not obtrusive but provides
the level of control desired by the user. erefore, the PDE supports multiple levels Level of automation.
of automation and user involvement in the decision process. e appropriate level of
automation is determined based on the confidence in the reasoning result, the user’s
individual user preferences, as well as application constraints. Furthermore, the PDE Feedback and

validation.leverages explicit and implicit feedback strategies for case validation, but also allows
the user to inspect and manipulate stored preferences, if desired.

On an architectural level, the PDE consists of two phases that may operate in par-
allel: the retrieval and adaptation phase and the retention and learning phase. Both
phases and their respective steps are shown in Figure 6.2. e retrieval process is trig- Retrieval and

adaptation phase.gered when a new context situation is detected. e situation is represented in the
PCM and used as the problem description. e initial search process can leverage
multiple indexing structures to facilitate efficient selection of potentially similar cases
and matching general preferences. Similarity matching between retrieved cases lever-
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ages k-NN with hierarchical similarity metrics on the context feature level and the
case level. Sufficiently similar cases are considered in preference adaptation, which
is guided by the generic privacy implications of the context changes leading to the
given situation. Privacy policies are then derived from the adapted preferences. Result-
ing policies can be evaluated against the expected outcome and ranked accordingly.
Depending on the confidence in the obtained policies, the user is provided with re-
spective recommendations or the most suitable policy is automatically implemented.
Strategies with varying degrees of automation and user involvement, and additional
explanations on demand, aim to make the user comfortable with dynamic privacy
adaptation activities. In Section 6.5, we address each step of the retrieval and adapta-
tion phase in detail.

e retention and learning phase begins once a policy has been selected for realiza-
tion. Depending on the similarity between the current situation and the description ofRetention and

learning phase. the selected case, the selected case is either updated to reflected the adapted preference
or a new case is created based on the current context and the adapted preference. e
solution confidence of a case is adjusted based on implicit or explicit user feedback
aer privacy preference realization. Depending on validation feedback, the solution
confidence of successful cases in increased. A case that has been explicitly selected by
the user from a set of recommendations receives a higher initial solution confidence.
Integration of new cases into the user model also requires updating of employed in-
dexing structures. Furthermore, user model maintenance is performed periodically,
inwhich highly similar cases are aggregated, stale cases are removed, and unused cases
are discounted. In Section 6.6, we elaborate on the steps of the retention and learning
phase in detail.

6.4 User Model

e purpose of the user model is to consistently represent and manage the PDE’s
knowledge concerning the preferences of an individual user.e user model provides
the PDE’s basis for privacy reasoning. is system representation of the user’s prefer-
ences strives to align as closely as possible with the user’s cognitive preferences. At the
same time, the user model must facilitate efficient retrieval of suitable privacy prefer-
ences for a given situation.

6.4.1 Types of preferences

e user model mainly contains two types of preferences: privacy preferences and rea-
soning preferences. Privacy preferences serve the main purpose of representing knowl-
edge about the user’s privacy dispositions elicited by the privacy decision engine. Rea-
soning preferences support further personalization of the reasoning process to the
individual user, e.g., by reflecting the user’s preferences concerning the level of au-
tomation of privacy decisions.

Privacy preferences

Privacy preferences are themain knowledge driving the reasoning step of the dynamic
privacy adaptation process. In our user model, privacy preferences are maintained in
relation to privacy-relevant context, based on the context features defined in the pri-
vacy context model introduced in Chapter 5. e contextualization of privacy pref-
erences facilitates situational awareness for privacy decision making, following the
theories of privacy regulation [57, 437] and contextual integrity [465], as well as our
own privacy metamodel (see Sec. 3.4).
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Our user model contains episodic and general knowledge about privacy prefer-
ences, as shown in Figure 6.2. General privacy preferences provide preference rules General privacy

preferencesassociated with specific context features, such as preferences for emergency situations,
as in the AAL use case (see Sec. 4.4.3), or for the presence of specific entities, such as
obfuscating appointments when unknown persons are present in the collaborative
calendar display use case (see Sec. 4.4.3). While general privacy preferences can be
specified explicitly by the user, such manual configuration may only cover a fraction
of potential context situations, due to the issues of context and information explosion
discussed in Section 3.3.Nevertheless, they providemeaningful preference knowledge
for context features of particular importance to the user. In Section 6.7 we discuss
how user-specified general privacy preferences can be complemented with privacy
personality profiles, which provide additional general privacy preferences that have Privacy personality

profiles.been found to be associated with the user’s personality traits or social context. Gen-
eral privacy preferences—user-specified or from privacy personality profiles—help
the privacy decision engine to avoid the cold start problem of case-based reasoning
and facilitate meaningful recommendations in previously unknown situations by pro-
viding coarse privacy preferences pertaining to at least some of the context features
in such situations.

Episodic preference knowledge is acquired during operation of the privacy deci-
sion engine and pertains to specific context situations. In contrast to general privacy
preferences, such experiential privacy preferences contain a full contextual represen- Experiential privacy

preferences.tation of the respective situation and also provide more elaborate privacy preference
information. A learned experiential privacy preference reflects the user’s specific and
detailed privacy preference for that situation when it occurred in the past. Experi-
ential privacy preferences are represented in a case structure to facilitate case-based
reasoning, which we introduce in Section 6.4.2.

Due to their expressiveness, experiential privacy preferences provide a more nu-
anced representation of the user’s privacy preference for a given situation than gen-
eral preferences. e continuous retention of new cases and maintenance of the case
base in the user model further ensure that the user model dynamically adapts to the
individual user, including to potential changes in preference. In comparison, general
privacy preferences are more static in nature and lack the situational grounding of the
experiential privacy preferences. However, they reference only specific context fea-
tures and therefore match any situation that contains the referenced values of those
features. Experiential and general privacy preferences are combined in the reasoning Reasoning with

experiential and
general privacy
preferences.

process.With case-based reasoning, cases containing experiential privacy preferences
for similar situations are retrieved. e solutions of retrieved cases are adapted to the
given situation under consideration also of general privacy preferences, which poten-
tially provide preference information for context features of the current situation that
are not present in the retrieved case. us, the solution of the resulting case oen con-
sists of a combination of preferences taken from the most similar cases and general
preference knowledge.

Reasoning preferences

Reasoning preferences enable personalization of the PDE’s operation to the individ-
ual user. While privacy preferences constitute the primary level of privacy adaptation,
reasoning preferences provide a second level on which the adaptation process itself is
further customized to the individual user.

Many steps of the PDE’s privacy reasoning process require specific reasoning knowl-
edge to fulfill their tasks, which can oen be summarized in specific strategies. For
instance, preference adaptation requires adaptation knowledge to determine how a
retrieved solution can be transformed to fit the given situation (see Sec. 6.5.4).
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While many of those strategies are determined by the application domain, certain
aspects can be customized. For instance, the degree to which privacy decisionmaking
is automated and how explicitly the users want to be involved can be expressed as an
automation preference. Based on the PDE’s confidence in a reasoning result, the au-Automation

preferences. tomation preference determines thresholds for autonomously selecting and realizing
a suitable privacy preference, only providing recommendations to the user as deci-
sion support, or variations in between. Automation preferences may also determine
how the user should be involved, i.e., what notifications or interruptions are accept-
able in specific situations and the required level of detail in provided explanations.We
discuss how automation preferences can be integrated into the reasoning process in
Section 6.5.6. Like privacy preferences, reasoning preferences can be explicitly defined
by the user or learned from user behavior. e elicitation of reasoning preferences is
outside the scope of our work.

6.4.2 Privacy case representation

Experiential privacy preferences constitute the primary type of privacy preference
knowledge used in our CBR-based privacy reasoning approach. As discussed in Sec-
tion 6.3.1, a case typically consists of a problem description, a solution part, and ad-
ditional metadata to aid retrieval, reuse, revision, and retention of cases. Figure 6.3
illustrates our case representation used in the user model. e contextual description
of a situation defines the problem part of such a privacy case. e case’s solution re-
flects the user’s privacy preference corresponding to that situation. In the following,
we detail the problem description, solution description, and metadata of the privacy
cases.

Privacy context as case problem

e privacy context model (PCM), proposed in Chapter 5, provides an abstract rep-
resentation of privacy-relevant context features. In the user model, we use the PCM
to describe the context of a given situation, which serves as the problem description
for a privacy case. Cunningham [179] distinguishes hierarchical, network, and flow
structures as case representations. Following his classification, the PCM is a hierar-
chical structural model, which supports variability of problem descriptors and thusHierarchical

structural model. facilitates flexibility. While situations always contain a user, environment, and activ-
ity component, subordinate context features vary according to the situation. For ex-
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ample, situations contain different entities, channels, activities, or privacy-sensitive
items.

Furthermore, as discussed in Section 5.4.4, the specification of the privacy context
model facilitates the representation of detected as well as unknown context features
with unknown placeholders and associated confidence values. us, a case’s problem
reflects the system’s complete knowledge about the referenced situation, including
the uncertainty about problem descriptors, which can therefore be considered in sim-
ilarity matching of cases. How cases are retrieved based on the presented problem
description is discussed in Section 6.5 as part of the case retrieval phase.

Privacy preference as case solution

In contrast to our approach, most related work discussed in Section 6.3.2 used a pri-
vacy policy, e.g., from a website, as the problem description of a case. In those propos-
als, the case solution did reflect the user’s preferences concerning that privacy policy,
but was oen limited to binary acceptance or rejection of the policy by the user.

e solution part in our privacy cases allows expression of more nuanced contex-
tualized privacy preferences, corresponding to the situation referenced by the case’s
problem description. In this arrangement, the problem description reflects what enti-
ties observed or disturbed which privacy-sensitive items of the user in the referenced
situation and, therefore, provides information about the user’s potential and actual
exposure in that situation (see Sec. 5.5). In relation to this problem description, the
solution part of a case has to express the user’s privacy preference in terms of the
desired privacy adaptation for the given context, i.e., whether the level of actual and
potential exposure in the given situation are acceptable, and if not, how the privacy
configuration needs to be changed in order to meet the user’s privacy expectations. In
order to reflect this process-oriented quality of privacy preferences, the solution part
of our privacy cases consists of an expectation, which describes the desired privacy
configuration that should be reachable from the current situation (the problem) by
performing a sequence of actions, described as a derivational action trace [27], which
is applied to the current situation.

e expectation constitutes the actual preference by stating a desired outcome,which Outcome expectation.
is also modeled as a context situation represented with context features of the privacy
context model. e privacy decision engine strives to derive a privacy configuration
that results in this expected situation. e action trace constitutes a sequence of con- Action trace.
text operations that transform the current situation into the situation defined by the
expectation. e expectation defines a preferred state (what) and the action trace de-
fines the preferred way to achieve it (how). us, the action trace references context
features of the current situation in transformative actions. All changes to the PCM
can be reflected as ADD, REMOVE, and CHANGE operations, as shown in Section 5.5.
Expectation and action traces have to be adapted to the current situation in order to
compensate for differences between the given situation and the situation described
by the case’s problem description. We discuss our respective adaptation approach in
Section 6.5.4.

If a situation does not require adaptation, because the privacy configuration consti-
tuted by the case’s situation corresponds to the user’s privacy preferences, the expec-
tation is the same as the situation described in the problem part of the case. In such
a case, the action trace corresponds to an identity function, i.e., applying the action
trace would not change the context situation defined by the case’s problem.

If adaptation is required, the abstract context transformations described by the ac-
tion trace are translated into privacy policies with respect to privacy control mech-
anisms available in the current situation, as discussed in Section 6.5.5. Execution of Privacy policy

derivation.resulting privacy policies causes adaptations of context features, which lead to a new
context situation. Expectation and action trace constitute a privacy preference that is
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Figure 6.4: Example privacy case taken from the collaborative calendar display use case. The
case’s problem description refers to a situation where the physical entity Bob has entered the
office (336) of the user (Alice). Bob has not yet established observation channels to the calen-
dar display and the case’s solution describes how the user’s privacy-sensitive items should
be adapted. The case metadata provides the confidence in this solution, information about the
case’s history, and links to other cases.

decoupled from specific privacy mechanisms. Only the derivation of privacy policies
maps higher level privacy preferences to system-level privacy mechanisms. us, the
situation resulting from applying the derived privacy policy can be compared against
the expected outcome to facilitate initial validation of the case’s success in the given
situation. Similarly, privacy policies can be derived from multiple similar cases and
their success can be estimated before executing themby simulating their impact on the
current situation and comparing that with the expectation. Note, that the operation
of the PDE is not bound to a specific privacy policy language. In Section 6.5.5 we out-
line an approach for leveraging multiple policy generators for different privacy policy
languages in order to accommodate diverse and heterogeneous policy specification
requirements of different privacy control mechanisms.

Figure 6.4 shows an exemplary privacy case from the collaborative calendar displayExample of a
privacy case. use case (see Sec. 4.4.2), which corresponds to realistic cases obtained in the deploy-

ment setting of our case study, presented in Chapter 8. In the example, the problem
description refers to a situation with three entities, the user (Alice) and another phys-
ically present person (Bob), who are about to engage in a meeting, as well as the cal-
endar display. In this specific situation, Bob just entered the room and has not yet
established observation channels to the display or Alice’s calendars, which are shown
in full on the display. Alice’s privacy preference for this situation is that Bob may see
the shared project calendar in full, but her work calendar should be shown as busy,
and her personal calendar should not be visible to Bob.is preference is expressed in
the changed channel configuration described in the expectation of the solution. e
solution’s action trace consists of two change operations for adapting the granularity
of Alice’s calendars accordingly. In privacy policy derivation, those actions would be
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translated into settings for a calendar obfuscation component that would adapt indi-
vidual appointments in the work and personal calendars with the desired granularity
and update the calendar display accordingly.

Case metadata

In addition to the problem and solution parts, cases also contain metadata to support
different aspects of the reasoning process. Each case has a unique case id to facilitate Case id.
internal identification and referencing.

e case type specifies how the case was originally created. Typically, learned cases Case type.
aremarked as episodic. However, when the case’s solution has been inferred frommul-
tiple cases, the case is marked as merged. If similar cases are generalized into a joint
case as part of user model maintenance, the resulting case is marked as generalized.
e case type is used for the generation of reasoning explanations during the retrieval
phase and also informs the retention process, as discussed in Sections 6.5.4 and 6.6.

An important aspect in the retrieval process is the solution confidence, which is a Solution confidence.
normalized score that reflects the confidence of the privacy decision engine that a
case’s solution accurately reflects the user’s preferences for the corresponding situa-
tion. A case’s initial solution confidence is determined in the retrieval process and
reflects uncertainty of the retrieval, adaptation, and policy derivation steps. e so-
lution confidence of the selected case determines whether a case can be realized au-
tonomously or if the user should be explicitly involved in case selection, as discussed
in Section 6.5.6. In the learning process, a case’s confidence is adjusted based on val-
idation feedback, reinforcement learning, and maintenance operations, as discussed
in Section 6.6.

In addition, each case has a case history, which provides information about when Case history.
the case has been created, how oen it has been applied, how it has been adapted, and
how the solution confidence evolved. Figure 6.4 includes a short excerpt of the case’s
history. Information in the case history is used to generate statistics about a case’s
prior use in order to support prioritization and pruning of cases [641] in user model
maintenance (see Sec. 6.6.3). Case history also serves as evidence for explaining the
case’s solution confidence to the user.

A case contains also different types of case links that connect it with other cases in Links to other cases.
the usermodel. Because the privacy decision engine operates continuously, using con-
text information as the problem description of cases has the additional advantage that
knowledge about prior context situations can be used to speed up the initial search in
the retrieval process.us, each case has links to its temporal predecessor and successor
cases to facilitate creation of a context transition graph, as described in Section 6.5.2.
In addition, cases also have references to parent cases, i.e., those cases that contributed
to the case’s solution, in order to identify suitable cases for case generalization in user
model maintenance (see Sec. 6.6.3).

6.5 Privacy Preference Retrieval and Adaptation

Privacy preference retrieval and adaptation is started when context changes are de-
tected on the level of the privacy context model. Based on the context changes, suit-
able privacy preferences are retrieved from the user model and adapted to the given
situation. From those adapted preferences privacy policies are derived, which map
the adapted preferences to available privacy controls in order to adapt the privacy
configuration of ubicomp systems and components. Each part of the reasoning pro-
cess influences the confidence of the obtained solution, which is then used to decide
on the appropriate level of automation in accordance with the user’s automation pref-
erences. Privacy policies are then realized in the ubicomp system and the reasoning
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Figure 6.5: Sequential flow of the privacy preference retrieval and adaptation process. The con-
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explicit user decision before privacy preference realization and case retention.

result is retained in the user model. Figure 6.5 depicts all components of our retrieval
and adaptation process and their sequential flow.We discuss each of those steps in the
remainder of this section. A discussion on preference retention follows in Section 6.6
and Chapter 7 focuses on the realization of the reasoning result.

6.5.1 Context filter

e goal of the privacy decision engine is to dynamically adapt privacy in the face of
context changes. erefore, privacy reasoning is triggered by context changes. How-
ever, not each atomic context change requires initiation of the reasoning process. In
the detection of new situations requiring reasoning, a tradeoffmust be found between
triggering reasoning for changes too subtle to require privacy adaptation, and thereby
wasting resources, and missing relevant context changes [364]. Periodically taking
snapshots of the context situation is a common approach in context-aware CBR [365,
661]. However, finding the right snapshot frequency is difficult.

In our dynamic privacy adaptation process, the context abstraction provided by
the privacy context model already filters out context changes not relevant for privacy
adaptation. erefore, any context change that propagates to the level of the privacyEvent driven

initiation of
privacy reasoning.

context model requires evaluation by the privacy decision engine, thus, facilitating
event-driven initiation of the reasoning process.

Nevertheless, a change in situation, e.g., the user moving from one type of environ-
ment to another, may causemultiple context changes, which could and should be eval-
uated together. erefore, the context filter component aggregates context changesTemporal aggregation

of context changes. that occur reasonably close together before triggering the PDE. When an atomic con-
text change occurs, the context filter collects all context changes that subsequently oc-
cur in a time window tε of each other. Whereby, tε can be fixed or adapted to specific
application domains. When the context filter triggers privacy reasoning, it provides
the now current situation aer the context change, as well as the previous situation to
the next component, as shown in Figure 6.5.

Furthermore, the context filter also filters out context changes resulting from theFiltering context
changes caused by

privacy configuration.
reasoning process itself, i.e., when privacy configurations are adapted as part of re-
alizing resulting privacy policies. Such changes should not trigger privacy reasoning
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again, instead context changes corresponding to the expected outcome of privacy pref-
erence realization from a previous reasoning cycle (maintained as part of the solution
of the previous case) could be aggregated into a new situation, which then serves as
the new reference point for subsequent context changes that may require privacy rea-
soning. Scalability of context aggregation and filtering deserves further investigation
but is outside the scope of our current work.

6.5.2 Initial search

Due to the continuous operation of the privacy decision engine and the flexibility of
our privacy context model to represent diverse context situations, the case base in the
user model can potentially become quite large, depending on heterogeneity between
situations and employed retention strategies. As finding similar cases with exhaustive
search is prohibitive in large case bases [179], index structures are required for larger
case bases in order to speed up case retrieval. Leake [398] points out that indexing and Index structures for

large case bases.similarity metrics serve as proxies for adaptability, which means that case retrieval
can already favor cases that provide suitable solutions by designing index structures
and matching functions, respectively. us, an initial search process supported by a
well-craed index can speed up retrieval by pruning the solution space for similarity
matching and adaptation without omitting suitable solutions. However, the effort for
maintaining index structures must always be traded off against the expected size of
the case base. Initial search is a relatively well-investigated precursory step for case
based reasoning. erefore, we discuss approaches for supporting initial search in
our user model based on context information in the following, but refrain from a
deeper investigation in favor of focusing onmore specific aspects pertaining to privacy
reasoning.

For a given situationCi, different categories of caseswith potentially similar privacy Categories of similar
cases.preferences can be distinguished in the user model:

Exact matching case. If the user model contains already a case for situation Ci, the as-
sociated privacy preference for Ci likely matches the user’s privacy preference
with high probability. e case’s solution confidence provides an indicator for
the actual probability.

Cases reached from same case. Preferences of situations reached from the same previ-
ous case Ci−1 are more likely to be similar to the preference for situation Ci

than cases that are not connected to Ci. is observation is based on the as-
sumption that many context changes originating from the same situation have
similar preferences, i.e., require similar privacy adaptation.

Cases with same salient features. Cases that share a salient subset of context features
withCi likely have similar preferences. Assuming thatCi can be generalized to
themost salient features, e.g., the present entities, cases that match those salient
features likely provide privacy preferences relevant to situation Ci.

Cases reached by same context change. Cases that are described by situations that have
been reached with the same context change, albeit from a different previous
situation, also provide privacy preferences that may likely apply to situation
Ci. Hereby, it is assumed that similar changes, e.g., the same entity appearing
or leaving, account for similarity in the user’s privacy preference for resulting
situations.

Based on those categories of potentially similar cases, we propose three index struc-
tures for the user model, which can be leveraged by the privacy decision engine to ree index structures

for initial search.expedite initial search. e proposed index structures are the context transition graph
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Figure 6.6: Index structures proposed to expedite initial search by pre-selecting cases with likely
similar privacy preferences. The context transition graphmaintains temporal links between cases.
The generalized context tree abstracts situation descriptions to salient features on multiple lev-
els. The context transition index aggregates cases that have been reached by the same context
change.

(CTG), the generalized context tree GCT, and the context transition index (CTI). Fig-
ure 6.6 illustrates how they structure the user model by establishing relations between
privacy cases. We discuss each approach in the following.

Context transition graph

Context-awareness has been previously proposed as an approach for reducing the
search domain in knowledge-intensive CBR [478]. As discussed in Sections 5.2.1 and
5.5.1, context can be viewed as a temporal process rather than isolated situations. Con-
text situations can be modeled as nodes in a directed state graph, in which edges de-
note transitions between situations [173]. Zimmermann [661] andNwiabu et al. [468]Temporal evolution

of situations. establish temporal links between context situations in order to reflect the temporal
evolution of situations.

Due to its context-awareness and continuous operations, the privacy decision en-
gine is also aware of the temporal evolution of contextual situations. us, learned
cases in the user model can be similarly organized in a directed graph, the context
transition graph (CTG). Each node in the CTG represents a privacy case for a specificCTG.
situation. Edges represent context changes and are labeled with the respective set of
change operations that constitute the transition from the previous situationCi−1 to a
successor situationCi. Edges in the CTG are directed, because a transition fromCi−1
to Ci does not necessitate that the inverse transition from Ci to Ci−1, with inverted
change operations, is also a meaningful transition. However, a transition from Ci to
Ci−1 is added to the CTG if such an occurrence has been observed in reality.us, the
CTG contains only edges for transitions that actually occurred between experienced
situations.

Hüllermeier and Schlegel [312] propose preference-based CBR as a relaxation of
CBR where a problem can be associated with multiple solutions. Similarly, a node
Ci−1 in the CTG can have multiple outgoing edges, labeled with the same change
operations, leading to different cases for the same situation. us, the CTG can reflect
when a user selects different preferences for the same situation depending how that
situation is reached.

e CTG can be represented via the case links in the case metadata introduced in
Section 6.4.2. Each case has two sets of case links to successor and predecessor cases. ALinks to successor

and predecessor cases. case link references the case id of a successor or predecessor case and is associatedwith
the respective context change operations. While successor links would be sufficient to
represent the CTG, the predecessor links simplify maintenance of the case base and
the CTG.
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e CTG facilitates efficient retrieval of cases from the first two categories above,
i.e., cases that are the same as the new situation or can be reached from the same
previous situation. For case retrieval, the current instance of the CTG can be viewed as
a nondeterministic finite state machine (Q,Σ,∆, q0,F ), with all cases in the usermodel CTG as nondeter-

ministic finite state
machine.

as a finite set of states Q, all context change operations as the set of input symbols Σ,
existing edges constituting the transition relation∆, the previous situation as the start
state q0, and all direct successors of q0 as the accepting statesF .us, the CTGdefines
a finite set of cases with potentially similar preferences that can be reached from q0.
Exact matches can be retrieved efficiently without performing similarity matching
by following case links from the previous situation that are associated with the same
context change operations as the current context change. If no exactmatching case can
be found this way, i.e., no case link originating from q0 matches the current transition,
all successor cases of q0 are retrieved.

Case retrieval in the CTG could be further enhanced by pre-fetching. Once the
PDE has completed adaptation and reached a new final situation, that situation serves Case pre-fetching.
as the reference point for the next context change, as mentioned in relation to the
context filter component in Section 6.5.1. All successor cases of the new situation
could already be fetched from the user model and kept ready in memory before the
next context change occurs. e effects of such pre-fetching on retrieval performance
are worth investigating in future research.

Generalized context tree

Cases from the third category above share relevant context features with the new situ-
ationCi and likely provide privacy preferences similar to the user’s preferences for the
current situation. In order to retrieve such cases, some context features of the actual
cases have to be generalized. e generalized context tree GCT provides a hierarchical GCT.
index structure on top of the CTG, consisting of potentially multiple layers of context
abstractions.

To obtain such abstractions, learned cases in the user model could be analyzed for
similarities in preference, e.g., with hierarchical clustering. Invariant context features
in the problem description of those cases constitute salient features that can serve to
index a joint preference on the next higher level in the GCT. e GCT culminates in
a single root node, which represents the empty set. e resulting tree structure would Tree construction.
provide a hierarchy of privacy preferences for more general situations higher up in
the tree, whereby the structure would be derived from similarities of the user’s privacy
preferences for different situations rather than on a partial or semantic ordering of the
values of specific context features.

In case retrieval, the GCT could be either traversed top-down, if no exact matching
case has been found in the context transition graph; or bottom up, if an existing case
exists. In bottom-up traversal, cases are retrieved by starting from existing cases for
the current situation. Generalized cases on the next higher level are collected, as well
as the set of atomic cases referenced by those generalized cases. If the number of cases
retrieved that way is below a threshold tb, cases on the next higher levels could be
included until the threshold is met.

Top-down traversal would be used when nomatch exists in the CTG, because with-
out a matching case, no directly fitting generalized cases can be obtained. Instead, the
current case is matched against generalized cases starting at the root level of the GCT.
While bottom-up retrieval widens the search until tup is reached, top-down traver-
sal narrows the search by descending the generalized context tree until the selected
subtree references less than tdown generalized and atomic cases, with tdown≥tup .
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Context transition index

Cases from the fourth category above, i.e., those that have been reached by a con-
text change consisting of the same context operations as the current transition, could
be retrieved through a context transition index (CTI). e CTI indexes cases basedCTI.
on context transitions that led to them. us, the transition’s combination of context
operations serves as a key for indexing all cases that have been reached by that com-
bination. In a similar approach, Nguyen et al. [459] use time and present persons as
salient context features to pre-select cases to be considered in similarity matching.

Case retrieval through the CTI would likely result in a larger set of potential can-
didates than CTG and GCT, because indexing is only based on the context change,
which is less specific than the situation-based indexing of CTG and GCT. us, if the
number of cases retrieved through CTG and GCT is already large, CTI retrieval may
not be required as it would likely return cases with lower similarity than those ob-
tained through the other two index structures. CTI would be particularly useful for
sparse case bases and when handling previously unknown situations, because CTG
and GCT may only return a small number of cases in such situations. e CTI can
be represented as an index table, in which context transitions refer to a set or list of
associated cases.

If the three index structures are combined, cases from all four categories above can
be retrieved in initial search. Initial search should always start by determiningwhetherInitial search with

CTG, GCT, and CTI. an exactly matching case exists already for Ci. is can be achieved by querying the
CTG from the previous situationCi−1. If one or multiple cases exists forCi and their
solution confidence is sufficiently high, those cases provide the most suitable pref-
erence with high probability. If no exact match exists, the different index structures
should be queried in parallel to obtain candidate cases for similarity matching. Again,
which index structures are generated and maintained should depend on the expected
size of the case base for a given application domain. It may also be possible to keep the
case base sufficiently small with efficient context filtering and updates to existing cases
rather than adding new cases, if possible. In such situations, the effort of maintaining
index structuresmay be higher than a potential gain in retrieval time.erefore, index
structures are mainly relevant to scale case retrieval to large case bases.

6.5.3 Similarity matching

e initial search process results in a set of potentially relevant cases. e purpose of
the similarity matching process is to rank those cases according to their actual simi-
larity with the current situation.

e utility of determining similarity of experienced situations to the current situ-
ation is based on our assumption that similar situations are associated with similar
privacy preferences, which is primarily grounded in privacy regulation theory [57]
and contextual integrity [465]. Experiential preferences from previous situations sim-
ilar to the current situation are likely suitable for reuse and adaptation in the cur-
rent situation. us, learned preferences can be ranked in suitability by ranking their
cases based on similarity to the current situation in a k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) ap-
proach [237]. From the resulting ranked list of cases, only the k-most similar cases are
considered in the preference adaptation. Less similar cases are unlikely to contain fit-
ting preferences and can be discarded. Similarity matching of the potentially relevant
cases to the current situation can be parallelized.

Similarity of context situations

In general, similarity between two items is anti-proportional to their distance in a
given feature space, i.e., the smaller the distance between two items, the higher is
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their similarity. us, a similarity metric can be defined as the inverse of a distance Definition similarity
metric.metric [612]. According to Cunningham [179] a distance metric d(x, y)must be

• symmetric: d(x, y) = d(y, x),

• non-negative: d(x, y) ≥ 0,

• its identity must be 0: d(x,x) = 0, and

• fulfill the triangle inequality: d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z).

Many distancemetrics have been proposed for different types of data. Cunningham
[179] provides a taxonomy of distance metrics and similarity mechanisms for case-
based reasoning.

Determining similarity of cases in our usermodel, requires the combination ofmul-
tiple distance metrics in order to determine similarities for the different data types
contained in the privacy context model, which is used as the problem description
in our privacy cases. In order to determine similarity of a situation represented in Local similarity of

context features.the hierarchical privacy context model, we assess local similarity on the level of in-
dividual problem descriptors—context features in our case—and aggregate them in Weighted global

distance function.a weighted global distance function [27, 179, 612]. Hereby, the weights of individual
context features reflect their importance [27] and their influence on the user’s privacy
preferences, in order to ensure that cases highly ranked in terms of situation similarity
also constitute cases that are adaptable to the current situation [113].

Local similarity metrics, as well as the global similarity function, must be able to
compare context information that is incomplete [612] or of different size, i.e., the num-
ber of entities varies between situations. Context information can also be ambiguous, Considering uncer-

tainty in distance
metrics.

thus, confidence scores reflecting the degree of accuracy of individual context fea-
tures should also be taken into account. Because it is potentially difficult to explain
the meaning of specific weights in the global similarity function to the user [535], it
is important that the overall similarity ranking matches the user’s perception of simi-
larity between situations as much as possible.

Furthermore, local similarity metrics must strike a balance between determining
exact similarity and the required computational effort. erefore, only those context
features should be considered in the similarity matching process that are potential
discriminators between cases, i.e., changes in their values should likely have an in-
fluence on the user’s privacy preference. Our privacy context model consists of the
user, environment, and activity components, as specified in Section 5.4.4. In the fol-
lowing, we define similarity metrics for each of those components and argue which
feature attributes have to be considered in similarity matching and which ones can
be ignored. Aerwards, we define the global similarity function for determining the
similarity between two situations.

Local similarity metric for the user component

e user component consists of a set of privacy-sensitive items, which can be either
information sources or disturbance endpoints. us, one aspect of similarity between
situations is the set of privacy-sensitive items shared between them. We argue that
the attributes of individual privacy-sensitive items are less important than the fact
that a specific item is potentially being exposed in a situation. Additional informa-
tion about the privacy-sensitive items, such as its datatype, timestamp, source, or if it
is dynamic or controllable are primarily relevant for later derivation of privacy poli-
cies and not as much for similarity matching. erefore, we ignore them in similarity
matching. While the granularity of an information source could potentially influence
preferences, the results of Consolvo et al.’s study [168] suggest that granularity and
obfuscation are considered less important by users than the presence of a specific
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privacy-sensitive item. us, it is sufficient to compare privacy-sensitive items of twoCompare pres-
ence of privacy-
sensitive items.

situations based on their identifiers.
Jaccard similarity, also known as the Jaccard index [324], is a set-theoretic metric

to quantify feature overlap between two sets [179], which can be employed for thisJaccard similarity.
purpose [589, 612]. Given the current situation X , existing case Y , and their sets of
privacy-sensitive items IX and IY , the Jaccard similarity for privacy-sensitive item
sets would be defined as

SJ(IX , IY ) =
∣IX ∩ IY ∣
∣IX ∪ IY ∣

. (6.1)

us, Jaccard similarity determines the proportion of items present in both sets, while
treating all items in the two sets equally. However, privacy-sensitive items, as well as
other context features in the PCM, are associated with uncertainty about their accu-
rate detection in the given situation, expressed through a confidence score ξi for each
item i. e Jaccard similarity does not reflect differences in confidence of an item in
the two sets, items are always treated as if ξXi=ξY i=1.

erefore, we propose an extension to the basic Jaccard index in order to take differ-
ences in item confidence into account. Instead of determining the ratio between theWeighted Jac-

card similarity. cardinalities of the two sets, our weighted Jaccard index counts all elements in IX ∩IY
and for each counted item subtracts the difference in confidence for the item’s instance
in each set. When counting the elements in IX ∪ IY , the maximum of the confidence
of the item’s two instances is used, in order to maintain a stable ratio and account forLocal similarity of

the user component. items only present in one set:

SU(X,Y ) =
∑

i∈IX∩IY
(1 − ∣ξIi

X
− ξIi

Y
∣)

∑
j∈IX∪IY

max (ξIj
X
, ξIj

Y
)

(6.2)

e proposed weighted Jaccard index SU(X,Y ) constitutes the local similarity for
the user component, which is used for similarity matching. Note, that the similarity
score may have to be normalized to obtain a value in range [0,1]. Basically, SU is
a combination of a set-theoretic and a discrete value difference metric. A value dif-
ference metric uses conditional probabilities to adjust the contribution of discrete
attributes to the difference [179].

Local similarity metric for the activity component

e user may be engaged in multiple activities in a given situation. Each activity is as-
sociatedwith an activity type and a set of actions. Similar to the user’s privacy-sensitive
items, what kind of activities the user is currently engaged in is a strong indicator for
similarity between situations. Specific actions, which link specific entities to specific
privacy-sensitive items as part of an activity, could potentially be different between
situations, but likely play a minor role for the user’s perceived similarity of two situa-
tions, compared to potentially exposed privacy-sensitive items, present entities, and
the activity type. However, they become relevant for privacy adaptation and policy
inference.

us, we argue that it is sufficient to compare the sets of activities of two situations
based on their activity types. We adapted the weighted jaccard index (6.2), proposed
for the comparison of privacy-sensitive items, as a similarity metric for activity sets.
Here,AX andAY reference the respective sets of activity types from the two situationsCompare ac-

tivity types. being compared:

SA(X,Y ) =
∑

i∈AX∩AY

(1 − ∣ξAi
X
− ξAi

Y
∣)

∑
j∈AX∪AY

max (ξAj
X
, ξAj

Y
)

(6.3)
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An alternative approach would be to use an ontological distance to determine sim-
ilarity between activities, i.e., assuming the existence of a semantic model of activities
organized according to their privacy relevance, their distance could be determined by
counting edges between them in the ontology [179]. However, such ontological mod- Difficulty of obtaining

semantic distance
metrics for privacy.

els are difficult to obtain [612], due to individual perceptions of what activities have
similar privacy implications. Bernsmed et al. [99] used a focus group approach to at-
tempt to obtain such a model as a similarity metric for P3P data items and purposes.
ey found some stable similarity associations and relations between data items con-
cerning their privacy relevance, such as gender and name or address, and telephone
number. Relations between other data items were less clear, e.g., for email, username,
and address. However, for purposes, which are comparable to activities reflected in
the PCM, they found low conformity in terms of privacy relevance. In contrast to the
limited number of data items and purposes supported by P3P, privacy-sensitive items
and activities represented in our privacy context model are more expressive and ex-
tensible, which suggests even more difficulty in determining coherent and extensive
semantic similarity models for them. erefore, we relied on the more robust, albeit
semantically poorer weighted Jaccard index proposed here.

Local similarity metric for the environment component

e environment component consists of considerably more context features than the
user and activity components.e environment type provides a single semantic cate-
gorization of the user’s current environment. If a comprehensive domain description
exists that models similarity of privacy relevance of different environment types, a
semantic edge counting metric can be employed as discussed above in relation to ac- Compare environment

type.tivity similarity. Otherwise, we propose to use a binary metric:

SET (X,Y ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

0 ifETX ≠ ETY

min (ξETX
, ξETY

) ifETX = ETY

(6.4)

Note that if the environment types match, the lower confidence score is chosen as the
value, in order to reflect the maximum uncertainty in the comparison.

For the environment location, a Euclidean, semantic, or binary distance metric
could be used depending on whether geographic coordinates are available for the en-
vironment location, e.g., as direct GPS coordinates or via geocoding, or the location
label is part of a hierarchical location model. Here, we define a simpler binary metric,
because it results in a normalized distance, whereas Euclidean or semantic metrics
must be defined in relation to the utilized location representation to achieve normal- Compare environment

location.ized distances that can be combinedwith similarity scores of the other context features
without overpowering them.

SEL(X,Y ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

0 ifELX ≠ ELY

min (ξELX
, ξELY

) ifELX = ELY

(6.5)

In order to account for recurring situations, temporal similarity of situations is de-
termined based on the time of day (tod) and the day of the week (dow ), based on the
situation’s timestamps. Because timestamps are recorded when a case is created, no Compare temporal

similarity.uncertainty needs to be considered and the tod and dow similarity can be calculated
directly on a normalized time scale:

Stod(X,Y ) = 1 − ∣todX − todY ∣
24

(6.6)

Sdow(X,Y ) = 1 − ∣dowX − dowY ∣
7

(6.7)
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A major discriminant between environments is the set of present entities. Follow-
ing the same reasoning as for privacy-sensitive items and activities, we determine the
similarity between entities mainly based on their identifiers with weighted Jaccard
similarity. Entity type, capabilities, and presence are considered less relevant for sim-
ilarity matching but are required for privacy policy derivation. However, in contrast
to local similarity metrics for the user SU (6.2) and the SA component (6.3), entitiesCompare

present entities. present in both cases are not only weighted by the difference in confidence, but also
by respective entity trust (T ), if available.

SE(X,Y ) =
∑

i∈EX∩EY

(1 − ∣ξEi
X
− ξEi

Y
∣ − ∣TEi

X
−TEi

Y
∣)

∑
j∈EX∪EY

max (ξIj
X
, ξIj

X
)

(6.8)

Specific channel configurations are not considered in the comparison of situations,
because they may vary considerably between otherwise similar situations. Further-
more, the contribution of channels to situation similarity is implicit in the set of enti-
ties, which are only present if they have some channel to the user’s privacy-sensitive
items, and the user’s activities, which mark desired channels.

Global similarity function

eglobal similarity function is composed of the weighted local similarity metrics for
user, activities, and environment, whereby the environment’s local metric is a further
weighted composition of the feature-specific metrics defined above. us, the globalWeighted global

similarity. similarity function of the current situation X and a case Y is defined as

S(X,Y ) = aSU + bSA + c(dSET + eSEL + fStod + gSdow + hSE) (6.9)

with global weighting factors a+ b+ c = 1, environment weights d+ e+ f + g +h = 1,
and all weights being non-negative.

eweights in the global similarity function have to reflect a component’s influence
on the perceived similarity of situations in terms of privacy preference. We argue that
similarities in the environment, i.e., where the user is andwho is around, have a poten-
tially larger impact on the applicability of the user’s privacy preferences to the given
situation. us, the local similarity score of the environment should be given more
weight in the global similarity function than the user and activities components.

For the weights of the environment’s local metrics, it should be considered that
persons and their roles are stronger factors in privacy decisions than other aspects
of the situation [404, 492, 309, 471]. us, the similarity of the entity set should be
weighted stronger than the other environmental features.

Specific weights have to be determined in the context of a respective application do-
main, in order to ensure that similarity results correspond to expected confidence dis-Determining the

weight distribution. tributions for context features and align with implemented adaptation and retention
strategies. For instance in the case study reported in Chapter 8, we refined component
weights of the global similarity function over multiple iterations during the develop-
ment of the reasoner in order to balance accuracy of preference retrieval and the size
of the case base. Appropriate weight distributions could further be elicited through
pilot studies with a small number of users by employing a diary study or experience
sampling approach. Resulting weight distributions could then be set for all users or
defined as part of privacy personality profiles to more accurately reflect personality-
dependent privacy dispositions. Weights can also be adapted over time based on user
feedback.

e result of similarity matching is a similarity score expressing the inverse dis-
tance between the current situation and the evaluated case. Aer similarity match-
ing has been performed with the previously selected cases, those candidate cases can
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be ranked according to similarity with the current situation. Only the k most simi-
lar cases are subsequently considered for preference adaptation, while the remaining
cases are discarded, based on the assumption that more similar cases are associated
with privacy preferences more suitable for the current situation than less similar ones.

6.5.4 Privacy preference adaptation

e privacy decision engine combines transformational and derivational reuse [180,
419]. In this section, we discuss adaptation corresponding to transformational reuse, Transformational

reuse.i.e., the process of adapting a case’s solution to better fit the current problem. e next
section focuses on privacy policy derivation, which corresponds to derivational reuse
as privacy policies are derived fromadapted preferences, i.e., from the solution’s action
trace.

Similaritymatching results in a ranked list of the k privacy casesmost similar to the
current situation. Given that list, the privacy preferences represented by those cases
have to be adapted to fit the current context situation. Proper adaptation of obtained Reasons for preference

adaptation.solutions to the current situation is essential for multiple reasons:

• Differences between case and situation are likely indicative of required solution
changes [419],

• Differences between case and situation need to be analyzed to obtain explana-
tion knowledge for user interaction, and

• Policy inference is only possible if the specified solution is consistent with the
actual situation.

A common approach for selecting the most suitable solution in CBR is distance-
weighted voting [179]. e solution that is shared by the majority of the most similar Distance-weighted

voting.retrieved cases is selected, whereby more similar cases are given more influence in
the majority vote. Majority voting works well in domains that have discrete and recur-
ring solutions [419]. However, privacy preferences represented in our privacy cases
are potentially diverse and complex, due to their flexible representation in the privacy
context model. Furthermore, solutions of retrieved cases may diverge from the cur-
rent situation, due to differences revealed in similarity matching. us, application of
distance-weighted voting is not straightforward.

Our approach for adapting retrieved privacy preferences to the current situation
exploits knowledge about the difference between the current situation and the situa-
tion description of a retrieved case. ereby, as much as possible of the solution of the
most similar case is reused for the current situation, while differences between case Difference-guided

adaptation.and current situation are accounted for by integrating general privacy preferences
from the user model, adopting solution fragments from all k most similar cases, and
with default adaptations derived from privacy implications of context changes. We
first present the steps of our difference-guided preference adaptation approach, before
discussing how the solution confidence is determined in this process, and how expla-
nation knowledge about the adaptation is generated.

Difference-guided privacy preference adaptation

Difference-guided preference adaptation is a multi-step process for obtaining from
the selected cases a consistent action trace and expectation applicable to the current
situation. Figure 6.7 gives an overview of the individual steps.

In the first step, the solution of the most similar case (C0 ) is used as the base for Solution of the most
similar case as base
for adaptation.

the adapted preference. Following the idea, that of the retrieved cases the one most
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1 take solution (action trace, expectation) of most similar case

2 determine di�erence between current situation and situation
description of most similar case

3 analyze implications of di�erences as context changes

4 handle d�erence that decrease exposure by applying default
adaptation actions to action trace and expectation

5 a apply general privacy preference, if existent

b take items from exp. of other similar cases, if existent

c majority voting between similar cases, if applicable to item

d apply default adaptation action

Figure 6.7: Individual steps of the proposed difference-guided preference adaptation process.

similar to the current situation should provide the most fitting solution. More specif-
ically, the expectation (C0

Exp) and the action trace (C0
AT ) of the case’s solution are

copied. e action trace C0
AT defines what operations are required to achieve the ex-

pectation C0
Exp . However, as action trace and expectation originally pertained to the

situation description of case C0 , they may contain references to context features not
relevant in the current situation, e.g., entities not present in the current situation, or
lack references to context features of the current situation, e.g., entities only present
in the current situation.

erefore, the differences between the current situation and the situation descrip-
tion of case C0 are determined in the second step. Because both, the current situa-
tion and the problem description of the case, are represented in the privacy contextDifferences between

case and situa-
tion modeled as
context changes.

model, differences between them can be modeled as context changes. As described in
Section 5.5.1, context changes are represented by ADD, REMOVE, and CHANGE opera-
tions, which describe the transition from the case’s situation description to the current
situation. We focus hereby on the same context features that have been considered in
similarity matching (see Sec. 6.5.3). us, the differences required here could already
be identified and marked for further analysis during similarity matching. In either
case, the result is a list of context operations that describe the difference between case
and situation as a transformation.

Next, we analyze the privacy implications of those context operations based on the
approach described in Section 5.5.2. e analysis of privacy implications provides thePrivacy implications

of differences between
case and situation.

required domain knowledge to determine suitable adaptation actions [27]. Table 6.2
provides an overview of potential differences between situation and a case’s context
description, the implication for the case’s privacy preference in context of the current
situation, and proposed default adaptation actions. ereby,AT and Exp refer to the
action trace and expectation of the adapted preference. Note that the adaptation ac-
tions listed in Table 6.2 are defaults, particularly for differences that increase the user’s
potential (Epot ) or actual exposure (Eact ), more specific adaptations are preferable.

Differences that indicate lower Epot or Eact in the current situation than in the
situation described by the case occur when certain context features are only present
in the case but not in the current situation. Examples are entities (e ∈ EN) or privacy-
sensitive items (u ∈ UIS ∪UDE) that are not present in the current situation. As suchHandling differences

decreasing exposure. items play no role in the current situation, they can be removed from the solution
without affecting privacy. us, the solution is adapted to such differences by remov-
ing references to the respective item from the expectation and the action trace, which
corresponds to the default adaptation actions listed for such cases in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Differences between case and current situation as context operations, respective pri-
vacy implications, and proposed adaptation actions.

Difference (case to sit.) Implication Default adaptation action

ADD(u) Epot higher prepend REMOVE(u) to AT

REMOVE(u) Epot lower remove u from AT and Exp

CHANGE↑(u,u′) Epot higher decrease CHANGE actions on u in AT by ∣u − u′∣
CHANGE↓(u,u′) Epot lower increase CHANGE actions on u in AT by ∣u − u′∣

ADD(e) Eact higher prepend REMOVE(e) to AT

REMOVE(e) Eact lower remove e from AT and Exp

CHANGE(ET,ET′) value-dependent change ET to ET′ in Exp

CHANGE(EL,EL′) value-dependent change EL to EL′ in Exp

CHANGE(tod,tod′) value-dependent change tod to tod′ in Exp

CHANGE(dow,dow′) value-dependent change dow to dow′ in Exp

ADD(A) AT may disrupt A add A to Exp

REMOVE(A) Eact pot. higher remove A from Exp

Differences that indicate an increase in Epot or Eact or where the privacy impli-
cations depend on the specific value require more careful adaptation, as such differ-
ences indicate context features or changes to context features that are not reflected in
the most similar case. As shown in step 5 of Figure 6.7, we sequentially test the con-
ditions for different adaptation methods in such cases for the respective item. ose Handling differences

potentially increasing
exposure.

adaptation methods aim to find a suitable preference for the specific item. ey are
ordered according to specificity of resulting preferences, i.e., approaches that have a
higher negative impact on the confidence of the resulting solution are tested last.

e first of those adaptation methods evaluates whether the user model contains
general privacy preferences thatmatch the context feature referenced by the difference Applying general

privacy preferences.change. If a matching general privacy preference is found, the item is added to the
expectation Exp according to the preference. Applying a general preference may also
affect other parts of the expectation which then have to be updated. For instance, the
difference may be an entity present in the current situation but not in the case. A
general privacy preference may exist that specifies the granularity of certain privacy-
sensitive items or allowed channels when that entity is present. All changes to the
expectation required when applying a general preference are prepended to the action
trace, in order to ensure that the action trace provides a consistent transformation
from the current situation to the expectation.

If no general privacy preference exists for the respective context feature, we check
if the item is referenced in the problem description of any other of the k most similar Search other similar

cases.cases besides C0 . If the item is indeed referenced in one of those cases, parts of that
case’s expectation and action trace that reference the item are extracted from the case
and integrated into our expectation and action trace for the current situation. If the
item exists inmultiple of the kmost similar cases, the solution fragments are extracted
from the case with the highest similarity score.

If the item is not part of any of the most similar cases, majority voting between the
most similar cases can be applied to determine the user’s privacy preference for that
item, if certain constraints hold. Majority voting can be applied if the respective item Majority voting of

similar cases.can be assigned to a specific category for which privacy preferences can be interpo-
lated. For example in the calendar use case, a calendar entry may not be referenced
in a specific privacy case but it may belong to a specific calendar of which items are
referenced in the k most similar cases, such as a specific meeting being part of the
user’s work calendar which contains other similar entries. If majority voting is appli-
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cable, we gather the frequencies of different privacy expectations for items of the same
category from the k most cases. e most frequent privacy preference is then added
for the respective item to the expectation of the current situation. We provide a more
extensive description of such a majority voting approach as part of the case study in
Section 8.4.

If none of the above adaptation methods apply, the respective default adaptation
action from Table 6.2 is applied to the item. If the current situation contains a privacy-Default adap-

tation action. sensitive item u or an entity e not accounted for in the case, that item is removed from
the current situation in order tomatch the expectation.is is achieved by prepending
a REMOVE(u) action to the action trace AT .

Changes to a privacy-sensitive item u increase or decrease potential disclosure, de-
pending on the direction of the change (↑ or ↓). If the action traceAT already contains
entries pertaining to the same item u, we offset the change operation by ∣u − u′∣ to ac-
count for the difference between the case and the current situation. If u is not yet
referenced in AT , a respective change operation is prepended to AT in order to cor-
rect the offset to the current situation. In both cases the expectation Exp is adjusted
accordingly. In a similar approach, Tøndel et al. [613] also suggest to use direction vec-
tors for policy recommendation with the goal of ranking retrieved policies, because
results of a respective user study show that directional information is important for
the selection of privacy policies [99]. However, as of the time of this writing, they have
not developed their idea further or integrated it into their P3P policy recommenda-
tion system (see Sec. 6.3.2).

Differences in environment type (ET), environment location (EL), time of day
(tod), and day of week (dow) have no clear generic privacy implications, unless a
semantic model of privacy relevance relations between different values has been de-
fined for those context features. erefore, the proposed default adaptation actions
for those context features aim to make the expectation consistent with the current sit-
uation concerning those parameters. Similarly, default adaptation actions concerned
with handling differences of activities aim to ensure consistency between the current
situation and the expectation. If the current situation contains an activity A not con-
sidered in the case, the activity A needs to be added to the expectation in order to
ensure that the activity is not disrupted by removal of essential entities or privacy-
sensitive items as part of privacy preference realization. On the other hand, if the case
contains an activity that is not part of the current situation, that activity is removed
from the expectation to allow for a reduction of exposure.

Adapting solution confidence

e result of the outlined adaptation approach is an adapted privacy preference con-
sisting of an action trace and an expectation that could be consistently applied to the
current situation. If and how the the adapted privacy preference is applied depends
on the solution confidence, which evolves during the adaptation process.

When the solution of themost similar case is chosen as the base of the adapted pref-
erence, the solution confidence of that case is used as the initial solution confidence
for the current situation. Once the differences between the case and the current situa-
tion have been determined, all further adaptation actions outlined above and shown
in Figure 6.7 adjust the solution confidence for the current situation. Adjustments
to the solution confidence are normalized by the number of detected differences be-
tween case and current situation. Removing irrelevant items from the expectation and
action trace in step 4 (see Fig. 6.7) should decrease solution confidence only slightlySolution confidence

adjusted according to
adaptation actions.

by a domain-specific factor because items not relevant for the current situation have
likely only low impact on the user’s privacy preference for the current situation. For
the methods in step 5, the impact on the solution confidence varies. If a general pri-
vacy preference exists for an item, the solution confidence is increased by the confi-
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dence of the general preference. How the confidence of the general privacy preference
is determined depends on how the preferences was elicited, i.e., a preference explicitly
specified by the user would have higher confidence than a preference derived from a
privacy personality profile. e confidence in general preferences could also be ad-
justed by the age of the preference, e.g., when it has last been updated by the user.

If solution fragments are taken from another similar case, the solution confidence
is decreased by the uncertainty for that case (∣1−case-confidence∣) normalized by the
number of detected differences.us, the higher the confidence in the solution of that
case, the lower is the decrease for the solution confidence concerning the current situ-
ation. However, the solution confidence is always decreased, because solutions from
multiple cases are being combined. Similarly, if the privacy preference for an item is
based on amajority vote between cases, the solution confidence is decreased by the un-
certainty concerning that vote, (∣1−%majority-vote∣) again normalized by the number
of detected differences. us, the stronger the majority, the lower the decrease in con-
fidence. If a default adaptation action is applied the solution confidence is decreased
by 1, normalized by the number of detected differences.

Depending on the resulting solution confidence and the user’s automation prefer-
ences it is determined if the adaptation process has to be repeated for the next similar
case (or cases) in order to obtain multiple recommendation options or whether the
confidence in the resulting solution is sufficiently high for recommendation or au-
tonomous realization.

Generating explanation knowledge

Intelligible explanations support the user in understanding the reasoning process [413,
510]. Explanations can be generated based on the adaptation actions performed dur-
ing privacy preference adaptation. For each adaptation action an explanation snippet Explanation snippets

from adaptation
actions.

can be generated. Similarly, detected differences between the current situation and the
most similar case can serve to explain the origin of an adapted preference and where
the current situation differed from the case. For example, if the environment type
differs between case (“home”) and current situation (“work”), the adaptation action
of changing the environment type in the expectation can be integrated into a recom-
mendation to explain its origin: “is recommendation is based on a similar situation
at home.” e integration of general privacy preferences and solution fragments from
other cases also contribute to the explanation knowledge for the adapted preference.
Explanation snippets obtained during the adaptation process can further explain the
evolution of the solution confidence.

e resulting explanation knowledge becomes part of a case’s history when a new
case is created from the adapted preference or when the most similar case is updated Explanations part of

case history.accordingly. Case retention is discussed further in Section 6.6.
How explanation knowledge is presented to the user depends on the employed in-

teraction strategy, output and input modalities, and interaction requirements, i.e., ex- Demand-driven
presentation of
explanations.

planation knowledge would be used differently and at a different level of detail when
presenting recommendations to the user to elicit a quick decision versus situations
where the user wants to inspect and adjust the system’s usermodel and case base [419].

6.5.5 Privacy policy derivation

Privacy preference adaptation results in a privacy preference adapted to the current
situation, which is represented by an action trace and an expectation. As such, the
adapted preference specifies desired changes to the current situation, the action trace,
in order to arrive at a desired privacy configuration, the expectation. In order to
achieve a change in privacy configuration in the specific situational context, the ab-
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Figure 6.8: Privacy policy derivation from an adapted privacy preference. The action trace ana-
lyzer evaluates the preference’s action trace to determine the privacy-sensitive items, entities,
and channels requiring adaptation. Mechanisms for control capability discovery obtain informa-
tion about available privacy control mechanisms and capabilities. Privacy policy generators trans-
late adaptation actions into policy fragments, which are then evaluated and combined by the
privacy policy composer in order to obtain variants of realizable privacy policies. The expectation
estimator evaluates how well the privacy policy variants match the expectation of the adapted
privacy preference.

stract context operations defined by the action trace have to be translated into config-
uration actions, represented by privacy policies, which can be realized in the current
environment.

e translation of abstract privacy descriptions intomachine-readable privacy poli-
cies and configuration actions has already been addressed extensively by others, e.g.,
Karat et al. [348, 346] support the specification of privacy policies with natural lan-Translating ab-

stract preferences
into machine-

readable policies.

guage templates, which are then translated into executable policies based on a domain-
specific mapping model [348, 385]. erefore, we focus here on describing a process
for leveraging such existing proposals for deriving privacy policies from dynamically
adapted preferences that are actionable in ubicomp environments, where systems and
devices may offer diverse privacy mechanisms, control capabilities, and support for
varying privacy policy languages.

Our proposed approach for deriving privacy policies from a privacy preference’s
action trace was inspired by the work of Mukhtar et al. [451] on the instantiation of
user tasks through dynamic service composition. ey propose to query present de-
vices for their capabilities matching the user’s preferences, which are then composed
into a graph which is evaluated against the user’s preferences. In our proposed ap-
proach, shown in Figure 6.8, the action trace of the adapted privacy preference is firstPrivacy policy

derivation process. evaluated to determine context items requiring adaptation. Next, available privacy
control mechanisms and the capabilities of affected services and devices are discov-
ered. Approaches discussed above can then be leveraged to generate policy fragments
for heterogeneous privacy mechanisms and compose them into actionable privacy
policy variants. Resulting policy variants can be evaluated against the preference’s ex-
pectation to estimate their suitability. Subsequently, we outline how each step could
be realized in a dynamic privacy adaptation system.

Discovery of control capabilities

In the first step, the action trace analyzer subcomponent evaluates the action trace and
expectation of the adapted preference.e action trace describes the required changesAction trace analysis.
to the current situation in order to arrive at a situation corresponding to the expec-
tation. Privacy-sensitive items, entities, and channels affected by the desired adapta-
tion actions are identified in preparation of deriving privacy policies corresponding
to those adaptation actions in the action trace.
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For each of the affected privacy-sensitive items, entities, and channels, we need to
determine adequate and available privacy control mechanisms that provide the ca- Control capability

discovery.pabilities to realize an adaptation action on the system level in the current situation.
Privacy control mechanisms can be provided by the user’s own devices and agents,
by the environment infrastructure, or by affected devices themselves. We distinguish
pessimistic and optimistic realization strategies depending on the level of coopera-
tion of affected devices, as well as between system and interaction level realization
mechanisms. For instance, the user’s devices may provide obfuscation mechanisms
for adapting certain privacy-sensitive items, affected entities may advertise their of-
fered control capabilities or information about channels and channel links [12, 13],
and the environment may provide policy enforcement mechanisms (see Sec. 7.3) or
privacy-aware modality adaptation (see Sec. 7.4). In Chapter 7, we provide a more
detailed discussion of privacy preference realization aspects.

e result of the discovery process is an overview of control capabilities available
in the current situation, their respective control points and interfaces, as well as the
required privileges to exert control. It may also be possible to negotiate the level of
control with a service, device or entity, e.g., by matching user preferences with an
entity’s privacy policy [136]. Furthermore, the discovery process also provides infor-
mation about what privacy-sensitive items, entities, or channels are not controllable
in the current situation.

Privacy policy composition

Based on the discovered available capabilities, the adaptation actions in the action
trace can be translated into machine-readable privacy policies. In order to support di-
verse control mechanisms and privacy policy languages, policy composition is based
on the concept of having multiple policy generators for each supported privacy pol-
icy language, which contribute policy fragments that together form a set of privacy Policy generators.
policies implementing the action trace. For each adaptation action in the action trace,
a suitable policy generator is selected based on the entities and control capabilities
affected by that action. A policy generator works on a mapping model for adaptation
actions to its specific privacy policy language. Mapping functions translate a specific
action into an operational policy fragment, which contributes to a language-specific Policy fragments.
privacy policy template. Policy generators could exist for different privacy policy lan-
guages or access control languages, such as XACML [489], P-RBAC [460], EPAL [68],
CPP [109], or CPPL [89]. e mapping model of a policy generator could be either
generic or optimized to a specific application domain. Specifying such models is be-
yond the scope of our work. While respective policy generators could be a static part
of the privacy decision engine, an interesting approach would be to dynamically load
policy generators required in a specific environment, e.g., from trusted infrastructure
nodes in that environment.

e privacy policy composer receives a set of generated policy fragments, which are Privacy policy
composer.contained in language-specific policy templates. Each template is complemented with

additional information as required to obtain a proper privacy policy in the respective
language. Commonly required information are purpose statements, which can be de-
rived from the user’s current activities, data retention limits, or other metadata. De-
pending on the available control capabilities, the policy mapping for an adaptation
action may not be unique, i.e., multiple options may exist to realize the adaptation
action. In such cases, the privacy policy composer may create multiple privacy policy
variants for evaluation by the expectation estimator. Before handing resulting privacy
policy variants to the expectation estimator, the privacy policy composer could fur-
ther perform policy analysis to detect and resolve conflicts in the resulting policies
and remove redundant policies [102].
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Table 6.3: Levels of automation in decision and action selection (from Parasuraman et al. [486]).

Level Description

high 10 e computer decides everything, acts autonomously, ignoring the human.
9 informs the human only if it, the computer, decides to
8 informs the human only if asked, or
7 executes automatically, then necessarily informs the human, and
6 allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic execution, or
5 executes that suggestion if the human approves, or
4 suggests one alternative
3 narrows the selection down to a few, or
2 e computer offers a complete set of decision/action alternatives, or

low 1 e computer offers no assistance: human must take all decisions and actions.

Once the privacy policy composer generated a set of privacy policy variants for real-
izing the action trace, an expectation estimator component could evaluate how closelyExpectation estimator.
the privacy configuration resulting from applying each privacy policy variant would
match the expectation of the user’s privacy preference. For this purpose, the expec-
tation estimator would have to model the application of a privacy policy variant to
the current situation, in order to obtain an adapted version of the current situation,
which could then be tested for similarity with the expectation based on the similar-
ity metrics defined in Section 6.5.3. Such a comparison would provide an estimate of
the effectiveness of the privacy policy variant and the adapted preference, as well as
the relevance of the retrieved case [27] the adaptation was based on. As a result, pol-
icy variants below a certain similarity threshold would be discarded, for other cases,
the difference between estimated outcome and the preference’s expectation could be
factored into the solution confidence of the adapted preference. us, difficulties in
privacy policy derivation can also be considered in the next step, when determining
whether to autonomously realize an adapted preference or to explicitly involve the
user in privacy decision making.

As a further aspect, such evaluation could reveal when certain adaptation actions
cannot be realized in the current situation, e.g., because no suitable privacy policy
fragments could be obtained or because a channel or entity cannot be controlled as
required. In such cases, the reduced solution confidence could be accompanied by
explanations on why the preference is not a suitable option in the given situation, in
order to warn the user and provide recommendations for privacy-preserving actions,
such as stopping a current activity. Different strategies for privacy preference realiza-
tion are presented in Section 7.2.

6.5.6 Level of automation

As part of privacy preference adaptation and privacy policy derivation a confidence
score is generated for the resulting adapted privacy preference and its potential real-
ization. We use this solution confidence in order to determine the appropriate level
of automation or user involvement for the current privacy decision making process.
Hereby, the basic idea is to balance system autonomy, user control, and interruptionBalance system au-

tonomy, user control,
and user interruption.

of the user. us, the system should aim to automate privacy adaptation, unless the
confidence in the adaptation is too low or the user’s automation preferences demand
involvement. In ambiguous situations, the user can be explicitly involved in the deci-
sion making to resolve ambiguity by selecting the desired outcome from the available
choices [278].
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Before explaining how the level of automation is determined, we first explain what
is meant by levels of automation, following the model proposed by Parasuraman et al.
[486]. ey distinguish ten levels of human interaction with fully or partially auto- Levels of automation.
mated systems, ranging from the system provides no decision support to the user (1) to
the system decides everything on its own (10), as shown in Table 6.3. In between those
anchor points lie levels that vary in terms of how much the system decides and does
and what the user decides and does.

Our privacy decision engine dynamically moves between automation levels 3 and
8 of their model. When we involve the user in decision making, the privacy decision
engine either provides a selection of recommendations (level 3) or a single recommen- Recommendation or

autonomous action.dation (level 4) to the user as support for privacy decision making, depending in the
system’s confidence in the recommendation. Aer the user provides an explicit deci-
sion, the selected recommendation is realized (level 5). If the solution confidence is suf-
ficiently high that the system can make the decision autonomously, the user is either
informed whenever an action is taken (level 7) or the privacy decision engine provides
information on demand (level 8).

To be more specific, the solution confidence ρ is evaluated against two thresholds.
e threshold ts determines if it is sufficient to provide a single recommendation to
the user (ρ ≥ ts). If ρ < ts, multiple recommendations should be provided, i.e., the
privacy preference adaptation process is not only performed for the most similar re- Recommendation

and automation
thresholds.

trieved cases, but multiple retrieved cases. e second threshold ta determines when
an adapted preference can be realized autonomously without user involvement. us,
if ρ ≥ ta, the privacy preference based on the casemost similar to the current situation
is realized by executing the derived privacy policy.

If the user should be involved, helpful recommendations need to be generated from
the explanation knowledge obtained during privacy preference retrieval and adapta-
tion. How the recommendations are presented depends on available output modali-
ties and the specific application, i.e., different interaction strategies are required for
screen-based interfaces on a computer, tablet, or smartphone and ambient interfaces
integrated into the environment. We discuss these issues further in Section 6.6.2, in
the context of explicit preference elicitation from the user.

As mentioned above, the level of automation is not only determined by the con-
fidence in the adapted privacy preference, but also by the user’s individual automa-
tion preferences, which are part of the reasoning preferences in the user model (see Automation prefer-

ences.Sec. 6.4.1). e automation preferences reflect the user’s desired level of explicit con-
trol over privacy configuration, as well as preferences concerning obtrusiveness and
disruption by the system. ose preferences help the system to balance scheduling
of interruptions [251, 185] with the expected accuracy of automated decisions [170].
Furthermore, activity constraints must also be considered in the selection of an au- Activity constraints.
tomation level, because some activities or applications may be more open to the inte-
gration of privacy decision prompts than others.

us, automation preferences and activity constraints have to be reflected in the au-
tomation thresholds ta and ts. In our current approach, the thresholds are application-
specific and pre-specified for a specific user. However, automation thresholds could
also be set dynamically based on information about the current context as suggested
by Toch [608], who also evaluates the accuracy of different automation strategies for
context-aware location disclosure.

Once the automation level has been decided, and the user has potentially been in-
volved in the decision selection, the adapted privacy preference is realized by execut-
ing the derived privacy policies, which concludes the preference retrieval and adapta-
tion process.
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Figure 6.9: Privacy preference retention and learning functionalities are divided between three
components: case retention handles storing and updating of cases after retrieval and adaptation,
case validation adjusts solution confidence based on different types of user feedback, and user
model maintenance ensures that stored preferences are useful and reflect the user’s privacy
preferences.

6.6 Privacy Preference Retention and Learning

Retention and learning in the privacy decision engine is distributed between three
aspects and respective components, as shown in Figure 6.9. Case retention occurs di-
rectly aer preference retrieval and adaptation. e resulting adapted privacy pref-
erence is stored as a new case or its base case is updated. Case validation leveragesRetention and

learning components. different kinds of user feedback on reasoning results and the system’s dynamic pri-
vacy adaptation behavior in order to adjust the solution confidences of cases in the
user model. us, case validation refines the user model in order to better reflect the
user’s cognitive privacy preferences. User model maintenance has a similar purpose.
Different maintenance methods are used to ensure efficient organization of the user
model and that preferences with low utility or confidence are removed periodically.

Subsequently, we discuss each of the components by following the order in which
they would typically be activated. However, in contrast to the privacy preference and
retrieval process, the functions of privacy preference retention and learning do not
adhere to a strictly sequential process, but are rather active in parallel.

6.6.1 Case retention

Case retention ensures that reasoning results are reflected in the case base. us in
context of the privacy decision engine, case retention strives to extend the user model
with useful reasoning results, such as adaptations of privacy preferences to new situa-
tions, in order to facilitate personalization of the user model to an individual user.

A general question to consider for case retention in case-based reasoning is whether
the reasoning result should be retained as a new case, thereby increasing the case
base, or if it suffices to update an existing case, thereby enhancing the case’s utility and
retaining a compact case base.us, retention influences requiredmaintenance on the
case base, as well as case retrieval performance due to growth of the case base [419].

In the privacy decision engine, we decide based on the similarity of current situa-
tion and retrieved cases whether to update existing cases or create a new case. If theDifferentiate

cases based on
situation similarity.

situation description of the base case fromwhich the preference was adapted is highly
similar to the current situation, the base case is updated. A new case is created if cur-
rent situation and situation description of the base case are sufficiently different. As
a consequence, if an explicit decision is required from the user due to low solution
confidence, the selected preference is typically stored as a new case [27], because low
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solution confidence also indicates low similarity between current situation and base
case.

Currently, we determine if case update or a new case is required based on a static
similarity threshold, which is determined in relation to the application domain and
respective constraints, i.e., storage limitations for the case base. In Section 8.4, we reshold-based

retention.discuss how application aspects influence implementation of the privacy decision en-
gine in context of our case study. A potential extension of the current retention ap-
proach would be to evaluate the contribution of a new solution to the overall compe-
tence of the reasoner as proposed by Lopez de Mantaras et al. [419]. However, such
competence-guided case retention requires the definition of a competence model for
the reasoner’s domain, which would be difficult to obtain for a user model represent-
ing individual and subjective privacy preferences.

Creating a new case

When creating a new privacy case, the current situation is used as the problem de-
scription and the adapted privacy preference, i.e., the resulting action trace and ex- Problem description

and solution.pectation, serve as the solution for the new case. When the case is inserted into the
user model, it is assigned a unique case id.

e case type depends on how many retrieved cases contributed to the solution of
the new case, as described in Section 6.4.2. If the solution is only based on one base Metadata.
case and potentially general privacy preferences, it is marked as an episodic case. If
multiple cases contributed to the solution, the case also represents episodic prefer-
ences, but is marked as merged to indicate the difference in origin. e case’s history
is initialized with a first entry concerning case creation, i.e., when the case has been
created. e entry also includes the explanation knowledge created for the solution
during the retrieval and adaptation process.

e solution confidence derived in the adaptation process serves as the initial so-
lution confidence for the new case. Because a new case was required, a case’s initial Initial solution

confidence.solution confidence is typically comparatively low compared to other existing cases,
which may have been reinforced over time. However, solution confidence may in-
crease later on due to validation of the case, as there is usually a time delay between
obtaining a reasoning result and being able to validate the result based on the user
feedback [27]. New unvalidated cases can already be considered in subsequent rea-
soning, because the solution confidence reflects the system’s uncertainty about the
case’s validity, which is accounted for in the adaptation step.

e new case further includes a link to the case employed in the previous situation,
as a predecessor link, and a link to its parent case, i.e., the base case for the solution of Case links and

indexing.the new case. In order to complete the addition of the new case to the user model, any
employed index structures need to be updated (see Sec. 6.5.2). More specifically, the
case is added to the context transition graph (CTG) through the link to its predeces-
sor.e respective edge in the CTG is further annotated with the context changes that
led from the situation of the predecessor case to the situation of the current case. e
same information about the transition is used to add the new case to the context tran-
sition index (CTI). Information about the transition not only expedites initial search
and facilitates consistency checking of the CTG, but can also serve as explanation
knowledge when explaining temporal progression of context changes to the user.

Updating an existing case

If current situation and the base case are highly similar, the base case is updated in-
stead of creating a new case. A case update primarily entails reinforcement learning Reinforcement

learning.by slightly increasing the case’s solution confidence in order to reflect the relevance
of the case. Furthermore, the case history is updated with an entry concerning case
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application, which facilitates generation of usage statistics for a given case. Explana-
tion knowledge generated in the retrieval and adaptation process is also added to the
entry in the case history.

We distinguish different strategies for updating the case’s problem description and
solution. In a basic reinforce only approach, only the case’s metadata is updated as de-Case update strategies.
scribed above, while problem description and solution remain the same. In a greedy
update strategy, problem description and the solution are replaced with the descrip-
tion of the current situation and the recent reasoning result, based on the assumption
that they are already highly similar to the case, but likely more current than the stored
preference. A generalization strategymerges the case’s description of the situation and
the current representation of the situation to obtain a more general situation descrip-
tion that match both situations [27]. e solution can then be taken either from the
existing case, the recent reasoning result can be used, or the solutions are also merged.
Which strategy is employed to update an existing case depends on the desired effect on
the case base, as well as on application constraints. For instance, a reinforce only strat-
egy emphasizes original solutions, the greedy strategy favors the newest incarnation
of a solution, and the generalization strategy aims to learn more generally applicable
solutions, but also requires soundmodels of the application domain in order tomerge
solutions.

6.6.2 Case validation

Case validation has the purpose of refining the user model to closer match the user’s
cognitive privacy preferences. Validating the accuracy of privacy reasoning results re-
quires a certain level of user involvement, because the user is ultimately the expert
concerning her privacy preferences [612]. However, we can leverage certain ubicomp
characteristics and learning methods to elicit the user’s feedback without being un-
necessarily obtrusive. In the following, we discuss case validation based on explicit
decision selection, explicit adjustment of the user model, as well as explicit and im-
plicit user feedback on the system’s dynamic privacy adaptation behavior.

Explicit decision selection

When the user is explicitly involved in the reasoning process, her selection of a rec-
ommendation offered by the privacy decision engine serves as validation for that rec-Explicit selection

as validation. ommendation. e user’s explicit selection clarifies ambiguities about the user’s pri-
vacy preference for the given situation. In order to be effective, the recommendations
should provide actual choices for the user to influence system actions [162]. Recom-
mendations also need to be presented in a way compatible with and appropriate for
the user’s current activities and situational context [510], and the system should pro-
vide explanations on how the recommendations were computed and why a specific
recommendation is being made [510]—at least when such explanations are requested
by the user by employing the details on demand interaction pattern [607].

Based on the user’s explicit selection, the case in the user model corresponding to
that selection is reinforced by increasing its solution confidence. e history of the
affected case is also updated with a validation entry noting the situation in which the
user made the selection.

Inspection and manual adjustment

Explicit selections are performed by the user, but initiated by the privacy decision
engine, i.e., the privacy decision engine determines the need for involving the user inOpportunities for ad-

justment and control. privacy reasoning and prompts the user accordingly. However, the privacy decision
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engine should further offermeans for explicit adjustment and control to the user [170],
which can be used to adjust the user model any time as per the user’s discretion.

Such opportunities for manual inspection and adjustment by the user serve two
main purposes. First, providing means for inspection, auditing, and control helps Means for user

inspection.to increase the credibility of the system. As discussed before, provided explanations
should transparently convey the system’s current configuration [170] and be intelli-
gible [413]. Concerning the advantage of such explanation and awareness interfaces,
Pu et al. [510] further note that they can help to balance potential privacy concerns
of users and their willingness to provide information about their preferences.

e second purpose is to allow users to adjust their user model whenever they
feel the need for it. Such adjustments constitute explicit refinement of privacy pref- Means for adjustment.
erences by the user [510], thus, affected privacy cases are updated according to the
user’s changes and the solution confidence is increased as a result.

Means for inspection and adjustment of the user model need to be tightly inte-
grated, as they support each other. For instance, Kulesza et al. [381] find that users
who are supported in forming a sound mental model of the reasoning process can
also more efficiently influence it through adjustments and feedback. Case-based rea-
soning has the advantage over many of the other reasoning approaches discussed in
Section 6.2.2 that cases are directly accessible and editable by users, without adversely
affecting reasoning quality. Following the suggestion by Fong et al. [240], different
representations of the user model could also be provided to account for differences
between users in terms of their level of expertise, as well as individual requirements
and capabilities. Particularly for extensive user models consisting of many cases as
well as general privacy preferences, more effective interfaces are required than dis-
playing all privacy cases and requiring the user to si through them.

us, we propose to leverage the context information contained in the problem
description and solution of cases in order to provide an interface for inspection and Indicate effects of case

application.adjustment that not only shows the case’s respective context but also how applying the
case affects the context. us, users can explore their preferences in direct relation to
associated outcomes [505]. We developed such an interface for privacy preferences
concerning a collaborative calendar display, which is discussed further in Section 8.4.
Such an inspection interface approach can be combined with a less intrusive elicita-
tion of feedback based on rating good and bad adaptation actions, as presented in the
following.

Explicit feedback

While it is important to provide opportunities for user model inspection and adjust-
ment, feedback mechanisms requiring less engagement can oen be sufficient to re-
fine the user model and can be better integrated into the user’s activities than user-
driven inspection and adjustment. Results by Pommeranz et al. [505] also suggest that
less demanding preference elicitation interfaces are better liked by users and perceived
as more usable. While their users were willing to spend time on providing expressive
feedback in certain situations, they did not want to spend effort on feedback where
they thought it was unnecessary.

e most important aspect of validation for the privacy decision engine is to deter-
mine if a performed adaptation action or a provided recommendation corresponds
to the user’s actual preference in the given situation. e user can rate a reasoning
decision based on the system’s action as positive or negative, or as correct and wrong.
is simple rating already allows the privacy decision engine to reinforce or discount
the solution confidence of the corresponding privacy case, and thereby learn more
about the user’s privacy preferences. While a positive rating gives more weight to the
respective case, a negative rating helps the system to correct for wrong decisions.
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In contrast to the user’s explicit involvement in decision making, which occurs
before privacy adaptations are put in to action, explicit feedback is provided aer a
case’s preference and privacy policy have been executed. us, explicit feedback car-
ries higher certainty about the user’s preference, than explicit decision selection for
which some level of uncertainty remains about whether the outcome of applying the
privacy policy will correspond to the user’s expectation. In order to reflect this, the
increase of the solution confidence should be higher for explicit feedback provided
aer privacy preference realization occurred.

e privacy decision engine may either provide opportunities for such feedback
ratings to the user at their own discretion, e.g., an overview of recent adaptation ac-
tions that can be rated, or actively ask the user for explicit feedback concerning spe-
cific adaptation actions and reasoning decisions. For instance, when the solution con-
fidence of an adapted privacy preference is barely above the automation threshold,
the system could prompt the user to rate the adaptation at some point aer the cor-
responding privacy policy has been executed. Knowledge about the user’s activities
could be used to determine a suitable moment for such an interruption.

Implicit feedback

Implicit feedback leverages implicit user interaction as evidence for reasoning vali-
dation, as already suggested by Jameson [328] (see Sec. 5.2.2). Schmidt [545] defines
implicit interaction as “an action performed by the user that is not primarily aimedImplicit interaction.
to interact with a computerized system but which such a system understands as input.”
us, we propose to interpret the user’s reactions and behavior in relation to dynamic
privacy adaptation actions initiated by the privacy decision engine.While approaches
have been proposed to continuously monitor users for changes in their psychological
and emotional state [564], we believe it is sufficient and less invasive to focus on ob-
serving and interpreting user behavior in situations where privacy adaptations have
been performed.

An important aspect in the interpretation of user actions is to maintain temporal
behavior relations between system actions and user reactions [72, 206] in order toRelationship

between system
and user actions.

ensure that user behavior is interpreted as feedback to those system actions it actually
pertains to. e proposed context transition graph (see Sec. 6.5.2) could be leveraged
to maintain such relations.

e interpretation of user behavior as positive or negative implicit feedback for
a specific system action is associated with higher uncertainty than explicit user feed-Uncertainty of

implicit feedback back [31]. For instance, it may be difficult to differentiate between one-off reactions by
the user compared to learnable preferences. us, positive or negative implicit feed-
back should have less impact on the solution confidence of affected cases than the
previously discussed explicit feedback mechanisms. A promising approach to obtain
more robust interpretations of implicit feedback could be to ask users to explicitly con-
firm certain interpretations of their behavior. us, implicit feedback could be used
to prompt users for explicit feedback, preferably in situations in which they are willing
to provide feedback.

For instance, consider an example from the collaborative calendar display use case.
When Bob enters Alice’s office, certain calendars and appointments of Alice are dy-
namically adapted to be hidden or shown as busy. If Alice selectively reveals some
of those appointments to Bob while they are scheduling a meeting, the privacy deci-
sion engine can adapt the respective privacy case accordingly. Later on, when Alice
is alone in her office again, her privacy agent could inform her about the performed
adaptation and elicit if it corresponds to Alice’s preferences with basic confirm and
reject options, as well as the option to manually adjust the case.
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6.6.3 User model maintenance

While case validation supports refinement of preferences that have been applied to
specific situations, user model maintenance aims to retain and enhance the effective-
ness and utility of the case base and ensure overall consistency with the user’s pri-
vacy preferences. For this purpose, stale cases are detected and removed from the
user model and cases with highly similar solutions are generalized into prototypical
cases [364]. Maintenance functions assess the user model periodically.

Case generalization

When a case base grows over time, some cases start to overlap in terms of their cov-
erage of the context space as well as the solution space. e utility problem, men-
tioned before, describes the effect that adding a case that overlaps with other cases
may provide no additional advantage in terms of reasoner’s expertise [419]. While we
already update cases as part of case retention, case generalization is a complementary
approach for aggregating similar cases into a generalized case in order to reduce the
size of the case base without a reduction in coverage of the context or solution space.
Subsequently, we outline a potential generalization approach for privacy cases.

As a first step of case generalization, highly similar cases must be identified. e
similarity metrics proposed for preference retrieval (see Sec. 6.5.3) can also be used
to determine similarity between cases in the user model. However, for case general- Cluster cases with

similar solutions.ization, we do not only compare two cases for their similarity in the problem descrip-
tion but also the similarity of their solutions’ expectations. Because we are interested
in cases that are overall similar and do not want to include cases in the generalization
that match similar situations but offer different solutions. ose similarity metrics
can be used in a hierarchical clustering approach to identify clusters of cases with
similar expectations. While basic hierarchical clustering algorithms are not very ef-
ficient [511], user model maintenance is performed offline or in parallel to normal
reasoning and has therefore no direct timing constraints. From the hierarchical clus-
tering, only those clusters should be selected for generalization that have a cluster
diameter below a certain threshold, i.e., the expectations of all cases in the cluster are
sufficiently similar to each other.

e first task in creating a generalized case from a cluster of cases is merging their
problem descriptions. is requires the identification of invariant features present in Generalize problem

description.the problem description of all the base cases, as they constitute the salient features
the privacy preference pertains to with high probability. All other context features
present in individual cases are removed and the respective context item is replaced
with a wildcard. For example, when three cases should be generalized that all refer
to situations with the same entities but different activities, the entities are retained as
salient featureswhile the activities are replacedwith awildcard, so that the generalized
case will match for any activity.

e solution for the generalized case is determined by selecting the solution with
the highest solution confidence from the base cases. e expectation and action trace Adapt highest

confidence solution.of the solution are then adapted to the new generic problem descriptionwith the same
adaptation process used for case retrieval, presented in Section 6.5.4. e resulting
generalized case is then added to the generalized context tree in relation to its base
cases (see Sec. 6.5.2). Note that an already generalized case could also be considered
for further generalization in order to obtain multiple levels of generalized cases, as
shown in Figure 6.6.
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Removal of stale cases

Another approach for addressing the utility problem is detecting and removing cases
that decrease performance but provide no useful knowledge [419]. e case base can
either be periodically searched for stale cases to be removed or based on certain met-
rics concerning the case base, such as the size of the case base or its growth trend [419].Detecting stale cases.
Staleness of cases is typically detected based on case-specificmetrics, such as the case’s
frequency of application, frequency of successful application, its last activation, or its
overall age [419, 235]. For the maintenance of our user model, last activation and so-
lution confidence are readily available case-specific metrics to detect cases that likely
contain outdated or inaccurate privacy preferences.resholds for thosemetrics need
to be determined in relation to application-specific requirements and constraints, as
required activation frequency and acceptable confidence levels may vary between dif-
ferent applications. For instance, if recent activation is considered an important in-
dicator for a case’s freshness, cases can also be aged by periodically reducing their
solution confidence if they have not been activated in a given time frame.

When a stale case is removed from the user model, it is also removed from all in-
dex structures and links in other cases to avoid inconsistencies in the user model. Fur-
thermore, generalized cases based on the removed case have to be revised, as they are
based on outdated privacy preferences and their solution confidence should therefore
be reduced.

6.7 General Privacy Preferences

Privacy cases represent experiential, episodic privacy preferences. General privacy
preferences, on the other hand, are defined by contextualized rules. ose rules spec-
ify desired privacy adaptationswhen specific context features are present or not present
in a given situation. Combining case-based reasoning with rule sets is an effective way
of addressing the cold start problem of CBR [364, 399, 500], as already discussed in
Section 6.3.2. e cold start problem, also known as the “new user problem” in recom-
mender systems [48], refers to the issue that a reasoner has initially no information
about a new user and must create a user model through extensive preference elic-
itation. e combination of CBR with rule-based inference speeds up this process
of adapting to an individual user. A lack of experiential knowledge for a specific sit-
uation is compensated by default behavior encoded in rules, which may provide a
coarser approximation of the user’s preferences than experiential knowledge but en-
sure meaningful adaptations from the beginning, as well as in unknown situations.

In the context of the privacy decision engine, general privacy preferences are ex-
pressed as rules in relation to components of the privacy context model. Such rulesEvent-condition-

action rules. can take the shape of common event-condition-action (ECA) rules. More specifically,
when a context change occurs (event) and specified conditions are met, a specific
adaptation action should be applied. Such rules could specify desired privacy adapta-
tion preferences that should always apply when a situation includes specific privacy-Preferences for

context features. sensitive items of the user, when certain environment features are present or specific
changes in the environment occur, or could specify desired privacy levels and adapta-
tion actions for certain activities of the user. For instance in the calendar display use
case, default rules could determine how the visibility of calendar entries should be ad-
justed for unknown persons entering the office. In the AAL use case, the notification
of the doctor when the fall is detected and providing access to the user’s vital signs
information, as well as physical access to the home later on, could be specified as a
general privacy preference for emergencies, detected based on the user’s activity and
physical state.
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While specifying general privacy preferences as rules provides advantages for rea-
soning, one of the main issues of privacy in ubicomp is that users oen have diffi-
culties to express their preferences in such an explicit way, due to the complexity of
ubicomp systems, the invisibility of communication flows in such systems, and the
abstract privacy implications stemming from that (see Sec. 3.3). us, a dynamic pri-
vacy adaptation should offer users the opportunity to self specify, inspect, and adjust User-specified general

privacy preferences.rules, in order to provide them with a desired level of control, yet, such user-specified
general privacy preferences may not be sufficiently comprehensive and not all users
may we willing to invest the time required for their creation.

Profiles of rules have been proposed as amore useable approach for users to specify
general preferences. e idea is that a profile constitutes a meaningful set of default Preferences profiles.
rules and that multiple profiles can be provided to cater for different user characteris-
tics and preferences.euser selects a suitable profile in the beginning, which requires
less effort than specifying rules explicitly [505]. Based on the profile, a reasoner can
provide meaningful recommendations and create a user model which can be adapted
to the individual user over time. us, shortening the initial learning period [364].

A profile serves as a stereotype for a group of user sharing the same or similar prefer-
ences [520, 364]. A basic approach for creating such preference profiles is aggregating
similar preferences from different users [490, 447]. is requires an already existing
user base and access to the preference settings of those users. Once different profiles
have been created, the question remains how users can be supported in selecting the
profile most suitable for them. Wilson et al. [649] found in a user study on location
sharing preferences that initial profile selection required subsequent edits before users
achieved the same level of satisfaction with their settings than the control group using
self-specified rules.

To address this issue, we propose to create preference profiles not solely based on
similarity of preference but based on personality traits of users. Personality traits have
been suggested as a useful resource formodeling the preferences of users inCBR [510].
We propose privacy personality profiles as profiles for capturing privacy preferences
in relation to specific personality traits. In the following, we discuss how relations be-
tween personality traits and privacy preferences could be leveraged to create privacy
personality profiles (see Sec. 6.7.1), and outline how such profiles would be integrated
in the reasoning process of the privacy decision engine (see Sec. 6.7.2). We further
conducted an explorative user study in the context of ambient assisted living and el-
derly adults. Our results, reported in Section 6.8, provide insights into the relations
between privacy preferences and personality traits for users in that application do-
main. We further discuss how such results can be leveraged to derive general privacy
preferences pertaining to certain personality characteristics.

6.7.1 Personality traits as privacy preference indicators

Personality traits provide a habitual characterization of a person’s individual person-
ality. e five-factor model of personality has been shown to provide a reliable char-
acterization of personality traits, which is stable across individuals, domains, age, and
cultures [440].We give a short introduction to the five-factormodel before discussing
the relation between personality traits and privacy preferences.

The five-factor model of personality

e five factor model is a well-researched and commonly accepted personality model
from trait theory [440]. Trait theory stems from personality psychology and focuses
on personality as individual differences. e five factor model categorizes an indi-
vidual’s personality traits along five basic dimensions, also known as the “Big Five.” e Big Five.
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McCrae and John [440] note that many personality aspects have been identified, but
that the Big Five have been shown to be a meaningful and stable high level catego-
rization of personality traits. Our presentation of the five dimensions is based on the
extensive introduction to the five factor model by McCrae and John [440]:

Neuroticism (N). Differences in experiencing distress are reflected in the neuroticism
dimension. High N scores are characterized by anxious, self-pitying, touchy, or
unstable. Low N scores are characterized by calm, relaxed, even-tempered.

Extraversion (E). ere is less consensus on a clear definition of extraversion, due to a
tight coupling with agreeableness. A rough characterization would be that ex-
traversion lies somewhere in the middle between dominance and warmth with
a tendency for positive emotionality [440]. High E scores correspond to active,
energetic, outgoing, or sociable. Low E scores correspond to quiet, reserved, or
withdrawn.

Agreeableness (A). Agreeableness refers to the level of empathy. High A scores are
characterized by altruistic, caring, providing emotional support, appreciative, gen-
erous, kind, or forgiving. Low A scores are characterized by hostile, indifferent,
self-centered, or jealous.

Conscientiousness (C). An individual’s tendency towards impulsive behavior is reflected
by C. e combination of A and C reflects general classifications of good/evil
or strong/weak. High C scores correspond to efficient, organized, reliable, or re-
sponsible. Low C scores reflect lazy, erratic, forgetful, or unreliable.

Openness to experience (O). Openness encompasses different aspects, such as creativ-
ity, intellectual interest, differentiated emotions, aesthetic sensitivity, or the
need for variety. High O scores are characterized by artistic, curious, imagina-
tive, or insightful. Low O scores are characterized by conventional, conservative,
or repressing anxiety.

According to McCrae and John [440], the five factor model has emerged as a useful
method for characterizing personality because it integrates a wide range of proposed
personality constructs, is efficient as it provides a general description of personalityTraits as behav-

ior predictors. consisting only of five scores, and it is comprehensive. ey note that particularly the
model’s comprehensive nature provides “a basis for systematic exploration of the rela-
tions between personality and other phenomena” [440]. Sherman and Fazio [568] argue
further that traits can be operationalized as predictors of behavior, if traits are under-
stood as associations between a person’s beliefs and certain situations, i.e., specific sit-
uations trigger beliefs. us, personality traits align well with our approach towards
dynamic privacy adaptation, which is based on the concept that context changes trig-
ger privacy reasoning and regulation processes.

Relation between personality traits and privacy

As part of the discussion on salient decision factors in Section 3.5.4, we already dis-
cussed a number of studies showing that relations between personality traits and pri-
vacy concerns exist. Here, we focus on specific relations identified in related work.
Bansal et al. [79] suggest to adjust health websites based on available information
about a user’s personality in order to positively influence privacy concern. ey also
provide a good overview of personality psychology research on the relation between
personality traits and privacy.

In a study with 70 undergraduate students, Pedersen [499] identified correlations
between different personality constructs and privacy choices. As their personalityTraits and pri-

vacy choices. constructs predate the Big Five, we also provide likely matches with the five factor
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model based on the discussions by McCrae and John [440]. Pedersen found that par-
ticipants with low-self esteem (low E) were likely to be reserved, and to seek solitude
or anonymity. Carefree participants (high E, high O) tended to seek less isolation, soli-
tude, or anonymity. Introspectives (low O) tended to be reserved, but without seeking
isolation. Participants exhibiting tolerance of self and others (high A) tended to prefer
anonymity.

Junglas and Spitzmüller [341] conducted a survey (n=560) on the relation of per-
sonality traits and location sharing. eir results suggest a more differentiated effect Traits and location

sharing.of agreeableness. In their study, high A correlated with lower privacy concerns and
higher trust in the service provider. High O and high C also correlated with lower
privacy concerns for location sharing.

In a study on information privacy concerns (n=230), Korzaan and Boswell [373]
also found that highO leads to lower privacy concern.ey further found a correlation Traits and infor-

mation privacy
concerns.

between low N and higher concerns. Concerning agreeableness, they found a correla-
tion between high A and higher concern, which aligns with the findings by Pedersen
[499]. ese differences suggest that relations between personality traits and privacy
are rather application- or domain-specific than universally applicable.

While this short discussion underlines that individual personality traits have been
found to influence privacy decisions and concerns [575], it also highlights that this re-
search area is still underexplored. Our own study extends the current body of knowl-
edge in this regard (see Sec. 6.8).

6.7.2 Privacy personality profiles

Personality traits have been shown to correlate with certain privacy concerns and be-
havior, e.g., for location sharing behavior [341]. Such correlations can be used to de-
rive respective adaptation rules for different groups of users. For instance, the ten-
dency of individuals with lower O and E scores to have higher privacy concerns,
could be accommodated in a personality-based privacy profile with conservative de-
fault rules concerning privacy changes that increase potential or actual exposure (see
Sec. 5.5.2). Such a rule could be that when new entities appear in the user’s physical
or virtual environment any previously exposed privacy-sensitive items are set to the
lowest possible granularity or removed from the situation, unless entity-specific pref-
erences (learned or specified) explicitly regulate more open access to those items. A
profile for individuals with lower concerns (low N), on the other hand, may by de-
fault not adapt privacy-sensitive items when potential exposure increases, but only
react to increases in actual exposure. Multiple rules pertaining to similar personality
characteristics could then be aggregated into a privacy personality profile.

Compiling privacy personality profiles

Multiple approaches could be leveraged to elicit trait-specific general privacy pref-
erences and compile privacy personality profiles. Expert-specified profiles provide a Expert-specified

profiles.simple but effective method to generate profiles of general privacy preferences for
a specific application domain. e difficulty in an expert-driven approach is that the
expertsmust not only have expertise in the application area, but also require a compre-
hensive understanding of privacy concerns and behavior of different groups of users
in their area. Such knowledge could be obtained through interview- or diary-based
preference elicitation, which is then used by the experts to derive profiles that reflect
the obtained results. Expert specification of privacy preferences is already a common
approach in domains, such as ambient assisted living, where users may require assis-
tance with the installation and configuration of respective systems.
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Profiles can also be created from correlations between traits and privacy identified
in self-report studies, such as the surveys discussed above. e surveys above suggestProfiles based

on self-reports. that studies tailored to a specific application domain will likely provide more robust
results. Buffett and Fleming [130] propose to elicit privacy preferences by letting users
rate privacy sensitivity of different items in binary comparisons, e.g., preferring to re-
veal phone number over email address, or with standard gambles, such as comparing
the utility of different outcomes. ey propose to use such relative rating preferences
(“A is preferred over B”) to structure different items and disclosure options and model
them in a conditional outcome preference network. Preferences obtained that way
from multiple users could be combined into profiles.

Related is the approach to leverage preferences of existing users in order to create
crowd-based profiles [447]. Profiles derived that way have the advantage that they areCrowd-based profiles.
based on actual preferences, rather than on privacy concerns and expectations. How-
ever, they also require access to user preferences, which on their own may also be
privacy sensitive.

Automated personality classification has also been suggested as an approach to inferAutomated person-
ality classification. personality traits from user behavior, e.g., Staiano et al. [586] infer personality traits

from inter-personal social network interactions, and respective social network theory.
However, such approaches also require extensive access to behavioral data, such as
phone interaction data for the social group to be analyzed [586], and furthermore
carry ethical implications that would have to be fully investigated and addressed.

e here proposed elicitation strategies are surely not conclusive, but provide a di-
rection on how to obtain personality traits, as well as general privacy preferences asso-
ciated with them. ose strategies can also be combined to enhance the accuracy and
coverage of resulting profiles. Profiles should also be refined in an iterative process
with close consideration of and feedback from eventual users.

Integration with the privacy decision engine

Assuming general privacy preferences have been determined for specific personal-
ity groups, they must be integrated with the privacy decision engine. We already ex-
plained how general privacy preferences are considered in the reasoning step for pref-
erence adaptation (see Sec. 6.5.4). However, before general preferences can be used
for reasoning, the user must be first supported in selecting the appropriate privacy
personality profile, which matches the user’s personality and preferences. Wilson etProfile selection.
al. [649] caution that the user’s initial choice likely has a lasting effect on their prefer-
ences, because acclimation settles in aer a while, i.e., instead of continuing to adjust
privacy settings in the system, the users adapt their sharing behavior and expectations
to the system. us, the profile selection requires special attention.

For personality-based profiles, a feasible approach for supporting profile selection
would be to assess the user’s personality when the user starts to use a dynamic privacy
adaptation system, e.g., by asking the user to complete the Big Five Inventory ques-
tionnaire [336]. However, those questions are quite sensitive, and users may not be
comfortable providing that information to a new system they have no experience with.Initial personal-

ity assessment. Knijnenburg and Kobsa [359] suggest that instead of directly asking a set of invasive
questions, systems could ask short questions about characteristics most persons are
comfortable to share, such as gender, and derive further personality characteristics
from those. Indeed, assessment of the user’s personality must also not result in the
selection of a monolithic preference profile, instead the profile could be dynamically
composed from the information available about the user’s personality.

Once a privacy personality profile has been selected, the general privacy prefer-
ences of that profile are added to the user model in order to provide default adapta-Integration of expe-

riential and general
privacy preferences.

tions for context changes not covered by experiential preferences contained in learned
privacy cases. Such general privacy preferences can also provide adaptation in situa-
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tions forwhich preferences cannot be learned through experience, e.g., in theAALuse
case, the preference to notify the doctor and provide access to vital sign information
could not be elicited in the situation if the user is unconscious aer the fall. us, the
integration of experiential and general privacy preferences balances expected default
behavior and support of contextualized intricacies of privacy preferences. As part of
the preference adaptation step, aspects of experiential preferences and general privacy
preferences are potentially merged into joint solution, which are then learned as new
cases. us, experiential preferences refine general preferences over time, which per-
sonalizes the behavior of the privacy decision engine further to the individual user.

Besides general privacy preferences, personality-based profiles may also contain
reasoning preferences that relate to specific personality traits. For instance, automa- Reasoning preferences

in profiles.tion preferences, i.e., when the user expects to be explicitly involved in the reasoning
process, can be determined based on a user’s openness to experience (O) or extraver-
sion (E).

6.8 User Study: Personality and Privacy Preferences in AAL

In the previous section, we discussed the potential of and outlined a general approach
for leveraging relations between personality traits and privacy preferences by creating
privacy personality profiles.While this potential has also been recognized in the litera-
ture, the nascent research in this area is primarily dominated by social and personality
psychology research aiming for the identification of fundamental relations between
traits and privacy dispositions or behavior. While highly relevant for the creation of
privacy personality profiles, such results are somewhat difficult to operationalize for
the configuration and dynamic adaptation of privacy mechanisms.

us, we conducted a user study investigating privacy and automation preferences
in relation to personality traits with the goal to obtain results which are easier to op-
erationalize as general privacy preferences for dynamic privacy adaptation. Hereby,
we employed scenario-based preference elicitation for a specific application domain,
to ensure that results facilitate translation into preference rules. We chose ambient
assisted living as the context of our study, because it constitutes a research area where
more and more systems are already being deployed in homes of elderly either as parts
of research projects or products. For instance, the German ministry of education
and research (BMBF) alone has funded 31 AAL projects with 65 million Euros since
2009 [131, 132].

Subsequently, we outline our study design including our methods and employed
materials, before presenting the obtained results. We conclude this section by dis-
cussing limitations of the study and the feasibility of deriving privacy personality pro-
files from the gained insights.

6.8.1 Study design

Our primary goalswith the studywere to determine the participants’ preferences for ac-
cess to privacy-sensitive items by different groups of persons or stakeholders involved in Access, granularity,

and automation
preferences.

a user’s ambient assisted living sphere, such as the participant’s spouse, family, friends,
personal care assistants, doctors, or the insurance provider. In contrast to relatedwork,
we were not only interested in information privacy aspects but also explicitly consid-
ered different types of disturbances. Concerning access to privacy-sensitive items, we
were further interested in the preferred level of granularity and level of automation
of that access for different groups. We used detailed AAL scenarios in order to pro-
vide sufficient contextual information for participants to elicit situation-specific and
realistic privacy preferences.
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Table 6.4: Ambient assisted living scenarios employed in the user study.

Scenario Description

S1 Sensor band for vital signs monitoring A continuously worn sensor band collects vi-
tal signs information for remote monitoring.
Collected information can be viewed locally
on the television.

S2 Emergency notification e sensor band can detect critical states and
alert other about the emergency.

S3 Automatic door opening system (TV) Information about the person at the door
is displayed on the TV and the door can be
opened automatically.

S4 Automatic door opening system (bed) Information about the person at the door is
displayed near the bed and the door can be
opened automatically.

S5 Automatic door opening system (emergency) Emergency notification has been triggered
and someone is at the door, which can be
opened automatically.

S6 Smart medication dispenser Dispenser reminds about required medica-
tion, medication behavior can be remotely
monitored.

S7 Activity detection and hazard prevention Sensors are used for activity detection. Stove
and other devices can be automatically
switched off to prevent danger.

S8 Barrier-free phone calls Speaker and microphone systems enable
phone calls in the whole apartment. Calls can
be accepted automatically based on activity.

Scenarios

We selected scenarios relating to aspects of an elderly person’s daily life in a domes-
tic environment, because ambient assisted living technology is oen advocated as an
enabler for “aging in place” [132, 565, 629], i.e., being able to continue to live indepen-
dently with older age. In the scenarios, we included AAL technology with potential
privacy implications. Our scenarios were drawn from typically suggested application
areas for AAL technology [565], namely health care monitoring, physical security, and
activities of daily living. e chosen scenarios are largely based on similar proposed
research prototypes, existing products, or scenarios used in related studies. Table 6.4
gives an overview of the eight scenarios we employed in our study.

In the scenario sensor band for vital signs monitoring (S1), the protagonist has expe-
rienced cardiac issues, such as high blood pressure, cardiac arrhythmias, or increasedS1: sensor band for

vital signs monitoring. heart attack risk. erefore, the protagonist wears a sensor wrist band, which contin-
uously monitors vital signs, such as heart rate, blood pressure, or blood oxygen and
sugar levels. An overview of measured health data is provided on the protagonist’s
television. Health data can also be forwarded to different remote entities, such as doc-
tors or care personnel for diagnosis, as well as family for monitoring the protagonist’s
health progression.is scenario reflects commonly suggested health caremonitoring
applications, i.e., continuous assessment of health for general well-being [86, 555, 565,
199, 388] or post surgery [70]. From the perspective of our privacy context model and
privacy decision engine, this scenario focuses primarily on observations by entities in
the user’s physical (sensor band) and virtual environment (remote access by doctors
or family). We asked participants to indicate the desired level of access granularity
by different entities. Provided options were full access to all vital sign information,
partial access (e.g., only blood pressure or sugar level), abstracted access (only infor-
mation if vital signs are ok or critical), or no access. Offered levels of automation and
control for access by remote entities were automatic forwarding without notification,
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automatic forwarding with accessible audit log, automatic forwarding with an LED on
the sensor band indicating access, delayed forwarding aer indicating access request
(LED on sensor band) if not cancelled by button press, explicit confirmation required
from protagonist (button on sensor band) before forwarding information.

e second scenario emergency notification (S2) is a variation of S1. e sensor S2: emergency
notification.band can detect when the protagonist’s vital signs reach critical levels and trigger an

emergency notification to request help. In the scenario, the protagonist’s blood pres-
sure drops while taking care of personal hygiene and the protagonist falls on to the
bathroomfloor.e sensor band detects the critical situation and issues an emergency
notification. Emergency help scenarios are oen employed as AAL scenarios [199].
Our scenario corresponds to the AAL use case introduced in Section 4.4.3 and is simi-
lar to the emergency health scenario used byAvancha et al. [70].e outlined scenario
can also be seen as a progression from existing personal emergency link services [388],
in which users wear a button that can be pressed to request help. Scenario S2 is a varia-
tion of S1, therefore, the focus on physical and virtual observations remains the same.
e major difference between the scenarios is the change in the protagonist’s physical
state and the need for assistance, which can be expressed as an activity in the privacy
context model. e same options as in S1 were provided for the desired level of access
granularity by different groups and the desired level of automation and control.

Scenario S3 focuses on physical security, which has been found to be a primary con- S3: system for auto-
matic door opening
(TV).

cern and important application area for AAL technology [565, 199]. In our scenario
a system for automatic door opening is installed in the protagonist’s apartment. When
the door bell rings, the system analyzes the video stream from a camera mounted
above the door and can reliably identify the person if he or she has been registered in
the system. Depending on the person at the door, the system can open the door au-
tomatically or prompt the protagonist what to do. For this purpose, the name of the
identified person and the video image are shown on the protagonist’s television while
watching TV. e protagonist can use a button on the TV remote to open the door re-
motely. is scenario focuses on disturbances rather than observations, because the
person at the door may be let into the protagonist’s home automatically depending
on preference. Eliciting preferences for the granularity of access in this scenario does
not make sense, because the access decision is binary—the door can be either opened
or not. us, we only elicited automation preferences for different groups. Provided
options were door opens automatically without notification, door opens automatically
with accessible audit log, door opens automatically with notification onTV, delayed door
opening aer notification on TV if not cancelled by button press, explicit confirmation
required before the door is opened.

Scenario S4 is a variation of S3. Instead of watching TV, the protagonist sleeps in S4: system for auto-
matic door opening
(bed).

the bed when the door bell rings. Instead of the notification on the TV, this scenario
employs a smart alarm clock in the bedroom,which has basically the samenotification
and control capabilities as the TV in the previous scenario. us, the main difference
between S3 and S4 is the protagonist’s activity: sleeping instead of watching TV. e
purpose of this scenario is to elicit changes in preference regarding disturbances for
different activities.

Scenario S5 combines the automatic door opening system from S3 and S4 with the S5: system for auto-
matic door opening
(emergency).

emergency situation and notification in S2. When the critical situation in S2 has been
detected and an emergency notification has been issued, help can be let into the apart-
ment automatically. In S5, the protagonist is conscious aer falling in the bathroom
but cannot get up due to a leg injury. e protagonist fell in the shower and is only
covered with a towel. e automatic door opening system announces over a speaker
in the bathroom who is at the door, and the protagonist can use voice commands to
open the door or not. Basically, S5 is a further variation of S3 and S4. Notification
and control mechanisms in S5 are very similar to the previous two scenarios, thus,
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the same options for automation preferences are provided. However, the protagonist
ismore vulnerable than in the previous situations (only covered by a towel), but also in
more immediate need of assistance.is scenario aims to elicit which of those aspects
weighs stronger in relation to different person groups.

Scenario S6 focuses on the the daily living activity of takingmedication.e protag-S6: smart medi-
cation dispenser. onist has to take certain medication regularly, forgetting to take medication results in

a decrease in health andwell-being. A smart medication dispenser supports the protag-
onist with reminders about medication by blinking and beeping. e smart dispenser
can also forward information about what medication has been taken or skipped to re-
mote entities, e.g., doctors and family can monitor medication intake. Monitoring of
medication intake is a common AAL scenario [86], medication reminders are typ-
ically well received by elderly [565, 480]. is scenario shares similarities with S1.
e main difference is that medication reminders provide an immediate benefit to
the user, but forwarding information about forgotten medication also informs on the
mental state and capacity of the protagonist. Options for preferred level of access for
different groups were full access to information about whatmedication has been taken
or not, partial access to only such information pertaining to critical medication, ab-
stracted access providing only information about situations where a medication has
been forgotten, and no access to information concerning medication intake. Provided
automation and control options were automatic forwarding of information without no-
tification, automatic forwarding with accessible audit log, automatic forwarding with
an LED on the dispenser indicating access, delayed forwarding aer indicating an ac-
cess request (LED on dispenser) if not cancelled by button press, explicit confirmation
required from protagonist (button on dispenser) before forwarding information.

Scenario S7 describes a system for activity detection and hazard prevention.e pro-S7: Activity
detection and

hazard prevention.
tagonist in this scenario shows initial signs of dementia.e systemuses sensors in the
apartment, such as motion sensors or pressure mats, and information about switched
on electronic devices to detect the protagonist’s activity. Based on the activity, the sys-
tem infers whether the protagonist forgot to switch of a potentially hazardous device,
e.g., the stove is le on aer cooking, and can switch those devices off automatically.
If such a potentially hazardous situation has been detected, the information can be
forwarded to remote entities in order to enable them to determine how well the pro-
tagonist handles living independently. Our scenario is similar to a system proposed
byMoncrieff et al. [445]. Similar systems have been proposed for occupancy and sleep
detection to save energy [428], detection of general activity levels [86, 388], and stove
and oven safety control [199]. Respective systems have already been deployed in field
trials [629]. Our scenario aims to elicit privacy preferences concerning the observa-
tion of activity information by others. Provided access granularity options were full
access to activity information, partial access only to information concerning activities
and hazardous situation in the living area but not in the bedroom or bathroom, ab-
stracted access only to the information that a hazardous situation occurred but not
how, or no access. Provided options for automation and control preferences were the
same as in scenario S6, with the difference that access notifications were provided
by a wall-mounted lamp and speech interaction was used for control in the delayed
forwarding and explicit confirmation options.

e last scenario focuses on barrier-free phone calls (S8). Speakers andmicrophonesS8: barrier-free
phone calls. in the apartment enable the protagonist to have phone conversations anywhere in the

apartment without requiring to hold a phone. Similar to S7, the system can detect the
protagonist’s activity and decide based on the activity if remote entities can contact
the protagonist or not, in order to prevent disruption of certain activities, e.g., sleep-
ing. While S7 leverages activity detection in an observation-centric system, activity
detection is used in S8 to dynamically manage virtual disturbances and interruptions.
Provided options for the level of access by others were full access regardless of the
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protagonist’s activity, partial access only when the protagonist is in the living area but
not in the bedroom or bathroom, or no access. Provided automation options were au-
tomatic call acceptance without notification, automatic call acceptance with accessible
audit log, automatic call acceptance with prior announcement of the caller, delayed call
acceptance aer announcement of caller if not cancelled by voice command, explicit
confirmation required before a call is accepted.

e selected scenarios cover regular and emergency situations relating to different
activities and diverse privacy-sensitive items. e scenarios include physical and vir-
tual entities, as well as physical and virtual observations and disturbances by those
entities. Hence, the employed scenarios serve to elicit preferences for all aspects de-
scribed in the privacy context model, as specified in Section 5.4. Additionally, as some
scenarios are variations of each other, privacy preferences related to context changes
could also be elicited in the study.

Procedure and Materials

Our study was conducted as a survey, which was distributed online and could be com-
pleted either directly online or on paper and sent back to the Institute of Media Infor-
matics. Participants could complete the survey at their own leisure. e survey con-
sisted of the parts described in the following. e complete survey questionnaire is Survey structure.
provided in Appendix A.1.

Introduction and declaration of consent. A short text described the potential of techni-
cal assistance systems to facilitate aging in place by enhancing quality of life
and supporting independent living. Ambient assisted living technology was de-
scribed in relation to current assistance systems likely known to participants,
such as personal emergency link services, in order to have clear reference points
for explaining the potential of AAL systems with a higher degree of automation
and autonomy. e introduction was kept neutral and did not mention privacy
directly to avoid priming participants [121].

Participants were informed that they would be presented with different AAL
systems and asked questions concerning the feature set and their personal as-
sessment of such systems. It was further explained that provided information
will only be used anonymously for research purposes and that they may with-
draw from the study at any time even aer completing the survey.

Scenario-based preference elicitation. Participantswere sequentially confrontedwith the
eight scenarios introduced above. For each scenario, we provided a textual de-
scription of the scenario that introduced the functionality of the respective sys-
tem and provided background about the protagonist and the situational context
to facilitate identification with the scenario. Like Caine et al. [139], we used the
gender neutral “Mrs./Mr. A.” to refer to the protagonist, which has the effect
that participants perceive the protagonist as being of the same gender, which
enhance their identification with the protagonist. Because perceived benefit has
been found to be an important weighting factor against intrusiveness [443],
the description of each scenario provided information about what information
is collected for what purpose, how collected information is processed and for-
warded, and who has access and why. We further followed the suggestions by
Braunstein et al. [121] on indirect privacy surveys in the phrasing of our de-
scriptions to reduce potential privacy priming. All explanations were phrased
in a neutral tone and privacy-specific terms were avoided in favor of focusing
on automation and access to personal items.

Per scenario, participants were asked to indicate their preferred level of access
for different person groups and their preferred level of automation for the same
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person groups. Levels of access granularity were full, partial, abstracted, or none
with scenario-specific explanations as discussed above.

Levels of automationwere based onParasuraman et al.’s automationmodel [486]
given in Table 6.3 and tailored in their description to the specific scenario. e
provided options correspond to levels 10 (automated, no notification), 8 (auto-
mated, audit log), 7 (automated, notification), 6 (automated aer delay), and 5
(explicit confirmation) in their model. e offered groups were the same for all
questions: spouse/partner, trusted family member, friend, doctor/care personnel,
insurance/care provider, unknown/public.

We further asked participants to rate on a 5-point Likert scale the perceived
utility of the described AAL system, and whether they would use it themselves
(self-use), in order to determine the relevance of the scenario for the partici-
pant [121]. Additionally, participants could also provide textual comments con-
cerning their assessment of the scenario in order to explain why they made spe-
cific preference choices, as suggested by Barkhuus [83].

Personality traits (BFI-10). Personality traitswere assessedwith the ten-itemversion (BFI-
10) [512] of the Big Five Inventory [336]. e BFI-10 has been shown to pro-
vide significant reliability and validity in relation to the BFI-44 and the NEO-PI
R [512]. Rammstedt and John simultaneously developed and validated English
and German versions of the BFI-10 [512]. We employed the German version
provided by them, with the optional additional eleventh item for agreeableness.

Technology attitudes. Wewere further interested in how open or skeptical participants
were towards new technology. We considered different scales on technology
acceptance [584, 628, 485] before settling on the general attitudes towards tech-
nology factors used by Beach et al. [86] in a large-scale study on the role of
disability, age, and privacy for AAL applications. eir scales general positive
attitudes, general negative attitudes, and comfort with technology are based on
items selected from the technology readiness index (TRI) [485]. We used the
ten items corresponding to those scales, but excluded Beach et al.’s items on in-
formation security concerns as such aspects are better captured by correlations
between elicited preferences and personality traits.

Social desirability (MC-SDS-13) We further used Reynolds’ 13-item short form (form C)
of the Marlowe-Crowne social desirability scale (MC-SDS-13) [519], which has
been shown to be a reliable proxy of the original 33-itemMC-SDS [663]. Assess-
ing social desirability allows to determine the presence of a positive response
tendency of participants which may influence results drawn from self-reported
answers. e MC-SDS-13 consists of 13 statements which are rated as true or
false [519].

Privacy predisposition (WCPOI). Wealso included the three-itemWestin core privacy ori-
entation index (WCPOI) in order to compare it with our personality traits ap-
proach to privacy predispositions. We used the three items of the 2001 version
of the WCPOI as reported by Kumaraguru and Cranor [384]. e WCPOI cat-
egorizes participants as privacy unconcerned, privacy pragmatists, and privacy
fundamentalists.

Demographics and health. Our survey concluded with optional questions concerning
the participants age, gender, education level, current or former occupation, re-
tirement status, living situation, health limitations or disabilities, dependency
on assistance, and current use of assistive technology. Items on the current
health status have been adopted from Beach et al. [86] and Schulz et al. [555].
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Our survey was targeted at German-speaking seniors. In order to reach the tar-
get group, we cooperated with the Center for General Scientific Education (ZAWiW)
at Ulm University, which organizes the Seasons Academies at Ulm University every ZAWiW: Zentrum

für Allgemeine
Wissenschaliche
Weiterbildung
www.zawiw.de

spring and fall, where interested seniors participate in a one week educational pro-
gram on campus. We were able to advertise our survey alongside the program an-
nouncement for the fall academy 2013, which was sent by postal mail to 2,650 seniors.
In addition, we contacted over 60 federal, regional, and local senior associations in
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland to make them aware of our survey. In total, 142
persons engaged with the survey, resulting in 80 complete survey responses.

6.8.2 Results

In preparation of the data evaluation, we removed one of the samples, because the
participant (age=31) did not fit the age group of the target population. us, our re- 79 samples in total.
sults are based on 79 samples. However, not all participants provided answers for all
questions. Nevertheless, in the following, percentages refer to n=79, unless stated oth-
erwise. us, in such cases 100% also contains the percentage of participants who did
not answer the respective question.

Scenarios S1–S2 and S6–S8 asked for both preferred level of access and level of au-
tomation. If “no access” had been selected for a specific group, the question for level
of automation for the same group was meaningless, as was also noted by some partic-
ipants. erefore, we removed all automation answers in scenarios S1–S2 and S6–S8,
where the respective desired access level was “no access” in order to consider only
meaningful replies.

In the following, we first present demographic data, followed by the evaluation of
perceived utility and technology attitudes, as well as personality traits. Aerwards,
we evaluate the access and automation preferences for the different scenarios. Results
for scenarios pertaining to the same application, e.g., the door opening system, are
discussed together.

Demographics

Our survey population is balanced in gender with 46.8% female and 49.4% male par-
ticipants. ree participants (3.8%) did not specify their gender. e median age is Gender and age.
69.5 years ranging from 40 to 90 years (n=70). Figure 6.10(a) shows the age distribu-
tion, which is approximately normally distributed.

Figure 6.10(c) shows the highest level of education obtained by participants. For
most participants, the highest obtained level of education is a completed apprentice- Highest level of

education.ship (53.2%), followed by a university degree (27.8%), and a doctoral degree (10.1%).
A high school degree was the highest level of education for three participants (3.8%).
Four participants did not provide an answer (5.1%). Compared to the education level
distribution of the German population in September 2013 [588], the percentage of
completed apprenticeships (53.2%)matches theGermandistribution (49.9%), but our
sample is skewed towards higher education (37.9% versus 14.0%).

Concerning their retirement status, 86.1% reported to be retired, 12.7% were not Retirement and job
status.retired, and 1 participant (1.3%) did not provide an answer. Figure 6.10 shows the dis-

tribution of the participants current or pre-retirement jobs. Job categories have been
derived from the participants’ free text answers by clustering named job positions
according to work domains. Participants have a variety of backgrounds with a focus
on engineering, science, and technology (19%), as well as education (13.9%). Partici-
pants in the second category were primarily school teachers. Office clerk (10.1%) and
management positions (7.6%) were also common.

Figure 6.10(b) gives the distribution of the current living situation. e majority of Current living
situation.

http://www.zawiw.de
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(a) age (n=70) (b) current living situation (n=77)

(c) highest level of education (n=75) (d) current/pre-retirement job (n=63)
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Figure 6.10: Demographic distributions for (a) age, (b) living situation, (c) level of education, and
(d) current or pre-retirement job.

participants live together with a partner or spouse (59.5%); 29.1% live alone. None of
the participants lived in a retirement home, but 7.6% shared an apartment with others
and one person (1.3%) lived in an assisted living community with care personnel.

Corresponding to the living situation, the vast majority of participants (85.8%) in-
dicated that they are not limited by any physical, mental or emotional health prob-Health limitations

and dependencies. lems. Such limitations were reported by 12.7%. Six participants (7.6%) indicated that
they require special equipment, such as a cane, wheel chair or wheeled walker. As-
sistance with routine tasks, such as house keeping, shopping or running errants, was
required by 7.6%. Two participants (2.5%) required further assistance for personal
care, including food preparation, hygiene, getting dressed, or for moving around in
the apartment.

Current use of assistive technologieswas only reported by seven participants (8.9%).Current use of
AAL technology. Two participants reported to use a li or stair li. Also two participants used an emer-

gency call system with a wearable emergency button. One participant indicated to
use a door opening system and described it as similar to the one in scenario S3. One
participant described the use of light motion sensors in the apartment, and another
participant indicated the computer as an assistive technology.

Utility, self-use, and technology attitude

Utility and self-use were rated per scenario on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from
“strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5). Figure 6.11 shows the answer frequencies
for utility and self-use across the scenarios. While only a small portion of the partici-
pants had prior experience with assistive technology, all technologies described in our
eight scenarios were rated as highly useful by the majority of participants (mode=5,
median=5) and the majority also indicated that they would use the described systems
themselves (mode=5, median=5). Our results are in contrast to a survey by Lai et al.
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is a useful assistive system (utility) would use myself (self-use)
S1 sensor band

S2 emergency

S3 door (TV)

S4 door (sleep)

S5 door (emerg.)

S6 dispenser

remote not.

S7 act. detect.

remote not.

S8 phone call

131 9 14 51

38 6 62

22 9 10 56

112 6 9 60

1113 4 69

11 3 10 64

3 5 16 17 38

22 5 4 66

21 6 12 11 47

13 5 8 62

2 3 5 12 56 1

12 3 4 10 59

21 6 6 7 57

23 4 4 9 57

11 4 3 4 66

22 8 13 54

25 4 5 9 54

11 4 4 10 59

disagree a little agree a little strongly agreeneither agree
nor disagree

n/astrongly disagree

Figure 6.11: Frequencies of the utility (left) and self-use (right) ratings for the assistive technolo-
gies in each scenario..

[388] on privacy concerns with AAL of elderly persons in Hong Kong (n=368). eir
participants found presented technologies (sensor band, emergency link service, mo-
tionmonitoring) also useful but indicated that they would not want to use them them-
selves, as they did not consider them relevant to their daily lives. Our participantswere
more open towards the technology in that regard.

In our survey, only the utility ratings of the remote notification features in scenarios
S6 and S7 show a larger spread and were rated lower. However, while the utility of the
remote notification of S6 shows a lower median (median=4) than the other scenarios,
48.1% still strongly agree that it is a useful feature. One participant commented on S6
that “the reminder function is sufficient while still living independently.” emedication
reminder function was in general well liked, which aligns with findings by Shankar
et al. [565].

Most of the systems are seen as “contemporary means for risk reduction” (S2, S5),
which participants would consider to use if they are ill (S1, S4, S5), their cognitive
capacity decreases (S2), or if not mobile anymore (S3, S8). However, one participant
is “skeptical if I would use such a system [S7] without external persuasion or a specific
occasion.” is view reflects findings by Moncrieff et al. [445] that privacy intrusions
are negotiable if the provided functionality is perceived as necessary. Melenhorst et al.
[443] also find the perceived benefit to be an important weighting factor for balancing
intrusiveness.

As further arguments against utility and self-use of the proposed systems, partici-
pants named potentially high costs (S2), risk of information overload in old age (S1),
and security (S3, S5). Concerns about the security of remote monitoring systems, i.e.,
who may be able to gain access, were also observed by Vines et al. [629] in a field trial
of such a system.

For analysis of the participants attitude towards technology, we combined (mean) Technology attitude.
the answers to single items into the three scales general positive attitude (Cronbach’s
α=.82), general negative attitude (α=.82), and comfort with technology (α=.80) as pro-
posed by Beach et al. [86]. e high values for Cronbach’s α show that our use of a
5-point Likert scale, rather than the 10-point scale employed by Beach et al., had no
adverse effect on internal reliability of the scales.

As multiple single question items have been combined into scales with sufficient x̄∶=mean
M ∶=median
σ∶=standard
deviation.

reliability it is permissible to report parametric statistics on those scales, although
they are based on Likert ratings [146]. Comfort with technology (x̄=4.08, M=4.25,
σ=.8) and general positive attitude (x̄=4.04, M=4, σ=.63) exhibit high values in our
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Figure 6.12: Distributions of the Big Five Inventory (BFI-10) personality scales (n=79).

sample, and the inverse directed general negative attitude scale is rated expectedly
lower (x̄=3.12, M=3, σ=.8).

Spearman rank analysis (2-tailed) showed significant positive correlations (p<.05)Tech. attitude and
utility correlations. with minor effect sizes (.254≤r≤.338) between comfort with technology and the util-

ity ratings in all scenarios except for S5. Significant positive correlations with minor
effects also exist between general positive attitude and utility for scenarios S1 (r=.36,
p<.01), S3 (r=.39, p<.01), S4 (r=.363, p<.01) and S6 (r=.40, p<.01). Significant neg-
ative correlations with minor effects exist between utility and general negative atti-
tude for scenarios S6 (r=-.25, p<.05), the remote notification feature in S6 (r=-.25,
p<.05),and S8 (r=-.34, p<.01). ese results suggest that comfort with and positive
attitude towards technology coincide with higher utility ratings in scenarios without
immediate health implications.While negative attitude towards technology coincides
with lower utility ratings in scenarios where the technology benefit may be less clear.

Results are similar for the self-use ratings. Signification correlations with minorTech. attitude and
self-use correlations. effects exist between self-use and comfort with technology for scenarios S2 (r=.27,

p<.05), S6 (r=.24, p<.05), S7 (r=.36, p<.01), and S8 (r4 =.23, p<.05); between self-
use and general positive attitude for S3 (r=.27, p<.05), S4 (r=.26, p<.05), S6 (r=.29,
p<.01), and S7 (r=.33, p<.01); and significant negative correlations exist between self-
use and general negative attitude for S6 (r=-.25, p<.05) and S8 (r=-.31, p<.01).Notable
is that comfort or positive attitude have a significant correlation with considerations
of self-use for almost all scenarios, while correlations with negative attitude has only
significant interactions with self-use in those scenarios (S6, S8), where it also showed
significant interaction with utility perception.

Personality traits

e BFI questions were scored according to Rammstedt and John [512] (see also Ap-
pendix A.1.3) in order to form the scales for the traits extraversion, agreeableness, con-Big Five Inventory.
scientiousness, neuroticism, and openness. Figure 6.12 shows box plots of the different
trait distributions and Table 6.5 provides descriptive statistics. Extraversion and agree-
ableness exhibit normal distributions in our sample, centered on the neutral position
of the 5-point Likert scale. Conscientiousness and openness are positively skewed.
Neuroticism is slightly negatively skewed, but the variable also exhibits the highest
standard deviation.

We measured social desirability response (SDR) bias with Reynolds’s 13-item shortSocial desirability
response bias. form [519] of the Marlowe-Crowne social desirability scale. Yes/no answers to the

13 items were scored according to the original score sheet provided by Crowne and
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Table 6.5: Descriptive statistics of the Big Five Inventory (BFI-10) scales (n=79).

BFI trait mean (x̄) median (M ) mode std. dev. (σ)

Neuroticism 2.64 2.50 2.00 .94
Extraversion 3.02 3.00 3.00 .92
Agreeableness 3.46 3.33 3.33 .56
Conscientiousness 3.92 4.00 4.50 .77
Openness 3.77 4.00 4.00 .76

Marlowe [178]. e 13-item version results in a score between 0 and 13, whereby
higher scores indicate a higher response bias.e SDS-13 score distribution is slightly
skewed towards the higher end (x̄=8.97,M=9.00, σ=2.31), therefore, we consider the
impact of SDR in the evaluation of preference variables.

Concerning the BFI scales, Spearman rank analysis (2-tailed) revealed significant
correlations between SDS-13 and conscientiousness (r=.30, p<.01) and neuroticism
(r=-.39, p<.01), which may indicate that those variables have been influenced by SDR
bias or vice versa, albeit withminor effect. Paulhus [496] cautions that correlations be-
tween self-reported variables and SDR do not necessarily mean that scores have been
consciously modified by participants. Such a correlationmay also reflect that SDR is a
legitimate aspect of what is being measured. Conscientiousness and neuroticism are
both traits that could lead to socially desirable behavior, therefore, the direction of in-
teractions between SDS and those traits are not readily apparent. Hence, we consider
the impact of SDS on those traits when discussing them in subsequent sections.

As a last personality aspect, we employed Westin’s Core Privacy Index (WCPOI) in Westin’s Core Privacy
Index.order to compare correlations between preferences andpersonality traitswithWestin’s

categories of privacy concerns. e three items were scored according to the instruc-
tions provided by Kumaraguru and Cranor [384]. According to Westin’s studies, the
majority of participants should be classified as privacy pragmatists (ca. 55-65%), ca.
25% should be classified as privacy fundamentalists, and 8-15% should be privacy un-
concerned. e distribution in our sample of elderly persons is very different with
37% privacy pragmatists, 53% privacy fundamentalists, and 0% privacy unconcerned
(n=79). ese differences in distribution could be potentially related to the advanced
age of our participants, them being German rather than US American as the partic-
ipants in Westin’s studies, or it could also be related to the increased awareness of
privacy issues partially caused by Edward Snowden’s NSA leaks in 2013.

Subsequently, we analyze access and automation preferences for the different sce-
narios. As part of our analysis we also test for correlations between provided prefer-
ences and personality traits, but also SDR bias and the WCPOI group.

Preferences vital signs monitoring (S1, S2)

Figure 6.13 provides the frequency distributions of the access and automation level
preferences of the scenarios pertaining to vital signs monitoring (S1,S2).

For scenario 1, most participants would provide full access to their vital signs to
their doctor or care personnel, their partner or spouse, and their family (all M=4, S1 access and automa-

tion preferences.mode=4). Preferences for friends or neighbors (M=2, mode=1) and health insurance
(M=1, mode=1) are similar, with distributions centering on no or abstracted access,
i.e., they would only see if the vital signs are ok or critical. However, Spearman rank
analysis reveals a significant negative correlation with minor effect between friend
access level and the SDS score (r=-.24, p<.05, n=77), which may suggest that access
levels for friends are reportedmore conservatively than theywould actually be. Finally,
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access level preference automation level preferenceS1: monitoring
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

unknown/public

2 15 8 53 1

73 4 2

9 17 10 40 3

32 30 7 8 2

3 4 8 63 1

46 17 6 8 2

17 9 30 12 29

access level preference automation level preferenceS2: emergency
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

unknown/public

2 7 8 62

69 7 1 2

4 13 15 47

23 34 15 7

4 4 4 67

51 15 3 8 2

16

30

con�rm delay noti�cation audit log no info n/anone abstracted partial full n/a

7 15 12 31 3 11

12 12 10 12 33

6 13 6 28 22 4

7 9 6 3 6 48

31 75

10 7 28 27 43

4 10 33 7

12 16 12 3 24

1 6 7 31 4

3 10 5 3 5 53

4 21 7 72

9

12

Figure 6.13: Frequencies of access level (left) and automation level (right) preferences for the vital
signs monitoring scenarios S1 and S2. Numbers in the bars represent counts for the respective
option, the size of colored areas represent percentages in relation to all participants. Missing
answers or those removed in prep-processing are marked gray.

the large majority (92.4%) would not provide access to unknown persons or would
make their vital signs information public.

Concerning the preferred level of automation for S1, those participants that did
provide some level of access were mostly content with automated access, as long as
an audit log was kept that could be inspected. Again there is a notable differentiation
between partner, doctor (both M=mode=4), and family (M=3.5, mode=4), on the
one hand, and other groups, on the other hand. One participant commented “I grant
access only to persons I’m close to and trust, that’s why I do not need to be informed
in detail about each access,” another stated that “vital sign information are very per-
sonal data that I only want to forward to trustworthy persons while having high control
[over it]. Health insurance and care provider have to balance interests of all insured, so
my personal data should only be forward to them with my personal consent.” In gen-
eral, control was frequently mentioned by participants stating that they would prefer
to keep “control over who gets how much data,” “control over [system] reactions,” and
“even with my trusted doctor I want to decide what information I provide.” Such sen-
timents are likely linked to concerns about loss of autonomy and self-determination,
as suggested by Shankar et al. [565].

e friend category is almost evenly spread across explicit confirmation, automa-
tion aer delay, automation with notification, and automation with audit log. is
suggests that this person group is rather heterogeneous in terms of the perceived trust
level and would be difficult to reflect in general privacy preferences. While only four
participants indicated that they would provide abstracted access to unknown persons
or the public, three of them would do so only aer explicitly confirming the access.

Spearman rank analysis (2-tailed) revealed no significant correlations between per-
sonality traits and access or automation preferences for scenario S1. However, there is
a significant correlation with minor effect between the family automation preference
and a participant’sWCPOI categorization (r=.28, p<.05, n=67). Indeed, the family au-
tomation ratings of privacy fundamentalists are significantly lower (less automation)
than those of privacy pragmatists (Mann-Whitney U=389.5, p<.05, r=-.28).

Scenario S2 describes an emergency situation where a respective request for help
can be send out. In comparison to S1, access preferences are shied towards moreS2 access and au-

tomation preferences. open access across all person groups. e only exception is access by a health insur-
ance or care provider, for which the no access count has increased. Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests show the differences between S1 and S2 to be significant for access level
preferences concerning partner (Z=-2.50, p=<.01, r=-.28), family (Z=-3.11, p=<.01,
r=-.36), friend (Z=-2.23, p=<.05, r=-.25), and health insurance or care provider (Z=-
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automation level preferenceS4: door opening system (bed)
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

unknown/public

automation level preferenceS5: door opening sys. (emergency)
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

unknown/public

automation level preferenceS3: door opening system (tv)
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

unknown/public

con�rm delay noti�cation audit log no info n/a

4 17 11 29 117

19 4 23 12 19 2

41 16 12 6 13

20 8 21 10 19 1

65 4 2 3 2 3

73 1113

5 23 7 377

10 9 21 10 28 1

26 13 24 6 9 1

10 7 25 7 30

61 7 5 21

71 221 3

5 25 11 2414

15 8 25 13 17 1

38 14 17 5 2 3

16 14 28 8 12 1

64 5 31 6

73 21 3

Figure 6.14: Frequencies of automation level preferences concerning the door opening system
in scenarios S3, S4, and S5. Numbers in the bars represent counts for the respective option, the
sizes of colored areas represent percentages in relation to all participants. Missing answers are
marked gray.

2.00, p=<.05, r=-.23). is suggests that participants indeed prefer emergency notifi-
cations to be send out, but primarily to entities that can also offer direct help.

Automation preferences for S2 also show a significant shi towards more auto-
mated forwarding for partner (Z=-3.83, p=<.001, r=-.45), family (Z=-3.83, p=<.001,
r=-.47), and doctor (Z=-2.99, p=<.01, r=-.35). Automation without any notification
is chosen more oen, likely because the causal relation between the evident emer-
gency situation and help arriving reduces the utility of an audit log in such a situation.
One participant notes that in an emergency situation “fast help is required. Relatives
and doctors should be informed quickly, but the freedom to decide what information is
forwarded or not must be maintained!”

For S2, Spearman rank analysis showed a significant correlation between the part-
ner automation preference and extraversion (r=.25, p<.05, n=75), as well as a nega-
tive correlation between the insurance automation preference and openness (r=-.44,
p<.05, n=26). While the first correlation means that higher automation coincides
with higher extraversion, the interaction between insurance automation and open-
ness is less clear. We further identified significant correlations with minor effects be-
tween WCPOI and partner automation level (r=.28, p<.05, n=74), as well as WCPOI
and family automation level (r=.28, p<.05, n=72). In both cases, privacy pragmatists
prefer significantly higher automation levels than privacy fundamentalists (partner:
U=470.5, p<.05, r=-.28; family: U=450.5, p<.05, r=-.28).

Preferences door opening system (S3, S4, S5)

Figure 6.14 shows the automation preferences for the door opening system in scenar-
ios S3, S4, and S5. Because those scenarios are concerned with physical disturbances,
no level of access preferences have been elicited.

In S3, an automated opening of the door with audit log is preferred by the majority S3 automation
preferences.of participants for partner, family, aswell as doctor or care personnel (allM=mode=3).

For the other groups, no automation is the most preferred option (mode=1). Insur-
ance and unknown have a median of 1, while friend has a median of 1.5. Some par-
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ticipants also voiced their need for control in such situations, e.g., “as long as I can I
want to make the decision in each case myself,” as well as role of their own condition,
which was also identified as a important aspect by Caine et al. [139], e.g., “use of the
door opening system depends on my own mobility. As long as I’m still mobile I wouldn’t
want such a system.” or “A. watches TV and is therefore able to make the decision, if he’s
not able, the decision could be automated for some persons.”

Spearman rank correlation revealed a significant negative correlation between the
doctor automation preference and neuroticism (r=-.24, p=.038,n=78).us, less neu-
rotic participants are likelymore comfortable with automatically opening the door for
medical personnel.

S4 is a similar scenario to S3, the main difference is that the protagonist is sleep-S4 automation
preferences. ing while someone is at the door. Most participants are comfortable with letting their

partner into the apartment in such a situation without notification (M=4, mode=5).
One participant noted “if I’m asleep I don’t want to be disturbed, unless a sensor shows
an emergency.” Preferences for the other groups are similar to S3, with family and
doctor rated at higher automation levels (M=mode=3) than friends, insurances, or
unknown persons (M=mode=1), who would not be let in automatically. e ability
to decide for oneself who is let into the apartment has been mentioned by multiple
participants, e.g., “if no one is in the apartment with me, I think it is very important”
or “especially concerning entry to the apartment it is important in my opinion to decide
for one self who is let in.”

A significant negative correlation exists between the unknown/public automation
preference and the SDS score (r=-.24, p<.05, n=76). However, the effect size is small
and the preference distribution is similar to scenarios S3 and S5, which may indicate
that the preference rating is not actually skewed by social desirability bias.

S5 is an emergency scenario representing the disturbance-focused counterpart toS5 automation
preferences. S2. In S5, the majority of participants prefers that the door opens automatically for

their partner (M=4, mode=5), family (M=3, mode=5), and doctor (M=3, mode=5).
e friends preferences are spread across different options but tend towards less au-
tomation (M=2.5, mode=1). However, preferences for insurance and care provider as
well as unknownpersons are unchanged by the emergency situation (bothM=mode=1).
One participant explicitly named this differentiation: “except for the partner, third par-
ties should only be let in aer approval.” Wealso found a significant correlation between
the unknown/public automation preference and WCPOI (r=-.29, p<.05, n=75). Pri-
vacy fundamentalists select a significantly lower automation level for unknown per-
sons than privacy pragmatists (U=600, p<.05, r=-.28).

We further performed a Friedman test to determine statistically significant differ-
ences in the preferences for S3, S4, and S5, which revealed significant differences
for the automation preferences concerning partner (χ2(2)=12, p<.01, n=78), doctor
and care personnel (χ2(2)=24.51, p<.001, n=78), and friend (χ2(2)=22.64, p<.001,
n=75). Post-hoc analysis was performed with pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
with Bonferroni correction (adjusted significance levelα=.017). For all three variables,
differences were significant between S5 and the other two scenarios, but not between
S3 and S4. For the partner preference, the difference between S5 and S3 is significant
(Z=-2.79, p<.017, r=-.31), indicating that automation preferences are likely higher in
S5 with a medium effect size. A similar significant difference exists between S5 and
S4, also with medium effect (Z=-2.69, p<.01, r=-.30). For the doctor automation pref-
erence, the significant difference between S5 and S3 exhibits a large effect size (Z=-
4.95, p<.001, r=-.56), the difference between S5 and S4 amedium effect size (Z=-3.04,
p<.01, r=-.34). e friend automation preference also exhibits significant differences
withmedium effect sizes between S5 and S3 (Z=-3.50, p<.001, r=-.40) and between S4
and S5 (Z=-3.90, p<.001, r=-.45).us, the emergency situation significantly impacts
automation preferences for trusted or trustworthy persons resulting in more automa-
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access level preference automation level preferenceS6: smart dispenser
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

unknown/public

con�rm delay noti�cation audit log no info n/a

9 4 8 58

74 1 4

11 8 17 41 2

29 20 18 9 3

11 6 11 50 1

64 5 1 5 4

7 10 21 28 94

5 10 11 25 16 12

12 8 13 13 2 31

9 7 6 25 21 11

2 3 2 4 68

2 77

none abstracted partial full n/a

Figure 6.15: Frequencies of access level (left) and automation level (right) preferences for the
smart medication dispenser from scenario S6. Numbers in the bars represent counts for the re-
spective option, the size of colored areas represent percentages in relation to all participants.
Missing answers are marked gray.

access level preference automation level preferenceS7: activity detection
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

unknown/public

6 7 5 60 1

74 4 1

6 13 13 46 1

22 19 18 19 1

18 10 9 41 1

63 8 1 4 3

10 9 19 31 73

8 11 11 25 18 6

7 14 12 16 8 22

5 6 12 21 17 18

5 5 112 65

22 1 74

con�rm delay noti�cation audit log no info n/anone abstracted partial full n/a

Figure 6.16: Frequencies of access level (left) and automation level (right) preferences concerning
the activity detection and hazard prevention system in scenario S7. Numbers in the bars repre-
sent counts for the respective option, the size of colored areas represent percentages in relation
to all participants. Missing answers are marked gray.

tion for those persons. It is notable that no significant differences could be shown for
the family category, which may be indicative of divergent degrees of social closeness
with family members.

Preferences smart medication dispenser (S6)

Figure 6.15 shows the frequency distributions for access level and automation level
preferences concerning the smart medication dispenser described in scenario S6. As S6 access and automa-

tion preferences.in previous scenarios, access level preferences for partner, family, and doctor (all
M=mode=4) are generally more open than for friends (M=2, mode=1), insurance
and health providers (M=mode=1) or unknown persons (M=mode=1). Some par-
ticipants noted that the “reminder function is sufficient while still independent” and
that “the utility of such a medication dispenser depends [...] on how serious the impli-
cations of not taking the medication would be and if the medication has to be taken
continuously, regularly, or only temporarily.”

Concerning automation preferences, partner and spouse are granted automated ac-
cess without notification or audit log bymost (M=4,mode=5), likely because partners
already remind each other of required medication. High automation is also preferred
for access by family and medical personnel but an audit log is preferred to see who
accessed the dispenser’s information (bothM=mode=4). Automation preferences for
the friend category are again spread out across multiple options.

Spearman rank analysis revealed significant correlations betweenWCPOI and fam-
ily access preferences (r=.24, p<.05, n=78), as well as between WCPOI and doctor ac-
cess preferences (r=.25, p=.03, n=77). For both preference variables, privacy pragma-
tists grant significantly more access than privacy fundamentalists (family: U=539.5,
p<.05, r=-.23; doctor: U=562, p<.05, r=-.24).

Preferences activity detection and hazard prevention (S7)

e access and automation preferences for scenario S7 are shown in Figure 6.16. Ac- S7 access and automa-
tion preferences.cess level preferences are consistent with those of scenario S6. Partner, family, and
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access level preference automation level preferenceS8: barrier-free phone
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

unknown/public

4 6 68 1

66 11 11

5 24 49 1

18 42 18 1

9 24 45 1

61 12 5 1

5 12 14 35 112

18 11 16 14 19 1

24 13 23 12 6 1

18 8 19 17 16 1

60 9 5 3 2

68 6 3 2

con�rm delay noti�cation audit log no info n/anone abstracted partial full n/a

Figure 6.17: Frequencies of access level (left) and automation level (right) preferences for the
barrier-free phone calls system introduced in scenario S8. Numbers in the bars represent counts
for the respective option, the size of colored areas represent percentages in relation to all partici-
pants. Missing answers are marked gray.

doctor are mostly provided with full access (all M=mode=4). e partial access op-
tion, which would restrict access to information about activities in the apartment’s
living area excluding bed room and bathroom, was not chosen oen. is contrasts
with observations by Shankar et al. [565] that people prefer not to be monitored in
locations were it would be required, such as the bathroom. Access preferences for
friends are spread across multiple option but tend towards abstracted and no access
(M=2, mode=1). Health insurance and unknown persons are preferred not to have
access to the data of the activity monitoring system (both M=mode=1), likely to pre-
vent “all-round surveillance” as one participant puts it.

High levels of automation are preferred for partner (M=4, mode=5), family (M=
mode=4), and doctor (M=mode=4). Friend automation preferences are evenly spread
across options (M=3, mode=4). For insurance and care provider as well as unknown
persons automation is mostly not preferred (both M=2, mode=1).

Spearman rank analysis indicated a significant negative correlation between open-
ness and access level preferences for unknown persons (r=-.23, p<.05, n=78), which
could indicate that an open personality does not extend to sharing private activities
with strangers. Further correlations were found between the automation level for un-
known persons and openness as well as SDS score, however, we do not report those
due to the small sample size (n=5) for that preference variable.

Preferences barrier-free phone calls (S8)

Figure 6.17 shows the frequencies of the access and automation preference distribu-
tions for the barrier-free phone calls systems from scenario S8. Note that the accessS8 access and au-

tomation preferences. level abstracted access (2) was not provided as an option in this scenario, because it
does not make sense to obfuscate the establishment of phone calls. us, the consid-
ered options were no access, partial access (calls only while in living area), and full
access (calls anywhere in the apartment). e high level of access for partner, family,
and doctor (all M=mode=4) and the low access level for insurance provider and un-
known persons (bothM=mode=2) are consistent with previous scenarios.e access
level preferences for friends are normally distributed (M=mode=3).

High levels of automation are preferred for partner (M=4, mode=5) and family
(M=3, mode=5), i.e., their calls are directly accepted without prior notification. For
the doctor it is preferred if the name of the calling person is announced before ac-
cepting the call automatically (M=mode=3). e automation preferences for friends
are spread across different options (M=3, mode=1). Calls from insurance and care
providers as well as unknown persons should not be accepted without explicit confir-
mation (both M=mode=1).

Spearman rank analysis revealed significant correlations between extraversion and
the doctor access preference (r=.25, p<.05, n=78), and between openness and friend
access preferences (r=.24, p<.05, n=78).ose results suggest that more outgoing per-
sons likely seemore advantages and less risk in handling barrier-free phone callsmore
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access level preference automation level preferenceoverall (median)
partner/spouse

family

friend/neighb.

doctor/care

insurance

con�rm delay noti�cation audit log no info n/anone abstracted partial full n/a

1 8 7 63

4 10 23 42

22 26 24 7

5 6 14 54

61 11 2 5

9 15 22 285

8 13 21 24 13

26 21 18 10 21

10 15 15 22 17

64 8 3 3 1

Figure 6.18: Frequencies of the generalized scales for access level (left) and automation level
(right) preferences. Access level scales are based on the median of per-participant responses to
scenarios S1 –S2 and S6–S8; automation level scales on responses to scenarios S1 –S8. Num-
bers in the bars represent counts for the respective option, the size of colored areas represent
percentages in relation to all participants. Missing answers are marked gray.

openly. ere is further a significant correlation between access preferences for un-
known persons and WCPOI (r=.23, p<.05, n=77). Privacy fundamentalists prefer sig-
nificantly lower access levels for unknown persons than privacy pragmatists (U=614,
p<.05, r=-.23). Furthermore, social desirability bias (SDS) is negatively correlatedwith
access preferences for family (r=-.30, p<.01, n=78) and friends (r=-.23, p<.05, n=78),
but does not seem to impact resulting ratings.

Generalized privacy and automation scales

Some group-specific preferences were relatively consistent across scenarios, i.e., part-
ner and doctor would always be given more access with higher automation than un-
known persons or insurance providers. In order to evaluate those consistencies fur-
ther, we tested the internal reliability of preference responses for the different person
groups across scenarios. Hereby, we considered scenarios S1 – S2 and S6 – S8 for ac-
cess preferences and S1 – S8 for automation preferences in the calculation of Cron-
bach’s α.

Access preference responses for partner (α=.82), family (α=.80), friend (α=.81), Internal reliability of
access and automa-
tion preferences.

doctor (α=.74), and insurance (α=.89) exhibit good internal reliability across scenar-
ios, while the responses for public access preferences were not consistent (α=.18). Au-
tomation preference responses for partner (α=.79), family (α=.85), friend (α=.82),
and doctor (α=.87) also showed good reliability across scenarios. Insurance prefer-
ence responses even showed excellent reliability (α=.95), however, based only on 7
samples due to different missing responses in different scenarios. Too few samples
existed for public automation preferences to determine reliability across scenarios.

For those groups with reliable preferences, we calculated generalized scales by com-
bining the responses fromall scenarios. As the individual itemswere scored onordinal
scales, we used the median of a participant’s responses for one person group across
scenarios rather than the mean in the calculation of the combined scales. Figure 6.18
shows the frequency distributions of the combined scales for access and automation
preferences. Scales for the unknown public preferences are not provided due to their
low internal reliability. Note that middle values have been assigned to the next lower
category (e.g., 3.5 to 3.0) in the figure to reflect the tighter available privacy option
and maintain a consistent representation with the previous figures. However, values
reported in the following are based on the actual frequencies including middle values.

As in the individual scenarios, the dominant access preference for partners (79.7%),
doctors (68.4%), and family (53.2%) is to grant them full access (all M=mode=4). Generalized access

preferences.However, there is a Spearman rank correlation between doctor access preference and
WCPOI (r=.28, p<.05, n=78). A Mann-Whitney test revealed that privacy pragma-
tists are significantly more likely to givemedical personnel more access than a privacy
fundamentalist (U=565, p<.05, r=-.27). e distribution of combined access scale for
friends and neighbors reflects the response diversity of the individual scenarios, but
tends towards less than full access (M=mode=2). While there is a significant nega-
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tive correlation with minor effect between the friend scale and the SDS score (r=-.24,
p<.05, n=79), the scale’s distribution does not suggest an impact of social desirability
bias. Access by insurance or health provider is generally not desired (M=mode=1).

Concerning the level of automated access, most participants prefer for their part-
ner to have access automatically (M=4, mode=5), with roughly a third requiring no
information about access (35.4%) and another third preferring to have an audit log
also for the partner (27.8%). e generalized automation preferences for family and
doctor are fairly similar (both M=3.5, mode=4) with a tendency towards some level
of notification when access occurs. For friends and neighbors a third of the partici-
pants (32.9%) prefers to give explicit permission before access occurs or information
is forwarded (M=2, mode=1). A preference for explicit confirmation is even more
pronounced for access by health and care providers (81.0%, M=mode=1).

6.8.3 Discussion

Our results suggest that elder persons are willing to allow highly automated obser-
vations and disturbances by persons considered trustworthy. e aspect of trustwor-
thiness was explicitly mentioned by multiple participants in their comments. Based
on the reported access and automation preferences, partners and doctors or medical
personnel are more oen trusted with full and automated access than family. What
is notable in terms of access preferences is that different levels of access granularity
are less important for those more trusted groups. Participants also preferred high au-
tomation levels for those groups, particularly for physical disturbances. In scenarios
S3 and S4, many preferred that partner and family members would be let in automati-
cally. Similar preferences apply to the doctor, but this preference is more pronounced
for emergency situations (S5). ird parties, such as insurance and care providers or
unknown persons, are less trusted and a higher level of control about provided access
is desired. Beach et al. [86] also found that the willingness to share health-related in-
formation with insurance companies is low for elderly persons, potentially due to fear
of implications on their insurance coverage.

e distinction between trustworthy persons and third parties also holds true for
emergency situations (S2, S5). While access level increases significantly for partner,
doctor, and family in emergencies, the preferred access level for other groups remains
mostly unchanged. However, privacy pragmatists are significantly more likely to pre-
fer to open the door automatically for third parties in such situations (S5).

While the need for control has also been identified by others [565, 198, 629], our
results indicate that the required control options depend on the potential observer or
disturber. While different access and automation levels play a lesser role for trustwor-
thy persons (allow) and third parties (deny), preferences for friends and also family
members exhibit a wider range of preferred options and a need for more detailed con-
trols, likely due to varying levels of entity trust or in order not to worry those persons
as observed by Shankar et al. [565].

Limitations

We want to point out a number of limitations of our study, before discussing how
generalized privacy preferences could be derived from our results.

As a first limitation our study was conducted as an online survey without direct
exposure of participants to the described AAL systems. us, the self-reported pref-
erences correspond to believes about potential preferences in such situations rather
than preferences induced from actual privacy regulation behavior. As noted in Sec-
tion 3.5.4, bounded rationality and associated response biases may result in differ-
ences between self-reported privacy concerns and actual behavior. However, we be-
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lieve that our scenario-based preference elicitation approach nevertheless yielded use-
ful insights due to a direct coupling of preferences to specific situations rather than
surveying privacy concerns more generally [314]. Furthermore, we accounted for so-
cial desirability bias in the interpretation of our results.

Another limitation stems fromour sample population.Our participantsweremainly
educated and Internet-savvy seniors, with few restrictions due to health issues. ose
characteristics may bias technology acceptance and automation preferences in a sense
that our participants are more open to technology than the average senior. Such as-
pects are also reflected in themean BFI ratings (See Fig. 6.12). Conscientiousness and
openness scores are relatively high in our sample, while neuroticism scores are rela-
tively low, whichmay indicate a heightened curiosity but also more responsibility and
calmness than average. Concerning the measurement of personality traits, the use of
the 44-item version of the Big Five Inventory may have led to more robust BFI scores
in relation to the sample size.

As another aspect, our sample population consists only of German-speaking par-
ticipants, which means that results can likely be generalized to German-speaking sce-
narios, but may not be fully transferable to other cultural contexts.

Generalizing privacy preferences

Despite the mentioned limitations, the strong reliability of elicited preferences across
scenarios indicates that it is feasible to derive generalized privacy preferences in or-
der to create privacy profiles for ambient assisted living technologies used by elderly
persons.

Beach et al. [86] conclude from their study with seniors, that their privacy attitudes
are a function of what is shared with whom and how. Our results also indicate that
privacy preferences are focused on specific groups of persons. us, we conclude that
generalized privacy preferences should be entity- or group-based. Furthermore, we
were able to show that privacy preferences differ significantly between normal and
emergency situations, which indicates that it makes sense to at least distinguish pref-
erences for normal and emergency activities.

Preferences for different person groups can be generalized as follows. Our results Generalized pref-
erences for the
partner.

show that preferences concerning the partner are oen associated with the highest au-
tomation level, oen not requiring any notification. A suitable general preference for
situations involving the partner could then be to provide access automatically but nev-
ertheless ensure that such adaptations can be inspected (and potentially corrected) by
maintaing information about them as part of adaptation-related explanation knowl-
edge. At least for emergency situations (S2), being a privacy pragmatist or fundamen-
talist made a significant difference in the level of automation for the partner. us,
different profiles could be generated for pragmatists and fundamentalists that further
adjust the provided level of notification about access to the user’s personality.

A second group for which preferences can be generalized are other trustworthy
persons, such as family members, the doctor (in the AAL context), or specific friends.
For health-related information and scenarios, preferences for the doctor are similar Generalized pref-

erences for the
doctor.

to those for the partner, likely because the doctor is seen as a trustworthy domain
expert. However, in non-emergency situations (e.g., S1 or S3), a higher level of con-
trol is desired about what observations or disturbances are granted for a doctor. is
can be related to personality characteristics. For instance, participants with lower neu-
roticism scores are likely more comfortable with letting the doctor in automatically
in normal situations (S3). Extraverts and privacy pragmatists prefer to provide full
and automated access to the doctor in emergency situations (S6), while privacy fun-
damentals are significantly more likely to also want to explicitly confirm access before
the doctor is let in, in case of an emergency (S6).
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Preferences for family members and friends are more diverse. Significant correla-
tions between family automation preferences and being either a privacy pragmatistGeneralized

preferences for
family and friends.

or a fundamentalist (S1, S6, S8) suggest that privacy pragmatists are generally more
open with family members. Preferences for friends tend towards a lower level of ac-
cess granularity but are not consistent for the level of automation. Participants scoring
high for openness likely also prefer higher access levels for friends, at least in relation
to virtual disturbances, such as a barrier-free phone call (S8). However, considering
the diversity of preferences for family members and particularly friends the most sen-
sible approach is likely to elicit preferences for such entities interactively from the
user in order to reduce the risk of including inaccurate preferences in a profile and
applying them.

Preferences for third parties and unknown entities are clearer. Across scenarios, au-Generalized
preferences for

unknown entities.
tomated access by unknown entities is not desired, and if it is desired only aer explicit
confirmation (S1). erefore, unknown entities should have no access to privacy-
sensitive items by default and respective access attempts should trigger a notification.
From the user’s reaction preferences can then be learned for specific entities.

Our results revealed multiple correlations between privacy preferences and per-
sonality characteristics. However, the relations between preferences and personality
aspects are less pronounced than expected. Further correlations could potentially be
identified by increasing the sample size further or for different application domains.
However, Westin’s Core Privacy Orientation Index (WCPOI) [384] turned out to be
a more reliable predictor of ubicomp-related privacy preferences than previously sug-
gested by others [314, 168]. While our distribution of the WCPOI did not correspond
to Westin’s results, significant differences existed between privacy pragmatists and
privacy fundamentalists in multiple of our scenarios, with the difference of the mean
ranks all indicating that pragmatists were more open than fundamentalists.

In summary, our results show that privacy preferences can be generalized for cer-
tain entities, such as partners, while preferences for others are less generalizable, such
as preferences for friends. We were further able to show that personality characteris-
tics can be leveraged to group entity-specific generalized privacy preferences into pri-
vacy personality profiles. e here presented results provide the foundations to create
such profiles in relation to AAL use by elderly persons. Creation of generalized pref-
erences for other domains would require similar elicitation studies. Resulting profiles
can be applied by asking the user a small number of questions concerning personality
characteristics as well as social relations in order to select a fitting profile. at profile
is then integrated into the user model as general knowledge and utilized in privacy
preference retrieval and adaptation as discussed in Section 6.5.

6.9 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a reasoning approach for dynamic privacy adaptation
in ubicomp that combines case-based reasoning and profiles of privacy rules in order
to consider general privacy preferences as well as experiential preferences of the indi-
vidual user. Privacy preferences are managed in a user model which is continuously
adapted to the user by learning from reasoning decisions and user feedback. Privacy
preferences are described as adaptation actions and expected adaptation outcomes
andmodeled as instances of the privacy contextmodel proposed in the previous chap-
ter.

Our contributions in this chapter are a detailed description of that reasoning pro-
cess, including similarity metrics for handling uncertainty of context features, adapta-
tion of privacy preferences to context differences, derivation of privacy policies from
a given preference, confidence-based selection of an appropriate level of automation
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or user involvement, as well as explicit and implicit feedback mechanisms for case
validation.

Furthermore, we proposed an approach for leveraging personality traits as privacy
preference indicators in order to create personality-based profiles of general privacy
preferences. We further conducted a user study that investigated the relation between
personality characteristics and access and automation preferences of elderly people
for AAL technology. e results of our study underline the feasibility of the proposed
approach and provide foundations for deriving such profiles for the AAL domain, as
well as a blueprint for further privacy preference elicitation studies in other applica-
tion domains.





7PR I VACY PRE F ERENCE REAL I ZAT ION

7.1 Overview

e previous chapters addressed how dynamic privacy adaptation can support and
automate certain aspects of privacy decision making. In this chapter, we address how
a privacy decision—represented by a selected privacy preference—can be realized and
implemented in a ubicomp system consisting of heterogeneous devices, services, and
users. Oppermann and Zimmermann [472] call this step the effector function, i.e., an
adaptation decided in the reasoning step is realized on the system level and thereby
brought into effect as a system configuration.

In the following, we provide an overview of common strategies for effectively real-
izing and enforcing a given privacy preference and privacy policies derived from it.
Hereby, we distinguish between optimistic and pessimistic strategies, which assume Optimistic and

pessimistic realization
strategies.

and require different levels of cooperation by other entities and trust in them. We
further distinguish between strategies that focus on the system level and are primarily
aimed at enforcing adherence to privacy preferences by other systems anddevices, and
interaction level strategies that aim to ensure that privacy preferences are respected
or not violated by other persons, who may be part of the user’s physical or virtual en-
vironment. e privacy preference realization strategies are discussed in Section 7.2.

While we havemade contributions to several of the presented strategies, we present
two approaches in more detail. e privacy-enforcing runtime architecture (PeRA) is
a system level approach for the distributed enforcement of privacy policies. It is based Privacy policy

enforcement.on the idea that trusted hardware in processing devices can be leveraged to bootstrap
a policy enforcement perimeter in which adherence to associated privacy policies and
privacy-aware information processing can be guaranteed.While PeRAhas been devel-
oped as part of the PRECIOSAproject on privacy in intelligent transportation systems PRivacy Enabled

Capability In
Co-Operative
Systems and Safety
Applications. www.
preciosa-project.org

(ITS), the proposed concepts can also be applied to other ubicomp scenarios. In Sec-
tion 7.3, we provide an overview of the PeRA concepts and place a specific focus on
the integrity protection layer contributed by us. We further discuss the applicability
of PeRA to the previously introduced use cases.

With PriMA (privacy-aware modality adaptation), we propose a conceptual ap-
proach for integrating our privacy decision engine with adaptation components for Privacy-aware

modality adaptation.multimodal interfaces.eoutlined approach facilitates the adaptation of output com-
ponents with respect to privacy preferences. Information can be adapted in its gran-
ularity or moved to different output modalities in order to realize a specific privacy
preference. For example, private calendar entries can be moved from a wall display
to the screen of the user’s personal device, such as a smartphone. We outline our ap-
proach for privacy-aware modality adaptation in Section 7.4.

7.2 Privacy Preference Realization Strategies

In Section 6.5.5, we described how privacy policies can be derived from a given pri-
vacy preference in order to facilitate realization of that preference in the environment.
e goal of privacy policy derivation is to obtain an actionable representation of the
privacy preference. It considers privacy mechanisms available in the given situation
and environment. Its application should lead to a new privacy configuration of the

http://www.preciosa-project.org
http://www.preciosa-project.org
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environment that matches the user’s privacy preference as closely as possible in the
current situation.

Here, we are less interested in the specifics of privacy policy languages, which is an
extensively researched area that can be read about elsewhere, see for example De Coi
and Olmedilla [190], Kumaraguru et al. [383], Bournez and Ardagna [116], and more
recently Grottendieck [265]. Instead, we focus more generally on the different strate-
gies that can be employed in ubicomp environments to realize a privacy preference
and achieve the desired privacy configuration. Realization strategies are affected by
multiple aspects, such as the current environment, levels of trust in involved entities,
and their willingness to cooperate and adhere to the user’s privacy preference. Next,
we take a closer look at those aspects affecting the selection of suitable realization
strategies, before providing an overview of common realization strategies and their
strengths and weaknesses in different situations.

7.2.1 Aspects of Privacy Preference Realization

In the discussion of the privacy context model in Chapter 5, we already established
that ubicomp environments oen contain a heterogeneous set of entities, which en-
compasses different devices and system components, as well as other persons. In con-
trast to many other privacy approaches, our dynamic privacy adaptation process for
ubicomp not only considers information privacy, but also physical privacy aspects in
the form of physically present devices and persons, and their potential observation
and disturbance channels in the physical environment.

Presence and entity type

Realization of privacy preferences pertaining to virtual entities and channels can be
handled by realization strategies corresponding to traditional privacy-enhancing tech-Virtuality ver-

sus physicality. nologies (see Sec. 3.5.1), which aim to reduce exposure with cryptographic mecha-
nisms. However, preferences pertaining to the adaptation or prevention of physical
observations and disturbances cannot be realized just by cryptographic enforcement.
ey require further consideration due to their physical nature, especially when sys-
tem components and persons are both involved. us, privacy preference strategies
are required for virtual and physical privacy aspects. ey must further consider theSystem and interac-

tion level realization. system level but also the interaction level in order to be effective in the realization of
preferences that include persons and system components.Trust and cooperation

As discussed in Section 5.7, trust in a specific entity may impact privacy adaptation.
Similarly, trust also plays a role in the realization of privacy preferences.ereby trustTrust and cooperation.
refers to the belief that a specific entity adheres to the user’s declared privacy prefer-
ences when receiving, processing, storing, and forwarding personal-identifiable infor-
mation of the user, as well as respecting declared preferences for disturbances. ere-
fore, part of an entity’s trust level is the assumed willingness to cooperate and adhere
to the user’s preferences. e trust level determines the required level of control and
enforcement with regard to that entity. For instance, our study on privacy preferences
for AAL technologies revealed that control about automated access is especially im-
portant for less trusted entities, whilemany participants indicated that trusted entities
would be given full access without further control (see Sec. 6.8). Concerning prefer-
ence realization, this means that a higher level of cooperation and compliance is as-
sumed for trusted entities, such as family members or specific experts, which means
less effort must be placed on enforcing adherence to privacy preferences and policies.
Less trusted entities, such as certain cooperations, service providers, or less familiar
persons require more control.
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Environment categories

Mechanisms that aim to realize privacy preferences relating to physical entities typi-
cally require a certain level of support by the environment’s infrastructure in order to
exert control over physical observation and disturbance channels. Furthermore, the
current environment also determines the risk of unknown entities and channels—
either physical or virtual—that may affect the user’s exposure (see Sec. 5.4.2). For in-
stance in a personal environment, such as the user’s home, cooperation and compli-
ance of present devices can typically be assumed because the user is in charge of, or
most likely at least aware of, installed systems, their components, and present devices.
At the same time, the risk of unknown entities being present or unknown observation
and disturbance channels is comparatively low. In contrast, in public environments,
such as a mall or a bus, presence of other entities and awareness of existing observa-
tion or disturbance channels is limited. While it may be possible to observe persons
in proximity, it is not trivial to determine the presence of ubicomp devices, such as
surveillance cameras or smartphones of other persons, and whether they are record-
ing information about the user. us, the risk of unknown entities and channels is
high in public environments. Furthermore, the user has typically no or only limited
control over disturbances, such as the phones of other persons ringing or playing loud
music.us, in relation to the aspectsmentioned above, certain types of environments
are characterized by associated expectations of the level of awareness about physically
and virtually present entities as well as the level of trust in their compliance to prefer-
ences and their willingness to cooperate with the user.

We distinguish four environment categories with decreasing intimacy and con-
trol [10]. As such, our categories are inspired by Hall’s conceptualization of personal
space [273], as well as the derived concepts of proxemic interaction [118, 435]. Hall’s Personal space and

proxemics.model of personal space describes four proxemic distances, which are associated with
different expectations concerning social interaction [262].e intimate distance (<.5m)
is reserved for intimate contact, such as touching or whispering.e personal distance
(.5–1.2m) is reserved for interactions with family members and close friends. Inter-
actions with other acquaintances occur in the social distance (1.2–3m), while a public
distance (>3m) does not convey existence of an interpersonal relation.

Scaled up to the level of whole environments rather than direct personal space, we
distinguish the following environment categories [10]:

Personal environment. A personal environment, such as the user’s home, is associated
with a high level of awareness of present entities and a high level of trust in such
entities. A high level of cooperation is assumed, because the user has control
over devices in the personal environment. e risk of unknown entities and
channels is very low.

Semi-personal environment. A semi-personal environment is a personal environment,
which is shared with other trusted persons. For instance, a family lives in a
semi-personal environment. While awareness of present devices and entities is
likely also high in such environments, some devices belong to other persons
and are not under control of the user. Hence, while trust in present entities
is still relatively high, their level of cooperation maybe lower than in personal
environments.

Semi-public environment. Semi-public environments, such as the office, are familiar to
the user. ey contain a mix of highly-trusted entities controlled by the user,
somewhat trusted entities, such as company servers, or untrusted entities, e.g.,
devices of guests. In general, the expected level of cooperation is lower than in
personal environments and the risk of unknown entities and channels being
present is higher.
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Figure 7.1: Overview of ubicomp privacy preference realization strategies in relation to their re-
quired level of trust and cooperation, as well as their applicability to physical or virtual entities
and channels. The small bars mark a strategy’s suitability (low,medium, high) for the different
environment categories.

Public environment. In public places, the user’s awareness of present entities is limited,
which results in a high risk of unknown entities and channels. e expected
level of cooperation and compliance is very low.

A somewhat similar categorization has also been proposed by Massimi et al. [438] in
order to group locations with different recording perceptions and expectations.While
they only distinguished private, semi-public and public environments, Hayes et al.
[285] also suggest to treat semi-private environments separately.

Overview of ubicomp privacy preference realization strategies

Based on the described aspects and environment categories, we categorized privacy
realization approaches for ubicomp environments into eight strategies. ose strate-
gies are likely not exhaustive and are not meant to constitute a definitive set of strate-
gies. ey rather provide a reasonably comprehensive overview of strategies that in
combination facilitate privacy preference realization concerning physical and virtual
privacy aspects in different environments associated with varying levels of trust and
assumed cooperation.

Figure 7.1 places the eight strategies in relation to the required level of trust and
cooperation and their applicability to virtual or physical privacy aspects, as well as
their suitability for different environments. e characteristics of each strategy are
discussed in more detail in the following. ereby we distinguish between optimistic
strategies that require a higher level of trust and cooperation, and pessimistic strategies
which assume no low levels of cooperation and trust. While optimistic strategies as-
sume a certain level of cooperation they also focus more on interaction-level aspects.
Pessimistic strategies expect no cooperation by other entities, they mainly embody
the traditional perspective on privacy-enhancing technologies on the system level.We
will highlight our own contributions to those strategies, where applicable.

7.2.2 Optimistic realization strategies

Optimistic realization strategies are based on the assumption that most entities or
persons are benign. ey do not intentionally violate the user’s privacy preferences
and are willing to cooperate with the user to a certain extent. Schneier [552] notes thatBenign majority

assumption. this is a common assumption for building trust in societies, which shis the issue of
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maintaining security (or privacy) to the challenge of limiting the impact of a dishonest
minority. Optimistic strategies primarily address interpersonal and interaction-level
privacy aspects, which are difficult to capture by privacy control mechanisms only
operating on the system level.

Cooperative policy realization

Cooperative policy realization is an optimistic strategy that assumes that entities are
willing to engage in a cooperative process with the goal of ensuring that access to a
user’s privacy-sensitive items meets the user’s privacy preference for such access, as
well as the requirements of the other entity.

Cooperative policy realization has mainly been studied from an information pri-
vacy perspective. Privacy policy negotiation mechanisms haven been proposed [190, Privacy policy

negotiation.387] to merge privacy policies of a data processor with privacy preferences of a user.
In such approaches, policies of both the user and the data processor typically allow
for arbitration on certain parameters, e.g., how long collected data is retained. e
result of policy negotiation is a merged policy, which represents a binding agreement
between data subject and data processor on how exchanged data is processed for what
purpose and how long it is retained.

Privacy policy negotiation as described above addresses only virtual privacy as-
pects. However, cooperative policy realization has also been proposed to realize pri-
vacy preferences with virtual and physical entities in situations where no explicit inter- Privacy beacons.
action occurs between entities, e.g., when a user moves through a ubicomp environ-
ment equipped with sensors, which record information about the user. Langheinrich
[392] proposed the concept of privacy beacons for such situations. Privacy beacons
would be send out periodically by devices thatmaintain observation channels to users
in their presence and would contain their privacy policies, i.e., how those entities han-
dle and process the obtained information and for what purpose.

ePriFi beacons approach [12], towhichwe contributed, provides a practical solu-
tion for devices with IEEE 802.11WiFi [318] to send out privacy beacons. IEEE 802.11 PriFi beacons.
devices already broadcast beaconmessages periodically as part ofmaintaining the net-
work connection. PriFi beacons add vendor-specific information elements to those
IEEE 802.11 beacons, containing the device’s privacy policy. As a result, privacy poli-
cies are transparently integrated intowireless communicationwithout interferingwith
IEEE 802.11 operations or requiring additional messages. Receivers require a modi-
fied WiFi communications stack in order to extract those information elements and
retrieve the included policies. e employed policies [13] describe the device’s active
observation and disturbance channels, including forwarding of information, the pur-
poses of those channels, as well as information about the device’s control points, which
may be used to adapt the operation of the device, if authorized to do so. While such
a beacon approach facilitates privacy policy negotiation between devices in physical
proximity, the included channel information can also be leveraged to discover context
features to be modeled in our privacy context model (see Sec. 5.4).

Cooperative privacy realization approaches rely on the accuracy of the provided
policy information. erefore, they require a certain level of trust in the honesty of
the entity providing the policy. Furthermore, they are based on the assumption that
present devices are willing to cooperate and communicate their privacy practices.
us, the here described approaches are most suitable for personal, semi-personal,
and to some extent semi-public environments. e required level of cooperation can-
not be assumed for public environments.e advantage of cooperative privacy realiza-
tion is that virtual and physical entities are provided with the opportunity to explain
the purpose of their observation and disturbance channels and negotiate an accept-
able level of access granularity with the user’s devices and by proxy with the user.
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Privacy nudging

In Section 3.5.4, privacy nudging has been introduced as a privacy decision support
strategy. e primary idea behind privacy nudging is to gently guide users towards
more privacy-preserving decisions [41], e.g., by making consequences of sharing de-
cisions more apparent or showing them the settings of other friends for compari-
son [351, 493, 77, 636].

While privacy nudging is a promising approach for supporting users inmaking less
risky privacy decisions, privacy nudges can also be employed as a preference realiza-
tion strategy in the interactionwith other entities.While adherence to privacy policiesNudging as a

realization strategy. can be enforced on the system level under certain circumstances (see Sec. 7.2.3 and
7.3), such enforcement consequentially ends at the interaction level. As soon as other
persons interact with information about the user it cannot be guaranteed that those
persons do not replicate the information outside the trusted system, and therefore re-
move it from the scope of policy enforcement. is issue can be addressed with two
approaches. First, displayed information can be reduced to theminimum required for
a specific activity, this approach, known as data minimization, is a pessimistic strat-
egy, which is discussed further in Section 7.2.3. Data minimization can be further
combined with privacy nudges addressed at observing entities. For instance, the priv-
icons project [370, 301] proposed the inclusion of privacy preferences in email mes-
sages. e recipient’s email client interprets the encoded preference information and
displays respective icons to the user that describe how the sender expects the recipi-
ent to handle the received email. e privicons proposal provides icons for “keep se-
cret”, “keep internal”, “please share”, “delete aer reading”, “don’t attribute”, and “don’t
print” [301]. While those icons are non-binding, they provide the recipient with an
interaction-level indication of the sender’s expectations.

ePrivacyJudge system [9], whichwe also contributed to, combines cryptographic
enforcement with such a social signaling approach. PrivacyJudge is a privacy overlayCombining privacy

enforcement with
social signaling.

for social networks, which allows users to make information accessible to a specified
group of persons without sharing that information with the social network provider.
PrivacyJudge has been implemented as a plugin for the Firefox browser.e plugin re-
places a user’s post to a social networking site with a marker, while the actual informa-
tion is encryptedwith the public keys of the desired recipients and stored on a Privacy-
Judge server. When a desired recipient visits the user’s social networking profile, the
plugin parses for PrivacyJudge markers, fetches respective information from the Pri-
vacyJudge server, decrypts it with that user’s private key, and integrates it into the vis-
ited profile page. In addition, the received information is annotated with the privacy
icons proposed by the privicons project in order to signal the original poster’s prefer-
ences for that information. PrivacyJudge further supports implicit content marking
to provide plausible deniability of posted information from the service provider and
unintended visitors. Hereby, elements of the page that should be replaced are stored
alongside the sensitive information on the PrivacyJudge server rather than storing ref-
erence markers on the profile page and in the database of the service provider. A very
similar system was also proposed by Ion et al. [321], but two years aer our work on
PrivacyJudge.

While the here discussed privacy nudging approaches focus on observations and
mainly virtual privacy aspects, privacy nudging approaches are also conceivable for
expressing disturbance preferences, e.g., indicating whether the user is busy or free
to accept a phone call [354, 361]. In general, privacy nudging approaches primarily
address interaction-level aspects of privacy preference realization. ey are suitable
for any environment in which present persons may be receptive to this type of social
signaling. However, the reliability of privacy nudges may be limited in public environ-
ments due to a lack of prior trust relations.
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Audit and Attribution

Audit and attribution do not prevent violation of the user’s privacy preferences, but
facilitate identification of such infringements to allow users to make adjustments for
the future. e basic assumption is again that most users mean well, and that it can Retribution instead of

prevention.be more efficient to develop mechanisms that help detect outliers from that assump-
tion rather than establishing comprehensive enforcement mechanisms. For instance,
ompson et al. [606] find that attribution mechanisms on smartphones are more
efficient in helping users identify misbehaving applications than presenting security
and privacy permission dialogs before applications are installed.

Audit functionality requires logging mechanisms that record actions by entities
with potential privacy implications. Attribution entails authentication of the identi-
ties of such entities. Transferred to our privacy context model, an entity’s active obser-
vation and disturbance channels could be logged to facilitate later inspection by the
user, potentially with analysis support from the system. e importance of awareness
about automated access also emerged as a prevalent aspect from the results of our
AAL privacy study (see Sec. 6.8).

Audit and attribution can be applied to physical and virtual privacy aspects, but re-
quire the ability to identify other entities. us, audit and attribution approaches are
most suitable for personal and semi-personal environments, as well as semi-public
environments. In public environments, audit logs can likely also be generated, how-
ever, attribution to specific entities is likely difficult, as it requires cooperation either
by the entity or by infrastructure in the environment.

Crowd-based device detection and reputation

Crowd-based approaches assume that the majority of entities and users is honest and
willing to cooperate in the detection of privacy threats. Reputation systems [339, 530]
are a common example of such a crowd-based approach. Entities contribute experi-
ences about their interactions with other entities in a codified way. When an entity
encounters a previously unknown entity, that entity’s reputation score can be obtained
from the reputation system in order to establish a basic level of trust in the new entity.
Reputation systems typically require an honest majority to provide reliable results as
reputation scores may be skewed by dishonest and colluding entities. Crowdsourcing
has also been proposed to support privacy reasoning by gathering privacy preferences
of other entities for a given situation, which can then be leveraged for supporting pri-
vacy decision making of individual users [609].

While crowd-based reputation management is mainly useful for estimating the
trust level of specific entities, crowdsourcing can also be used to jointly detect enti-
ties and devices in a given environment. We already shortly mentioned the example
of location-tagging surveillance cameras in Section 5.7.3.e idea of having individu-
als collecting and sharing information about devices in public environments could be
extended from surveillance cameras to arbitrary ubicomp devices. Such crowd-based
information could be combined with privacy beaconing approaches to obtain a more
comprehensive context model of a situation in a public or semi-public environment.

Crowd-based approaches do not require trust in specific entities but rather that
the crowdsourced information has not been significantly skewed by a collusion of
multiple adversarial entities. Crowd-based approaches can be employed in relation to
physical and virtual privacy aspects, but are most suitable for semi-public and public
environments frequented by many entities.
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7.2.3 Pessimistic realization strategies

Optimistic strategies mainly leverage human factors to address interaction-level pri-
vacy aspects and assume a well-intentioned majority. In contrast, pessimistic realiza-
tion strategies make few assumptions about an entity’s willingness to cooperate but
rather aim to prevent infringements by any entity. us, pessimistic realization strate-
gies are primarily situated on the system level and are grounded in security research,
as well as security and privacy engineering [582]. We first discuss strategies for real-
izing privacy preferences concerning information aspects locally on the application
level and in distributed systems, before addressing data minimization as well as ob-
servation and disturbance blocking also in relation to physical privacy aspects.

Application-level access control

Application-level access control enforces privacy policy compliance by restricting and
limiting access to information sources by applications according to privacy policies.
Application-level access control can be leveraged to compartmentalize multiple appli-
cations on a device, monitor their behavior in relation to the user’s privacy-sensitive
items and control their network use. us, the user’s privacy preferences have to be
translated into privacy and access policies, which are then enforced by a respective
application execution framework. For example, Ardagna et al. [62] propose a frame-
work for privacy-aware access control in which access control policies govern access
to local resources and release policies control disclosure of personal identifiable in-
formation about the user. Release policies are attached to outgoing information and
describe how the data should be handled [62, 65], similar to the optimistic privacy
nudging strategy. Respective policies can be specified with XACML extensions [64],
the extensible access control markup language.

In our work, we contributed to two application-level access control frameworks
for privacy-protection in automotive on-board systems. Ginger [4] isolates the exe-
cution of different telematics applications from each other and introduces policy en-Controlled appli-

cation execution. forcement points between them to control the communication of privacy-sensitive in-
formation between isolated applications. While designed for telematics applications,
such as pay-as-you-drive insurance or in-vehicle infotainment, Ginger has been im-
plemented as an extension of the Android operation system, which would facilitate
porting Ginger to smartphones and leveraging its capabilities to control communi-
cation flows of smartphone apps. More specifically, Ginger modifies Android’s inter-
process communication mechanisms and replaces API implementations in order to
make the privacy-aware access control mechanisms transparent to applications.

CANE [2] provides a similar access control framework for applications in intel-
ligent transport systems (ITS). While CANE also provides isolated execution of ap-
plications, it provides more advanced concepts to reduce the risk of covert channels
leaking privacy-sensitive information. CANE supports the modularization of appli-
cations into components with different lifecycle requirements, which are associated
with different privacy risks depending on whether they are stateless or stateful. In or-
der tomake communication flows to external entities more explicit, applications have
to declare communication endpoints in their application descriptors. Information can
only be exchanged with specified communication endpoints, which facilitates privacy
risk assessment of information flows and further supports the modeling of currently
active observation channels (see Sec. 5.4.2).

Application-level access control is a realization strategy primarily aimed at control-
ling aspects of information privacy, which makes it most suitable for realization of
privacy preferences pertaining to virtual entities and observation channels. As such,
application-level access control can be employed in any use case that is primarily con-
cernedwith observations, information collection, or information processing. Applica-
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tion-level access control makes no trust assumptions about applications or remote en-
tities as it is based on the integrity of the access control mechanisms. On their own,
application-level access control systems can only enforce privacy policy compliance
on their host device. us, they are most suitable for personal, semi-personal, and
semi-public environments, where the risk of unrecognized entities and channels un-
dermining the access control systems is relatively low.

Distributed privacy policy enforcement

Application-level access control can only enforce privacy preference compliance lo-
cally. However, ubicomp systems are characterized by the interconnectedness of de-
vices and components. us, information is typically forwarded along observation
channels to other devices.

Privacy policies can be attached to such information in order to facilitate distributed
enforcement and management of privacy across different entities and devices. is
concept is also known as sticky policies [446, 498]. However, components processing Sticky policies.
the informationmust be trusted to adhere to the attached policies. Trusted computing
mechanisms have been proposed to establish trust in the integrity of remote system
components [154]. In the context of privacy, that entails enforcing that a specified pri-
vacy policy is adhered to when information is processed by another entity, which can
be achieved with trusted computing [319]. One approach in that direction is the estab- Trusted virtual

domains.lishment of trusted virtual domains (TVDs) [263, 350], which provide distributed exe-
cution environments. TVDs provide similar functionality as application-level access
control systems, such as isolation, but in a distributed fashion, i.e., a trusted virtual
domain can span multiple entities, whereby more than one TVD may be active on
a device. Local components are represented by virtual machines, verified by trusted
computing hardware [380], which together form a TVD. Based on TVDs, Löhr et al.
[417] propose a conceptual framework for distributed enforcement of privacy policies
by creating a security enforcement layer across components in a domain.

Besides the mere interpretation and enforcement of policies, distributed privacy
policy enforcement should further provide components to ensure privacy-preserving
data processing. We contributed significantly to the development of an enforcement Privacy-aware policy

enforcement.framework for privacy policies, namely the privacy-enforcing runtime architecture
(PeRA) [19, 6, 15]. PeRA not only enforces privacy-aware information processing and
secure storage of privacy-sensitive information, but also data retention restrictions.
PeRA further supports two layers of policies to govern how privacy-sensitive infor-
mation should be handled inside the enforcement domain , as well as under what
circumstances and what level of granularity information may leave the enforcement
perimeter. PeRA is presented in more detail in Section 7.3.

In general, distributed privacy policy enforcement is an information-centric real-
ization strategy and is therefore most suitable for the realization of virtual privacy
aspects on the system-level. e discussed approaches have very low trust assump-
tions in other devices, due to the remote attestation mechanisms provided by trusted
computing, which will be discussed further in Section 7.3.2. While trust assumptions
are low, a certain level of cooperation from other entities is required, as they must be
equipped with trusted computing hardware and expose trusted computing interfaces.
us, distributed privacy policy enforcement is particularly suited for semi-public and
for public environments to a certain extent.

Data minimization

Dataminimization aims to reduce the amount of information that is provided to other
entities to theminimum level required for achieving a specific purpose, i.e., providing
sufficient information for the activity the user and another entity are engaged in, but
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not more. Data minimization is achieved either by selectively disclosing or withhold-Level of granularity.
ing specific information items depending on the user’s activity and preference, or by
reducing the granularity of an information source to the required level according to
the preference. Data minimization must find a tradeoff between an achievable level
of privacy and the utility of the privacy-sensitive information for the user’s activity.
While data minimization is primarily focused on information sources, adjusting the
granularity of an information source can be leveraged to realize preference pertain-
ing to virtual privacy aspects, as well as physical ones. For instance in the calendar
use case (see Sec. 4.4.2), adjusting the granularity of displayed calendar entries has an
effect on the physical observation channels of the persons in proximity of a calendar
display.

Suitable data minimization techniques need to be selected in relation to the type
of the information source. A number of approaches for the obfuscation and abstrac-
tion of location and identity information have already been discussed in Section 3.5.1.
In our work, we have also contributed to data minimization strategies by studying
the requirements for pseudonymous authentication mechanisms in vehicular ad-hoc
networks [25], and developing privacy-friendlymethods for pseudonym issuance and
pseudonym-identity resolution [21].

Data minimization can be combined with policy enforcement strategies in order
to reduce the risk of exposure when information has to leave an enforcement domain.
Furthermore, data minimization complements other preference realization strategies
in environments where observation channels or observing entities cannot be con-
trolled by the user or her systems. In such situations the user’s potential and actual ex-
posure can be reduced by decreasing the granularity of exposed information sources.
erefore, dataminimization is particularlywell-suited for public environments. Data
minimization can also be an efficient realization strategy in semi-public and semi-
personal environments, as it requires no cooperation by other entities. It is however
less beneficial in personal environments where the majority of present entities is as-
sumed to be controllable by the user.

Disturbance and Observation blocking

Data minimization adjusts the level of granularity of information sources but does
not actually block any observations. Disturbance and observation blocking strategies
have the goal to remove certain channel links between privacy-sensitive items and
entities, or between entities and other entities, in order to block specific observation
or disturbance channels or to remove certain entities from channels.

Blocking of observations can follow similar strategies as those employed by humans
trying to avoid surveillance. In Section 3.5.2, we discussed the Helsinki privacy exper-
iment on how surveillance can impact behavior [474]. Oulasvirta et al. [474] found
that privacy-seeking behavior of participants included acting privately under surveil-Activity hiding and

sensor manipulation. lance, i.e., not adapting the private behavior; hiding activity from observing sensors,
e.g., by moving to blind spots in the apartment or turning away from the sensors; ma-
nipulating sensors, e.g., by covering them up; or stopping activities entirely. Activity
hiding and sensor manipulation can be translated into realization strategies, as will
be discussed in the following. Stopping or continuing activities constitute “last resort”Stopping activity.
options.Whenother realization strategies failed, the user can bemade aware of the pri-
vacy implications of a context change as part of the reasoning process (see Sec. 6.5.6)
and given the recommendation to stop a current activity if the desired privacy cannot
be provided by the privacy adaptation system.

Hiding activities and privacy-sensitive items from virtual entities can typically be
achieved with encryption of communication channels. By encrypting the communi-Channel encryption.
cation between a user’s information sources and a desired observing entity, intermedi-
ate virtual nodes are effectively removed from the observation channel. ey may still
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pass on encrypted content of the observation channel but without having access to
the channel’s content. For disturbance endpoints, disturbances can also be blocked by
encrypting the disturbance channel and requiring disturbers to authenticate in order
to access a disturbance endpoint. While end-to-end encryption between the user’s
systems and desired entities is preferable, it may also suffice to encrypt individual
channel links.

Blocking of physical observations and disturbances needs to be handled differently.
However, physical privacy regulation has the advantage that it concerns the imme-
diate proximity of the user, which allows for realization mechanisms tailored to a Blocking of physical

observations and
disturbances.

physical range around the user. Furthermore, blocking physical observation and dis-
turbance channel links also facilitates blocking of virtual channel links. Observation
of information sources are blocked directly, thus, no observations can be forwarded
to other nodes. Similarly for disturbances, if the link between a disturbance endpoint
and the immediate disturber is blocked, any virtual disturbers connected to that entity
are blocked as well.

An equivalent to sensor manipulation would be jamming, i.e., blocking certain
functionality of physically present devices. For instance, WiFi or cellular communi-
cations can be jammed with targeted attacks [657, 501] in order to block forwarding
of observations by physically present entities. We contributed to the identification of
two such attacks on WiFi networks, which exploit parts of the IEEE 802.11 standard
to silence a device for multiple seconds [11]. Physical disturbances can be blocked by
preventing the effects of disturbances in the user’s proximity. For instance, disturbing
noise and sound can be reduced if speakers in the proximity are controllable. Distur-
bances by persons can also be blocked by preventing physical access to the user’s close
proximity, e.g., by automatically locking the door of a room if the user prefers not to
be disturbed.

While jamming may facilitate blocking of communications, it is not fully reliable
and may not apply to all kinds of sensors in the physical environment, such as motion
detectors or cameras, and especially not to persons. However, when multiple output
modalities are available in the user’s physical environment, information display and
means of interaction can be adapted to block observations by undesired entities. For Modality adaptation.
example, private notifications could be displayed only on the user’s personal device,
such as a smartphone, rather than on a wall display to reduce the opportunity of vi-
sual observation channels by other entities [145]. Similarly, auditive output can be
moved from speakers to earphones or translated into a visual representation. Further-
more, observation granularity can be tied to the physical arrangement of entities. For
instance, Vogel and Balakrishnan [630] propose a calendar application for public dis-
plays that only shows a user’s calendar entries if the user is close enough to the display
to shield it from the view of others with her body. Seifert et al. [561] propose a se-
lection mechanism for tabletop surfaces, which facilitates browsing of information in
private areas on the surface shielded by a mobile device before they are placed in the
center of the tabletop to be accessed by other present persons. Shoemaker and Inkpen
[573] propose to create private observation channels in physical environments with
shutter glasses worn by users, which augment publicly-displayed information with
further personal information. In Section 7.4, we present PriMA as an approach for
integrating privacy adaptation and modality adaptation.

Modality adaptation can further be used to facilitate a certain level of plausible deni-
ability in physical environments in relation to privacy adaptation. Because other per- Physical plausible

deniability.sonsmay potentially negatively interpret the fact that information sources are adapted
because of their presence. However,modality adaptation can be designed in away that
it is indistinguishable to others what adaptations occurred. For instance, we designed
the PriCal system [24], which implements the calendar display use case, with plau-
sible deniability in mind. Whenever a person enters an office, all calendar entries of
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all users are first removed from the calendar display and subsequently appear with
the granularity adapted to the complete set of present persons. Our deployment study
showed that study participants did not perceive those adaptations as related to them,
although they were, because they occurred every time someone entered an office. We
discuss the PriCal system and our deployment study in more detail in Chapter 8.

Blocking of virtual disturbances and observations is possible in all environments, as
encryption can be leveraged to secure communication channels. For physical aspects,
modality adaptation approaches are mainly feasible in environments with a certain
level of infrastructure support, i.e., multimodal adaptation is only possible if multiple
modalities exist and if a framework is available to dynamically adapt content between
those modalities.

In summary, the discussed optimistic and pessimistic strategies facilitate privacy
preference realization in diverse settings and environments. Most suitable realization
strategies should always be selected in relation to a specific environment, as well as
the requirements posed by the user’s preferences and derived privacy policies.e pre-
sented strategies should also not be viewed as isolated approaches.ey rather provide
a toolbox for privacy preference realization from which strategies can be combined
to realize multiple aspects of a user’s privacy preferences.

7.3 PeRA: Distributed Privacy Policy Enforcement

Privacy policies are derived from privacy preferences in order to facilitate compliance
with the user’s preferences. However, as mentioned in the previous section, a partic-
ular challenge is the enforcement of privacy policies in distributed ubicomp systems
where multiple entities collect, process, and forward information. Trusted computing
concepts can be leveraged to achieve such enforcement in a distributed ubicomp sys-
tem (see Sec. 7.2.3) and provide an information-centric pessimistic realization strat-
egy.

In the context of the PRECIOSA project, we significantly contributed to the de-PRivacy Enabled
Capability In
Co-Operative

Systems and Safety
Applications. www.

preciosa-project.org

sign and development of the privacy-enforcing runtime architecture (PeRA), which
facilitates privacy-aware policy enforcement in distributed systems. PeRA was origi-
nally designed to enable user-centric privacy control in intelligent transportation sys-
tems (ITS) [6]. ITS facilitate cooperation between vehicles on the road, as well as with
backend services. For instance, vehicles can provide floating car data (FCD), i.e., up-
dates about their current speed and further road conditions, to traffic information
centers. ose traffic information centers aggregate FCD records from a large num-
ber of vehicles to compile traffic reports, which can assist vehicles in finding optimized
routes [19]. However, collected FCD records and other information collected by ITS
applications can also be used to compile driving patterns of individual users, and re-
veal information about their habits and important locations, even if FCD records are
pseudonymized [259, 425]. PeRAaddresses those issues by enforcing compliancewith
privacy policies bound to any information sent out by vehicles.

While PeRAhas been developed in the context of ITS, the distributed privacy policy
enforcement framework it provides is sufficiently generic to alsomake it applicable for
privacy preference realization in the context of ubicomp. Subsequently, we provide an
overview of PeRA and its main components, and discuss how PeRA can be leveraged
as part of dynamic privacy adaptation, based on the exemplary use cases introduced
in Section 4.4. We further describe the remote attestation approach developed by us,
which ensures integrity of the policy processing components of other entities with-
out requiring bidirectional communication between the user’s system and the remote
entity. Such a non-interactive approach is advantageous in ITS due to intermittent
connectivity, but can also be beneficial in ubicomp scenarios for the same reasons,

http://www.preciosa-project.org
http://www.preciosa-project.org
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Figure 7.2: Privacy protection chain of the privacy-enforcing runtime architecture [19, 6].

especially when entities dynamically appear and disappear in the user’s context (see
Sec. 5.5).

7.3.1 Privacy-enforcing runtime architecture

e privacy-enforcing runtime architecture is based on the principles that users are
empowered to provide privacy policies which are immutably coupled to any informa-
tion forwarded to other entities and that PeRA ensures policy compliance in a ver-
ifiable manner, whenever the information is accessed by applications of the remote
entities [19, 6]. PeRA implements those principles by establishing a multi-layered
privacy protection chain between the user and any entities that process the user’s
privacy-sensitive information with PeRA. As shown in Figure 7.2, this protection
chain is based on the user trusting integrity protection components of the other en-
tities. A hardware security module (HSM) serves as the trust anchor for each host
to bootstrap integrity measurement of the policy enforcement components. Policy
enforcement components mandate compliance with the user-specified privacy poli-
cies, which in turn govern how personal information can be accessed and processed.
e advantage of decoupling policy-compliant processing from integrity protection is
that integrity protection is transparent to policy enforcement components, which fa-
cilitates a more modular composition of enforcement components. For instance, the
PeRA prototype [15] leverages the OSGi component model [473] to facilitate flexible
configuration and loading of policy enforcement components. Figure 7.3 provides an
overview of the main components on the policy enforcement and integrity protec-
tion layers. It further shows how two PeRA instances constitute a policy enforcement
perimeter in which compliance with privacy policies is ensured. e different compo-
nents are described in more detail in the following.

Policy enforcement layer

e policy enforcement layer consists of four main components. e privacy enforce-
ment point is the entry point to the PeRA. It handles communication with PeRA Privacy enforcement

point.instances of other entities, local applications under application-level access control,
and local applications or external services outside of the policy enforcement perime-
ter. Communication with other PeRA instances entails encryption and decryption in
cooperation with the local trust manager and attachment of corresponding privacy
policies, in order to ensure tight coupling of information and accompanying privacy
policy inside the distributed policy enforcement perimeter.
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enforcement perimeter (blue), in which privacy policy compliance is ensured.

Local applications may either run inside an application-level access framework or
outside the policy enforcement perimeter. e difference is that applications thatApplication-level

access framework. are executed inside the application-level access framework may receive more fine-
grained access to information as their potential forwarding channels can be controlled
and monitored, while information handed to applications outside the enforcement
perimeter is considered public and therefore likely provided at a coarser granularity
according to preference. PeRA integrates the previously described CANE [2] as an
application-level access framework. Any requests for local resources or information
by local applications are passed from the policy enforcement point to the privacy deci-Privacy decision point.
sion point. e privacy decision point evaluates queries by fetching the relevant infor-
mation from secure local storage or sensors, as well as the privacy policies associated
with affected information items. Privacy policies are interpreted as part of query pro-
cessing [19], and data transformations are employed as required by the policies. A
merged policy is created for the result set [19]. Results are returned to the privacy
enforcement point, which provides them to the requesting application in accordance
with the resulting privacy policy.

Data transformations are provided by privacy support components. Other supportPrivacy support
components. components manage data retention requirements of individual data items, i.e., remov-

ing or aggregating them aer certain retention periods have expired. A further po-
tential privacy support component could be a query IDS [19], which could leverage
mechanisms such as differential privacy [218] to prevent probing of the database with
consecutive queries.

Integrity protection layer

e main component of the integrity protection layer is the trust manager. e trustTrust manager.
manager validates the integrity of the policy enforcement components on the layer
above, against an expected configuration or a set of configurations. Access to the en-
crypted information in the local secure storage is only granted if the components ofLocal secure storage.
the PeRA correspond to such an expected configuration. is is guaranteed by a hard-
ware security module (HSM), which securely stores and manages all of the platformsHardware se-

curity module. encryption keys. e HSM exposes an API to encrypt and decrypt information with
its keys, but key material never leaves the hardware chip [154]. Because the trust man-
ager handles integrity measurements and any crypto operations, integrity protection
is transparent for policy enforcement components [6, 5], as long as the system is in
a desired state. If an undesired system state is reached, the trust manager can reload
policy enforcement components in order to reach a desired state.
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e integrity of the trust manager itself is ensured with a trusted boot sequence,
in which a component measures the integrity of the next component in the sequence
before executing it.e trusted boot sequence is rooted in a core root of trust for mea-
surement which is part of the HSM, and which measures the integrity of the device
BIOS before any BIOS code is executed [154]. Integritymeasurements of the boot pro-
cess are stored in append-only registers of the HSM in order to enable components
to verify the integrity of preceding components as well. Aer the system has been
booted into a trusted state, the trust manager is the first PeRA component to be ex-
ecuted and can thus verify all other PeRA components [19, 6, 15]. e integrity of a
platform is usually communicated to remote entities with a process called remote at-
testation [154], inwhich two entities interactively verify their integrity before granting
access to sensitive information. We propose a non-interactive remote attestation ap-
proach, which also ensures that only components in a trusted state are able to decrypt
and process but without requiring additional message exchange. e non-interactive
remote attestation protocol is described in Section 7.3.2.

Application to use cases

While PeRAhas been designed in the context of ITS, its concepts can also be employed
to privacy preference realization as part of our dynamic privacy adaptation process
for ubicomp. We discuss based on our use cases from Section 4.4 how PeRA can be
applied in ubicomp scenarios.

In the location sharing use case, Alice’s phone provides location updates with vary-
ing granularity to her supervisor Bob. Alice’s phone and the location server that pro- Location sharing use

case.vides Bob access to Alice’s location could both be running PeRA and, thus, create
a distributed policy enforcement perimeter. Inside this perimeter it would be guar-
anteed that Alice’s location data can only be processed or accessed according to her
preferences and the privacy policies derived from them. In that case, Alice could also
offload adaptation of location granularity to the server, which could ensure that Bob
can only access her location with activity-dependent granularity, while Alice could
define additional privacy policies which grant only her access to the detailed location
logs in order to gainmore elaborate statistics on her work day. Furthermore, retention
of her location information could be strictly limited and enforced.

In the calendar display use case, PeRA could be employed on the calendar displays
in order to ensure that the display can receive and display calendar entries but is pre- Calendar display use

case.vented from forwarding them to other entities. Cached calendar entries would further
be stored in the PeRA’s secure local storage thus reducing the risk of potential expo-
sure to unknown entities.

In the AAL use case, Alice’s home monitoring system and Dave’s emergency sys-
tem could form a policy enforcement perimeter in order to not only provide Dave AAL use case.
with Alice’s vital sign information in an emergency, but also ensure that the provided
information is only usable for immediate diagnosis and cannot be used for marketing
or health plan re-evaluation.

7.3.2 Non-interactive remote attestation

A common principle of trusted computing solutions is the remote attestation of a sys-
tem’s integrity before information is provided to the system for processing. Typically, Interactive remote

attestation.the user’s system would engage with a remote entity in an interactive remote attesta-
tion protocol, such as remote platform attestation [154] or direct anonymous attes-
tation (DAA) [123], in order to establish the integrity of the remote entity. Basically,
those protocols consist of the user’s system requesting information about the state of
the remote entity and the remote entity taking integrity measurements of its compo-
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Figure 7.4: Information flow of the non-interactive remote attestation protocol. The protocol con-
sists of an initialization and a communication phase.

nents and sending an attestation report back. Trust in this report is achieved through
the use of a hardware security module, which securely stores the integrity measure-
ments in hardware registers and compiles an attestation report including those mea-
surements and the integrity measurement chain of the trusted boot sequence [154].
e attestation report is further signed by the HSM with a platform signing key pair
that resides on the HSM. e two protocols above differ in how they enable the user
system to establish trust in the remote entity’s signed attestation report. Both involve
certification of the public key of the signing key pair by a third party, but DAA facili-
tates verification of the remote entity’s credentials in a zero-knowledge proof, which
facilitates maintenance of anonymity. In either case, the user’s system trusts the third
party that it verified the HSM of the remote entity before issuing credentials to it.
Based on the signed attestation report, the user’s system can verify the current state
of the remote entity against expected integrity values, and if the state is trusted, send
an encrypted message to the remote entity. Typically, a HSM would have at least two
distinct key pairs for signing and encryption [154].

Interactive remote attestation works well in scenarios where a stable network con-
nection can be assumed, such as in Internet-based communications. However, in in-
telligent transport systems and ubicomp systems, connectivity may be intermittentNon-interactive

remote attestation. due to dynamism of entities moving around in the physical environment [19]. To ad-
dress this issue, we proposed a non-interactive remote attestation method [19, 6, 5],
which enables an entity to encrypt messages for another entity with the assurance
that the message can only be decrypted if that entity is in a trusted state associated
with the public key used for encryption. Our approach is based on HSM functionality
provided by the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 1.2 specification [602], particularly
sealing of keys to platform configurations. Our approach has been implemented as
part of the PeRA prototype system [15] and tested with hardware TPMs, as well as
emulated virtual TPMs.

Figure 7.4 shows the information flow of our non-interactive remote attestation
protocol. e protocol consists of an initialization and a communication phase. In
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the initialization phase, the integrity of the PeRA components of the remote entity
are verified by a trusted third party, the privacy agency. e privacy agency issues
a certificate for the public key of a newly generated key pair, which attests that the
private key of that key pair is sealed inside the HSM key storage to a platform config-
uration state τ , which is also indicated in the certificate. e sealing process ensures
that the private key can only be used for decryption if the system is in the state it has
been sealed to [154, 602]. e resulting certificate can be provided to the user’s sys-
tem, which trusts the verification and certification issuance procedures of the privacy
agency and can also verify that the indicated state τ corresponds to an expected state.
Once the certificate has been obtained, the user’s system can encrypt messages for the
remote entity with the public key provided in the certificate. e protocol guarantees
that the remote entity can only decrypt the message if it is in state τ without requiring
further attestation reports. Both phases are discussed in more detail in the following.

e main difference between the trusted computing approach and a more gen-
eral certificate-based encryption solution is that a normal public key certificate does
not limit under what circumstances the corresponding private key can be used or by
whom [5]. Sealing the private key to a trusted platform state enforces key usage re-
strictions by the hardware module rather than soware components.

Initialization phase

e initialization phase serves to verify and certify a platform state by a third party.
State verification is achieved with integrity measurements of components. For this
purpose, a TPM hardware chip provides a number of registers, the platform configu-
ration registers (PCRs), which can be read and to which values can be appended, but Platform config-

uration registers
(PCRs).

which can only be reset at the beginning of the system’s boot sequence [154, 602].
PCR values are stored as hashes, if multiple measurements are appended to the same
PCR, they form a hash chain, e.g., h(h(m1)∣m2). us, PCR values provide a record
of integrity measurements, which can be verified by any component by reading the
respective PCR value. While integrity measurement does not prevent manipulation
of components, it facilitates detection of such manipulation because the system’s in-
tegrity measurement results would indicate an untrusted state.

If the integrity of multiple components is always measured together in a sequence,
it is sufficient to use one PCR to store the resulting integrity hash chain. In the PeRA
prototype, a configuration parameter provided the list and sequence of components to
be measured. Measurements were taken by calculating hashes of component binaries,
and appended into one PCR (PCRx) according to the defined sequence.

e privacy agency verifies the integrity of the trust manager and that obtained in-
tegrity measurements correspond to a trusted state. Trustworthiness could be deter-
mined via code verification [19]. e privacy agency then initiates the key setup pro-
cedure of the trust manager, which generates a new encryption key pair (PKτ , SKτ ) Sealed key pair

generation.inside the TPM, which is sealed to the current platform state τ stored inPCRx. Note,
that key generation can be configured so that keys cannot be extracted or exported
from the TPM [154]. As a result, the private key SKτ can only be used if PCRx con-
tains the value corresponding to state τ .

e privacy agency further issues a certificate CertPA(PKτ) for the public key, Public key certifica-
tion.which includes the value of PCRx in order to indicate the state τ to which the public

key is sealed. us the resulting certificate attests to the platform state τ . In order to
leverage non-interactive remote attestation, the user’s systemmust obtain a certificate
for the remote entity, either in an initial exchangewith the remote entity or by fetching
it from a public key repository.
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Usage phase

Once the user’s system has obtained the certificate of a remote entity, it can encrypt
messages for that entity and be assured they can only be decrypted if the remote entity
is in the specified trusted state τ . e remote entity performs integrity measurement
and stores the result inPCRx before passing themessage to theHSM.eHSM loadsPolicy enforce-

ment perimeter. the private key SKτ if the value of PCRx corresponds to τ and decrypts the mes-
sage. e trust manager passes the information and attached policy on to the other
PeRA components on the policy enforcement layer, which process or store the in-
formation according to the attached privacy policy. us, information and attached
policies can be securely exchanged inside the policy enforcement perimeter, and it is
guaranteed that information is only accessible to PeRA components that are in a state
that is trusted to enforce policy compliance.

Note that an entity may have multiple encryption certificates for keys sealed to dif-
ferent configurations, in order to facilitate dynamic reconfiguration of systems. Mes-
sages encrypted with a specific public key can, however, only be decrypted if the re-
mote entity is in the corresponding state. Soware updates of PeRA components are
possible and entail re-issuance of public key certificates. However, this re-issuance
and re-verification is only required for PeRA components enforcing policy compli-
ance and not for any applications, which can be updated independently of the PeRA
framework.

7.4 PriMA: Privacy-aware Modality Adaptation

Ubicompenvironments are characterized by the presence ofmanydevices and sensors
in the user’s physical environment. Some of those devices not only collect information
but also offer a multitude of output and input modalities, which can be leveraged for
interaction with the user. Multimodal interaction facilitates such interaction across
multiple devices and modalities in order to best suit the user’s needs [216].

Output modalities may vary in the degree of privacy they provide [305], due to the
visual representation or screen size or in case of speech and auditive interfaces, their
level of audibility. For instance, Dumas et al. [216] note that speech should not be used
to convey privacy-sensitive information in public contexts, because bystanders can
eavesdrop more easily on the conveyed information in comparison to showing it on
the small display of a personal device. Such privacy considerations can be taken into
account when adapting output modalities [305], if privacy preferences information is
available.

In the following, we outline an approach for integrating multimodal interaction
systems and their awareness of output modalities with our privacy decision engine
and its awareness of a user’s privacy preferences. We shortly outline how multimodal
interaction and adaptation of outputmodalities work on a conceptual level. Aer that,
we discuss how the privacy decision engine could interoperate with a multimodal
interaction system in order to realize privacy preferences in physical environments
on the interaction level.

7.4.1 Multimodal interaction

A multimodal interaction system provides multiple opportunities, or modalities, for
interaction [216], such as speech, gesture, touch, gaze, or pointer selection. Fusion
of multiple input streams facilitates more natural interaction than traditional inter-Multimodal

interaction cycle. faces [216], because users can for example point and gaze to convey their intention,
while also engaging in a spoken conversation with the system. A challenge in multi-
modal fusion is the interpretation of sequential as well as parallel inputs [476]. Fig-
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Figure 7.5: Components of a multimodal interaction system implementing the multimodal inter-
action cycle. The user performs input actions, which are jointly interpreted by themultimodal
fusion component. Interpret input results are provided to the dialog manager, which manages
the interaction flow and interfaces with application logic. Any outputs or system reactions are
provided on an abstract level to themultimodal fission component, which selects output modal-
ities appropriate for the current context. The knowledge base contains different models relevant
for interpretation and adaptation of the multimodal interaction.

ure 7.5 shows the components of a multimodal system [216, 305]. ose components
implement a multimodal interaction cycle in which, according to Dumas et al. [216],
the user makes the decision to engage with the system and translates that intention
into one or multiple input actions. User actions are perceived by the system and are
interpreted as input by the multimodal fusion component. e dialog manager lever-
ages the input to engage with application logic and to determine the future course of
the interaction flow. e dialog manager ensures consistent interaction across multi-
ple iterations of the cycle as it plans and manages the interaction with the user and
adapts to multimodal input and application requirements [306]. Relevant outputs are
computed and provided to the multimodal fission component, which selects output
modalities to convey system output to the user. Hereby output may be split across
modalities [476] and output modalities appropriate for the current context should be
selected. Output results in system actions, which are eventually perceived and inter-
preted by the user.

Schüssel et al. [556] further suggest to directly connect the fusion and fission com-
ponents with a content management component in order to enhance the reliability of
fusion by considering previous fission and output actions. In terms of privacy adap-
tation, multimodal fission is the most relevant aspect of the multimodal interaction
cycle.

Multimodal fission

Multimodal fission determines which modalities are used for output in a given situa-
tion and how. us, the fission process optimizes placement of information on suit-
able modalities in relation to the current context and the user’s current activities. Du-
mas et al. [216] note that fission entails the construction of messages to be conveyed,
as well as the selection of suitable output channels, while striving for a coherent and
synchronized temporal and spatial composition of output actions.

In the following, we focus on the extensive fission framework proposed by Honold
et al. [305]. eir fission process consists of four steps, which facilitate context-aware Information partition-

ing.adaptation of output modalities. In the information partitioning step, dialog output
received from the dialogmanager is divided into hierarchically organized information
items according to a semantic informationmodel. For instance, a calendar entry could
be divided into its start time, its end time, its duration, the purpose of the meeting,
and potentially other aspects, such as invited participants. Information partitioning
facilitates refinement and combination of cross-modal information representations
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on the abstract level, i.e., individual information items from different hierarchy levels
can already be grouped according to their suitability for different modalities.

Next, modality arbitration is performed with the partitioned abstract informationModality arbitration.
items. Honold et al. [305] employ probabilistic rule-based reasoning to find a most
suitable mapping of abstract information items on to available modalities. In the ar-
bitration step, information items are assigned to six basic modality types for visual
(image, text, video) and auditive output (audio, text-to-speech) [305]. e reason-
ing draws awareness of modalities and adaptation aspects from a set of context mod-
els [306], which are organized in the knowledge base: the application and dialog mod-
els provide information about the application domain and the task and dialog acts,Knowledge base.
which are part of the interaction. e environment model specifies typical context
characteristics about the current situation. In contrast to our privacy context model it
does not provide a user-centric perspective on context. e user model represents the
user’s general characteristics, such as gender, height, or information about vision and
hearing capabilities, as well as the user’s interaction preferences, which are similar to
the automation preferences in our user model (see Sec. 6.4.1). Finally, the component
model subsumes detailed information about the available input and output capabili-
ties of present devices.

e next step is information decoration and obfuscation which is proposed to ad-Information decora-
tion and obfuscation. dress privacy requirements, if such requirements are provided [305]. eir concept

for obfuscation is based on obfuscation strategies for specific information types as
well as output modality types. Information decoration and obfuscation aligns well
with adapting the granularity of information sources as part of dynamic privacy adap-
tation.

e last step in Honold et al.’s fission process is widget assignment, i.e., the actualWidget assignment.
creation of UI widgets with the respective information and their device-dependent
rendering.

7.4.2 Privacy-aware modality adaptation

e multimodal fission approach already outlined above offers some means for pri-
vacy adaptation as part of the information decoration and obfuscation step, however,
the outlined multimodal fission framework lacks the privacy reasoning capabilities
of our privacy decision engine in order to work with individual, context-specific pri-
vacy preferences. e privacy decision engine, on the other hand, requires additional
components to realize disturbance and observation blocking in the user’s physical
proximity according to her privacy preferences. erefore, we propose to combine
both approaches into an integrative approach for privacy-aware modality adaptation.

A system for privacy-aware modality adaptation can fulfill multiple purposes in
relation to dynamic privacy adaptation. First, such a system can act as a privacy pol-Multimodal fission

component as privacy
policy generator.

icy generator in the privacy policy derivation step of the privacy decision engine (see
Sec. 6.5.5). Due to its component model, the multimodal fission component is aware
of currently available modalities, as well as what degree of privacy they provide for
information rendered on them [306, 305]. us, a given privacy preference, i.e., a de-
sired context adaptation concerning desired and undesired observation channels, can
be expressed as a nomination [306], which the multimodal fission component lever-
ages in its probabilistic rule-based reasoning process to determine a modality config-
uration that most closely matches the privacy preference. e fission component also
provides a confidence value on the probability of achieving the configuration [305].
e modality configuration can be encoded as a privacy policy and returned to the
privacy policy composer as a policy fragment for the respective privacy preference.
e confidence score contributes to the privacy policy confidence score computed by
the expectation estimator (see also Fig. 6.8).
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Once a specific privacy preference has been automatically selected by the privacy
decision engine or explicitly selected by the user, the privacy-aware modality adapta-
tion system can act as a realization mechanism for the privacy policy derived in the
previous step. e multimodal fission component can adapt observation channels ac- Multimodal fission

component as privacy
preference realization
mechanism.

cording to the user’s privacy preferences in one of two ways. Either by selecting suit-
able output modalities that prevent undesired observation channels and promote de-
sired observations, e.g., by the user herself or by other entities she is currently engaged
with in an activity; or by adapting the granularity of information items in the infor-
mation decoration and obfuscation step. Hereby, the granularity of privacy-sensitive
information can be adapted in a flexible and modality-specific manner due to the hi-
erarchical organization of abstract information items, whereby each information item
can be adapted individually [305]. For example in the calendar display use case, cal-
endar entries could be adapted on the level of their individual information chunks
rather than changing the visibility of the complete entry. For instance, for a meeting
with a sensitive topic the subject line may be removed before rendering it on the cal-
endar display, or a meeting with sensitive start or end times could be displayed as an
all-day event.

As another option, integration of the privacy decision engine with a multimodal
interaction system can facilitate embedding of preference elicitation interfaces into
the user’s activities, e.g., when an explicit preference selection is required from the Multimodal interac-

tion for preference
elicitation.

user (see Sec. 6.5.6). In such situations, the multimodal fission component can adapt
provided preference options and their explanations to appropriate output modalities
that strike a balance between notifying the user about the required input without dis-
rupting the user’s activity completely.

Furthermore, the detailed environment-specificmodels, which are part of the knowl-
edge base of themultimodal interaction system, can be leveraged to derive context fea- Multimodal interac-

tion system as context
source.

tures for the higher level context abstraction provided by our privacy context model.
For instance, determining available input and output modalities requires detection or
awareness of present devices. is knowledge can be leveraged to determine a subset
of the present entities in the user’s environment.

PriMA conceptual overview

Figure 7.6 provides a conceptual overview of PriMA—an integrative architecture com-
bining multimodal fission and the privacy decision engine. e privacy decision en-
gine and the multimodal interaction components remain embedded in their respec-
tive architectures and virtually unchanged in their flow of operation. However, mul-
tiple interfaces are introduced between them.

Information from the knowledge base of the multimodal interaction system can be
used to populate the privacy context model, as described above, and thus facilitate
detection of present entities and channels, as well as the detection of privacy-relevant
context changes.

For privacy policy generation, the fission component acts as a privacy policy gen-
erator towards the privacy decision engine. It receives a privacy preference expressed
as a nomination and returns a privacy policy, which corresponds to a modality con-
figuration. While the fission component performs modality arbitration, its results are
not directly used to adapt modalities but rather serve a potential configuration to be
considered in privacy reasoning by the privacy decision engine.

When a privacy preference that contains a policy fragment constituting modality
adaptation is selected for realization by the privacy decision engine, it is provided
to the multimodal fission component, which adapts the current modality configura-
tion accordingly. Note that this adaptation occurs as a reaction to a privacy-relevant
context change and therefore independently of dialog management. e dialog man-
ager should be informed about the adaptation in order to anticipate potential user
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Figure 7.6: Conceptual overview of an integrative architecture for privacy-aware modality adapta-
tion (PriMA) that combines multimodal fission and the privacy decision engine.

reactions and implications for the interaction flow, which can be accommodated by
dynamically adapting the next interaction tasks and dialog acts.

e privacy decision engine poses requests for privacy preference elicitation to the
dialog manager. e dialog manager evaluates the provided preferences and their ex-
planation knowledge and integrates them into the current dialog flow of the interac-
tion with the user. e multimodal fission component adapts modalities to render
the abstract information provided by the dialog manager, which constitutes an ab-
stract selection dialog with potentially multiple levels of explanation knowledge that
can be provided on demand. e fission component determines the most suitable
output channels for the preference elicitation, which includes mapping the provided
preference options to the most suitable basic modality types introduced before [305].
Multimodal selection results are evaluated by the fusion component which provides
information about the user’s selection to the dialog manager, which then informs the
privacy decision engine. e selected preference is subsequently realized, which may
also include further modality adaptation.

e outlined PriMA architecture constitutes a promising approach for leveraging
multimodal interaction capabilities as part of the dynamic privacy adaptation process.
So far, the PriMA approach has been devised conceptually. Further investigation is
required to refine the proposed architecture and demonstrate an integrative system
leveraging privacy-adaptive modality adaptation.

7.5 Summary

Privacy preference realization is an important aspect of the dynamic privacy adap-
tation process, as it puts privacy reasoning results into practice. Privacy preference
realization has a direct influence on the user’s level of privacy, and an impact on enti-
ties and their observation and disturbances channels in the user’s physical and virtual
environment.

In this chapter, we discussed aspects that influence the choice and availability of
suitable preference realization strategies. We provided an overview of eight common
privacy preference realization strategies, which can be coarsely categorized as opti-
mistic or pessimistic strategies, depending on the required level of trust in and coop-
eration by other entities. For each strategy, we discussed its suitability for different
types of environments, whether it operates on the system or interaction level, and
whether it can be used to realize preferences pertaining to physical privacy aspects,
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virtual privacy aspects, or both. While we do not claim that the presented strategies
are exhaustive, we are confident that they reflect common realization approaches that
can be leveraged for privacy control in different application settings and ubicomp
systems. We further believe that our differentiated presentation is beneficial for the
selection of appropriate realization strategies given a specific application domain or
environment.

We further highlighted PeRA and PriMA as specific contributions to the canon of
privacy control mechanisms. PeRA facilitates distributed enforcement of privacy poli-
cies across multiple devices. It leverages trusted computing principles to establish a
policy enforcement perimeter in which policy-compliant information processing can
be guaranteed. e proposed non-interactive remote attestation protocol simplifies
the maintenance of the policy enforcement perimeter, as no additional message ex-
change besides sending an encrypted message is required to validate the integrity of
another entity’s PeRA components.While PeRA has originally been developed for pri-
vacy protection in intelligent transportation systems, we demonstrated with examples
that its concepts are sufficiently generic to facilitate privacy preference realization in
diverse ubicomp scenarios.

With PriMA we proposed an integrative conceptual architecture that combines the
privacy reasoning capabilities of the privacy decision engine with the modality adap-
tation capabilities offered by multimodal interaction systems.

In summary, privacy preference realization must address multiple aspects ranging
from the level of cooperation by other entities, to the control of virtual as well as
physical entities and channels, the control of observations and disturbances, and the
provisioning of privacy mechanisms for the system-level as well as the interaction
level. Here presented strategies and mechanisms should be seen as components in
the toolbox of privacy preference realization, which need to be combined in order to
effectively realize complex privacy preferences.





8CASE STUDY : PR I VACY-ADAPT I V E CALEN -
DAR D ISP LAYS

8.1 Overview

eproposed dynamic privacy adaptation process consists of threemajor aspects (see
Ch. 4): awareness of privacy-relevant context from the user perspective, a privacy
decision engine to support and automate privacy decision making, and realization
mechanisms that implement made privacy decisions. Each of these aspects have been
discussed in detail in the last chapters and multiple contributions have been made for
the different aspects.

In order to evaluate the proposed process and its components, we developed, de-
ployed, and evaluated a ubicomp application that instantiates our approach to dy-
namic privacy adaptation. We aimed for an application that would be used in a real-
istic setting with real personal information sources of involved users. As discussed in
Section 3.5.4, actual privacy regulation behavior may deviate from stated preferences, Evaluation of real

application in realistic
setting.

and evaluation in a realistic settings facilitates the observation and emergences of the
actual privacy regulation behavior and concerns [314]. Furthermore, evaluation of
functional prototypes outside the lab environment leads to higher ecological validity
of results when human interaction with ubicomp technologies is concerned [149].

For this purpose we developed PriCal, a privacy-aware collaborative calendar dis-
play system, which realizes the calendar display use case introduced in Section 4.4.2. PriCal.
e PriCal system consists of a set of wall displays mounted in different offices in a
multi-office environment. e displays show calendar information of the present per-
sons in an office and dynamically adapt their content according to the privacy prefer-
ences of those persons. In a two-week deployment study, PriCal was used by eleven
persons with their own calendar data as part of their normal working activities.

With PriCal, we instantiated the generic dynamic privacy adaptation process and
its components for a specific application. e evaluation process consisted of three
major steps:

1. Because PriCal would be used with the personal calendar information of study
participants, we conducted a privacy impact assessment of the planned system
before development. e privacy impact assessment resulted in a number of
requirements for the privacy-sensitive design of the PriCal system.

2. e PriCal system was designed and implemented as an instantiation of the
dynamic privacy adaptation process, including the privacy context model, the
privacy decision engine, and privacy preference realization mechanisms.

3. A deployment study of PriCal evaluated privacy regulation behavior with the
system in a realistic setting, aswell as user acceptance andutility of the proposed
approach for dynamic privacy adaptation.

We first discuss some related work on privacy of calendar information and privacy
approaches for public displays in Section 8.2. In Section 8.3, we report on the privacy
impact assessment of PriCal, including a detailed description of information flows, po-
tential privacy implications, and resulting privacy requirements. e PriCal system,
its architecture, its main components, and implementation and deployment aspects
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are presented in Section 8.4. In Section 8.5, we outline the followed methodology of
the conducted deployment study and report obtained results. In Section 8.6, we inter-
pret the results, discuss resulting insights and limitations of the study, primarily con-
cerning the acceptance of dynamic privacy adaptation and the instantiation of the
dynamic privacy adaptation process. We further discuss general insights on design-
ing privacy-friendly ubicomp applications and conducting ubicomp privacy studies.
Section 8.7 concludes the chapter with a summary.

8.2 Related Work

Research concerned with calendar systems or groupware calendar systems (GCS) is
mainly focused on supporting the scheduling of new appointments, e.g., by reason-Groupware cal-

endar systems. ing about most suitable time slots for all participants. Peintner et al. [500] and Berry
et al. [101] provide an overview of some scheduling support approaches. Berry et al.
[100] further report on the deployment study of the PTIME system for personalized
scheduling assistance, in which the system was deployed in a departmental setting
similar to our deployment setup. ey found that in-the-wild evaluation requires sig-
nificant additional development effort compared to lab studies, but is necessary when
the factors that affect the behavior of users cannot be replicated in a controlled experi-
ment.ey further note that the usability of the systemwill affect the success or failure
of a chosen evaluation strategy.

In the following, we focus mainly on related work directly pertaining to privacy
issues and perception concerning calendar information. Furthermore, we discuss pri-
vacymechanisms for public displays, because thewall displays employed by the PriCal
system could also be seen as public displays albeit in a semi-public environment (see
Sec. 7.2.1).

8.2.1 Privacy of calendar information

Palen [479] studied privacy issues of calendar groupware systems supporting schedul-
ing, reminding, or detecting meeting attendees. She finds that many users have con-
cerns about making their schedule available, because it allows inferences about theirCalendar-related

privacy perception. time allocation at work. While many of her participants were concerned about their
own privacy, many also exhibited social sensitivity by wanting to protect the privacy
of other meeting attendants and to guard confidential business information. Patil and
Lai [492] found that the perceived sensitivity of a calendar entry is oen associated
with the location and time of that appointment.

Chen et al. [161] propose Spalendar, a display that visualizes calendar entries spa-
tially on amap.ey point out that Spalendar only displays events of organizationally-Privacy controls

for calendars. related people and that the display is situated in the workspace of those people, but
note that it is likely not enough to prevent privacy issues from emerging. Tullio et al.
[622] propose to visualize calendar access by colleagues in a GCS with the goal of en-
hancing awareness for and management of privacy in such systems. In their system,
events can be set as private or public and a counter on public items indicates how
many other users have looked at it.

8.2.2 Public displays and privacy

Public displays are screens in public places that invite interaction by passers-by. Pri-
vacy concerns in relation with public displays are either associated with the displayed
content or the act of interacting with the display [55].
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Due to the physical presence of public displays and users, proposed privacy mecha-
nisms for public displays employ observation blocking strategies, as discussed in Sec-
tion 7.2.3. For instance, Shoemaker and Inkpen [573] leverage shutter glasses worn by
users to create private observation channels between user and display in the physical
environment. In their approach, display content is displayed in slotted frames. e
display sequence is synchronized with the shutter glasses of two users so that frames Private observation

channels.for the first user are only displayed while the shutters of the other user’s glasses are
closed and vice versa. With their approach, private user-specific information can be
displayed alongside public information. However, their system does not prevent ad-
ditional observers from viewing the displayed content.

Vogel and Balakrishnan [630] propose a calendar application for public displays
that only displays the calendar entries of a user when the user is close enough to the Shielding.
display so that the display content is shielded by the user’s body. Seifert et al. [561]
propose a similar approach for multi-user interaction on tabletop displays, in which
users can place their mobile phones upright on the display to create a shielded area
in which personal information can be displayed before it is moved to the more public
middle of the tabletop display.

Proactive displays directly adapt displayed content to present persons. Congleton
et al. [165] suggest to use access control lists to express privacy preferences for the Proactive displays and

proxemic interaction.adaptation, but also identify the need formore advanced and nuanced privacymecha-
nisms to be integrated with their approach. Similarly,Marquardt andGreenberg [435]
suggest that proxemic interaction could potentially be employed for dynamic privacy
management. Proxemic interaction leverages context information about present per-
sons and devices to guide device adaptation and interaction [435].

Our PriCal systembuilds on such approaches to enable context-aware privacy adap-
tation of calendar entries displayed on wall displays.More specifically, we leverage the
distance, identity, and location dimensions of proxemic interaction [435] to create a
privacy-adaptive calendar system that adapts to present users while facilitating collab-
oration between them, e.g., joint scheduling of appointments.

8.3 Privacy Impact Assessment

Privacy impact assessment (PIA) is a process for evaluating the privacy implications
of a planned project with the objective of avoiding or at least minimizing negative
effects on privacy [296] already during the design phase of a system. Hert et al. [296]
emphasize that a privacy impact assessment is not a single action but rather an on-
going process that should accompany iterations of different system designs.

Multiple frameworks have be proposed to conduct privacy impact assessments.
Wright et al. [655] give an overview of common PIA frameworks provided by the data
protection authorities of different countries. In some countries conducting a PIA has
already become mandatory, e.g., in Canada for government institutions [653].

Before we describe our privacy impact assessment of the PriCal system, we give a
short overview of the common steps in a PIA. As part of the PIAF project, Hert et al. Privacy impact

assessment framework
(PIAF).
www.piafproject.eu

[296] identified the following relevant steps in a PIA:

1. Initial assessment of project to determine if a PIA is required, typically with a
standard questionnaire.

2. Description of the proposed project, including its information flows.

3. Analysis of privacy implications stemming from information flow and other
project aspects.

4. Consultation with stakeholders to gather different perspectives on identified pri-
vacy issues.

http://www.piafproject.eu
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5. Risk management of potential privacy implications includes identification and
assessment of risks threatening the protection of privacy andmitigation of those
risks.

6. Legal compliance check concerning legislative or regulatory requirements for
data or privacy protection.

7. Provide a PIA report detailing recommendations and an action plan for imple-
menting them.

8. e PIA report should be subject to external review and audit.

9. Revisit the PIA process and revise the PIA report when changes in the project
occur.

Nissenbaumalso proposes a PIA process based on contextual integrity [465, p. 182],
which basically extends the analysis of privacy implications step by emphasizing the
identification and evaluation of the prevailing context, norms associated with respec-
tive activities, involved entities and employed transmission principles, as well as the
identification of significant point where the proposed practices deviates from the pre-
viously identified norms.

In our privacy impact assessment, we used the steps proposed by Hert et al. [296]
as guidance and further considered contextual integrity in the analysis of privacy im-
plications. However, because the PriCal system was supposed to primarily serve as
a research platform for the evaluation of our proposed approach in a limited deploy-
ment, we employed a small-scale PIA approach [653] with less focus on stakeholder
consultations and legal compliance verification. Initial assessment (step 1) of the Pri-Outline of per-

formed PIA. Cal system made the requirement of a PIA obvious, due to the utilization and poten-
tial exposure of personal calendar information of users. us, assessment of privacy
implications started early on during the construction of the collaborative calendar
display use case, which is described in Section 4.4.2. e information flows of the
use case have been model as part of the application of the privacy context model (see
Sec. 5.6.2). e purpose and functionality of the PriCal system and its information
flows are summarized in Section 8.3.1 (step 2) to facilitate the analysis of privacy im-
plications and risks in Section 8.3.2 (step 3 & 5). In Section 8.3.3, we derive privacy
requirements for the design of PriCal and provide recommendations on how to miti-
gate identified privacy risks and implications (step 5 & 7).ose requirements shaped
the privacy-aware design of the PriCal architecture, which is outlined in Section 8.4.
Privacy implications of design decisions were continuously reassessed during the de-
sign and development of PriCal (step 9). While our PIA report was not subject to
external review and audit (step 8), internal discussions contributed to the refinement
of design and architecture aspects (step 4). While legal compliance was not formally
verified (step 6), our design of PriCal considered the established privacy and data pro-
tection principles, ubicomp privacy issues, our proposed privacy metamodel and the
current state of the art in ubicomp privacy as outlined in Chapter 3.

8.3.1 Application description

ecollaborative calendar display use case has been already described in Section 4.4.2.
e purpose of developing the PriCal system is the instantiation of that use case asUse case summary.
a real application in a realistic environment. To summarize, the main idea of the col-
laborative calendar display use case was that an office is equipped with a large wall-
mounted display showing calendar information of present persons in order to facil-
itate awareness of a user’s schedule and support collaborative scheduling of appoint-
ments. us, the calendar display constitutes a single-display groupware, as it sup-
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ports collaboration between multiple users but on a single display [590]. e granu-
larity of displayed information should be adapted to a user’s individual privacy pref-
erences in relation to the present persons. Privacy adaptation should be facilitated by
our proposed dynamic privacy adaptation process and its components (see Ch. 4–7).

e developed PriCal system would be deployed in a real office environment with
calendar displays being installed in multiple offices. In addition to those displays, a PriCal deployment.
mechanism for detecting and identifying present persons near displays is required to
facilitate adaptation of privacy preferences in relation to the appearance or disappear-
ance of specific persons in the environment of a user.

Entities, privacy-sensitive information, and information flows (as observation and
disturbance channels) have already been modeled for the collaborative calendar use
casewith the privacy contextmodel in Section 5.6.2 (see also Fig. 5.8–5.11).We shortly
summarize them and relate them to the planned system to facilitate the analysis of pri-
vacy implications.

Entities

Primary users of the PriCal system are those persons working in PriCal-equipped
offices. Secondary users are persons that interact with primary users in their offices. Primary and

secondary users.
Entities.

Primary and secondary users are physical entities.
Furthermore, the calendar displays in each office also represent physically present

Calendar displays and
person detection.

entities.e PriCal system further requires components to detect and identify present
persons. e digital calendar information of individual users has to be provided to
displays for visualization. A calendar service acts as a provider of calendar information,
i.e., it constitutes the information sources for the user’s calendar information. e Calendar service.
calendar service should be provided by an entity the user trusts, such as a trusted
personal device or server.

We, as the developer and experimenter of the PriCal system, acted as a further stake- Developer and
experimenter.holder. As discussed in Chapter 5, further unknown entities may be physically or vir-
Unknown entities.tually present in the user’s environment.

Privacy-sensitive items

eprimary information involved in the PriCal application is calendar information of
individual users, whichmay consist ofmultiple calendars containing business appoint- Calendar informa-

tion.ments, personal appointments, calendars shared with colleagues or family members,
and potentially other calendars fulfilling individual needs. Due to the deployment
in a real office environment, the system has to handle the actual personal calendar
information of users. Calendar information may be displayed at different levels of
granularity according to a user’s individual privacy preferences.

Further information sources are the location and identity of a user. Both are required Location and identity.
for two purposes: (1) to determine proximity between an individual user and a specific
display and (2) to obtain awareness of present persons, who need to be considered for
privacy adaptation of calendar information.

Information flows and observation channels

As is in the privacy context model, information flows are analyzed from a user-centric
perspective. While observation channels of the collaborative calendar use case are
modeled in detail in Section 5.6.2, Figure 8.1 summarizes the dominant information
flows in the PriCal system.

e user’s calendar information is provided by the user’s calendar service to a cal-
endar display in proximity. e calendar information may thereby be also available Flow of calendar

information.
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Figure 8.1: Information flows of the PriCal system based on the privacy context models of the
collaborative calendar display use case (see Sec. 5.6.2).

to further components of the PriCal system. e calendar display visualizes the calen-
dar information and thereby makes it observable by other physically-present persons,
which may include intended secondary users but maybe also other unknown persons.
e granularity of calendar information may be adapted by the the user’s calendar
service or by the calendar display.

e user’s location is observed by the PriCal system to detect present persons. Sim-
ilarly, the PriCal system requires information about the user’s identity in order toFlow of location and

identity information. identify present persons. e PriCal system then provides a list of the detected and
identified persons present in the proximity (e.g., in an office) to all those persons, in-
cluding the user, to enable them to perform dynamic privacy adaptation. Location
and identity information could potentially be adapted in granularity or observations
could be blocked before they are observed by the display. Physically present persons
can also directly observe the user’s location and identity, because they are in proximity
of the user and may likely know each other as they are both in a specific office. Physi-
cally present persons also have a potential disturbance channel to the user’s body due
to the physical proximity. However, that disturbance channel occurs independently
of the PriCal system and is therefore not considered further in the following.

e channels above describe intended information flows required for the view cal-
endar on display activity (see Sec. 5.6.2). Further channels may potentially exist to
other unknown entities, which may be physically or virtually present. e calendarPotential infor-

mation flows to
unknown entities.

display and PriCal system could potentially forward collected information about the
user’s calendar entries, location and identity to unknown virtual entities. Further-
more, the displaymay facilitate observation of the user’s calendar information by phys-
ically present entities, as mentioned above. Physically present persons may also pass
on their observations to other physically present entities, as well as virtually present
entities, e.g., by posting on an online service that they had a meeting with the user, or
telling someone else about it in person.

8.3.2 Privacy issues and implications

Following the contextual integrity PIA approach [465, p. 182], we first analyze the pre-
vailing context of and norms pertaining to the system. e PriCal system is intended
for an office and work environment (environment type). It supports individual users
in viewing their calendar information and obtaining joint awareness of available time
slots and work load when interacting with other present persons (activities). Intended
recipients of displayed information are the primary users themselves and potentially
the present secondary users. ose may be comprised of colleagues, who may already
be aware of some calendar information, e.g., because it is a shared appointment or an
entry in a shared calendar, or visitors and guests who may know none of the calendar
information.
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e user’s contextual norms when interacting with the system likely form expecta-
tions of confidentiality of business information towards outsiders, a certain willing-
ness and need to share calendar information with colleagues, and likely individual
preferences concerning the disclosure of personal calendar information. e PriCal
system introduces a few potential departures from the user’s norms, which have to be
addressed in the system design.

An unusual aspect of PriCal is that calendar information travels with the user to
different rooms and is exposed on the calendar display of those rooms, triggered by
the implicit interaction of entering the room. e difference to current norms is that
calendar information is implicitly displayed on a public screen, compared to the com-
mon expectation that calendar information is shown on a private screen such as the Implicit exposure of

calendar information.user’s computer or smartphone. e private screen affords a level of intimacy because
other are typically explicitly invited before they look at a user’s calendar information
on a private screen. However, when calendar information is exposed on a primar-
ily private screen all calendar information is exposed, while the calendar displays of
PriCal support dynamic adaptation of the displayed information to the user’s prefer-
ences concerning present persons. us, the PriCal system may provide more control
over calendar exposure, but the implicit nature of the exposure may conflict with the
privacy expectations of users.

A further privacy risk is that calendar information provided to a display is accessed
by unintended recipients, who either have legitimate access to the PriCal system, e.g., Unintended access to

calendar information.a system administrator or potentially the user’s supervisor, or have gained illegitimate
access, e.g., by hacking the system. Such access could be misappropriated to analyze
work load of individual persons or their work time allocation [479].

While the PriCal system must be able to detect and identify present persons to
facilitate adaptation of displayed calendar information, there is a risk that such infor- Misuse of identity and

location information.mation is collected and misused, e.g., to covertly track when persons arrive at work
or leave again. is is particularly an issue if usually no time reporting system is in
place to track work time, as was the case in our deployment environment. Further-
more, users may feel tracked by the system if it knows when they are in which office
for how long.

8.3.3 Privacy requirements

We derived a set of privacy requirements in order to mitigate the risks and implica-
tions of the identified privacy issues. ose privacy requirements have been subse-
quently realized in the design of the PriCal system to obtain a privacy-aware system
design in correspondence with the privacy-by-design approach [153].

Privacy-friendly processing of calendar information

In order to reduce the risk of access to calendar information by unintended parties,
all of the user’s calendar information must be managed by a trusted device or service Calendar manage-

ment and adaptation
by user device.

of the user. at device or service should perform dynamic privacy adaptation of cal-
endar information and only provide adapted calendar information to the calendar
displays. In our design of the PriCal system, a smartphone application manages and
adapts the user’s calendar information.

While adapting the calendar information before providing it to calendar displays
reduces potential and actual exposure, it is not sufficient alone because a user may
want to view all her calendar entries in full in certain situations, e.g., when alone in Decentralized

architecture.the office. erefore, calendar information should not be stored or processed in a
centralized manner, as it would provide a single target for unintended access to accu-
mulated calendar data. A distributed architecture is preferable, in which calendar in-
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formation is only directly processed by those calendar displays in the user’s proximity
and not forwarded to any other system components. Furthermore, calendar informa-Ephemeral cal-

endar informa-
tion on display.

tion should be ephemeral. It should not be stored persistently by calendar displays and
should be removed once the information is not displayed anymore. is way, the risk
of unintended access to calendar information can be reduced, because no calendar
information is logged by the system.

Privacy-friendly detection and identification of present persons

Misuse of the data created by the detection and identification of present persons can
also be reduced with a decentralized detection approach. Only displays in the user’sDecentralized

presence detection. physical proximity should be able to determine the user’s presence and that informa-
tion should also only be available to other entities in physical proximity. e user’s
location should especially not be tracked by a centralized location server.

Similar to calendar data, information about present persons in a display’s proximity
should be treated as ephemeral data. Presence information should neither be loggedEphemeral presence

information. by calendar displays nor by user devices that use the presence information for adap-
tation of their user’s calendar information.

Because presence detection is triggered implicitlywhen auser enters an office equipped
with a calendar display, the system must provide an explicit option to prevent identi-Anonymity option.
fication of the user. User should be able to move anonymously (for the PriCal system)
between offices, if desired.

Limiting incidental exposure of calendar information

e risk of implicit exposure and potential conflicts with the user’s expectations con-
cerning the implicit display of information on calendar displays can bemitigated with
measures that reduce the risk of incidental exposure of calendar information to phys-
ically present entities. Any physically present entity should only be able to view calen-
dar information on a calendar display once the display content has been adapted to
the present entities. us, detection and adaptation must occur before the person is
in viewing distance of the calendar display.

us, physical placement of a calendar display in an office needs to be consideredPhysical place-
ment of displays. carefully.e display should generally be placed out of sight of passers-by, i.e., persons

walking past an open office door without entering it. Furthermore, in the PriCal sys-Clear display on
presence change. tem a calendar display is completely cleared whenever a change in the set of present

persons occurs. Calendar information adapted to the new set of present persons is
then subsequently shown on the calendar display.

Clearing the display when a new person enters an office also provides a certain
level of plausible deniability concerning the occurrence of any privacy adaptations.Plausible deniability.
Entering persons should not be able to discern whether the information on the cal-
endar display has been adapted to their presence. Otherwise, awareness of performed
adaptationsmay reveal information about a user’s privacy preferences for the entering
persons, whichmay cause interpersonal conflict or event prevent users from freely ex-
pressing their desired privacy preferences. Clearing all information from the display
when a new person has been detected also relaxes performance requirements for dy-
namic privacy adaptation and the realization of preferences resulting from privacy
reasoning.

Provide flexible privacy controls

Users must be provided with extensive and flexible means and support for expressing
their privacy preferences. Privacy controls should also facilitate awareness of adapta-Means for control

and awareness. tion changes and current privacy configurations in order to reduce the risk of violating
the privacy expectations of users.
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Figure 8.2: Overview of the PriCal architecture. The two main components display agent and
mobile client are shown with their subcomponents. Multiple mobile clients may connected to a
display agent. The configuration server manages configuration parameters of display agents but
is not involved in communication between mobile clients and display agent.

Besides means for privacy awareness and privacy preference elicitation, further pri-
vacy controls are required which allow to adjust and correct system behavior. Users Means to adjust

and correct system
behavior.

must be offered sufficient means to exert control whenever desired. For instance, a
quick intervention tool is required to remove the user’s information quickly from the
display [386], in case of inconsistencies between system behavior based on elicited
preferences and the user’s privacy expectations.

e privacy requirements identified multiple privacy requirements that shaped the
design of the PriCal system.

8.4 The PriCal System

In this section, we outline the architecture of the PriCal system and describe the func-
tionality of its main components. We further discuss the deployment of the PriCal
system. is section extends significantly on a preliminary publication about the Pri-
Cal implementation [24].

8.4.1 PriCal architecture

e PriCal architecture is comprised of two main components and a support com-
ponent. e display agent handles detection and identification of present entities in
the office. It communicates with present entities and displays their adapted calendar PriCal main

components.information. e mobile client is a smartphone application running on a user’s per-
sonal device. e mobile client manages a user’s calendar information, performs pri-
vacy reasoning when context changes occur, and adapts calendar information to the
user’s privacy preferences before sending them to the display agent for visualization.
Presence detection, privacy reasoning, and exchange of calendar information between
mobile clients and display agents is fully decentralized to ensure privacy-friendly cal-
endar processing and presence detection. e PriCal system also has a central server
component, but the only purposes of the configuration server are to maintain the con-
figuration settings of display agents, such as their IP addresses and information about
sensor placement, and a list of currently registered users. e configuration server is
in no way involved in the communication between mobile clients and display agent.

Overview

Figure 8.2 provides an overview of the PriCal architecture, including the subcompo-
nents of the display agent and mobile client.

e display agent (DA) consists of the presence detection system (PDS), a commu- Display agent.
nication handler for interacting with mobile clients, and the calendar handler, which
receives calendar information from mobile clients and visualizes it on the calendar
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view. e calendar view is shown in fullscreen on a wall-mounted display. e PDS
has two types of sensors to detect and identify present persons. Two infrared sensors
are installed in the doorway of the office in which the calendar display is located.
ey enable the detection of incoming and outgoing persons. In addition, the RSSI
observer evaluates received signal strength indications (RSSI) of specific ping mes-
sages send out by mobile clients. RSSI values are evaluated and correlated with in/out
events of the IR sensor to identify which device entered or le the room based on
the sender’s MAC address. e MAC addresses of mobile clients are associated with
specific users registered in the PriCal system. e display agent initiates communi-
cation with an identified mobile client to indicate its presence and provides a list of
currently present persons. Communication with mobile clients occurs via a second
WiFi interface in order to not interfere with RSSI measurement. e mobile client
dynamically performs privacy adaptation and sends adapted calendar information to
the display agent for visualization. e calendar handler resolves conflicts between
privacy preferences of multiple users and sends the adapted calendar information to
the calendar view, which constitutes the only graphical user interface of the display
agent. e calendar view is displayed on a touch screen, which facilitates interaction
by present persons with displayed calendar information, e.g., switching between dif-
ferent weeks. In addition to calendar information, the calendar view also shows the
list of currently detected and identified present persons in order to facilitate awareness
and correction of the system state by users. e display agent and its components are
described in more detail in Section 8.4.2

e mobile client (MC) consists of a connectivity module, an implementation of theMobile client.
privacy decision engine (PDE), a persistent user model, different views for privacy pref-
erence elicitation on a calendar (general calendar preferences) and event level (events
view), as well as a feedback mechanism for validating performed privacy adaptations.
e event view further doubles as an awareness interfaces to facilitate inspection of the
current privacy configuration concerning calendar information and its adjustment.
As additional privacy controls, the MC offers a hide all option to quickly remove all of
the user’s calendar information from the display, and an anonymity function, which
prevents identification by the DA’s presence detection system. If activated, the MC
stops sending out respective ping messages and the DA only detects the presence of
an unknown entity but cannot identify it anymore. is option for anonymous use
of the PriCal system is facilitated by identifying a user’s personal device rather than
the user herself, as would be the case with camera-based identification approaches. Fi-
nally, the settings dialog enables users to make configuration changes concerning the
presentation of their calendar information on display agents, e.g. changing the color
in which events are rendered. e mobile client and its components are described in
more detail in Section 8.4.3.

e configuration server serves two purposes. It manages a list of registered users,Configuration server.
which maps the MAC address of a mobile client to the name of a user and also stores
user-specific settings, such as the selected calendar color. e configuration server
also enables remote configuration of display agents. Configuration parameters are
stored in a database and fetched by display agents during startup. Centralized con-
figuration management has the advantage that all displays can use the same soware
and hardware platform, because display-specific parameters, such as the room a dis-
play is located in are fetched from the configuration server.

Implementing the dynamic privacy adaptation process

e PriCal system implements the dynamic privacy adaptation process by splitting
certain aspects of dynamic privacy adaptation betweenmobile client anddisplay agent.

Concerning the privacy context model, the main dynamic context features in thePrivacy context model.
PriCal system are the physically present entities. Personsmay appear and disappear in
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the user’s context model when they enter or leave the office where the user is currently
located. Similarly, when the user moves between offices persons that remained in the
previous room disappear from the context model while persons present in a new of-
fice appear. e environment location also changes according to the respective office
in which the user is located. Relevant context information to populate the context
model and detect privacy-relevant context changes are provided by the DA to MCs
as the set of present persons, which is updated whenever new persons are detected
or previously present persons le the room. e mobile client has an object-oriented
implementation of the privacy context model to facilitate efficient privacy reasoning.

e privacy decision engine is implemented by the mobile client. us, privacy Privacy decision
engine.reasoning occurs on a personal device of the user. In our deployment, the PDE is im-

plemented as part of an Android smartphone application. Privacy reasoning is trig-
gered whenever a present person update is received from a nearby display agent. e
user model is also persistently stored on the user’s smartphone. It consists of privacy
preference rules describing privacy preferences for specific calendars in relation to
specific persons, as well as privacy cases which represent more specific preferences
for specific events. e PriCal system automates selection of the most suitable privacy
preference for a given situation in order to avoid stealing the user’s attention from
his or her primary activities. Instead, the PriCal mobile client offers extensive pref-
erence elicitation means and privacy controls (see Sec. 8.4.3). We already mentioned
in Chapter 6 the requirement for time critical reasoning in continuously operating
reasoners. Leake et al. [399] note that timely reactions may have to precede more ad-
vanced reasoning in such systems. In the PriCal system, we employ such an approach
by simultaneously removing all calendar information from the calendar display and
initiating privacy reasoning on the mobile client as soon as the PDS detects a persons
entering or leaving the respective office (hide then reveal).

In terms of privacy preference realization. e PriCal system employs a pessimistic Privacy preference
realization.realization strategy in a semi-public environment. Calendar information is adapted

in its granularity by the mobile client before it is provided to the display agent for
visualization on the calendar display. e employed adaptation approach is a basic
version of privacy-aware multimodal adaptation (see Sec. 7.4), whereby adaptation
functionality is split between the mobile client and the display agent. Aer a suitable
privacy preference has been determined by the privacy decision engine, calendar in-
formation is directly adapted to that preference by the mobile client. is adaptation
occurs hereby on an abstract information level, i.e., the MC labels a calendar entry as
full, busy, or hidden and removes information items not required for the latter tow
granularity levels. e DA receives calendar entries from all present MCs and per-
forms conflict resolution for calendar entries originating from shared calendar. For
example, Alice and Bob share a project-specific calendar, but Alice’s preference for
displaying events from that calendar in the current situation is to show them in full,
while Bob prefers to only show them as busy. e DA merges those preferences by
taking the more narrow setting (busy) in order to ensure that all privacy expectations
are met (see Sec. 8.4.2). e DA further renders the provided calendar information
on the calendar view and thereby matches the abstract granularity level annotations
(e.g., busy) to specific graphical styles, similar to the decoration step of multimodal
fission (see Sec. 7.4). Multimodal adaptation plays a role in PriCal so far as events
are displayed and adapted differently for the wall-mounted calendar display and the
private display of the user’s smartphone. On the calendar display, calendar entries are
adapted as described above; in the events view on the smartphone display, the full in-
formation of the calendar entry is shown with an indication of the preference applied
to the entry before rendering it on the wall display (see Sec. 8.4.3).
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Figure 8.3: Hardware components of the PriCal display agent. (a) Overview of all components. (b)
Calendar display and presence detection sensors installed in an office, namely (c) the IR sensors
installed in the doorway and a (c) WiFi interface for RSSI monitoring with parabolic reflector in-
stalled above the door. (e) The other components are installed behind the calendar display or
plugged into the USB hub of the display.

Next, we describe the design and implementation of the display agent and the mo-
bile client as used in the deployment study in more detail. Some initial implementa-
tion aspects have been contributed by Peter Lang as part of his bachelor thesis [390].

8.4.2 Display agent

e display agent has been implemented as a stand-alone system that handled pres-
ence detection, communication with mobile clients, and visualization of received cal-
endar information. Figure 8.3 shows the hardware components of the display agent
and one of the deployed calendar displays.

Presence detection system

e presence detection system (PDS) leveraged infrared (IR) proximity sensors for
detecting persons entering or leaving an office, andWiFi received signal strength indi-
cations (RSSI) of mobile clients to identify those persons. We opted for this detection
setup aer evaluating different options, because our goal was to facilitate presence
detection with minimal intrusiveness and effort to the user. erefore, we rejected
check-in based approaches based on near-field communication or RFID, as well as
face recognition because it was perceived as too intrusive. We also considered the use
of Bluetooth device names for identification as suggested by Davies et al. [186], but
decided for the WiFi-based approach due to the available infrastructure.

Persons leaving or entering a PriCal-equipped office were detected by two IR sen-
sors installed in the office doorway, as shown in Figure 8.3(b) & (c). Because the twoPerson detection.
sensors were installed next to each other, the order in which they triggered events
allowed to determine whether an incoming or outgoing event occurred. Digitalized
sensor input was processed by a Python script, which determined whether an in our
an out event occurred. A detected event was passed to the Java-based presence detec-
tion system via the Java Native Interface (JNI).

e PDS waited for input. When an in event was received, a new person entered
the room, who needed to be identified. First, the PDS triggered the calendar view to
remove all current events from the display and informed all connected mobile clients
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that a new unknown person had been detected. Mobile clients could then start their
reasoning process and return adapted calendar data. e idea behind this hide-then-
reveal strategy was to reduce the risk of unintended exposure of calendar informa-
tion to the entering person, under the assumption that wrongly revealing information
would be worse that wrongly protecting information at first [447]. If the person could
later be successfully identified, all mobile clients would be notified again with an up-
dated present person list. Furthermore, by immediately reacting to the new present
person, identification of that person became less time-critical.

In parallel to the notification of the mobile clients, the RSSI observer was triggered
to identify the new person based on the WiFi RSSI values of their device. For this RSSI-based identifica-

tion.purpose, the display agent had a dedicated WiFi interface operating in monitor mode
(see Fig. 8.3(d)). e RSSI observer used tcpdump to filter ping messages addressed
to the PriCal configuration server. If the MAC address of an obtained message was
part of the list of registered users previously obtained from the configuration server,
the RSSI observer would create a Device object for that MAC address and started to
monitor its RSSI values. Note that RSSI measurements were only collected from reg-
istered devices, i.e., of which the MAC address was known, and only if they sent ping
messages to the configuration server. All other traffic was already ignored by the em-
ployed tcpdump filter.

e RSSI observer calculated the sliding average and sliding median over the last
six messages received from a given MAC address, in order to determine estimates RSSI evaluation.
about the device’s position and its movement. More specifically, thresholds for dif-
ferent position values (inRoom, inRoomMaybe, nearDoor, nearDoorMaybe, offRoom,
offRoomMaybe, unknown) and movement values (toDoorMaybe, toDoor, notMoving,
fromDoor, fromDoorMaybe, unknown) had been empirically determined with signal
strength measurements at different locations in the deployment environment. Fuzzy
evaluation was used to assign the device to a position and movement category, which
was used to determine the probability of the device belonging to the newly entered per-
son. If the probability was above a certain threshold, that device was matched to the
recent in event, and the previously added unknown person was removed again. e
PDS further triggered the communication handler to initiate communicationwith the
new device and to send the updated present person list to all connectedmobile clients.
If the identification threshold was not reached in a certain time period, the identifica-
tion attempt terminated, because by then the probability was higher that the detected
person was actually a non-registered person. Typically, identification occurred in 1–
10 s.

e process for detecting and identifying a leaving person was the same in reverse.
An out event triggered the RSSI observer to identify the leaving person. If no leav-
ing person could be determined in 20 s, an unknown person was removed from the
present person list. Typically, leaving persons were identified in 10–20 s. If a leaving
person could be identified, the display agent would send a goodbye message before
terminating the connection to the mobile client and removing it from the present per-
son list.

Communication handler

Once a new person had been identified, the communication handler (CH) established
a connection with the detected mobile client (MC). Due to the captured ping mes-
sages, the display agent and the CH were aware of the MC’s IP address. e MC had
an open socket (port 8889) to which the CH connected and provided the URI for
its WebSocket server. Once the WebSocket handshake had been completed, CH and
MC shared a bidirectionalWebSocket connection, which they kept alive with periodic
messages. CH and MC both used the Netty framework for Java for WebSocket com- Netty.

www.netty.iomunication. Instead of relying on asymmetric TLS-based encryption, we employed

http://www.netty.io
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a b

c d

Figure 8.4: Photos of the calendar view with different present persons and adapted granularity
of calendar information. (a) A user (blue) is alone in the office, all events are shown. (b) A second
user has been detected, events from shared calendars are marked in gray, certain events of the
blue user have been hidden. (c) An unknown entity has been detected, all events are only shown
as busy according to preferences of the blue and green users. A third registered user (lime) ap-
pears, his events are directly added as busy due to the unknown user. Note that certain events
have been redacted on the photos for privacy reasons.

symmetric AES-256 encryption on top of the WebSocket connection in order to re-
duce the required time for connection establishment. In our deployment setting, salt,
passphrase, and IV vector were pre-shared between mobile clients and display agents.
Once the connection had been established, the CH sent the current present person list
to the MC and would receive adapted calendar items to be displayed from the MC.

Aer initial connection establishment, the CH sent present person list updates to
all connected mobile clients whenever the present person list changed.

Calendar visualization

e calendar handler received all calendar information sent to the display agent by
any mobile client. Calendar information was provided by mobile clients as abstract
calendar events consisting of a title, start time, end time, and sync id. For busy events,
the title had been replaced with a “busy” placeholder. For hidden events, only the sync
id was sent to the display agent to facilitate conflict resolution.

Events from multiple mobile clients were merged by the calendar handler into the
calendar view. Hereby, the abstract information was rendered according to the gran-
ularity level, as shown in Figure 8.4. Full events were shown with title, busy events
without title, and hidden events were not rendered at all. Events were displayed in the
user’s color, which was stored on the configuration server. e calendar handler fur-
ther performed conflict resolution for events from shared calendars. Hereby, the sync
id served as a unique identifier for matching shared events. If multiple mobile clients
provided the same event, those events were merged into one event, which was then
rendered in gray (see Fig. 8.4). If different users had different privacy settings for the
shared event, the most conservative setting was chosen as the visibility setting for the
merged event.

e calendar view was provided by the JQuery plugin FullCalendar, which wasFullCalendar.
http://arshaw.

com/fullcalendar/
displayed in a fullscreen browser. e respective website communicated over a local
WebSocket with the calendar handler. We extended the calendar view with a large

http://arshaw.com/fullcalendar/
http://arshaw.com/fullcalendar/
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(b)(a)

Figure 8.5: Additional UI components of the calendar view. (a) The left sidebar contains touch
buttons to navigate between weeks and the list of present persons as detected by the presence
detection system. Inconsistencies of the present person list can be corrected by adding or re-
moving (click on name) present persons or reseting the whole calendar view. (a) The current time
and (b) the current time marker have been introduced to encourage users to glance at the display
more often.

clock in the le corner (see Fig. 8.5(a)) and also highlighted the current day and the
current time with a red line (see Fig. 8.5(b)). e purpose of those additions was to
nudge participants to look at the display more frequently. e bar on the le side of
the display, shown in Figure 8.5(a), also contained controls to switch between differ-
ent weeks and a list of currently detected present persons. Participants could correct
any inconsistencies in that list by clicking a name for removing that person or by click-
ing reset to remove all persons and clear the calendar display. e add button added
a new unknown person and triggered the RSSI observer to attempt person identifica-
tion. Initially, we also planned to support the creation of new events on the display.
We abandoned that plan because typing on the wall-mounted touchscreen was cum-
bersome and because we wanted to eliminate the risk of accidentally messing up the
participants’ own calendars with write access.

A first version of the PriCal display agent [390] was based on the WE-BAT tem-
plate [223] for public display applications, which originated from the PD-NETproject. PD-NET project.

www.pd-net.orgHowever, we made the switch to pure Java, because the resource requirements of the
employed application framework were difficult to meet with our deployment plat-
forms, which were based on Raspberry Pis.

8.4.3 Mobile client

e mobile client was implemented as an Android application consisting of multi- Android platform.
developer.android.
com

ple Android activities and services. e use of a smartphone as the platform for the
mobile client enabled mobile interaction with the calendar displays [386], which had
the advantage that participants could change their privacy settings without physical
proximity to the display and that they also had a mobile private display for privacy
configuration.

We discuss the connectivity services of the mobile client, our implementation of
the privacy decision engine, the provided interfaces for preference specification, and
additional privacy controls.

Connectivity

As mentioned in Section 8.4.2, mobile clients periodically sent out ping messages ad- Ping service.
dressed to the PriCal configuration server in order to enable the presence detection
systems of nearby calendar displays tomonitor their RSSI values. An Android service,
running in the background, sent those ping messages. In order to ensure that mobile

http://www.pd-net.org
http://developer.android.com
http://developer.android.com
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client and display agents were on the same WiFi channel to communicate, we imple-Connectivity manager.
mented a connectivity manager, which verified the mobile client’s WiFi settings and
attempted to connect to a specific WiFi AP whenever it was in reach.

Furthermore, the socket service opened a socket to accept connection attempts from
display agents, and used the provided WebSocket URI to connect to them.

Privacy decision engine

e privacy context model was implemented as an object-oriented data model to fa-Privacy context model.
cilitate efficient processing on the mobile device. Static context features that would
not change in our deployment setting, such as environment type (at work) and activ-
ity (working) were not explicitly represented. Similarly, disturbance endpoints were
excluded as they did not factor into privacy preferences concerning the calendar dis-
plays. Dynamic context features that were represented in the privacy context model
were present entities, whereby display agents and mobile clients were not modeled
explicitly, and information sources, namely the user’s different digital calendars. Ob-
servation channels and environment location were implicitly model through the active
connection to a display agent. Entity trust was implicitly provided by the user through
person-specific privacy preferences.

In order to provide privacy-friendly processing, calendar informationwas obtained
from the Google Calendar Provider on Android, which did not require us to obtain
access to the Google account credentials of participants.

e privacy decision engine itself was implemented based on the jCOLIBRI frame-Privacy deci-
sion engine. work for case-based reasoning [516, 515].We had to extend jCOLIBRI to support sim-
jCOLIBRI.

gaia.fdi.ucm.es/
research/colibri

ilarity matching with weighted Jaccard similarity (see Sec. 6.5.3) and also created our
own CaseBase class to provide more efficient access to the user model, which stored
preferences in a SQLite database on themobile client. Privacy preference retrieval was
implemented as described in Section 6.5, with the exception that we did not require
indexing structures for initial search due to manageable size of the case base. Similar-
ity matching between cases and current context used relatively conservative weights
favoring similarity of present persons (.7) over similarity of privacy-sensitive items
(.2) and the time of day (.05) or day of week (.05). e goal was to avoid exposing
calendar entries to the wrong persons. We employed a greedy case update strategy,
as described in Section 6.6.1, and further only created cases if a case contributed to
the obtained solution.us, cases would only be created if users adapted the granular-
ity of specific events independent of a calendar-specific or person-specific preference
rule. As a result, reasoning was dominated by context-based preference rule matching
in practice.

Privacy preference elicitation

Figure 8.6 shows the relevant Android activities of the mobile client. e calendar
privacy settings (see Fig. 8.6(b) & (c)) facilitated the specification of calendar-specificCalendar pri-

vacy settings. and person-specific privacy preferences. Users could also create person-specific rules
for unknown persons, as well as for themselves.

e event view (see Fig. 8.6(d) & (e)) is an adapted version of the Android CalendarEvent view.
application, which is open source.e event view displayed the calendar entries of the
respective week. Color shades indicated the visibility setting of the entry, e.g., events
in the darkest color were fully visible on the calendar display, the ones in the lightest
colorwere hidden.Users could adapt any event by changing the visibility, whichwould
trigger the creation or update of a privacy case for the current situation.

e feedback activity (see Fig. 8.6(f)) provided anoverviewof performed case-basedFeedback activity
adaptations including a short explanation about which case the adaptation was based
on and why. Rating an adaptation action positively or negatively would increase or

http://gaia.fdi.ucm.es/research/colibri
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8.6: The different Activities and their user interfaces of the mobile client. Themain activ-
ity (a) provided access to all functionality, including additional privacy controls. The calendar
privacy settings (b & c) allowed to specify default visibility for calendars and the addition of
person-specific preferences. The events view (d & e) showed the current visibility of events on
the calendar display and allowed to change settings for specific events. The feedback activity (f)
could be used to rate adaptation actions of the privacy decision engine.
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access point
RSSI interface
IR sensors
calendar display

Figure 8.7: Office layout of the PriCal deployment. Showing the physical positions and orienta-
tion of installed calendar displays (orange). Placement of infrared sensors (red) and WiFi RSSI
monitoring interfaces (blue) are also indicated for each office. The access point used for WiFi
communication by display agents and mobile clients was positioned in the hallway (green).

decrease the solution confidence of the respective privacy case. Unfortunately due to
a bug, the feedback activity did not show adaptation actions that were only based on
calendar- or person-specific settings, which led to interaction inconsistencies with
this activity.

Additional privacy controls

e mobile client provided two additional privacy controls, shown in Figure 8.6(a).
e hide on display button acted as a kill switch or panic button to remove all of theHide on display.
user’s shown calendar entries immediately from the calendar display. Its purpose was
to provide a quick correct option if errors occurred with privacy adaptation or users
would detect inconsistencies in their own preferences for a given situation.

e displays can identify me switch provided an anonymity function to switch offAnonymity function.
identification by calendar displays. e purpose was to allow users to extract them-
selves from the system if they so desired, without having to switch off their mobile
phone or similar.

8.4.4 Deployment

For the deployment of the PriCal system, we created a public display infrastructure in
the Institute of Media Informatics at the University of Ulm. Seven offices have been
equipped with wall-mounted touch displays. Infrared sensors were installed in door-
ways to facilitate presence detection (see Fig. 8.3(b) & (c)). WiFi interfaces for RSSI
monitoring were also placed in each equipped office (see Fig. 8.3(b) & (d)). Figure 8.7
shows the office layout of the institute and the physical placement of calendar displays,
IR sensors, and WiFi interfaces for RSSI monitoring.

In most offices, the displays were positioned next to the office door to prevent aCalendar displays.
direct line of sight from entering persons. e installed displays were 27 inch touch-
screen monitors (Acer T272HL) with a screen resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. Each
display was connected to a Raspberry Pi (Model B, 512MB Ram) running the dis-www.raspberrypi.org
play agent soware components on a Debian Linux port (Raspbian Wheezy, release
2013-09-25). On boot, the display agents started theMatchbox windowmanager with
a Chromium browser in kiosk mode, which displayed the calendar view in fullscreen.www.chromium.org
In order to obtain a tidy and uncluttered display installation, the Raspberry Pi and all
additional components were fixated to the back of the display with velcro tape (see
Fig. 8.3e) and cables were hidden in cable channels.

Infrared sensors for presence detection were installed in each doorway. We usedInfrared sensors.

http://www.raspberrypi.org
http://www.chromium.org
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long range infrared proximity sensors from Sharp (Sharp GP2Y0A02YK0F) which
contain an infrared emitting diode (IR emitter) and a position sensitive detector (IR
receptor). e used IR sensors have a range of 20 to 150 centimeters. e scientific
electronicsworkshop of the university custom-built sensors cables in required lengths,
including a circuit board for calibrating the sensitivity of the IR sensors and converting
the analog signal of the sensors into digital output. With those cables, the IR sensors
were connected to GPIO pins of the Raspberry Pi. e IR sensors, a sensor cable with
its calibration box, and the GPIO connector are shown in Figure 8.3a. IR sensors were
calibrated to the width of the doorway in which they were installed, so that the sensor
output would be low (0) normally and high (1), if the doorway is blocked by a person.
Evaluation of the IR sensor output has been described in Section 8.4.2.

Display agents used twoWiFi interfaces: one for communicationwithmobile clients WiFi communication.
and one for RSSI measurement. e communication interface is a Widemac WiFi
USB-Stick (Ralink RT5370), which was plugged into the integrated USB hub of the
touchscreen display. All displays were connected to the university’s open WiFi net-
work (welcome) for communication with mobile clients. e communications and
information center of the university provided us with static IP addresses for the dis-
play agents. ey further renamed the SSID of the local access point for us (welcome-
mi) to facilitate more predictable connection behavior. e access point, all display
agents, and all mobile clients operated on WiFi channel 6 (2437MHz). Due to issues
with dropped connections, a script on the display agents periodically checked connec-
tivity (every 5 s), and reinitialized the communication interface (deactivate, activate,
obtain IP via DHCP) if required.

e WiFi interface (Ralink RT3070) for RSSI monitoring was connected to the RSSI monitoring.
Raspberry Pi with aUSB extension. For each office, placement of themonitoring inter- EZ-12 parabolic WiFi

reflector template
(2.4 GHz).
freeantennas.com
aegisarts.com/WiFi/

face was determined through measurement experiments. Positioning of the interface
was optimized to ensure that received signal strength was higher for devices inside the
room than outside, and generally the highest near the doorway, in order to facilitate
reliable identification of entering and leaving persons. We employed simplistic, but
effective, EZ-12 parabolic reflectors with aluminum foil on the back (see Fig. 8.3d)
to obtain a more directional gain for the employed antennas. Additional aluminum
foil was placed behind the WiFi reflectors to attenuate WiFi signals from adjacent of- Airmon-ng is part of

the Aircrack-ng suite.
www.aircrack-ng.org

fices and the hallway. e RSSI monitoring interface was set to monitor mode with
Airmon-ng. e identification of devices based on obtained RSSI values has been de-
scribed in Section 8.4.2.

8.5 Deployment Study

We conducted a user study with the deployed PriCal system in order to evaluate the
utility and acceptance of dynamic privacy adaptation under realistic conditions. We
first outline the design and procedure of our study, followed by analysis of the par-
ticipants’ privacy predispositions and their practices for calendar use. Aerwards we
present the study results with a focus on privacy preferences, experiences with privacy
adaptation, and the perceived utility and usability of the PriCal system.

8.5.1 Study design

Deployment studies with prototypes, or “in the wild” studies, have become a com-
mon approach for evaluating ubicomp concepts and applications [601, 149, 148, 29].
Assessment of ubicomp technologies in the intended environment of use, rather than
the lab, improves the ecological validity of results, because parameters and effects in-
fluencing user behavior and interaction may only emerge if the system being evalu-
ated is used under real conditions and prolonged period of time [149]. Concerning

http://freeantennas.com
http://aegisarts.com/WiFi/
http://www.aircrack-ng.org
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public displays, Alt et al. [56] further stress the importance of deployment studies to
overcome novelty effects in relation to the technology. Indeed, we noticed in our de-
ployment that participants acclimated to the presence of the calendar displays over
time. Furthermore, Berry et al. [100] found in their deployment study of the PTIME
scheduling assistant (also see Sec. 8.2.1) that preferences for calendar scheduling are
highly context sensitive. ey recommend to perform deployment studies whenever
factors that influence user behavior cannot be replicated in a controlled environment.
ey also noticed that their participants tended to behave differently if their decisions
did not entail actual time commitments.

Similarly, Iachello and Hong [314] note that privacy regulation behavior and re-
ported attitudes may differ from actual privacy behavior if experimental conditions
differ from conditions in reality. e problem is that participants may not be as in-
vested in protecting the privacy of data under experimental conditions. Only in real
situations in which actions impact the privacy of their personal information actual
privacy implications may emerge. On the other hand, the user’s daily activities may
entail or require sharing of more information than self-reported preferences or prefer-
ences obtained in controlled experiments may suggest (see Sec. 3.5.4). us, studying
actual privacy behavior should be the preferred approach for evaluating privacy issues
as well as privacy mechanisms [317, 508].

Study goals

With our deployment study, we were mainly interested in evaluating the user expe-
rience of dynamic privacy adaptation and the impact of privacy-adaptive technology
on the behavior and privacy preferences of our participants under realistic conditions.
To address the aspects named above, our deployment study of the PriCal system was
conducted by integrating the calendar displays into the regular work environment of
our participants, as suggested by Berry et al. [100]. Participants used those displays
with their own digital calendars, including business and personal appointments. e
purpose of the study can be summarized by three main goals:

Feasibility. Demonstrate the feasibility of dynamic privacy adaptation under realistic
conditions over a prolonged period of time.

Utility. Evaluate whether the PriCal system and its provided privacy adaptation func-
tionality are perceived as a useful ubicomp application and privacy-supporting
mechanism.

Expressiveness. Assess howwell the PriCal system supports expression of privacy pref-
erences andwhether considered context features are sufficient to guide dynamic
privacy adaptation.

Scholtz and Consolvo [554] categorized general ubicomp evaluation aspects into
several areas. In order to achieve the goals set above, we touch on multiple of those
areas. Feasibility is assessed based on the evaluation of conceptual models and applica-
tion robustness. Utility is assessed by evaluating adoption, invisibility, trust and impact
and side effects.

Procedure and materials

We conducted the PriCal deployment study for almost three weeks inNovember 2013.
We opted for a repeatedmeasures design with a baseline and a treatment phase. In the
first phase, participants interacted with a basic version of the PriCal system, which
did not perform context-adaptive calendar adaptation. Participants could specify gen-Baseline.
eral visibility settings for each of their calendars in a reduced version of the mobile
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client. Based on those settings, calendar information was always shown with the same
granularity on a nearby calendar display regardless of who else was present. In the
treatment phase, participants received an updated version of the mobile client, which Treatment.
provided the full functionality introduced in Section 8.4.3, such as also specifying
person-specific and event-specific privacy preferences in addition to calendar-specific
settings. e calendar view of the display agent was the same in both conditions.

e purpose of the baseline condition was to emulate static wall calendars to estab-
lish comparison with the dynamic privacy-adaptive visualization provided by PriCal.
Wedecided to emulate calendarswith static visibility settingswith the calendar display
in order to reduce the number of differing parameters between baseline and treatment
phase. Our reasoning was that the novelty of the PriCal system could potentially skew
the user assessment of the two conditions in favor of the treatment condition. us,
we decided to introduce the calendar displays already in the baseline phase and only
vary the provided feature set. As a further advantage, the use of the calendar displays
during the whole study exposed participants to the presence of the calendar displays
for almost three weeks, thereby facilitating acclimation to the technology.

Participants used the baseline system for three week days (Wed. to Fri.), and the
PriCal system for a total of nine work days, not counting weekends. Initial issues Study timeline.
with communication stability and adaptation accuracy at the beginning of the treat-
ment phase required extensive bug fixing. As a result an updated version of themobile
client had to be distributed to all participants at the end of the second day of the treat-
ment phase. Each participant had three sessions with the experimenter. Session 1 at
the beginning of the baseline condition, session 2 at the beginning of the treatment
condition and session 3 at the end of the study. Each session is explained in more
detail in the following. e materials employed in all three sessions are provided in
Appendix B.

In the first session, participants were introduced to the calendar display and the Session 1.
mobile client (baseline condition). e experimenter explained the basic functional-
ity of the system. e deployed system can show the participant’s calendar entries on
the installed calendar displays. It further automatically detects who is in the room
to determine the calendars of which persons need to be displayed. Preferences for
visibility can be set for each calendar and are the same for all equipped offices (in
the baseline condition). e hide on display button allows to remove all of the par-
ticipant’s calendar entries from a calendar display at once. e participant can also
use the anonymity function to prevent identification by displays. It was also shown
how inconsistencies of the detected present persons can be corrected on the display.
e experimenter further explained that the system is decentralized, that communi-
cation is encrypted, and that calendar entries are not stored. Participants were further
encouraged to frequently check whether the presence detection functions accurately
and to use the calendar display as a support tool for scheduling joint appointments, if
possible.

Participants were presented with a consent form (see Sec. B.1.1), which they signed.
Subsequently, participants completed a questionnaire asking for their age, gender, and
practices of calendar use (see Sec. B.1.2). Questions on calendar use focused on what
calendars they had in active use and for what purpose. Questions concerning privacy
preferences were avoided to prevent priming at the beginning of the study. en par-
ticipants were either provided with an Android phone that already had the baseline
app installed, or the app was installed on their personal phone. e experimenter
helped with the configuration of the phone and the app, e.g., helping to setup the
participant’s Google account on the device and showing them where to enter their
login credentials for the WiFi network. e first session concluded with a short walk-
through of the baseline app’s functionality.

e second session consisted of a short semi-structured interview and the instal- Session 2.
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lation of the full version of the PriCal mobile client for the treatment condition. e
interview focused on the participant’s calendar-specific privacy preferences set dur-
ing the baseline phase (see Sec. B.2.1). Questions asked about the criteria and reasons
for their current settings, whether they updated the settings over time, how well the
settings matched their preferred visibility of calendar entries, and about situations in
which participants would have preferred amore open or conservative visibility setting
for specific calendar entries. Hereby, the experimenter not only asked about the occur-
rence of situations and behavior but also inquired about reasons of the behavior [83].
Aerwards the new version of the mobile client was installed and participants were
walked through the different features, primarily of the new option to create person-
specific and event-specific preferences, and the feedback option to rate adaptations.
Again, participants were encouraged to interact with the calendar displays and to ob-
serve whether the adaptation of the display corresponded to their preferences. In ad-
dition, participants also received a paper log sheet with the instruction to take notes
concerning calendar display adaptations (see Sec. B.2.2).

e third session occurred at the end of the deployment study. It consisted of a pri-Session 3.
vacy questionnaire and the exit interview.equestionnaire consisted of two standard
survey tools (see Sec. B.3.1). e 10-item version of the Internet Users’ Information
Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) [429] survey and the Westin Core Privacy Orientation In-
dex (WCPOI) [384] were used to assess privacy predispositions and attitudes of the
participants. In contrast to the AAL privacy study presented in Section 6.8, we did not
measure personality traits with the Big Five Inventory. Collecting BFI scores from col-
leagues was considered too intrusive and ethically questionable.

e exit interviewwas semi-structured and inquired about the participant’s privacy
preferences concerning calendars and calendar entries, experiences with the system’s
presence detection functionality, experiences with the visibility adaptation of calen-
dar entries, offered means of control, and general system perception. Questions were
balanced to inquire for positive and negative aspects to account for a potential bias
towards answering favorably for the experimenter. Judging from the obtained results,
we are confident that the statements of participants largely reflect their honest opin-
ion. e interview guide is provided in Section B.3.2. Exit interviews varied in length,
lasting from 18–58minutes depending on the participant.e audio of the interviews
was recorded. Interview recordings were subsequently coded by the experimenter ac-
cording to a coding guide derived from the interview data.

In the next sections, we present and discuss the results obtained from the deploy-
ment study.

8.5.2 Participants

In total, 10 members of the Institute of Media Informatics participated in our deploy-
ment study. e experimenter also used the system during the deployment study but
has been excluded from the evaluation for obvious reasons. Because of the small sam-
ple size and the contextual information provided by many of the answers, we refrain
from identifying participants with ids on certain occasions. e association of multi-
ple statements with the same participantmay otherwise facilitate re-identification and
thus jeopardize the anonymity of the participant. For instance, association between a
participant id and gender or office number would allow for direct re-identification of
certain participants. us, we use the gender neutral “they” instead of “he” or “she,”
and provide no relations between office allocation and participant id. One of the par-
ticipants joined the study aer the baseline phase ended and therefore participated
only in the treatment phase. We still included this participant in our evaluation, due
to relevant insights.
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Table 8.1: Descriptive statistics of the collection, control, and awareness scales measures with
the Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) construct (n=10). Values range from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Individual questions items are provided in Section B.3.1.

privacy concern mean (x̄) median (M ) mode std. dev. (σ)

Collection concerns 5.6 6.0 6.0 1.2
Control concerns 5.6 5.5 5.0 .8
Awareness concerns 6.6 6.8 7.0 .6

Demographic information

e participants’ age was collected in age categories. e majority of participants be-
longed to the age group 31–40 (6 of 10), 3 belonged to the 51–60 category, and 1 Age & gender.
participant belonged to the 21–30 category. Almost all participants were male (9 of
10), with one female participant.

Two participants used their own Android phone during the study, while the rest
was provided with an Android phone for the time of the study. Note that this does Smartphones.
not reflect the distribution of Android phone ownership of the participants. It was
rather our requirement that all participants used a specific smartphonemodel (Galaxy
Nexus) if possible, in order to ensure similar RSSI characteristics, as prior experiments
showed high fluctuations between WiFi signal strength of different smartphone mod-
els. us, 9 of 10 participants used a Galaxy Nexus with Android version 4.3 or 4.2; 1
participant used a Galaxy S3 mini with Android 4.3, which exhibited WiFi character-
istics similar to the Galaxy Nexus.

As can be seen in Figure 8.7, seven offices were equipped with calendar displays.
ose offices were occupied by 9 of the participants, 1 participant was located in an Calendar display

availability.office without calendar display, but visited the other offices. ree of the equipped of-
fices were occupied by two participants each, which had to share the present calendar
display. us, 5 participants (excluding the experimenter) had to share a display. e
remaining 4 participants had an equipped office to themselves.

Privacy predisposition

Privacy predisposition has been assessed aer the study (session 3) with the WCPOI
and the IUIPC. Based on the WCPOI questions, 7 participants are categorized as pri- Westin’s Core Privacy

Orientation Index.vacy fundamentalists, 2 as privacy pragmatists, and 1 as privacy unconcerned. Similar
to the AAL study, our distribution of privacy orientation is heavily skewed towards
higher privacy concerns.

e ten items of the IUIPC result in three scales for concerns about collection, con-
trol, and awareness of privacy practices [429]. Descriptive statics of the results from
participants are listed in Table 8.1. Quite notably, median and mode for the concerns
about the collection of information and the concerns about the awareness of privacy
practices are very high. A likely explanation for the strong privacy concerns reflected
in both the WCPOI and the IUIPC results are the revelations about the extent of NSA
surveillance by Edward Snowden (see Landau [389] for an overview), which were still
ongoing when the deployment study was conducted.

Calendar use

When inquiring about practices concerning calendar use, we were interested in the
purposes different calendars serve. We further wanted to know how calendars were
managed. e mobile client used the calendar provider of Android to access calendar
information, thus all participants were required to use Google Calendar during the
study. is decision was also based on the fact that all participants used a number of
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Table 8.2: Frequencies of different calendar types per participant.

participant personal shared personal work shared work information

P1 2 3 1 7 3
P2 1 0 1 7 2
P3 1 4 1 6 1
P4 1 0 1 5 0
P5 1 0 2 6 0
P6 0 0 1 0 0
P7 3 1 1 7 1
P8 2 0 1 3 1
P9 2 0 1 6 0
P10 - - - - -

institutional calendars shared betweenmembers of the institute for different purposesNumber of calendars.
(up to seven), which were managed via Google Calendar. While not all participants
used all seven shared institutional calendars, those calendars inflated the number of
calendars per participant. On average, each participant had 10 calendars (M=9). e
number of calendars ranged from 1 actively-used calendar (P6) to 16 calendars (P1).
However, P6 also used some of the shared institutional calendars occasionally, but did
not see them as a part of their own calendars.

Table 8.2 shows the number of calendars of different types used by each participant,
P10 did not provide information on calendar use. Calendars have been assigned to
the calendar types based on the calendar name and purpose provided by a partici-
pant in session 1 (see Sec. B.1.2). Personal and work calendars were only used by the
individual participant. Personal shared calendarswere used for scheduling with family
and friends or to gain awareness of someone else’s schedule (e.g., the partner). Work
shared calendars served different purposes in the work environment, such as shared
meetings, project coordination, paper deadlines, out of office awareness, or availabil-
ity and reservation of the institute’s seminar room. Work shared calendars included
the shared institutional calendars mentioned above. Calendars in the information cat-
egory included public holidays, semester periods, and school holidays. Most partici-
pants had one primary calendar for personal appointments and one primary calendar
for work and business appointments. P5 kept a secondwork calendar tomanage todos
and notes. P6 used a single calendar, which contained all types of events. All partic-
ipants used Google Calendar to manage all or some of their calendars. P3, P5, and
P6 primarily used Outlook or Exchange for managing calendars, but also used the
institutional shared calendars (Google Calendar). e Outlook and Exchange users
followed a slightly different organizational pattern with their appointments, because
Outlook allows to assign different colors to entries in one calendar, while Google Cal-
endar does not provide the option to further categorize events inside one calendar. P7
used a dedicated server to host some (5) of their calendars. P3 (2), P4 (2), P7 (1), and
P9 (3) managed the indicated number of calendars on paper, e.g., in pocket calendars,
weekly calendars, or wall calendars. Paper calendars were mainly personal or shared
personal calendars. As a result of how calendar information was managed, P6 did not
have their personal/work calendar in the mobile client. P3, P4, P5, P7, and P9 had
only work-related calendars, but no personal calendars.

Where applicable, we discuss likely relations between privacy preferences and cal-
endaring practices in the following sections.
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8.5.3 Privacy preferences

Participants reported their privacy preferences for calendar information in session 2
and session 3. In both sessions, the experimenter asked participants to look up their
set privacy preferences in the mobile client, especially if they had difficulty to recall
their settings.

Calendar-specific privacy preferences

Calendar-specific privacy preferenceswere initially set at the beginning of the baseline
phase. Personal and personal shared calendars were not displayed in full by any of the Personal calendars.
participants. ose that managed personal calendars with Google Calendar set them
to hidden (4) or busy (1). Of those without personal entries in the system, 2 indicated
that theywould also hide them, 1would at least set them to busy. An oen cited reason
was that “personal events [. . . ] are not relevant while at work” (P8) or that they “were
never really alone in the office” (P10). P3 noted that they “would not need to see the
event title of personal entries” while in the work environment.

Individual work calendars were set to busy (2) or full (3) by half of the participants,
while work shared calendars were set to full by most participants (8). Reasons for Work calendars.
busy were for instance that “the entries are only relevant for me” (P1). Reasons for full
visibility were to provide others with awareness about their availability (P2) and be-
cause shared work calendars were “only institutional calendars” (P4), provided “group
coordination” (P5), or were “accessible for all anyway” (P7).

Half of the participants (5) stated that they did not change their initial calendar
preferences during the baseline phase, e.g., because the full visibility of work calen- Changes during

baseline phase.dars was fine (P4, P8) or because the short time span of the baseline phase “did not
provide occasions that required refinement” (P5). P3 had all calendars set to full in the
beginning, which was “uncritical in own office” (“observed it as personal space”), but
changed them all to busy aer visiting other offices and “realizing the extent of the
system.” P3 experienced the visibility of entries as too open or too closed during the
baseline phase, and would have preferred “more selective disclosure.” P1 and P2 stated
their visibility settings were a good match with their preferences. P5 and P8 encoun-
tered “no situation where not enough was shown.”

Calendar-specific and person-specific privacy preferences

All participants indicated that they updated or at least verified their privacy settings
at the beginning of the treatment phase, aer receiving the full PriCal mobile client.
ree participants did not use any person-specific rules, because the distinction be- Person-specific

preferences.tween different individuals did not make sense to them (P2, P4, P6). P5 and P7 se-
lected a narrower visibility for some calendars irrespective of specific persons for pri-
vacy reasons. Similarly, P8 created a person-specific preference that changed the vis-
ibility of their work calendar to hidden when a specific person was present and to
busy for unknown persons. ree participants changed the settings of some calen-
dars to a less open default visibility and revealed more for specific persons, like their
office mate (P1, P10), a small trusted group (P1), or themselves (P1, P9, P10), also
for personal calendars (P1). P9 changed a previously fully visible calendar to hidden
with the exception of themselves, aer someone pointed out that the full visibility of
shared calendars also impacted the privacy of those who the shared entries are about.

e most common changes in visibility settings entailed a more open default set-
ting, especially for work calendars, combined with setting them to hidden or busy Preferences for

unknown persons.for unknown persons (5). For P5, P7, and P8 it was sufficient to be able to differen-
tiate between known and unknown persons, which allowed to “distinguish colleagues
and students” in the current system (P7). ey did not require any further distinction
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between known persons. P5 and P6 indicated that such a further distinction may be-
come relevant with longer use if the effort is justified. P8 would have also liked it “if
the system could also distinguish between different groups of unknown persons, such as
students and others.” Four participants did not create any settings for unknown per-
sons, e.g., because “they were implicitly part of the default” (P1) or because “assumed
that there are no persons in this work environment that need to be handled differently”
(P2).

Privacy-relevant context features

In general, the option to specify persons-specific preferences resulted inmore tailored
visibility settings. Particularly work and shared work calendars were set to be more
open by default with restrictions for unknown persons. e type of calendar and per-
sonswere seen as sufficient criteria to specify access granularity (4).ree participants
indicated that the location, e.g., the room or the institute where a display was located,
could make a further difference, because rooms could imply specific roles (P2) or in-
timacy (P5), e.g., when distinguishing between the own and other offices (P5, P9).

Four participants would have preferred the ability to not only express preferences
for specific persons but also for groups of persons. P5 noted that they would not likeGroups of persons.
it if groups were automatically inferred from behavior as they would like to be in con-
trol of group membership, but made the interesting suggestion of allowing to create
a group from the set of currently present persons. P2 suggested that specifying the
time of day may also be useful, but noted that they are not sure if they would bother
to use it themselves. is suggests that characterizing the environment in the privacy
context model primarily with its location and present entities was a valid approach.

All participants were content with the provided granularity levels for visibility of
calendar items (full, busy, hidden). Calendars were set to hidden for two reasons: ei-Use of hid-

den and busy. ther because of a calendar’s sensitivity (4), which may apply to work or personal cal-
endars, or in order to reduce visual clutter on the display (5). e busy setting was
generally liked, because it shows when exactly appointments are scheduled (5), which
was oen sufficient. Others, however, see only that the user has an appointment but
do not learn anything else about it (P1, P3), participants noted that they oen knew
exactly which appointment it was (P1, P5, P7). P1 stated that theywere quite surprised
by the practical utility of the busy setting.

e large majority did not specify any event-specific preferences with the events
view of themobile client (6) or only to test it (2). P8 and P10 did specify event-specific
preferences at a small number of occasions. P8 used it to hide specific events they didEvent-specific

preferences. not want to share and found it “great that it applied to the present persons.” P10 also
hid specific events but to reduce visual clutter and “never [. . . ] for privacy reasons.”
P10 found it unintuitive that event-specific settings pertained to specific situations
and would have preferred the ability to create a general rule for all situations in such
cases. us, we can conclude that event granularity is likely not required for most
users, but that for those users that need it, the functionality must be tailored closer to
their needs.

In general, the aspects of the privacy context model included in this case study
provide a sufficient level of detail for participants to express their privacy preferences
as desired.

8.5.4 Privacy adaptation experiences

Experiences with the dynamic privacy adaptation of calendar display content can be
divided into perceptions about the reliability of the presence detection and identifica-
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tion, and reliability and perception aspects concerning the actual privacy adaptation
of calendar information.

Reliability and perception of presence detection

Application robustness is an important aspect of any ubicomp system [554]. e em-
ployed presence detection approach exhibited certain weaknesses, which became ap- Presence detection.
parent during the deployment study. A main issue was the correct detection of in
and out events with the IR sensors installed in the doorways (5). Participants and
non-participants had the habit to remain standing in the doorway when coming to
someone’s office (3), which was a particular issue for the three offices with more than
one door (see Fig. 8.7), according to one participant.

Further issues occurredwith the identification accuracy of persons entering or leav-
ing the office, based on WiFi RSSI. Two participants reported situations where they Person identification.
were not identified when they walked into an office. Others had the problem that a
person from the adjacent office was sometimes identified instead of them (4), which
had the effect that the adapted events of the identified person appeared; or that the in-
correct person was removed from the present persons list aer a person le the office
(4), which caused the adapted events of the person that le to remain on the display
until the connection to that person’s mobile device was lost. Others experienced few
false positives (P3).

If detection or identification errors occurred, all ten participants tried to correct the
issue by interacting with the person list on the calendar display, e.g., “when a wrong
person was detected in the room I removed it” (P1), in order to keep the present person
list consistent (7), at least when they were not deeply engaged in other activities (3).

Some participants experienced no or few issues with the communication between
mobile client and display agent (3) and noted that “communication and displaying of Communication

reliability.events workedwell” (P7), while others experienced situationswhere theirmobile client
would not transfer calendar information to a display (4). P1 stated that they “had the
feeling that data was reliably transferred, but noticed that two others had communica-
tion and connection problems” and that connection issues “seemed to depend on how
much was going on [in the open WiFi network] and the time of day.” Indeed close to
the end of the deployment study, the public IP range used by the display agents was
apparently subject to external port scans, which had the unfortunate effect that web
socket connections between display agents andmobile clients were terminated, and in
some cases also the web socket connection between display agent and calendar view,
which required a restart of the display agent to fix.

As mentioned before, reliability issues were quickly noticed and fixed at the begin-
ning of the treatment phase. Many participants noted that aer those bug-fixes, the General reliability.
system “was quite reliable” (P2) and “a lot more robust later on” (P10). Some partic-
ipants (3) also found the detection and identification system reliable in general, e.g.,
“in general when I walked in and out it worked” (P4), “whenever it is as stable as it is
right now [during exit interview] it’s reliable” (P5), or “if someone walked in it always
worked well” (P9). P7 and P8 also complemented the general stability and robustness
of the soware.

Asked about the impact of the presence detection reliability, themajority stated that
it did not impact their privacy preference settings (6). ree others explicitly stated Impact on privacy

preferences.they used more conservative settings than they would have preferred, particularly in
relation to personal calendars. For instance, P6 would consider using their personal
calendars with the PriCal system if “detection worked perfectly.” P10 thought that “the
detection accuracy was usable, but not a level suitable for personal appointments.”
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Reliability and perception of privacy adaptation

Multiple participants reported adaptation issues at the beginning of the treatment
phase (3). Aer the bug-fix release, the majority perceived privacy adaptation as re-
liable and accurate (8), when the presence detection functioned reliably. ey found
that their specified privacy preferences were applied correctly in different situations,
also for event-specific preferences (P3, P8). Most participants (7) reported they wereAdaptation accuracy.
elated when they noticed that the adaptation worked properly. For instance, “it was
a nice moment when a colleague [non-participant] walked into the office and turned
around to look at the display my events disappeared just in time” (P3) or “the most com-
mon situation was that someone not participating in the study came in, was detected as
unknown, and things were hidden [. . . ] that was great [. . . ] that’s when the technology
supports you” (P8). P10 noted “when I was in another room, it was nice to see that the
system knows I’m here [. . . ] nice experience of a system reacting to my implicit actions
[. . . ] it’s a positive experience of being tracked.” P9 on the other hand reported irritation
about their entries showing up when they walked into someone’s office (“it was irri-
tating that my entries showed up on the display of someone else”) which suggests that
P9 viewed the displays as part of the personal space of the occupant, or theirs in their
office.

Most participants (8) found system actions and the adaptations understandable,
mainly because they reflected their specified preferences. P8 and P10 wondered if andIntelligibility.
what the system learned. P1, P3 and P5 also did not have the feeling that the system
adapted specifically to them over time. P10 in particular would have preferred more
progressive adaptation, e.g., when an event was hidden in one week, similar events in
the following weeks should have also been hidden. However, P1 and P8 also notedPersonalization.
that they are comfortable if the system reliably applies there specified privacy prefer-
ences rather than trying to infer new ones. We chose conservative adaptation param-
eters on purpose to ensure that personal calendar information is not unintentionally
revealed by the PriCal system. e high acceptance of the performed adaptations sug-
gests that it was a sensible strategy for this case study. We discuss this aspect further
in Section 8.6.

We further asked about the level of privacy protection provided by the dynamic
privacy adaptation. Concerning whether persons entering an office could notice what
changed on the display, 2 participants thought others did not notice any changes, 3
participants thought that incoming persons likely noticed activity on the display, and
one participant thought that an incoming person might notice if they really try. at
last participant had the experience that a non-participant tried to jump into the office
in order to see changes on the display. P1 and P10 think that others did not notice
changes or what changed exactly, because they would usually come to the office with
the purpose of talking to them and not look directly at the display. P5 found such sit-
uations discomforting, because the incoming person and the calendar display would
be next to each other from P5’s point of view, so that P5 noticed that the incomingPhysical place-

ment of display. persons was already further inside the office than the display before the display was
cleared. Two participants also noticed it made a difference how the display was posi-
tioned with regard to the door, which is an issue in offices with more than one door.
When walking into other offices, 5 participants did not notice any changes on the dis-
play or did not pay attention to it, e.g., because they focused on engaging with theNoticing adap-

tation changes. occupant (P6). P3 did notice specific changes (“it was changed from full to busy”) but
had neither a positive nor negative reaction to it. P8 and P10 reported that they no-
ticed the activity on the display but did not recognize what changed. P8 noted that “it’s
not like you feel that someone is hiding their calendar entries from you,” because the dis-
play redraws anytime someone walks in and thereby generates noise which hides the
actual adaptation. P8 saw that as an advantage because “you shouldn’t have to justify
your privacy settings,” which may lead to socially awkward situations otherwise. Five
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participants believed that the current system provided a level of plausible deniability. Plausible deniability.
P2 and P3 were a bit more cautious and stated that it would require higher detection
reliability and no delays between detection and adaptation. Similarly, P10 believed
that “the functionality is there to really hide an event from someone, but the robustness
is not there yet.” P1 and P4 stated that someone who really wanted to notice a specific
change would be able to do so.

In summary, participants liked and enjoyed dynamic privacy adaptation as pro-
vided by the PriCal system, but the reliability of the presence detection system was
not always sufficient and would require further improvement.

8.5.5 Utility and usability

e actual use of a system or application and the perceived utility and usability also
impact privacy-relevant behavior of individuals with that application. We present re-
sults concerning the usage observed and reported during the deployment study and
the perceived level of privacy control provided by PriCal. We further discuss privacy
implications and concerns of participants.

Usage and perceived utility

For many participants correction of the detected present persons was the only direct
interaction with the display agent, four of them noted that explicitly. Similarly few in-
teractions occurred with the mobile client, which was used mainly initially to set pri-
vacy preferences and choose a display color (3). Later on most participants did not in-
teract with themobile client directly, or only to fix connection issues.e deployment
study was also sufficiently long to achieve an acclimation effect, i.e., participants even- Invisibility and

acclimation.tually overcame the novelty of the system and started to integrate it more naturally
into their daily activities. ese observations are positive aspects, as they show that
PriCal works as a ubicomp system that blended into the background rather than ob-
structing and interrupting the user’s activities. Five participants explicitly mentioned
that they enjoyed theminimal required interaction due to the dynamic and automatic
adaptation of the calendar displays.

Asked about the utility of the calendar displays, 7 participants stated that they appre-
ciated the calendar display as an ambient display of information. ose participants
regularly glanced at the display to gain an overview of their schedule in the current Usage.
week, and did so with increasing frequency (P1, P3).e perceived utility of the calen-
dar display was less for active scheduling but rather passive glances (5), which would
provide “implicit reminders about upcoming appointments” (P5), without looking up
the exact starting times and details of the events. P8 noted that the red line marking
the current time and the highlight of the current day further facilitated gaining a quick
overview at a glance. P1, P4, and P5 noted that they started to glance at the calendar
display rather than open their desktop calendar program to check their schedule. P8 Ambient information

display.reported to use the clock on the calendar display to check the time rather than the one
on their computer. P6 also appreciated the ambient display functionality but used it
more to gain awareness about activities in the institute, as they did not use individ-
ual personal or work calendars with PriCal. Actual scheduling was rarely conducted
directly at the calendar display, potentially because the display did not allow to en-
ter new appointments (P6, P8), but P1 and P8 noted that it would require a seamless
approach to make creation of new entries useable on the touch display.

What mainly impacted user experience were reliability issues of the presence detec-
tion system, which have been discussed in Section 8.5.4. Many participants noted that
they would be interested in continuing to use the PriCal system if presence detection
could be improved (5). P1, P2, and P5 took issue with delays between someone trig- Usability issues.
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gering the IR sensors and the display reacting (P5), the delay between detection and
identification of a person (P2, P5), and the delay between a person leaving an office
and being removed from the display (P1).However, the delay between detecting an en-
try event and the display reacting was already quite low under normal circumstances
(∼.5–1.0 s). Identification of entering and leaving persons on the other hand could take
up to 20 s, depending on the system’s certainty regarding which persons le, based on
the most recent progression of RSSI values. Twenty seconds was the threshold aer
which the system would terminate the identification attempt and conclude than the
entering or leaving person was unknown. Best reaction times were approximately 2 s
with 5–12 s on average. In general, P5 and P8 would have preferred more information
and transparency about the system state and system actions, as it was not always clear
whether issues originated from detection, connectivity, or reasoning problems (P8).
A smaller issue was the visual presentation of calendar information on the calendar
view. Particularly, when entries from many persons were shown the display became
quite cluttered, and 5 participants would have preferred to have multiple colors, in
order to distinguish their own calendar entries.

More controversial usability aspects included the hide-then-reveal paradigm em-
ployed by the display agent for adaptation. For, P1 and P10 it created too much visual
activity on the display, which was distracting in their peripheral vision. Five partici-
pants had no issues with activity on the display and indicated that it did not bother
them. P5 liked the activity because it also served as a feedback mechanism concern-
ing the system’s functionality. An interesting approach worth further investigation
was put forward by P1, who suggested that instead of hiding all events, fully visible
events could be set to busy at first and only be removed if the respective user prefer-
ence requires it.

e ability to specify person-specific privacy preferenceswas generallywell received,
as already discussed in Section 8.5.3. However, P1 found it to be quite convoluted that
one also needed to create a person-specific rule for oneself to achieve certain privacy
settings. P3 would have liked to already have the opportunity to set privacy prefer-
ences when creating an appointment, e.g., with a desktop or web client. Development
of respective application plugins could be a viable solution to achieve that. P3 and
P10 further argued for more concise privacy awareness interfaces to quickly deter-
mine currently active settings and implications of settings for events in the future. All
in all, nine of the ten participants expressed interest in continuing to use the PriCal
system, if detection reliability could be further improved (5) and if more extensive
adaptation to the individual preferences would occur (P10).

Perceived privacy control

Eight participants explicitly expressed that the current system provided them suffi-
cient control to regulate the privacy of their calendar information. All participantsPerson-specific

preferences. made use of the general privacy settings dialog of themobile client to specify calendar-
specific and person-specific privacy preferences. With few exceptions (4), most par-
ticipants specified person-specific preferences, particularly for unknown persons.e
events view was rarely used in general, and only two participants (P8, P10) used it to
make actual preference changes, which suggests that this level of information source
granularity falls below the amount of effort people are willing to spend on privacy
preference specification.

e feedback view, which had the purpose of offering an explicit validation mech-
anism for created cases was not frequently used. Most participants (5) did not feel the
need to provide feedback, P2 stated that they would have to compare their settingsFeedback

functionality. against the performed adaptation in order to provide proper feedback on it, which
was deemed to cumbersome. e explanations provided by the privacy decision en-
gine were considered not concise enough and too difficult to relate to (P8, P10). A
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further issue was that it was not apparent that only adaptations that created or used
a privacy case would be shown in the feedback interface (5), which was only the case
if a user actually created event-specific preferences. us, the feedback interface and
validation approach of PriCal requires further consideration, although interview re-
actions also made it clear that users may prefer either implicit validation or directly
adjusting their preferences (P6) if they would encounter adaptation issues.

e additional privacy controls provided by the clear-on-display button and the
anonymity function were not actively used by any of the participants. P5 and P10 Hide on display.
identified the issue of having to activate such functions in the situation where the re-
action is required, i.e., it would be awkward to activate hide on display while another
person is present (P5), even if it would be required. P10 would have generally pre-
ferred if event-specific settings could be created for arbitrary context situations and
would not require in-situ adjustment. All participants reported that they did not feel Anonymity function.
a need to activate the anonymity function, as they were comfortable interacting with
the system as it was. P2 requested a further privacy control mechanism, namely an ab-
straction layer provided by the mobile operating system that would give the option to
restrict which calendars are accessible to the mobile client or any other app, in order
to be able to isolate sensitive personal calendars completely from a smartphone app.

While participants generally felt in control over their privacy, incidental privacy
issues emerged during the deployment study. P1 and P8 reported incidents in which
they interacted with persons participating in the study, who commented on displayed Incidental privacy

issues.calendar information, e.g. a time slot blocked to proof read a student’s paper or some-
one assuming that empty slots on the calendar display must mean that the participant
always has time to meet. Another incident that occurred involved a colleague who
did not participate in the study. e colleague noticed that their vacation time en-
tered in the shared institutional absence calendar was displayed in full by one of the
participants during the baseline phase of the study. P6 and P8 noted that the imme-
diate visibility of calendar entries on the display caused to rethink what they put in
their calendar and how to name entries, so that they are intelligible to them but not
to others. Most of those incidents occurred already early on during the deployment
study which suggests that participants better adjusted to the presence of the calen-
dar displays and gained experience in how to set privacy preferences in a way that
reduced such issues and confrontations. e availability of person-specific settings in
the treatment phase seemed to have addressed many of those issues.

Privacy implications and trust

Asked about perceived risks of the deployed system or similar systems, many partic-
ipants voiced concerns over centralized collection and aggregation of information, Privacy risks.
which corresponds to our privacy impact analysis (see Sec. 8.3.2). Other concerns
included the mobile client stealing calendar credentials and information (P2), hack-
ing attacks on the infrastructure to extract information (P6), inferences from privacy
preferences (P2, P3), such as marking hidden entries as interesting for illicit analy-
sis, monitoring of work time allocation and presence (P8), or surveillance by govern-
ment institutions (P4). P6 and P8 summarized the underlying issue as “it’s a sensing
infrastructure that collects and provides even more data” and “it’s a privacy risk because
information is generated all the time.”

Nevertheless, all participants noted that they did not have concerns about provid-
ing their own calendar information to the PriCal system. e main reason for this
was a high level of trust in the experimenter and developer of the system, who was al-
ready known to them, as well as knowledge and information about the decentralized
and privacy-friendly architecture of PriCal (P1, P3, P5). However, knowledge about Trust.
a system’s architecture alone was not deemed sufficient (P4,P5,P6), as it is difficult to
verify and would require examination of the source code (P3, P6, P7, P8) and an ex-
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tensive security analysis (P7). Because that was not considered practical, trust in the
developer or provider of such an infrastructure was deemed essential for its adoption
(P6, P8). Many noted that they would have had less trust in a commercial system, and
would used more conservative preferences. P6 noted that they would have more dif-
ficulty in trusting such a system if it would be provided by a small startup compared
to a larger company to which a trust relationship exists already, e.g., Microso in the
case of P6. P3 and P4 further noted that their concerns were also low because they
only used work-related calendars.

Seven participants stated that for our deployed system the experienced benefits out-
weighted potential privacy concerns, also facilitated by the trust into the experimenter
and developer (P2). For P4, the main aspect that led to this conclusion was the per-Benefits out-

weigh the risks. ceived level of control that provided individual flexibility over how much of the own
calendars are visible and to what extent. P8 furthermade the observation that keycard
systems in larger cooperations that use RFID chips instead of keys already constitute
a more intrusive tracking risk. P8 suggested that if such a system is already in place,
leveraging it to enable something like PriCal would provide additional value to those
being tracked.

8.6 Discussion

edeveloped PriCal prototype and the conducted deployment study provided a rich
set of insights into the acceptance and utility of integrating dynamic privacy adapta-
tion into ubicomp applications, as well as the instantiation of the dynamic privacy
adaptation process in general. Beyond the direct contributions to the evaluation of
our proposed approach, our experiences led to further insights concerning the chal-
lenges of designing and developing privacy-friendly ubicomp applications, as well as
conducting ubicomp privacy studies and experiments. First, we discuss limitations of
our study before presenting our gained insights.

8.6.1 Study limitations

Our conducted deployment study provides certain advantages concerning external
validity. e study was conducted with a real application that was used under real
circumstances in the intended deployment setting, i.e., a modern office environment.
Furthermore, our results suggest that the study period was sufficient to observe an
acclimation effect with participants, i.e., participants started to become used to the
introduced system and started to use it naturally in their daily activities.

A potential limitation of our study is the selected sample population. e primary
concern is obviously the collegial relationship between study participants and the ex-Sample population.
perimenter. at relationship may have biased the behavior and responses of partic-
ipants in favor of the experimenter. However, observed behavior with the deployed
system as well as recorded responses do not indicate the presence of a strong bias
of that nature. is can be explained by the prolonged study time of almost three
weeks and that participants only had to interact with the experimenter for purposes
of the study for three times. Furthermore, the calendar displays were embedded into
the user’s work environment to make interaction with them as seamless as possible.
Indeed the almost non-existent use of the provided paper log sheets or the mobile
client’s feedback mechanism suggest that participants did not feel obligated to partici-
pate extensively in the study beyond the level of engagement that emerged from their
work activities and schedules.

An aspect that is reflected in the results is a high trust relationship with the exper-
imenter, who also primarily developed the system, which apparently enhanced the
trust of participants in the PriCal system. A related aspect is the open collegial atmo-
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sphere in our deployment environment, which is a research institute. Likely effects on
ecological validity stemming from those aspects are that privacy preferences and use
may be more conservative and cautious in less relaxed and more corporate environ-
ments and when a similar system would be provided by a commercial third party.

Participants further used their own calendar data during the study. However, while
all participants used the shared institutional Google Calendars, the focus on Google
Calendar required some participants to either adapt their calendaring practices to also
include individual personal and work calendars or only use shared work calendars
with the system.

During the study, technical issues concerning the reliability of the presence detec-
tion system emerged, which may have biased participants towards more conservative Technical issues.
privacy settings, as discussed before. us, a fully reliable presence detection system
may result in more open privacy settings and preferences, and may also potentially
include more open use of personal calendars.

Finally, our deployment study focused primarily on qualitative aspects of dynamic
privacy adaptation in order to observe and understand how participants interact with
a complex ubicomp application performing context-adaptive privacy adaptations on
their behalf. Our results could be further complemented with quantitative evaluation
approaches, which are difficult to employ in uncontrolled environments. However,
considering the obtained results and their quality, we are confident that our results
constitute a valuable contribution to ubicomp privacy research.

8.6.2 Insights

Our case study consisted of three aspects: a privacy impact assessment of the collabo-
rative calendar use case, privacy-aware design and development of the PriCal system,
and the evaluation of that system in a deployment study. Obtained insights are cate-
gorized by three related aspects. We first discuss our experiences of instantiating the
proposed dynamic privacy adaptation process for a specific use case and derive in-
sights for the design and development of privacy-friendly ubicomp applications. Next,
we discuss the user acceptance of dynamic privacy adaptation based on our study re-
sults. We conclude this section with a discussion of gained insights about running
user studies and experiments involving privacy aspects of ubicomp systems.

Instantiation of the dynamic privacy adaptation process

Our dynamic privacy adaptation process consists of three major components which
address different aspects of dynamic privacy adaptation. e description and story-
board of the collaborative calendar use case, described in Section 4.4.2, provided the
blueprint for our instantiation of the process and its components. e conducted pri- Privacy impact

assessment.vacy impact assessment (see Sec. 8.3) provided a structured approach for determining
privacy requirements for the integration of the privacy context model, privacy deci-
sion engine, and privacy preference realization strategies into the use case. A result
of those requirements were clear indications about potential options for distributing
components in the planned ubicomp system and available realization choices. Imple-
mentation of the devised architecture demonstrated the feasibility and practicality
of the proposed dynamic privacy adaptation process. Obviously, the here presented
case study pertains only to one specific application and instantiation of our proposed
process and its components, but the outlined and followed development process can
likely be leveraged to instantiate the dynamic privacy adaptation process and its com-
ponents for other ubicomp applications and scenarios. Instantiating the

dynamic privacy
adaptation process.

Main questions to answer in the instantiation process are which context features of
the privacy contextmodel are static or dynamic in the target setting, and howdynamic
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aspects can be acquired. For PriCal, for example, the environment type remained
static, which meant it did not need to be dynamically acquired. However, privacy-
friendly detection and identification of present persons was required, which led to
the development of the presence detection system. Furthermore, it must be decided
where the privacy decision engine should reside or whether it has to be implemented
in a distributed fashion. Finally, preference realization strategies need to be chosen,
which are suitable for and available in the intended deployment environment. e
strategies presented in Chapter 7 can serve as a toolbox for the initial selection of a
suitable strategy for which a suitable implementation has to be obtained or developed.
In ubicomp systems with a physical presence, the placement of physical system com-
ponents also needs to be considered in the application design, e.g., the placement of
calendar displays in relation to doorways in the PriCal deployment.

What proved quite difficult in the development of PriCalwas the design of a privacy-
friendly yet robust presence detection system, as part of context acquisition for the pri-
vacy context model. e chosen approach, which combined presence detection withPresence detection.
IR sensors with WiFi RSSI-based identification, was generally feasible. However, the
deployment of the presence detection system resulted in less than optimal reliability.
Placement of IR sensors in the doorways allowed for detection of entering and leaving
persons, but also clashedwith the habit of participants and non-participants to remain
standing in the doorway when talking to someone in an office, resulting in large num-
bers of unknown persons being detected. RSSI-based identification worked relatively
well considering that the approach was completely decentralized and operated in an
open university network. Observed identification performance was also considerably
more reliable in the morning and evenings or on the weekends when classes were
not in session. A lesson learned is that a non-wireless identification approach, such as
camera-based face detection, would have likely resulted in better identification perfor-
mance. However, we explicitly rejected face detection due to the perceived invasive-
ness of installing cameras. A promising approach could also be the use of Bluetooth
Low Energy [108] for proximity detection, which may provide more robust results
due to shorter ranges and less interferences than in a WiFi network.

Acceptance of dynamic privacy adaptation

Our deployment of the privacy-adaptive calendar displays in thewild, and their use by
participants with their own digital calendars showed that dynamic privacy adaptation
was well received and adopted by participants.

Our results indicate that the combination of privacy-sensitive items and present
entities in the environment, namely calendars and other persons, provided sufficientPrivacy preferences.
expressiveness for the specification of privacy preferences. Most of our participants
particularly valued the option to create preferences for unknown persons. is vali-
dates the utility of modeling unknown entities in the privacy context model.

e option to further specify event-specific preferences was only used by few par-
ticipants for privacy regulation. From that and the exit interviews with participants,
we conclude that a further differentiation of calendars into individual items is not re-
quired for preference specification. ose users that actually made use of this option
would require more tailored mechanisms to either support hiding events that clutter
the display permanently or hiding specific events for privacy reasons.

An interesting insight from our deployment study is that the busy setting provided
a good compromise for many participants between being aware of a specific event
without disclosing information abut the event beyond the date, time, and duration.
is suggests that different granularity levels can be highly meaningful and useful if
tailored to the specific application and its privacy regulation needs.

Asked about further criteria that influenced their privacy regulation behavior, par-
ticipantsmainlymentioned the need to specify privacy preferences for specific groups
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of persons. Groups are a simplification for specifying consistent rules that apply to a Groups.
set of persons. As such the concept of groups can be represented in our privacy context
model with minor modifications, if the application domain requires the expression of
group-specific privacy preferences. One participant proposed to support users in cre-
ating groups for the currently present persons in order to ease preference specification
effort. Our participants seemed less inclined to rely on automatically inferred groups,
e.g., from social relations or interaction frequency between persons. However, differ-
ent approaches for group generation and elicitation would have to be evaluated to
determine the utility of different approaches.

In summary, the dynamic aspects of the privacy context model that have been em-
ployed in this case study proved to be sufficient for expressing desired privacy pref-
erences. Particularly the reduction of the environment to present entities and their
observation channels provided a sufficient abstraction for capturing privacy-relevant
aspects and context changes.

Dynamic privacy adaptation of calendar information was well accepted by our par-
ticipants. It was perceived as accurate and reliable, under the assumption that presence
detection functioned as expected. For the deployment study we chose relatively con- User acceptance.
servative parameters for similarity matching, as well as event adaptation, in order to
ensure that calendar information was only adapted according to the user’s specified
privacy preferences. Personalized adaptation was primarily based on event-specific
privacy preferences, which were stored and managed as privacy cases rather than
rules. However, we did not anticipate that participants would make such rare use of
event-specific preferences, which led to only few occasions in which preferences were
retrieved from cases and merged with rules. However, the high acceptance of the dy-
namic adaptation suggests that it was a sensible strategy suitable for the developed
system. Yet further investigation is required in order to leverage the full potential
provided by the privacy decision engine. As mentioned before, an issue of the de-
ployed system was the reliability of presence detection. However, participants oen
distinguished in their perceptions and evaluation of our system between detection
reliability and adaptation reliability on their own. is suggests that they formed fit-
ting mental models of the PriCal system, which led them to accept and appreciate
dynamic privacy adaptation despite occasional presence detection issues. However,
many participants were cautious with the use of personal calendars as opposed to
work calendars with the system.

Our privacy realization approach included the hide-then-reveal paradigm to obfus-
cate a user’s privacy preferences when adaptations occur. When an entering person Display adaptation.
is detected, the display is immediately cleared to hide any previously displayed infor-
mation before it is repopulated with calendar events adapted to the current situation.
While the employed approach had the desired effect that entering persons did not
notice what exactly was adapted, some participants did not appreciate the movement
and activity on the display created by such adaptations. One participant suggested
instead to first set all currently displayed events to busy when an entering person is
detected. Once the updated event adaptations have been received from present per-
sons, the events on the display can either be le in the busy state, made fully visible
again or be removed. e result would be less visual activity on the display, at the cost
that the existence of hidden events could be revealed.

In summary, participants liked and enjoyed dynamic privacy adaptation as pro-
vided by the PriCal system, under the assumption that presence detection functioned
reliably.

Running ubicomp privacy studies

Conducting evaluation studies of ubicomp systems in thewild is highly valuable, espe-
ciallywhen privacy aspects are concerned. Such studies can be conducted under realis-
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tic conditions and facilitate the observation and experience of actual privacy behaviorRequired effort.
rather than evaluating isolated tasks in artificial situations. Aer our experience with
the PriCal deployment study, we agree with Berry et al. [100] that conducting deploy-
ment studies implies significant additional development effort to achieve a level of
robustness that is sufficiently reliable for the duration of the evaluation, usable and
effective enough to be accepted by participants, and integrated into their work envi-
ronment.

A particular issue of deploying ubicomp system of the scale of PriCal is the need for
extensive testing before the study to ensure the required level of robustness. However,
such functional evaluation may be difficult to conduct if the system needs to be testedRobustness

and reliability. in the environment in which it will be deployed. Particularly when privacy evalua-
tion is the goal of the deployment study, too much prior exposure of participants to
the system may bias results, especially if the system has not yet reached the required
level of robustness. us, one oen has to resort to component testing and spot eval-
uations, e.g., aer hours or on the weekend. However, our presence detection issues
due to a crowded WiFi network only emerged fully when the system was deployed
and used regularly during the day. us, if possible one should always rely on dedi-
cated hardware and network equipment if robustness is required. In other situations,
external influences may be exactly what one was is interested in. In our setup it was
not possible to deploy a dedicated network, because the wireless network had to be
unencrypted in order to facilitate received signal strength measurements of partici-
pating devices. We also wanted to provide participants with Internet access on their
smartphones, which would have not been possible with our own dedicated network.

All in all, one participant summarized their experience with PriCal in a way that
also corresponds to our own experience with the PriCal deployment study: “It was
nice to see a big [context-adaptive] system like this in action. Usually you only read or
write about it. is shows the potential utility [of such approaches].”

8.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an extensive case study for the instantiation of our dy-
namic privacy adaptation process. We chose the previously introduced collaborative
calendar display use case (see Sec. 4.4.2) to demonstrate the practicality of the pro-
posed concepts. Our case study included a privacy impact assessment of the target
use case in order to identify and mitigate potential privacy risks.

e goal was to devise a privacy-aware architecture for context-adaptive calendar
displays in order to ensure our dynamic privacy adaptation approach is in itself privacy-
friendly and does not rely on privacy-infringing system aspects, such as centralized
presence detection or information collection. e proposed and implemented PriCal
architecture has been designed as a decentralized system in which smartphone-based
mobile clients autonomously interact with standalone display agents deployed in dif-
ferent offices. Particularly the presence detection system and the initiation of bidirec-
tional communication required additional effort to achieve decentralized and privacy-
friendly solutions that did not require a centralized coordinator.

e PriCal system has been deployed in seven offices in the Institute of Media In-
formatics. We conducted a deployment study with the PriCal system in this setting
with ten participants recruited from the institute’s employees. Participants used their
own digital calendars during the study to ensure their investment in the protection of
their data. e deployment study ran almost three weeks, in which participants first
interacted with a baseline version of the calendar display without dynamic adaptation.
Subsequently, they interacted with the full PriCal system, which enabled automated
dynamic privacy adaptation based on calendar-specific and person-specific privacy
preferences.
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In two interview sessions, participants reported their experiences with the PriCal
system. e result is a large set of qualitative experiential data on practices of calen-
dar use and calendar sensitivity, privacy preferences and privacy decision criteria per-
taining to calendar data, experiences with dynamic privacy adaptation, as well as the
perceived utility and usability of the deployed PriCal system. Our results show that
dynamic privacy adaptation was quickly adopted as a viable support mechanism for
privacy regulation in ubicomp systems. We were further able to validate the expres-
siveness provided by certain aspects of our privacy context model for privacy pref-
erences. Furthermore, we gained valuable insights on how to design, develop, and
deploy privacy-aware ubicomp applications of a sizable scale, which we consider a
contribution in its own right.





9CONCLUS IONS

9.1 Contributions

In this work, we investigated the idea that context awareness in ubiquitous comput-
ing cannot only threaten privacy, but also serve as ameaningful and valuable input for
supporting the regulation of personal privacy in complex ubiquitous computing sys-
tems. Inspired by Altman’s privacy regulation theory [57] and an extensive analysis of Privacy metamodel.
the privacy literature, we derived a process-oriented metamodel for privacy in ubiqui-
tous computing (see Sec. 3.4). Our metamodel explicitly distinguishes three phases of
privacy decisionmaking, namely the awareness, decision, and control phases. Each of
those phases consists of multiple levels that play a role in privacy decision making in
ubiquitous computing. e cognition level constitutes the user’s cognitive processes
and perception. e system level constitutes the state and mechanisms of the techni-
cal system for each phase. Cognition and system level are connected by the interac-
tion level, which facilitates exchange between user and system in each of the model’s
phases.

From this metamodel we derived a dynamic privacy adaptation process, which has Dynamic privacy
adaptation process.been presented in Chapter 4. e dynamic privacy adaptation process addresses all

phases of the privacy metamodel on the system and interaction level to provide con-
textualized and personalized privacy decisionmaking support to individual users. For
this purpose, we distinguished between cognition- and system-level perspectives on
privacy. e system-level provides context information, which is mapped on to the
privacy context model. e abstraction of the privacy context model enables the pri-
vacy decision engine to reason about privacy preferences on the cognition-level, based
on a user model representing the user’s privacy preferences. From reasoning results,
system-level privacy policies are derived, which are then implemented with prefer-
ence realization strategies suitable for the current environment. is two-tiered ap-
proach has the advantage that privacy reasoning can be decoupled from system-level
aspects pertaining to privacy mechanisms available in a specific situation or environ-
ment. us, cognition-level privacy preferences and privacy reasoning remain inde-
pendent from specific implementation aspects, which makes preferences transferable
to situations that share similar aspects influencing a user’s privacy preferences butmay
differ in the privacy control mechanisms available for the implementation of prefer-
ences.

e privacy context model, presented in Chapter 5, provides the cognition-level ab-
straction of privacy-relevant context features in a given situation. e components of Privacy context

model.the privacy context model can be summarized as a user pursuing activities in an envi-
ronment. e user component summarizes the user’s privacy-sensitive items, which
consist of information sources provided at different granularity levels and disturbance
endpoints. Information sources may be observed by entities in the environment and
disturbance endpoints may be targets for disturbances by such entities. e environ-
ment component summarizes privacy-relevant aspects of the user’s surroundings, in-
cluding physical as well as virtual context features. Physical and virtual entities and
their channels to and from the user’s privacy-sensitive items constitute the primary
context features of the environment. Additional aspects are the time, semantic loca-
tion, and environment type that characterize a given situation. Activities act as an in-
teractive representation of purpose. An activity consists of one ormore actions, which
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mark as essential pairs of privacy-sensitive items and entities. is representation of
an action indicates that a channel is required between the respective item and entity
and should not be removed by dynamic privacy adaptation as long as the user en-
gages in that activity. e considered context features have been derived from salient
privacy decision factors identified by relatedwork (see Sec. 3.5). Each aspect in the pri-
vacy context model can be assigned a confidence value to express uncertainty about
the accurate detection of that context feature. We further modeled context changes in
the privacy context model and derived generic privacy implications of different con-
text changes. We further proposed an approach for integrating trust aspects into the
privacy decision model in order to facilitate trust evaluation of entities.

e privacy decision engine, presented in Chapter 6, is triggered by context changesPrivacy deci-
sion engine. detected in the privacy context model and performs privacy reasoning. e goal of

the privacy decision engine is to determine the user’s likely privacy preference for the
changed context situation. For this purpose, the privacy decision engine combines
case-based reasoning with context-based privacy preferences. e user model of the
privacy decision engine consists of privacy cases, which describe adaptations that have
been applied to specific situations, as well as general privacy preferences, which de-
fine adaptation rules for specific context features. us, the privacy decision engine
can leverage fine-grained experiential privacy preferences provided by cases, if sim-
ilar situations have been experienced before, and combine that with general privacy
preferences that apply to context features not covered by existing cases. As a result,
the privacy decision engine can also provide meaningful privacy adaptations in previ-
ously unknown situations. Depending on the confidence of the obtained adaptation
solution, the privacy decision engine can either provide contextualized and individu-
alized recommendations to the user or autonomously select the most suitable privacy
preference for realization. e main contribution of the privacy decision engine is the
elaborate privacy reasoning process, which considers uncertainty of context features
and privacy preferences, difference-guided privacy preference adaptation to match
retrieved cases to the given situation, derivation of privacy policies from privacy pref-
erences, different levels of automation and user involvement, and different strategies
for case validation and user model maintenance.

As a further contribution, we proposed to create privacy personality profiles as a
set of general privacy preferences tailored to the personality traits of individual users.AAL study.
In order to assess the feasibility of creating such profiles, we conducted an elicitation
study in the context of ambient assisted living (see Sec. 6.8). In an online survey, 79 el-
der adults provided privacy and automation preferences for different ambient assisted
living scenarios. ey further completed questions to determine their Big Five Inven-
tory (BFI) of personality traits, as well as related personality characteristics. Our re-
sults indicated significant correlations between certain personality traits and specific
preferences, and we discussed how the obtained results could be leveraged to create
profiles of generalized privacy preferences.

Privacy preferences resulting from the privacy reasoning of the privacy decision
engine have to be realized in the given environment. e privacy policy derivation
step of the privacy decision engine maps privacy preferences on to privacy control
mechanisms available in the current environment. In Chapter 7, we analyzed aspects
influencing the suitability and selection of different strategies for privacy preference
realization. More specifically, we provided an overview of common optimistic andPrivacy prefer-

ence realization. pessimistic realization strategies and their suitability for different environment cate-
gories. Discussed realization strategies include both system and interaction level pri-
vacy mechanisms. Our differentiated overview facilitates the selection of an appropri-
ate preference realization strategy for a given application domain or environment.We
made individual contributions to many of the discussed strategies and discussed two
of them in more detail.
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Wesignificantly contributed to the design and development of the privacy-enforcing
runtime architecture (PeRA), described in Section 7.3. PeRA is an approach for privacy- PeRA.
aware distributed policy enforcement based on trusted computing principles.We con-
tributed the non-interactive remote attestation protocol, which is used by PeRA to
establish a policy enforcement perimeter for privacy policy-compliant information
processing between distributed entities.While PeRA has been originally developed as
a user-centric privacy mechanism for intelligent transportation systems, we demon-
strated with examples that its concepts are sufficiently generic to facilitate privacy
preference realization in diverse ubicomp scenarios.

Privacy-aware modality adaptation (PriMA) is an integrative conceptual architec- PriMA.
ture, outlined in Section 7.4. PriMA combines the privacy reasoning capabilities of
the privacy decision engine with the modality adaptation capabilities offered by mul-
timodal interaction systems. e result is an effective approach for realizing privacy
preferences in physical environments that offer multiple output modalities, such as
public and private displays, auditive output, or ambient displays of any kind. e pro-
posed architecture has not been evaluated so far but promises effective privacy control
of observation channels in such equipped environments.

We conducted an in-depth case study in order to evaluate the proposed dynamic
privacy adaptation approach and its components (see Ch. 8).We designed, developed,
and deployed PriCal, a privacy-adaptive calendar display system that instantiates the PriCal.
proposed process. PriCal has been developed as a privacy-aware ubiquitous comput-
ing application, accompanied by a privacy impact assessment. e resulting calendar
display system has been deployed in a real office environment, in which ten partici-
pants used the system for almost three weeks with their own digital calendars as part
of their normal work activities. Our results validate the expressiveness provided by the
privacy context model and indicate high acceptance and perceived utility of dynamic
privacy adaptation.

9.2 Discussion

Our contributions comprehensively address the research questions posed in Section 4.3.
e proposed privacy context model provides a suitable model for capturing privacy-
relevant dynamics in ubicomp systems in order to enable dynamic privacy adaptation
(R1). More specifically, we identified relevant aspects that affect privacy decisionmak-
ing in ubicomp (R1.2) through an extensive literature analysis, in which we gathered
salient decision factors that emerged as relevant in user studies. As those factors im-
pact privacy decisions making, context changes involving them constitute dynamics
in ubicomp systems that potentially require privacy adaptation (R1.1).We further ana-
lyzed possible context changes in the privacy context model to derive generic privacy
implications of changes to specific context factors (R1.3). e expressiveness of the
proposed privacy context model has been demonstrated by representing context sit-
uations and changes of diverse example use cases in the privacy context model. e
results of the PriCal deployment study further validate that privacy-sensitive items
with different granularities, present entities, and their observation channels are suffi-
cient to model privacy-relevant context changes and express privacy preferences for
calendar display applications.

e proposed privacy decision engine provides a privacy reasoning approach that
adequately reflects cognitive privacy decision processes in order to accurately and in-
telligibly predict the user’s privacy preference in a given situation (R2). e reason-
ing process of the privacy decision engine addresses all research questions posed in
Section 4.3.2. e proposed user model combines experiential and general privacy
preferences under consideration of uncertainty about the included preferences (R2.1).
e reasoning approach followed by the privacy decision engine further considers the
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generation of reasoning explanations (R2.2); however, the PriCal deployment showed
that the presentation of provided explanations requires further refinement to enhance
their utility. e privacy decision engine further supports arbitration between multi-
ple automation levels and user involvement depending on resulting solution confi-
dence, the user’s automation preferences, as well as application requirements (R2.3).
In the design of the PriCal system we opted for autonomous selection of the most
suitable privacy preference in order to obtain an ambient calendar display. e pref-
erence elicitation study in the AAL context demonstrate how privacy preferences can
be obtained and how they could be leveraged to create privacy personality profiles in
order to expedite the initialization of an empty case base (R2.4). e employed case-
based reasoning approach further directly supports preference learning of individual
users over time (R2.5).

e extensive overview of privacy preference realization strategies addressed the
question how privacy preferences can be effectively realized as privacy policies and
configurations in distributed ubicomp systems (R3). Our discussion includes the iden-
tification factors influencing the choice and availability of privacy control mecha-
nisms (R3.1), such as the type of the given environment. We further provided an
overview of common pessimistic and optimistic realization strategies (R3.2). PeRA
and PriMA further provide approaches for distributed privacy policy enforcement
(R3.3) and privacy-aware modality adaptation (R3.4).

e main contribution of our work is the holistic consideration of all those aspects
in a generic privacy adaptation process. e practicality of the proposed process has
been demonstrated by its straightforward instantiation in the PriCal system. Another
important aspect of the proposed process is further its user-centric nature. In con-
trast to related work, our context representation is really centered on the user, which
inherently supports contextualized and individualized dynamic privacy adaptation.

As a result, our work directly contributes to several of the research challenges set
forth in the ubiquitous computing research agenda [604] presented in Section 2.4.
e user-centric design and approach of our dynamic privacy adaptation process, as
well as our AAL study contribute to the research challenge human-centric adaptation.
e dynamic privacy adaptation process and the PriCal system further contribute to
autonomous adaptation. Particularly the results of the PriCal deployment study pro-
vide insights on the perception and interaction of users with autonomously adapting
systems. To a lesser extent, our consideration of trust aspects in the privacy context
model, as well as the trust-related results obtained in the PriCal deployment study con-
tribute the challenge of pervasive trust. Furthermore, Caceres and Friday [138] note
that ubicomp environments are almost always shared by multiple users but that adap-
tation to groups of users is underexplored. e results obtained in the PriCal deploy-
ment study contribute to this research area, because our calendar displays naturally
adapted to multiple present users. us, although our dynamic privacy adaptation ap-
proach is user-centric, multiple user-centric privacy adaptations can be combined to
create additional value for a group of users.

9.3 Outlook

e in-depth case study of the PriCal system demonstrated the feasibility and practi-
cality of the dynamic privacy adaptation process. Nevertheless a number of challenges
for future research emerged during our work.

We were able to demonstrate that our privacy context model is sufficiently expres-
sive to capture privacy-relevant context aspects, as well as context-based privacy pref-
erences, in different use cases. However, the privacy context model does not support
semantic reasoning at this point. Integration with ontological models would enable
the validation of context model instances against semantic constraints, as well as se-
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mantic reasoning. For instance, relations of entities could be expressed ontologically
in order to facilitate inferences like “smartphone B belongs to Bob”, which could then
support similarity matching and preference adaptation in the privacy reasoning pro-
cess.

eprivacy decision engine and its privacy reasoning process also provide room for
further extensions. For instance, employed similarity metrics could be refined further
and evaluated for the impact of different weighting functions on privacy reasoning as
well as for the long-term evolution of the user model. e retrieval process, in gen-
eral, could be further optimized to increase performance. For instance the effects of
the proposed indexing structures could be evaluated. Self-tuning of different param-
eters [538] of the privacy decision engine to individual users would also be of inter-
est, such as automation thresholds or similarity weighting functions. Privacy policy
derivation would also benefit from further consideration. For instance, exchange pro-
tocols and infrastructure components would be required to enable dynamic retrieval
of privacy policy generators provided by the infrastructure of an environment. Im-
plicit feedback for case validation could be supported with ensemble learning [529],
i.e., multiple machine learning approaches could be combined in a majority vote to
obtain robust classification of user behavior as positive or negative feedback.

Concerning privacy preference realization, the full integration and realization of
the PriMA architecture has the potential to enhance user interaction and modality
adaptation capabilities of the privacy decision engine. e overview of optimistic and
pessimistic preference realization strategies facilitates selection of suitable strategies
for a given problem domain or applications. is selection process could be further
supported by the development of a respective realization framework. Such a frame-
work could provide standardized access to different libraries of realization mecha-
nisms, with the ultimate goal of simplifying the development of privacy-aware appli-
cations and architectures by facilitating the reuse of realization components.

e PriCal system could also be improved by integrating the feedback provided
by study participants. Our experience with PriCal further highlighted the need for
privacy-preserving yet robust context acquisition approaches that support entity de-
tection and identification without requiring centralized processing of context infor-
mation.

A major research challenge is also ensuring the consistency and security of context
information used for dynamic privacy adaptation, as well as context-adaptive security
mechanisms, such as CASA [283]. Context information could otherwise be spoofed
in order to trick such systems into revealing personal information in the wrong con-
text. Context-adaptive privacy, security, and authentication mechanisms promise to
enhance usability and better support and adapt to their users. Potential security impli-
cations should therefore become part of the ongoing research agenda towards context-
adaptive privacy and security mechanisms.

In our work, we provided a generic, yet practical approach for dynamic privacy
adaptation. e deployed PriCal system demonstrated the potential of this new ap-
proach towards user-centric support of privacy decision making and privacy mecha-
nisms that dynamically adapt to the preferences of individual users.
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ASTUDY MATER I A LS : P ERSONAL I TY AND PR I -
VACY IN AAL

a.1 Survey Questionnaire

is appendix contains the original questions used in the online survey. e survey
questionnaire was targeted at German-speaking seniors and has therefore been ad-
ministered in German.

a.1.1 Introduction and declaration of consent

Umfrage: Selbstbestimmtes Leben durch innovative Technik

Technische Assistenzsysteme können alltägliche Aktivitäten im Haushalt unterstüt-
zen und verein- fachen, z.B. können Staubsaugroboter die Bodenreinigung überneh-
men. Sensoren können erken- nen, wenn beim Verlassen der Wohnung noch Fens-
ter geöffnet sind, und entsprechend warnen, um das Einbruchsrisiko zu reduzieren.
Weiterhin können technische Assistenzsysteme auchmit zunehmenden Alter und bei
körperlichen Einschränkungen ein selbstbestimmtes Leben zuhause ermöglichen, z.B.
durch die Überwachung von Vitalfunktionen sowie Hausnotrufsysteme für medi- zi-
nische Notfälle. Derartige Systeme finden mittlerweile zunehmende Verbreitung, z.B.
durch Hals- ketten oder Armbänder mit Notrunöpfen. Wird der Notrunopf be-
tätigt, wird automatisch der Hausarzt, Pflegedienst oder Rettungsdienst informiert.
Zukünige Assistenzsysteme, die zur Zeit in der Forschung entwickelt werden, ver-
sprechen einen höheren Grad der Automatisierung, um besser Hilfe und Unterstüt-
zung leisten zu können, sowohl inmedizinischenNotfällen als auch imAlltag.Hierfür
werden verschiedene Geräte, Sensoren und Systeme miteinander vernetzt um durch
einen besseren Informationsaustausch sich besser auf die individuellen Bedürfnisse
des Benutzers anpassen zu können.

In diesem Fragebogen stellen wir Ihnen verschiedene zukünige Assistenzsysteme
in bestimmten Szenarien vor und möchten Sie bitten, uns jeweils ein paar Fragen zur
Ausgestaltung dieser Sys- teme und Ihren persönlichen Einschätzungen zu beantwor-
ten.

Durch Ihre Teilnahme an dieser Studie erklären Sie sich damit einverstanden, dass
Ihre Antworten ausschließlich zumZweck der Forschung gespeichert, weiterverarbei-
tet und zur Ergebnisdarstellung in wissenschalichen Vorträgen und Forschungsbe-
richten anonymisiert veröffentlicht werden. Die Speicherung und Verarbeitung der
Daten entspricht hierbei den Vorgaben der aktuellen Datenschutzgesetzgebung.

Die Teilnahme an dieser Studie ist freiwillig. Für Sie besteht zu jedem Zeitpunkt
während und auch nach Beendigung der Studie die Möglichkeit, ohne Angabe von
Gründen und ohne resultierende Nachteile, von der Teilnahme zurückzutreten. In
diesem Fall werden Ihre Daten vollständig gelöscht. Bereits veröffentlichte wissen-
schaliche Publikationen sind bei einem nachträglichen Widerruf von der Löschung
ausgeschlossen.

Durch die weitere Teilnahme, erkläre ich mich mit den obigen Punkten einverstan-
den.
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a.1.2 Scenario descriptions and preference elicitation

Each scenario description was followed by matrix questions in which options had
to be selected for different person groups. As the persons groups were the same for
all questions, we provide them here once. Subsequently, we only provide the answer
options for each question. Person groups:

• Partner/in bzw. Lebensgefährt/in

• Vertrauter Familienangehörige/r (z.B. Kind)

• Bekannte/r (z.B. Freund/in oder Nachbar/in)

• Arzt/Ärztin oder Pflegepersonal

• Krankenkasse oder Pflegeversicherung

• Unbekannte Personen (Daten sind öffentlich zugänglich)

S1: Sensorband zur Überwachung von Vitalinformationen

Herr/Frau A. lebt alleine. Da bei A. wiederholt Herzprobleme aureten (z.B. erhöhter
Blutdruck, Herzrythmusstörungen, erhöhtes Herzinfarktrisiko), trägt A. ein kleines
Sensorband, welches aktuelle Vitalinformationen wie Herzfrequenz, Blutdruck, Sau-
erstoffsättigung im Blut und Blutzuckerspiegel misst. Das Sensorband zeichnet die
Vitalinformationen kontinuierlich auf, um eine Erkennung von Schwankungen im
Tagesablauf und Veränderungen über längere Zeit zu ermöglichen. A. trägt das Sen-
sorband dauerha in der eigenenWohnung, also auch beim Schlafen, Essen, Duschen
und allen weiteren häuslichen Aktivitäten. Neben den Sensoren hat das Sensorband
ein LED-Licht, das bei einem kritischen Zustand der Vitalinformationen aufleuch-
tet. Ansonsten hat A. die Möglichkeit den Verlauf der aufgezeichneten Vitalinfom-
rationen auf ihrem Fernseher zu betrachen. Das Sensorband kann die gesammelten
Informationen außerdem an verschiedene Personen weiterleiten, z.B. kann der Haus-
arzt oder das Pflegepersonal so aus der Ferne denGesundheitsverlauf analysieren und
Krankheitsbilder diagnostizieren. Verwandte oder Bekannte können aber auch die In-
formationen empfangen, um den Gesundheitsverlauf von A. im Blick zu behalten.

Bitte versetzen Sie sich nun in die Lage von A. und bewerten Sie aus Ihrer Perspek-
tive, wie die folgenden Personen auf die vom Sensorband aufgezeichneten Daten aus
der Ferne zugreifen dürfen, um Ihre Gesundheit im Blick zu halten.

Die folgende Person soll auf die Vitalinformationen aus der Ferne folgenden Zugriff
haben (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen.)

• voller Zugriff (alle Vitalinformationen sind einsehbar)

• teilweiser Zugriff (nur bestimmte Vitalinformationen sind einsehbar, z.B. nur
Blutdruck oder nur Blutzuckerspiegel)

• abstrahierter Zugriff (statt der genauen Werte wird nur die Information “Vital-
werte ok” oder “Vitalwerte kritisch” angezeigt)

• kein Zugriff (die Vitalinformationen sind nicht einsehbar)

Wenn die folgende Person auf die vom Sensorband gesammelten Vitalinformationen
zugrei, möchte ich dass ... (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen)

• die Vitalinformationen automatisch weitergegeben werden, ohne dass ich infor-
miert werde
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• die Vitalinformationen automatisch weitergegeben werden, ich aber später bei Be-
darf nachschauen kann wer auf meine Daten zugegriffen hat (z.B. am Computer
oder TV)

• die Vitalinformationen automatisch weitergegeben werden, aber ein zweites Licht
am Sensorband blinkt wenn die Daten zugegriffen werden

• die Vitalinformationen nur automatisch weitergegeben werden, wenn ich nicht
innerhalb einer gewissen Zeit (z.B. 1 Minute) nach Blinken eines zweiten Lichts
am Sensorband, einen Knopf am Sensorband drücke um die Weitergabe zu VER-
HINDERN

• ein zweites Licht am Sensorband blinkt, die Vitalinformationen aber nur weiter-
gegeben werden wenn ich den Knopf drücke. Wenn ich den Knopf nicht drücke
soll das Licht nach einer Minute auören zu blinken.

Bitte bewerten Sie inwiefern die folgenden Aussagen für dieses Szenario zutreffen
(tri vollkommen zu (5), tri eher zu (4), tri teilweise zu (3), tri eher nicht zu
(2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1)).

1. Das Sensorband zur Überwachung von Vitalinformationen ist ein sinnvolles As-
sistenzsystem

2. Wenn ich in der Situation von A. wäre, würde ich das Sensorband selbst nutzen
(unter der Annahme, dass die Kosten von einer Versicherung übernommen wer-
den)

Wenn Sie möchten, können Sie Ihre Antworten zu diesem Szenario näher kommen-
tieren und erläutern (Dieses Feld ist optional).

S2: Absetzen eines Notrufs

Das Sensorband von A. kann aufgrund der gesammelten Daten erkennen wenn A.s
Vitalwerte einen kritischen Bereich erreichen und automatisch einenNotruf absetzen
um Hilfe anzufordern. Eines Morgens während A. sich wäscht, fällt A.s Blutdruck
rapide ab. A. stürzt auf den Boden des Bads. Das Sensorband erkennt die kritische
Situation und setzt einen Notruf ab.

Bitte versetzen Sie sich nun in die Lage von A. und bewerten Sie aus Ihrer Perspek-
tive wie die folgenden Personen über den kritischen Zustand und die Notfallsituation
informiert werden sollten.

Die folgende Person soll über den kritischen Zustand und die Notfallsituation folgen-
dermaßen informiert werden (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen).

• voller Zugriff (Warnung über kritische Situation und alle Vitalinformationen sind
einsehbar)

• teilweiser Zugriff (Warnung über kritische Situation und nur bestimmte Vitalin-
formationen sind einsehbar, z.B. nur Blutdruck)

• abstrahierter Zugriff (nur Warnung über kritische Situation, kein Zugriff auf de-
tailierte Vitalinformationen)

• kein Zugriff (es werden keine Warnung oder Vitalinformationen übertragen)

Wenn die folgende Person über den kritischen Zustand und die Notfallsituation infor-
miert wird, möchte ich dass ... (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen).

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, ohne dass ich informiert werde
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• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, ich aber später bei Bedarf nach-
schauen kann wer informiert wurde (z.B. am Computer oder TV)

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, aber das zweite Licht am Sen-
sorband blinkt wenn die Daten zugegriffen werden

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, wenn ich nicht innerhalb einer
gewissen Zeit (z.B. 1 Minute) nach Blinken des zweiten Lichts am Sensorband,
einen Knopf am Sensorband drücke um die Weitergabe zu VERHINDERN

• das zweite Licht am Sensorband blinkt, die Information aber nur weitergegeben
wird wenn ich den Knopf drücke. Wenn ich den Knopf nicht drücke soll das Licht
nach einer Minute auören zu blinken

Bitte bewerten Sie inwiefern die folgenden Aussagen für dieses Szenario zutreffen
(tri vollkommen zu (5), tri eher zu (4), tri teilweise zu (3), tri eher nicht zu
(2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1)).

1. Das Sensorband zum Absetzen eines Notrufs bei kritischen Situationen halte ich
für ein sinnvolles Assistenzsystem.

2. Wenn ich in der Situation von A. wäre, würde ich das Sensorband selbst nutzen
(unter der Annahme, dass die Kosten von einer Versicherung übernommen wer-
den)

Wenn Sie möchten, können Sie Ihre Antworten zu diesem Szenario näher kommen-
tieren und erläutern (Dieses Feld ist optional).

S3: System zur automatischen Türöffnung

Frau/Herr A. lebt in einer Wohnung, die mit einem automatischen Türöffnungssys-
tem ausgestattet ist. Außen über der Tür ist eine kleine Kamera angebracht. Wenn es
an der Tür klingelt, wertet das System das Kamerabild aus und kann zuverlässig erken-
nen ob eine bekannte Person, die in dem System registriert wurde (z.B. Verwandte,
Bekannte, Arzt, Pflegepersonal), oder eine unbekannte Person vor der Tür steht. Ab-
hängig von der Person an der Tür kann das System die Tür automatisch öffnen oder
bei A. nachfragen ob die Tür geöffnet werden soll, z.B. über eine Einblendung auf dem
Fernseher, die den Namen der Person an der Klingel und das Bild von der Türkame-
ra anzeigt. A. kann über einen Knopf an der TV-Fernbedienung das Öffnen der Tür
veranlassen.

A. sitzt nun auf dem Sofa und schaut fern während es an der Tür klingelt. Bitte
versetzen Sie sich nun in die oben beschriebene Situation von A. und bewerten Sie
aus Ihrer Perspektive das Verhalten des Systems, wenn die folgenden Personen an der
Tür sind.

Wenn die folgende Person an der Tür klingelt während ich fernsehe, möchte ich dass
... (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen).

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, ohne dass ich darüber informiert werde (keine
Einblendung auf dem Fernseher)

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, ich aber später bei Bedarf nachschauen kann
für wen die Tür geöffnet wurde (z.B. am Computer oder TV)

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, aber eine Einblendung auf dem Fernseher an-
zeigt für wen die Tür geöffnet wird

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, wenn ich nicht innerhalb einer gewissen Zeit
(z.B. 1Minute) nach demKlingeln durchDrücken einer Taste auf der TV-Fernbedienung
das Öffnen der Tür VERHINDERE
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• der Fernseher anzeigt wer vor der Tür steht, die Tür aber nur geöffnet wird, wenn
ich eine Taste auf der TV-Fernbedienung drücke

Bitte bewerten Sie inwiefern die folgenden Aussagen für dieses Szenario zutreffen
(tri vollkommen zu (5), tri eher zu (4), tri teilweise zu (3), tri eher nicht zu
(2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1)).

1. Das Türöffnungssystem halte ich für ein sinnvolles Assistenzsystem.

2. Wenn ich in der Situation von A. wäre, würde ich das Türöffnungssystem selbst
nutzen (unter der Annahme, dass die Kosten von einer Versicherung übernom-
men werden).

Wenn Sie möchten, können Sie Ihre Antworten zu diesem Szenario näher kommen-
tieren und erläutern (Dieses Feld ist optional).

S4: System zur automatischen Türöffnung (Wecker)

Wie im Szenario zuvor lebt Frau/Herr A. in einer Wohnung die mit einem automati-
schen Türöffnungssystem ausgestattet ist, das Personen an der Tür durch eine Kame-
ra erkennen kann. Dieses System kann nicht nur über den Fernseher gesteuert wer-
den, sondern auch über einen intelligenten Wecker, der in A.s Schlafzimmer auf dem
Nachttisch steht. Dieser Wecker hat ein Display auf dem das Kamerabild angezeigt
werden kann. Durch einen Knopf am Wecker kann die Tür geöffnet werden. Wenn es
klingelt, gibt der  Wecker einen Ton von sich.

Es klingelt nun an der Tür, während A. schlä.
Bitte versetzen Sie sich nun in die oben beschriebene Situation vonA. und bewerten

Sie aus Ihrer Perspektive das Verhalten des Systems wenn die folgenden Personen an
der Tür sind.

Wenn die folgende Person an der Tür klingelt während ich schlafe, möchte ich dass ...
(Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen).

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, ohne dass ich darüber informiert werde (keine
Einblendung auf dem Weckerdisplay)

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, ich aber später bei Bedarf nachschauen kann
für wen die Tür geöffnet wurde (z.B. am Computer oder TV)

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, aber eine Einblendung auf dem Weckerdisplay
anzeigt, für wen die Tür geöffnet wird

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, wenn ich nicht innerhalb einer gewissen Zeit
(z.B. 1 Minute) nach dem Klingeln durch Drücken einer Taste auf dem Wecker
das Öffnen der Tür VERHINDERE

• das Weckerdisplay anzeigt, wer vor der Tür steht, die Tür aber nur geöffnet wird,
wenn ich eine andere Taste auf dem Wecker drücke

Bitte bewerten Sie inwiefern die folgenden Aussagen für dieses Szenario zutreffen
(tri vollkommen zu (5), tri eher zu (4), tri teilweise zu (3), tri eher nicht zu
(2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1)).

1. Das Türöffnungssystem halte ich in diesem Szenario für ein sinnvolles Assistenz-
system.

2. Wenn ich in der Situation von A. wäre, würde ich das Türöffnungssystem selbst
nutzen (unter der Annahme, dass die Kosten von einer Versicherung übernom-
men werden).

Wenn Sie möchten, können Sie Ihre Antworten zu diesem Szenario näher kommen-
tieren und erläutern (Dieses Feld ist optional).
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S5: System zur automatischen Türöffnung (Notfall)

Im zweiten Szenario ist A. im Bad gestürzt und das Sensorarmband hat einen Notruf
abgesetzt. Das Notrufsystem kann mit dem Türöffnungssystem verbunden werden,
so dass Hilfe automatisch in die Wohnung gelassen werden kann, wenn zuvor eine
Notsituation vom Sensorband erkannt wurde. A. kann in dieser Situation nicht von
alleine aufstehen, da bei dem Sturz das Bein verletzt wurde, ist aber ansprechbar. Da
A. in der Dusche gefallen ist, konnte A. sich nurmit einemHandtuch bedecken. Über
einen Lautsprecher im Bad informiert das Türöffnungssystem, welche Person an der
Tür erkannt wurde. A. kann im Bad das Türöffnungssystem per Sprache steuern in
dem A. “Tür öffnen!” oder “Tür nicht öffnen!” sagt.

Bitte versetzen Sie sich nun in die oben beschriebene Situation vonA. und bewerten
Sie aus Ihrer Perspektive das Verhalten des Systems, wenn die folgenden Personen an
der Tür sind.

Wenn die folgende Person an der Tür klingelt während ich in einer Notsituation bin,
möchte ich dass ... (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen).

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, ohne dass ich darüber informiert werde (keine
Ansage über Lautsprecher)

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, ich aber später bei Bedarf nachschauen kann
für wen die Tür geöffnet wurde (z.B. am Computer oder TV)

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, aber über den Lautsprecher angesagt wird, für
wen die Tür geöffnet wird

• die Tür automatisch geöffnet wird, wenn ich nicht innerhalb einer gewissen Zeit
(z.B. 1 Minute) nach Ansage wer an der Tür ist, per Sprachkommando (“Tür nicht
öffnen!”) das Öffnen der Tür VERHINDERE

• über den Lautsprecher angesagt wird wer vor der Tür steht, die Tür aber nur ge-
öffnet wird, wenn ich das Sprachkommando “Tür öffnen!” gebe

Bitte bewerten Sie inwiefern die folgenden Aussagen für dieses Szenario zutreffen
(tri vollkommen zu (5), tri eher zu (4), tri teilweise zu (3), tri eher nicht zu
(2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1)).

1. Das Türöffnungssystem halte ich in diesem Szenario für ein sinnvolles Assistenz-
system.

2. Wenn ich in der Situation von A. wäre, würde ich das Türöffnungssystem selbst
nutzen (unter der Annahme, dass die Kosten von einer Versicherung übernom-
men werden).

Wenn Sie möchten, können Sie Ihre Antworten zu diesem Szenario näher kommen-
tieren und erläutern (Dieses Feld ist optional).

S6: Intelligenter Medikamenten-Dispenser

Frau/HerrA.muss regelmäßigMedikamente einnehmen.WennA. dieMedikamenten-
Einnahme vergisst, verschlechtert sich der Gesundheitszustand von A. Deshalb hat A.
einen intelligenten Medikamenten-Dispenser, der weiß, wann A. Medikamente ein-
nehmenmuss, undbei nicht Einnahmedaran erinnern kann, indemderMedikamenten-
Dispenser beginnt zu blinken und zu piepen. Außerdem kann das System die Infor-
mation, ob Medikamente eingenommen wurden oder nicht, an andere Personen wei-
terleiten, z.B. kann der Hausarzt die Dosierung überwachen und Verwandte oder Be-
kannte können zusätzlich bei vergessener Einnahme an die Medikamente erinnern.
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Eine zweite Leuchte am Medikamenten-Dispenser kann aufleuchten, wenn auf diese
Informationen zugegriffen wird.

Bitte versetzen Sie sich nun in die Situation von A. und bewerten Sie aus Ihrer Per-
spektive wie die folgenden Personen über die Nicht-Einnahme von Medikamenten
informiert werden sollten.

Die folgende Person sollte über die Nicht-Einnahme von Medikamenten folgender-
maßen informiert werden (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen).

• voller Zugriff (Welche Medikamente wurden eingenommen, welche nicht, wann
wurden Medikamente vergessen)

• teilweiser Zugriff (nur die Einnahme oder Nicht-Einnahme von kritischen Medi-
kamenten ist einsehbar)

• abstrahierter Zugriff (nur die Information, dass die Einnahme einesMedikaments
vergessen wurde ist abruar, sonst keine Informationen über Medikamenten-
Einnahme)

• kein Zugriff (es wird nichts übertragen wenn die Einnahme vergessen wurde, nur
A. selbst wird gewarnt)

Wenn die folgende Person über die Einnahme bzw. Nicht-Einnahme von Medikamen-
ten informiert wird, möchte ich dass ... (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort aus-
wählen).

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, ohne dass ich darüber infor-
miert werde

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, ich aber später bei Bedarf nach-
schauen kann wer informiert wurde (z.B. am Computer oder TV)

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, aber die zweite Leuchte am
Medikamenten-Dispenser aufleuchtet wenn ein Zugriff erfolgt

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, wenn ich nicht innerhalb einer
gewissen Zeit (z.B. 5 Minuten), nach dem der Medikamenten-Dispenser beginnt
zu piepen und blinken, das Medikament einnehme und so die Übertragung VER-
HINDERE

• der Medikamenten-Dispenser piept und blinkt, die Information aber nur weiter-
gegeben wird wenn ich einen speziellen Knopf drücke.

Bitte bewerten Sie inwiefern die folgenden Aussagen für dieses Szenario zutreffen
(tri vollkommen zu (5), tri eher zu (4), tri teilweise zu (3), tri eher nicht zu
(2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1)).

1. Einen intelligenten Medikamenten-Dispenser der mich an die Einnahme von Me-
dikamenten erinnert halte ich für ein sinnvolles Assistenzsystem.

2. Das Informieren anderer Personen über die Einnahme von Medikamenten halte
ich für ein sinnvolles Assistenzsystem.

3. emphWenn ich in der Situation von A. wäre, würde ich den Medikamenten-
Dispenser mit der Weitergabe von Informationen über meine Medikamenten-
Einnahme selbst nutzen (unter der Annahme, dass die Kosten übernommen
werden).

Wenn Sie möchten, können Sie Ihre Antworten zu diesem Szenario näher kommen-
tieren und erläutern (Dieses Feld ist optional).
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S7: Aktivitätserkennung und Gefahrenvermeidung

Frau/Herr A. lebt alleine. In der Wohnung von A. ist ein System zur Aktivitätserken-
nung installiert, da A. sich zwar geistig fit fühlt, aber Anzeichen beginnender Demenz
zeigt. Dieses System nutzt verschiedene Sensoren in der Wohnung (z.B. Bewegungs-
sensoren und Druckmatten) sowie Informationen darüber, welche Elektrogeräte ver-
wendet werden (z.B. TV, Backofen, Lampen), um die aktuelle Aktivität von A. zu-
verlässig festzustellen. Anhand von A.s Aktivität kann das System feststellen, ob A.
vergessen hat, bestimmte gefährliche Geräte abzustellen, z.B. wenn eine Herdplatte
noch an ist nachdem das Kochen beendet wurde. Das System kann diese Geräte auto-
matisch abstellen, um Gefahren zu reduzieren. Wenn eine entsprechende Gefahrensi-
tuation erkannt wurde, kann das System diese Information auch an andere Personen
weiterleiten, damit diese Personen abschätzen können, wie gut A. im eigenen Haus-
halt noch zurecht kommt.

Bitte versetzen Sie sich nun in die Situation von A. und bewerten Sie aus Ihrer Per-
spektive, wie die folgenden Personen über gefährliche Situationen informiert werden
sollten.

Die folgende Person sollte über Gefahrensituationen in meinem Haushalt folgender-
maßen informiert werden (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen.)

• voller Zugriff (welche Aktivitäten werden durchgeführt, welche gefährlichen Si-
tuationen wurden erkannt)

• teilweiser Zugriff (nur Aktivitäten und gefährliche Situationen im Wohnbereich,
aber nicht Aktivitäten und gefährliche Situationen im Bad oder Schlafzimmer)

• abstrahierter Zugriff (es wird nur informiert, dass eine gefährliche Situation er-
kannt und verhindert wurde, es werden keine Aktivitäten weitergeleitet)

• kein Zugriff (es wird keine Information weitergeleitet)

Wenn die folgende Person über meine Aktivitäten und/oder erkannte Gefahrensitua-
tionen informiert wird, möchte ich dass ... (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort
auswählen).

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, ohne dass ich darüber infor-
miert werde

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, ich aber später bei Bedarf nach-
schauen kann wer informiert wurde (z.B. am Computer oder TV)

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, aber ein Leuchte an der Wand
aufleuchtet

• die Information automatisch weitergegeben wird, wenn ich nicht innerhalb einer
gewissen Zeit (z.B. 1 Minute), nach dem die Wandleuchte aufleuchtet, per Sprach-
kommando (“Aktivität nicht weiterleiten!”) die Weitergabe VERHINDERE

• die Wandleuchte aufleuchtet, die Information aber nur weitergegeben wird wenn
ich dies per Sprachkommando erlaube (“Aktivität weiterleiten!”)

Bitte bewerten Sie inwiefern die folgenden Aussagen für dieses Szenario zutreffen
(tri vollkommen zu (5), tri eher zu (4), tri teilweise zu (3), tri eher nicht zu
(2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1)).

1. Ein System zur Erkennung von Aktivitäten und gefährlichen Situationen, dass
gefährliche Geräte automatisch abschalten kann halte ich für ein sinnvolles Assis-
tenzsystem.
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2. Das Informieren anderer Personen über meine Aktivitäten und gefährlichen Si-
tuationen halte ich für ein sinnvolles Assistenzsystem.

3. emphWenn ich in der Situation von A. wäre, würde ich das System zur Erken-
nung von Aktivitäten und gefährlichen Situationen selbst nutzen (unter der
Annahme, dass die Kosten von einer Versicherung übernommen werden).

Wenn Sie möchten, können Sie Ihre Antworten zu diesem Szenario näher kommen-
tieren und erläutern (Dieses Feld ist optional).

S8: Barrierefreies Telefonieren

Frau/Herr A. lebt alleine. In der Wohnung von A. ist ein System zum barrierefreien
Telefonieren installiert. Über Lautsprecher und Mikrofone kann in der ganzen Woh-
nung telefoniert werden, ohne einenTelefonhörer verwenden zumüssen. Ähnlichwie
das System zur Aktivitätserkennung aus dem vorherigen Szenario, kann das System
zumbarrierefreien Telefonieren die Aktivität vonA. feststellen und anhand dieser ent-
scheiden, ob andere Personen mit A. über das Telefoniesystem Kontakt aufnehmen
dürfen, damit A. bei bestimmten Aktivitäten von manchen Personen nicht gestört
wird, z.B. beim Schlafen.

Bewerten Sie nun aus Ihrer Perspektive, wie die folgenden Personen über so ein
Telefoniesystem mit Ihnen in Kontakt treten sollten.

Die folgende Person sollte über das Telefoniesystem mit mir folgendermaßen in Kon-
takt treten können (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen).

• voller Zugriff (Kontaktaufnahme bei allen Aktivitäten)

• teilweiser Zugriff (nur Kontaktaufnahme bei Aktivitäten imWohnbereich, aber
nicht bei Aktivitäten im Bad oder Schlafzimmer)

• kein Zugriff (es ist keine Kontaktaufnahme möglich)

Wenndie folgende Person über das TelefoniesystemmitmirKontakt aufnehmenmöch-
te, möchte ich dass ... (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Antwort auswählen).

• die Kontaktaufnahme automatisch geschieht, ohne dass ich darüber informiert
werde und ohne dass ich eine Aktion ausführen muss

• die Kontaktaufnahme automatisch geschieht, ich aber später bei Bedarf nach-
schauen kann wer zu mir Kontakt aufgenommen hat (z.B. am Computer oder
TV)

• die Kontaktaufnahme automatisch geschieht, aber vorher über eine Sprachausga-
be der Name der anrufenden Person über einen Lautsprecher angesagt wird

• die Kontaktaufnahme automatisch geschieht, wenn ich nicht innerhalb einer ge-
wissen Zeit (z.B. 1 Minute), nachdem der Name über Lautsprecher angesagt wur-
de , per Sprachkommando (“Anruf ablehnen!”) die Kontaktaufnahme VERHIN-
DERE

• der Name der anrufenden Person über Lautsprecher angesagt wird, aber die Kon-
taktaufnahme nur erfolgt wenn ich dies per Sprachkommando erlaube (“Anruf
annehmen!”)

Bitte bewerten Sie inwiefern die folgenden Aussagen für dieses Szenario zutreffen
(tri vollkommen zu (5), tri eher zu (4), tri teilweise zu (3), tri eher nicht zu
(2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1)).

1. Ein barrierefreies Telefoniesystem halte ich für ein sinnvolles Assistenzsystem.
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2. Wenn ich in der Situation von A. wäre, würde ich das Telefoniesystem selbst nut-
zen (unter der Annahme, dass die Kosten von einer Versicherung übernommen
werden).

Wenn Sie möchten, können Sie Ihre Antworten zu diesem Szenario näher kommen-
tieren und erläutern (Dieses Feld ist optional).

a.1.3 General questions

e next part of the online survey was labeled “Allgemeine Fragen” (general questions).
It included questions concerning personality traits (BFI-10), technology attitudes, so-
cial desirability (MC-SDS-13), and privacy orientation (WCPOI). e purpose of the
questions was not disclosed. e section began with a general instruction: “Bitte bew-
erten Sie zumAbschluss inwieweit die folgenden Aussagen und Fragen auf Sie zu treffen”
(Finally, please rate how the following statements apply to you).

Personality traits (BFI-10)

Inwieweit treffen die folgenden Aussagen auf Sie zu? (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende
Antwort auswählen)

1. Ich bin eher zurückhaltend, reserviert. (R)

2. Ich schenke anderen leicht Vertrauen, glaube an das Gute im Menschen.

3. Ich bin bequem, neige zur Faulheit. (R)

4. Ich bin entspannt, lasse mich durch Stress nicht aus der Ruhe bringen. (R)

5. Ich habe nur wenig künstlerisches Interesse. (R)

6. Ich gehe aus mir heraus, bin gesellig.

7. Ich neige dazu, andere zu kritisieren. (R)

8. Ich erledige Aufgaben gründlich.

9. Ich werde leicht nervös und unsicher.

10. Ich habe eine aktive Vorstellungskra, bin phantasievoll.

11. Ich bin rücksichtsvoll zu anderen, einfühlsam.

Rating options: tri voll und ganz zu (5), eher zutreffend (4), weder noch (3), tri
eher nicht zu (2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1).

Scoring: e German version of the BFI-10 items we used was provided and vali-
dated by Rammstedt and John [512] alongside the original English items. Scoring also
corresponds to their scoringmethod: extraversion (1R,6), agreeableness (2, 7R,11), con-
scientiousness (3R,8), neuroticism (4R,9), openness (5R,10). Items marked “R” have to
be reverse-coded. For each trait, the mean of the replies for the stated items has been
calculated.

Technology attitudes

Inwieweit treffen die folgenden Aussagen auf Sie zu? (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende
Antwort auswählen)

1. Ich bin zuversichtlich, dass ich den Umgang mit neuen Technologien erlernen
kann.
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2. Technik macht mich nervös. (R)

3. Ich bevorzuge es mit dem aktuellen Stand der Technik Schritt zu halten.

4. Ich mag die Herausforderung, neue Technik-Geräte zu verstehen.

Rating options: tri voll und ganz zu (5), eher zutreffend (4), weder noch (3), tri
eher nicht zu (2), tri überhaupt nicht zu (1).

5. Technik macht das Leben einfacher und angenehmer.

6. Technik macht das Leben bequemer.

7. Technik gibt Menschen Kontrolle über ihren Alltag.

8. Technik erhöht die eigene Sicherheit.

9. Technik bringt Menschen zusammen.

10. Technik reduziert die Privatsphäre.

11. Technik macht Menschen abhängig.

12. Technik macht das Leben stressig.

13. Technik isoliert Menschen.

14. Technik macht das Leben kompliziert.

Rating options: stimme voll und ganz zu (5), stimme eher zu (4), weder noch (3),
stimme eher nicht zu (2), stimme überhaupt nicht zu (1).

Scoring: e technology attitudes items have been adopted from Beach et al. [86]
and translated to German. e means of independent items are calculated to form
the scales: comfort with technology (1,2R,3,4), general positive attitudes (5,6,7,8,9), and
general negative attitudes (10,11,12,13,14). Itemsmarked “R” have to be reverse-coded.
In contrast to Beach et al. [86] we provided a 5-point Likert scales as rating options
instead of a 10-point scale.

Social desirability (MC-SDS-13)

Im folgenden finden Sie eine Liste von Aussagen. Lesen Sie bitte jeden Satz und be-
stimmen Sie, ob die jeweilige Aussage auf Sie zutri oder nicht. Tri sie zu, wählen
Sie bitte “richtig” (1) aus, ansonsten “falsch” (0). (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende Ant-
wort auswählen).

3. Manchmal fällt es mir schwer, mit etwas weiter zu machen, wenn ich nicht dazu
ermuntert werde. (falsch)

6. Ich bin manchmal nachtragend, wenn ich nicht meinen Willen bekomme. (falsch)

10. Einige Male habe ich aufgehört etwas zu tun, weil ich meinen Fähigkeiten zu we-
nig vertraut habe. (falsch)

12. Es gab Zeiten, in denen ich gegen Autoritätspersonen rebelliert habe, obwohl ich
wusste, dass sie Recht hatten. (falsch)

13. Egal, mit wem ich spreche, ich bin immer ein guter Zuhörer. (richtig)

15. Ich habe schon einmal jemanden ausgenutzt oder übers Ohr gehauen. (falsch)

16. Wenn ich einen Fehler gemacht habe, bin ich stets bereit dies zuzugeben. (richtig)
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19. Ich versuche manchmal eher jemandem etwas heimzuzahlen statt zu vergessen
und zu vergeben. (falsch)

21. Ich bin stets höflich, auch gegenüber unliebsamen Personen. (richtig)

26. Ich habe mich noch nie darüber geärgert, wenn Personen von meinen Vorstellun-
gen abweichende Ideen zum Ausdruck bringen. (richtig)

28. Es gab Zeiten, in denen ich auf das Glück von anderen durchaus eifersüchtig war.
(falsch)

30. Es irritiertmichmanchmal, wennmich andere Personen umeinenGefallen bitten.
(falsch)

33. Ich habe noch nie absichtlich etwas gesagt, um die Gefühle von jemand anderem
zu verletzen. (richtig)

Scoring: We translated Reynolds’s 13-item short form (form C) of the Marlowe-
Crowne social desirability scale (MC-SDS-13) [519] into German. e item numbers
corresponds to the numbers of the original item in the 33-item MC-SDS [178]. Be-
hind each item, the expected answer is given according to the score sheet provided
by Crowne and Marlowe [178]. e SDS score is the number of items for which the
provided answer matches the expectation.

Westin core privacy orientation index (WCPOI)

Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu? (Bitte in jeder Zeile die passende
Antwort auswählen)

1. Verbraucher haben keine Kontrolle mehr darüber, wie persönliche Informationen
von Unternehmen gesammelt und genutzt werden.

2. Die meisten Unternehmen behandeln persönliche Informationen, die sie über Ver-
braucher sammeln auf angebrachte und vertrauliche Art und Weise.

3. Existierende Gesetze undUnternehmenspraktiken bieten heute einen angemessen
Schutz für die Privatsphäre von Verbrauchern.

Rating options: tri voll und ganz zu (4), eher zutreffend (3), tri eher nicht zu (2),
tri überhaupt nicht zu (1).

Scoring: We used the three items of the 2001 version of the WCPOI as reported
by Kumaraguru and Cranor [384] and translated them to German. Participants are
assigned to a group as follows: privacy fundamentalist (agreed with 1, disagreed with 2
and 3), privacy unconcerned (disagreed with 1, agreed with 2 and 3), privacy pragmatist
(if neither of the above) [384].

a.1.4 Demographic information

Demographic questions asked about age, gender, education level, current or former
occupation, retirement status, living status, health status, and reliance on assistance.
e heading was “Angaben zur Person” (information about the person), with the in-
struction: “Bitte machen Sie nun noch ein paar Angaben zu Ihrer Person und Ihren per-
sönlichen Verhältnissen. Diese Informationen helfen uns bei der Analyse der Antworten
und der Erstellung von anonymisierten Statistiken.” (please provide some information
about your person and your personal situation. is information helps us to analyze
responses and to create anonymous statistics).
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Age and gender

Bitte geben Sie Ihr Alter an. (Alter als volles Jahr (z.B. 58).
Bitte geben Sie Ihr Geschlecht an: weiblich, männlich, keine Angabe

Education and occupation

Ausbildung (Bitte geben Sie ihren höchsten Bildungsgrad an, wählen Sie die Option, die
am Besten passt).

• Schulabschluss (Haupt-/Volks-/Realschule, Gymnasium)

• Abgeschlossene Berufsausbildung

• Universitätsabschluss (Diplom, Magister, Bachelor, Master)

• Promotion (Doktorgrad)

• Keine Angabe

Aktueller Beruf (bzw. ehemaliger Beruf wenn bereits im Ruhestand; bitte geben Sie
die typische Bezeichnung für Ihren Beruf an).

Sind Sie bereits im Ruhestand bzw. pensioniert? Ja/Nein

Living situation

Was beschreibt am Besten Ihre aktuelle Lebenssituation? (Bitte wählen Sie eine Antwort
aus).

• Ich lebe allein in meiner Wohnung (Eigenheim oder zur Miete)

• Ich lebe mit meinem Lebensgefährten/meiner Lebensgefährtin zusammen in un-
serer Wohnung (Eigenheim oder zur Miete)

• Ich lebemit anderen/mehrerenPersonen zusammen (z.B.Wohngemeinscha oder
Kinder wohnen im gleichen Haus)

• Ich lebe in einer betreuten Wohngemeinscha (z.B. mit ambulanter Betreuung
oder betreutes Wohnen)

• Ich lebe in einem Seniorenheim, Altersheim oder Pflegeheim

Disabilities and restrictions

Bitte beantworten Sie die folgenden Fragen mit ja oder nein.

1. Sind sie aufgrund eines physischen, mentalen oder emotionalen Problems in ir-
gendeiner Form in Ihren Aktivitäten eingeschränkt?

2. Nutzen Sie aufgrund von gesundheitlichen Einschränkungen oder Behinderungen
spezielle Hilfsmittel wie z.B. Gehstock, Rollator, Rollstuhl oder ein spezielles Bett
oder Telefon?

3. Benötigen Sie aufgrund von gesundheitlichen Einschränkungen oder Behinderun-
gen Hilfe von anderen Personen bei der persönlichen Versorung und Pflege, z.B.
beim Essen, Baden oder Duschen, Anziehen oder der Bewegung innerhalb der
Wohnung?
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4. Benötigen Sie aufgrund von gesundheitlichen Einschränkungen oder Behinderun-
gen Hilfe von anderen Personen bei Routineaufgaben, z.B. bei der Haushaltsfüh-
rung, beim Einkaufen, der Erledigung von Geschäen oder bei Fahrten aus ande-
ren Gründen?

ose four questions have been adopted from Beach et al. [86] and translated to
German.

Use of assistive systems

Nutzen Sie in Ihrem Haushalt unterstützende Assistenzsysteme? Bitte wählen Sie alle
von Ihnen verwendeten Systeme aus. Sie können weitere Systeme in das Freitextfeld ein-
tragen.

• Hausnotrufsystem mit Notrunopf z.B. an Halskette oder Armband

• System zur Erkennung und Meldung von Stürzen, z.B. durch Gürtelsensoren, Sen-
sormatten oder andere Sturzsensoren

• Tragbarer Sensor zur Aufzeichnung von Vitalfunktionen, z.B. Herzfrequenz

• Tragbarer Sensor zur Aufzeichnung von Vitalfunktionen mit Meldung an Arzt
oder Rettungsdienst bei kritischem Zustand

• System zur Aktivitätserkennung und Warnung bei Inaktivität

• Elektronisches Erinnerungssystem zur Medikamenteneinnahme bzw. elektroni-
scher Medikamenten-Dispenser

• Treppenli

• Anderes System (bitte eintragen)
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ENDAR D ISP LAYS

b.1 Session 1: Calendar Use

In the first session, participants declared their consent for participating in the study
and received an introduction to the baseline version of the PriCal system. Participants
further completed calendar use questionnaire. As participants were German, the em-
ployed study materials were also administered in German.

b.1.1 Declaration of consent

Kalender-Display Studie – Einverständniserklärung

Name, Vorname:
Hiermit gebe ich meine Einverständnis zu folgenden Punkten:

1. Die im Rahmen der Studie gesammelten Daten dürfen nur streng vertraulich
ausgewertet werden. Daten müssen vor der Nutzung und Veröffentlichung an-
onymisiert bzw. pseudonymisiert werden.

2. Die Inhalte vonKalendereinträgen dürfen nicht gesammelt oder analysiert wer-
den. Einer statistischeAuswertung vonMetadatenwährendder Studien-Teilnahme
stimme ich aber zu (z.B. Anzahl Termine in einem Kalender).

3. Ich wurde darüber aufgeklärt, dass das System keine direkten Positionsinfor-
mationen aufzeichnet, die als Teil der Studie erhobenen Daten aber u.U. Rück-
schluss auf Bewegungsmuster zu lassen könnten. EinerAnalyse vonBewegungs-
mustern stimme ich ausdrücklich nicht zu.

4. Transkripte und Ausschnitte von im Rahmen der Studie geführten Interviews
bzw. Antwortne in Fragebögen können in anonymisierter Form wortwörtlich
in wissenschalichen Arbeiten wiedergegeben werden.

Weiterhin erkläre ich, dass meine Teilnahme an dieser Studie freiwillig erfolgt. Mir ist
bewusst, dass ich die Studie jeder Zeit abbrechen kann und dieMöglichkeit habe nicht
auf Fragen zu antworten. Weiterhin ist mir bewusst, dass ich auch nach Abschluss
der Studie zu jedem Zeitpunkt meine Einverständnis zurückziehen kann. In diesem
Fall müssen alle von mir erhobenen Daten vollständig vernichtet werden. Hiervon
ausgenommen ist bereits publiziertes wissenschaliches Material.

Datum
Unterschri

b.1.2 Calendar use questionnaire

e calendar use questionnaire asked for age and gender information, but mainly
asked participants to list all their calendar in a prepared table.
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Kalender-Display Studie

Alter (bitte ankreuzen):
• 21–30

• 31–40

• 41–50

• 51–60
Geschlecht (bitte ankreuzen):
• männlich

• weiblich

Allgemeine Kalendernutzung

Bitte listen Sie ihre Kalender auf:
• Kalendername/-bezeichnung

• Zweck (für welche Art Termine wird der Kalender genutzt)

• Wie verwaltet (Google Calendar, Papier, etc)?

b.2 Session 2: Baseline Experience

Session 2 consisted of a short semi-structured interview about the participant’s expe-
rience with the baseline version, an introduction to the full PriCal application and the
provision of a log sheet as a prepared table to note relevant events.

b.2.1 Interview guide

1. Anhand welcher Kriterien hast du die Sichtbarkeits-Einstellungen für die Kalen-
der vorgenommen? Warum?

2. Hast du die Einstellungen über die Zeit angepasst? Warum?

3. Hast du das Gefühl, dass die Kalendereinstellungen deinen Präferenzen entspre-
chen?

4. Gab es Situationen wo Termine als sichtbar angezeigt wurde, bei denen es dir
lieber wäre wenn sie nicht sichtbar gewesen wären? Was war der Grund?

5. Gab es Situationen in denen Termine nicht oder nur als beschäigt angzeigt wur-
den obwohl es dir lieber gewesen wäe wenn sie sichtbar wären? Was war der
Grund?

b.2.2 Event log sheet

Kalender-Display Studie

• Datum/Uhrzeit

• KE = Kalender-Eisntellungen angepasst; TE = Termin-Einstellungen angepasst;
I+/- = Identifizierbarkeit ein/aus; Clear = Display löschen Knopf; A+/- = Display-
Änderung (richtig/falsch); D+/- = Personenerkennung (richtig/falsch)

• Was und Warum?
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b.3 Session 3: Overall Experience

Session 3 consisted of a short privacy questionnaire administered in German and a
semi-structured interview. Scoring information and name of the questionnaire were
not included in the actual questionnaire. e interview was also administered in Ger-
man.

b.3.1 Privacy questionnaire

Westin core privacy orientation index (WCPOI)

Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu?

1. Verbraucher haben keine Kontrolle mehr darüber, wie persönliche Informationen
von Unternehmen gesammelt und genutzt werden.

2. Die meisten Unternehmen behandeln persönliche Informationen, die sie über Ver-
braucher sammeln auf angebrachte und vertrauliche Art und Weise.

3. Existierende Gesetze undUnternehmenspraktiken bieten heute einen angemessen
Schutz für die Privatsphäre von Verbrauchern.

Rating options: tri voll und ganz zu (4), eher zutreffend (3), tri eher nicht zu (2),
tri überhaupt nicht zu (1).

Scoring: We used the three items of the 2001 version of the WCPOI as reported
by Kumaraguru and Cranor [384] and translated them to German. Participants are
assigned to a group as follows: privacy fundamentalist (agreed with 1, disagreed with 2
and 3), privacy unconcerned (disagreed with 1, agreed with 2 and 3), privacy pragmatist
(if neither of the above) [384].

Internet User’s Information Privacy Concerns (IUIPC)

Inwieweit stimmen Sie den folgenden Aussagen zu?

1. Der Online-Datenschutz beinhaltet das Recht des Verbrauchers auf Kontrolle und
die Entscheidungsgewalt darüber, wie seine Informationen gesammelt, verwendet
und weitergeleitet werden.

2. Die Kontrolle des Verbrauchers von persönlichen Informationen ist zentraler Be-
standteil des Verbraucher-Datenschutzes

3. Ich glaube, dass der Online-Datenschutz gefährdet ist, wenn aufgrund der Wei-
tergabe von Informationen zu Werbezwecken ein Verlust oder eine unfreiwillige
Abnahme der Kontrolle eintritt.

4. Unternehmen, die ihre Informationen online beziehen, sollten preisgeben, wie die
Daten gesammelt, verarbeitet und genutzt werden.

5. Ein guter Online-Datenschutz sollte eine klare und deutliche Offenlegung der Da-
ten ermöglichen.

6. Es ist mir sehr wichtig, dass ich darüber Bescheid weiß, wie meine persönlichen
Informationen genutzt werden.

7. Es beunruhigt mich meist, wenn Online-Unternehmen mich nach persönlichen
Informationen fragen.

8. Wenn Online-Unternehmen mich nach persönlichen Informationen fragen, denk
ich o zweimal nach, bevor ich diese preisgebe.
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9. Es beunruhigt mich, so vielen Online-Unternehmen meine persönlichen Informa-
tionen zu geben.

10. Ich bin besorgt darüber, dass Online-Unternehmen so viele persönliche Informa-
tionen über mich sammeln.

Rating options: Stimme überhaupt nicht zu (1), Stimme nicht zu (2), Stimme teilweise
nicht zu (3), Neutral (4), Stimme teilweise zu (5), Stimme zu (6), Stimme voll und ganz
zu (7).

Scoring: e IUIPC was scored according to the instructions by Malhotra et al.
[429]. Average of the first three items forms the control scale, the next three items
form the awareness scale, and the last four items form the collection scale.

b.3.2 Exit interview guide

1. AmAnfang der Studie konnteman proKalender nur eine einheitliche Sichtbarkeit
für alle einstellen; mit der zweiten Version, dann auch für Personen. Inwiefern
hast du von dieser Möglichkeit Gebraucht gemacht? Bitte erläutern

2. Hat sich dadurch verändert gegenüber der erstenAppwie du dieKalender-Sichtbarkeit
eingestellt hast? Wenn ja, wie und warum?

3. Wie wurden die Personen-spezifischen Einstellungen vorgenommen? Eher für be-
stimmte Personen mehr oder weniger freigegeben? Wurden Regeln für Unbekannt
erstellt? Wenn ja, wie und warum?

4. Falls Kalender komplett ausgeblendet wurden, passierte dies aufgrund der Sensi-
tivität der Daten oder um Kalender die man selbst nicht braucht auszublenden?

5. Hast du die Events-Ansicht verwendet? Wenn ja, wofür, wann und warum? Die
Termine wurden in unterschiedlichen Farben dargestellt. Was sagen die Farben
aus? Waren sie hilfreich? Hast du Einstellungen für einzelne Termine angepasst?
Wenn ja, in welcher Situation und warum? Was war der Auslöser für die An-
passung? Hatten die Anpassungen den gewünschten Effekt? Wenn nein, warum
nicht? War dir klar auf welche Situation sich die Anpassung bezieht?

6. Wie o hast du mit der Smartphone-App interagiert? In welchen Situationen und
wozu hast du die App verwendet?

7. Wie und wie häufig hast du mit dem Display interagiert? In welchen Situationen
und wozu hast du es verwendet?

8. Als wie zuverlässig hast du das System empfunden? Was für Probleme sind auf-
getreten (ggf. Notizen)? Was hat gut funktioniert?

9. Wie hast du auf Erkennungs-/Kommunikations-Probleme reagiert? Hast du die
Korrektur-Möglichkeiten am Display verwendet? Wenn ja, wie? Hast du über die
Smartphone-App korrigiert? Wenn ja, wie?

10. Hatte die Erkennungsgenauigkeit einen Einfluss darauf wie du die Sichtbarkeit
von Kalendern- und Terminen eingestellt hast? Wenn ja, welchen?

11. In Situationenwo die Erkennung funktioniert hat.Wie zufriedenwarst dumit der
Anpassung der Sichtbarkeit des Displays an die anwesenden Personen? Inwiefern
haben die Anpassungen deinen Erwartungen entsprochen? Was waren Situatio-
nen (Personen, Termine, Raum) wo die Anpassungen gut mit den Erwartungen
übereingestimmt haben? Was waren Situationen wo die Anpassungen nicht gut
mit den Erwartungen übereingestimmt haben? Gab es weitere Faktoren neben
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den anwesenden Personen und den spezifischen Kalendereinträgen die hier eine
Rolle gespielt haben (z.B. Raum, Zeit, Tag)?

12. Wie nachvollziehbar waren die Anpassungen der Kalendereinträge? Was für Pro-
bleme sind aufgetreten?

13. Hast du die Feedback-Funktion verwendet um Displayanpassungen zu bewerten?
Wenn ja, waren die Erklärungen hilfreich/verständlich? Wenn nein, hast du dir
Notizen zu bestimmten Anpassungen gemacht? Hattest du das Gefühl, dass das
System sich über die Zeit auf dich angepasst hat?

14. Wie empfandst du eswenndeineTermine aufgrund einer anderen ein-/austretenden
Person in ihrer Sichtbarkeit angepasst wurden? Hat es einen Unterschied gemacht
ob Details/Termine ausgeblendet oder eingeblendet wurden? Glaubst du eintre-
tende Personen haben mitbekommen das sich die Sichtbarkeit deiner Termine
verändert hat? Wie bewertest du das? Hat die Aktivität auf dem Display gestört?

15. Hast du selbst mitbekommenwenn Termine von anderen angepasst wurden wenn
du in den Raum gekommen bist? Wie empfandst du das?

16. Wie waren die Reaktionen von anderen auf das System bzw. die auf dem Dis-
play angezeigten Informationen? War die Reaktion eher positiv oder negativ? In
welcher Situation? Wie haben Personen reagiert die nicht aktiv an der Studie teil-
genommen haben?

17. Hast du das Gefühl gehabt, dass das System dir Kontrolle über deine Kalender-
daten gibt? Waren die angebotenen Kontrollmöglichkeiten ausreichend? Welche
hast du hauptsächlich genutzt? (Kal.Einst., Events, Feedb., Clear, Anonym.)

18. Denkst du, dass das System eine ausreichende Möglichkeit bietet um Termine die
man bestimmten Personen nicht mitteilen möchte vor ihnen zu verbergen? (plaus.
deniability)

19. Hast du dieAnonymitätsfunktion oder denClearDisplay Button verwendet?Wenn
ja, in welchen Situationen und warum?

20. Welche Variante des Systems hat dir besser gefallen? Die Variante vom Anfang
(nur Kalendereinstellungen) oder die Variante mit Berücksichtigung der anwe-
senden Personen? Bitte ehrlich antworten und erläutern.

21. Hattest du Bedenken dem System deine eigenen Kalenderdaten anzuvertrauen?
Hältst du das System für vertrauenswürdig? Wie ergibt sich der Eindruck? Hat
sich das auf deine Sichtbarkeitseinstellungen ausgewirkt?

22. Siehst du Risiken für die Privatsphären von so einem System? Wenn ja, welche?
Würdest du sagen die Risiken oder die Vorteile des Systems überwiegen? War es
für dich wichtig zu wissen wie das System aufgebaut ist?

23. Könntest du dir vorstellen das System dauerha zu nutzen? Warum bzw. warum
nicht? Was müsste anders sein, damit du eine Nutzung in Betracht ziehen wür-
dest?

24. Fallen dir nochweitere Kommentare, Hinweise oder Erfahrungenmit dem System
ein die du gerne mitteilen möchtest?
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